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STATE OF MAINE 

DEPARTMENT OF 

MENTAL HEALTH, MENTAL RETARDATION, 

AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 

40 STATE HOUSE STATION 

ANGUS S. KING, JR. 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 

04333-0040 
GOVERNOR 

The Honorable Joan Pendexter, Senate Chair 
The Honorable Michael Fitzpatrick, House Chair 
Health and Human Services Committee 
State House Station 115 
Augusta, ME 04333 

June 27, 1996 

Dear Senator Pendexter and Representative Fitzpatrick: 

MELODIE PEET 

COMMISSIONER 

RECEIVED 

OPL,1-\ 

I am writing in response to your letter of June 13, 1996 requesting copies of 
communication or correspondence between the federal Health Care Finance 
Administration, the Department of Human Services and the Department of Mental Health, 
Mental Retardation and Substance Abuse Services pertaining to recent inspections and 
compliance with federal and state certification standards at the Augusta Mental Health 
Institute. It is my understanding that the correspondence of May 17, 1996, which I 
forwarded to your attention on May 23, 1996, is the only correspondence that has been 
exchanged between the above entities. I will immediately forward to you any further 
correspondence between the Health Care Finance Administration, the Department of 
Human Services and the department. 

On a different note, and at the request of your committee, I am enclosing a copy of a 
memo from Larry Ventura, Superintendent of the Bangor Mental Health Institute and 
Acting Superintendent of the Augusta Mental Health Institute, which responds to the 
Bangor Mental Health Institute's status regarding the McDowell Report's 
recommendations concerning the Augusta Mental Health Institute. I am also including a 
list of Quality Improvement Council members designated by category. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have questions. 

Assistant to the Commissioner 

PHONE: (207) 287-4223 (Voice) (207) 287-2000 (TTY) FAX: (207) 287-4268 



PROGRESS TOWARDS A COMMUNITY-BASED SYSTEM OF CARE: 
IDGHLIGHTS: 

• The Department's vision is one in which all Maine's citizens with disabilities have the ·highest 
possible quality of life in their local communities. Significant action steps have been taken 
during the last 18 months toward accomplishing this vision. 

• We are moving into community based care rather than treating people in institutions, away 
from their friends, families and communities. 

- Pineland has been successfully closed, and people with mental retardation now live and are 
supported by a network of services based in local communities. 

- During the past year, over ·70 long-stay patients from AMm have found homes in the 
community, with appropriate supportive services. 

- The Bath Children's Home is being replaced with community-based services for high-risk and 
homeless adolescents. 

- The reinvestment account established by the Legislature , with the flexibility it provides, has 
initiated a significant shift of resources from hospital to community. 

• We are structuring an integrated, accountable, coordinated, effective and efficient network of 
services for adults and children in each regional area, so people know where to go in their local 
community to get help, and providers will be accessible and accountable to citizens locally. 

- Fiscal resources and staffing have been put in place to implement needed changes over time: 

Regional Directors have been hired in each region, providing a single point of coordination and 
accountability for mental health, mental retardation, children with special needs, and substance 
abuse services. Regional offices are located in Bangor, Augusta and Portland. 

A Medical Director for each regional office will be responsible for upgrading the quality of 
clinical care offered in community mental health programs. 

Mental Health Team Leasders in each regional office are available to solve problems that arise 
in the local mental health service system. 

New Mental Health and Mental Retardation Program Managers in central office have been hired 
to be responsible for statewide standards of care. 
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- Seven local service areas and nine "Quality Improvement Councils" have been established, 
providing a structure through which Maine citizens can have direct input into planning and 
monitoring their local mental health system. 

- New quality assurance and evaluation systems are being developed to ensure that advances in 
mental health treatment are implemented and that providers are held accountable for meeting 
basic standards of care. 

- Substance abuse services are being integrated with other services, making it easier to ensure that 
people with more than one diagnosis receive coordinated care and treatment. 

• For the first time, "core services" are mandated in all localities to meet the needs of people with 
.serious mental illness, whether or not they are covered by the AMHI Consent Decree. Core 
services include housing, case management, outpatient/medication management, crisis services 
and rehabilitation. 

Supervised and supported housing arrangements have expanded rapidly. 

- In the past 18 months, 24-hour staffed residential units have increased by 23% (from 192 to 
237); subsidized apartments by 44% (from 119 to 172); and subsidized housing vouchers by 
678% (from 56 to 436). 

- Major outreach efforts have been initiated to locate people who are not currently engaged in 
services and provide them access to safe, decent and affordable housing and other necessary 
services. 

- An $8 million dollar bond has become available to support housing development for mentally 
disabled individuals. 

- New program models are being developed and tested for difficult-to-serve individuals, including 
people who have experienced chronic homelessness and those who have both mental illness and 
substance abuse disorders. 

Crisis response programs are working with law enforcement personnel to provide a more 
effective "safety net" in a growing number of Maine communities. 

- A 24-hour crisis system for persons with mental retardation has been implemented, with 3 
regional programs already in operation, 40 new statewide crisis workers, a 24-hour counseling 
crisis hotline, and a total of 8 crisis beds in Bangor, Biddeford, Aroostook county, and to be 
developed in the Tri-County area. 
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- Outreach and home-based education is now available for people with mental retardation, their 
family members, agency staff and significant others. 

- Proposals have been developed in Cumberland and York Counties for comprehensive crisis 
services. 

- Contract negotiations are underway with community hospitals for further development of 
community beds for acute inpatient care. 

- "Ride-along" programs and other joint efforts between mental health and law enforcement 
personnel are being implemented in a number of communities, based on successful local 
priorities. 

- DMH/MR/SAS is working with the Department of Corrections to improve mental health 
services for youth served at the Maine Youth Center while they.are at the Center and when they 
return to their home communities. 

A comprehensive approach is being taken to meeting the needs of trauma victims in the 
mental health system. People who have previously been unable to find help anywhere are 
beginning to feel hopeful, often for the first time. 

- Nearly 80 survivor/consumers and 70 professionals with specialized expertise are presently 
meeting regularly across the state to identify treatment options, services and resources 
appropriate for persons in the mental health system with histories of traumatic abuse. 
Educational and training interventions are being implemented at various sites in preparation for 
a statewide training initiative beginning in 1997. 

Medication Monitoring: 

- DMH/MR/SAS is working with DHS to use Medicaid pharmacy data to monitor medication 
utilization practices as a quality assurance tool. 

Case Management: 

- Eight Consent Decree Coordinators have been hired and charged with ultimate responsibility for 
ensuring that services are available for the 3,200 individuals covered by the Consent Decree. 

- Twenty new case workers have been added to the community mental retardation system to 
provide better services by lowering the number of individuals on each worker's caseload. 
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- Six Assertive Community Treatment Teams have been established to provide multi-disciplinary 
treatment and interventions for people with serious mental illness who have high levels of 
functional impairment and who need intensive skill training and support. Three more teams are 
planned for FY97. 

- Sixty Intensive Clinical Case Managers/Outreach Workers will be hired during the fall and 
winter of FY97. They will receive specialized training and ongoing supervision to enable them 
to work effectively with people who have serious mental illness and who are traditionally hard 
to interest in receiving services, such as people who are homeless and those who are involved in . 
the criminal justice system. 

Rehabilitation: 

- An Office of Consumer Affairs has been developed, and recruitment and hiring efforts are near 
completion. This office will provide a focus on meaningful work and full participation for 
people with disabilities. 

- Efforts are underway to train and hire people in recovery from serious mental illness and those 
who . are successfully coping with the challenges of their disabilities to serve as "peer 
counselors" and role models for others. 

- D:MH/MR/SAS is working with local business leaders and with the Departments of Labor and 
Economic Development to explore ways of stimulating local economies and simultaneously 
increasing job opportunities for people with disabilities. 



DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH, MENTAL RETARDATION 
AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 

July 26, 1996 

1. Out of State Placements 

2. Adult Mental Health Cycle/Procedure 

3. FY96 Summary of Contacted Services 

4. Sample Contract - Mid-Coast Mental Health Center - FY96 

5. Sample Contract (Performance-based) Mid-Coast Mental Health Center 
· FY97 
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ADDENDUM #2 

Continuity of care 

The following steps are in place to ensure treatment continuity on units with locum tenens 
psychiatrists: 

1. All new locum tenens physicians meet with the Assistant to the Medical Director for orientation 
to general hospital policies and procedures. New physicians then meet with Unit Program Service 
Directors who provide them with introductions to unit staff and procedures. The Unit Program 
Service Director ensures that each new psychiatrist has an opportunity to meet with the 
psychiatrist already on the unit early in the orientation procedure. 

2. Each patient is assigned to a stable multidisciplinary team including a primary nurse and social 
worker/team coordinator who manage the case from admission through discharge. When a new 
locum tenens psychiatrist is assigned to the team, the nurse and social worker are already familiar 
with the patient's history and treatment plan, and can respond to questions and developing issues. 

3. In addition, the medical physician and clinic nurse are ·available to familiarize the locum tenens 
psychiatrist with any medical issues. 

4. When leaving AMHI, each locum tenens psychiatrist writes a thorough off-service no-ted 
fr:,tended to provide the new psychiatrist with a summary of important clinical issues, treatment 
problems to date and anticipated plan. Before leaving, each locum tenens psychiatrist is 
encouraged to speak with the new psychiatrist by telephone to discuss any particularly critical 
cases or anticipated problems, In addition, the locum tenens psychiatrist who is leaving meets 
with the psychiatrist who is staying on the unit to thoroughly discuss clinical issues pertaining to 
his/her patients, 

5. Within the limitations of the new Comp Health contract, all new locum tenens psychiatrists will 
serve for a minimum of three months at AMHI. According to the attached schedule (Addendum 
#3), two physicians will be serving for periods of two months. All others are serving for at least 
three months and several have been at AMHI for more than one rotation. Schedules on each unit 
are staggered so that each new psychiatrist can meet with a psychiatrist who has already been on 
the unit for a period of time. 

6. Continuing oversight is provided by the Medical Director who reviews all critical cases in weekly . 
Medical Director Review meetings, in addition to being available for case consultation. 
Additional oversight is provided by the Director of Clinical Operations who runs the Daily Tracking 
Meeting and who can ensure that critical cases are brought to the attention of the Medical 
Director, immediately if necessary, or at the weeklY. Medical Director's Review. 

All quality of care issues identified in the weekly Medical Director's review are referred to the 
Medical Executive Committee for consideration and any necessary action. 
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APPLICATION FOR REAPPOINTMENT 

TO AMHI MEDICAL STAFF 

The Medical Director has the overall responsibility for the Medical Staff appointment and 
reappointment. 

1. 60 days prior to renewal date an application for renewal of Medical staff privileges will 

be provided to the applicant by the Medical Directors office. 

2. 60 days prior to renewal date the Medical Directors offi~e will begin the verification 

process. 

A. Written verification from the Maine Board of Registration of Medicine/Board of 
Osteopathic Medicine, of current licensure. 

B. Query National Practitioner Data Bank report. 

C. Current D.E.A. certificate. 

D. Copy C?f Maine State License 

E. If appropriate 

Medical School Residency, etc. 

F. Proof of liability insurance face sheet, when required will be provided. 

3. Medical Directors office will obtain 2 professional and personal written references on 

applicant. A written summary will be prepared for telephone reference checks .. 

4. The Medical Director review application, clinical privileges, QA findings, peer review, 

treatment results and supervisory review along with verified material. 



5. The M_edical Director reviews and concurs with clinical privileges requested. If 

non-concurrance needs to be discussed with applicant. 

6. Medical Director reviews completed file then brings his recommendation concerning the 

application for appointment to Medical Executive Committee for recommef?-dation. 

7. Medical Executive Committee recommendation then goes to Governing Body for 

approval. 



APPLICATION FOR APPOINTMENT 

TO AMHI MEDICAL STAFF 

The Medical Director has the overall responsibility for the Medical Staff appointment and 
reappointment process. 

1. Potential applicant provides a current C. V. 

2. Preliminary interview of applicant by Medical Director or a senior physician as 

designated. This may be done by telephone with approval of Medical Director with 

:MFR. 

3. Application kit is given to the applicant with a cover letter that states this process could 

take 90 days to 120 days to complete with privileges requested. 

4. Application is reviewed by the Medical Director's staff to assure that the application is 

complete. Incomplete applications will be returned to the applicant for completion .. 

5. Medical Director reviews the completed application - provides guidance whether to 

continue with process. (Medical Director's questions may need further 

investigation/evaluation) 

6. In addition to a completed application form the applicants file will contain the following 

documents: 

A. Written verification from the Maine Board of Registration of Medicine/Board of 

Osteopathic Medicine, of current licensure 

B. Query National ~ractitioner Data Bank report 

C. Current D.E.A. certificate 

D. Copy of Maine State License 



E. If appropriate 

Medical School Residency, etc 

F. Proof of liability insurance, face sheet, when required will be provided. 

7. Medical Director's office will obtain (2) professional and personal references on 

applicant. A written summary will be prepared for telephone reference checks. 

8. The Medical Director reviews and concurs with clinical privileges requested. If 

non-concurrence needs to be discussed with applicant. 

9. Medical Director reviews completed file and brings his recommendation concerning the 

application for appointment to Medical Executive Committee for recommendation. 

10. Medical Executive Committee recommendation then goes to Governing Body for 

approval. 

applicalwp 



July 11, 1996 

Dr. Roger Wilson 
Augusta Mental Health Institute 
Hospital Street, Box 724 
Augusta, ~ 04332 

Dear Dr. Wilson: 

P'il!"Sua...7.~ to 0:1..t r·:;;.C.~.i.~t c;:;n_.....-,: .. r:5ation::3 I have compiled and enclosed a 
tentative schedul1:: fur k::J.g-~e~ i'S-n::o.:.th mi!limum) coverage for Augusta 
Men +-al~~r!+L -r ........... , ..... '')•··--·1•:r~-. r , .... ~gc--:' Ia'isohav·eatentati·veschedule ...... _.1...1..t .. -:t..iLoil .i...1....,!::L,-1.•,•.··.·•;, -..1...:...L'-''·•.:=,•.! !J u..:.J.--::. ..!.. VJ. 

Outl~n-=-d tl·,,.<J.l'gl-• ~=····~,i. . .,.r. ~-; 1 na"'.' ~'1•t· },;.-•a·,.,,e of ·he pre"'ent politi.cal ~- ..... ....J. <II, ... ..a. .L.••- ........... , ...... ,,.. .._, __ ~ ..... ·"" :~ -·.!. ',,,,)_\., ~ ~ ~ 

Uph.::ia~·-~l ·"'n•l th .. •T,-., .. _,-,, .• ',:, ;~. ~c.-.;. ~-/:' ~,-.,-~l~ru ,,l...,.:.ures m· summer of 1997 I 
• - ,; "'4 "4, \.4 ..,_..._, t,·• · • .... .1,'V-L -.,;, ,...,!'•""' -.L\,, •.'~ J.""""\,,,J..J...1W..,\/ -.1•.J-~ ) 

felt the most irr,.,,-~~di~~:: :.1~ed "?:as fc.H· i;h~ r:.ext 12 months. 

Again, I reaffirm my position that most of these long-term physicians 
have provided Au~ta ~fental Health Institute coverage before and have a 
truly vested interest in the well-being of the staff and patients there. The 
past experience of these ?h:rsicians and their establishP-d relationships with 
staff and patients ,vill b1~ critical to th1;- ,,.,·elfare of the hospital, especially 
with the impending closure. 

CompHealth bas ;:-i,pprl'::'•~:at.~d and enjoyed our long-standing 
relationship and h~p~::: to 1:onti~::.e providing quality coverage to you through 
these times of unce:;a.:.nty. \Ve also regard you as old friends and do have a 
personal commihn-=n.t to our friends at Augusta Mental Health Institute. 
Our physiciar,.s feel the same way. 

All of the physicians listed in the attached schedule are very well 
aware of the situatiau at Aug-..ista .Mental Health Institute and are sensitive 
to your unique needs at this time. If the ,.,;·orst scenario occurs and the 
hospital is forced to clo~e, we w-ill. be thare to assist you until the last patient 
is transferred. 

Three years ago ,ve ha-1 l::!. long st.'.?.nding contract with Central State 
Hospital. They experienced the same situation and were forced to close. It 
was painful for the staff and patients. Our physicians worked through low 
morale and difficult circumstances to care for the patients when all staff was 
gone. 

1-0:?l Sourh 700 E...s.. Sc,:. 3CO ■ ■ • F:,.csimiie 801-264-6-to-'t 



I 
. -

' . - . - ·-

- - ··-·- -------------------------

Ph:;:;iciar.J..S ir.. b~ld t_.-p:: : ... a,~ pru·.,·i ded prev-ious coverage at A.i.vIHI. 
Unde:--li.ced physicians a:e oi::w to _.~,IF..J: but will retu. ... '"!1 for further coverage. 

JOB #1 -------------·----~::=;--;;:;;_~--------------
6/10/96-'!.1}1/96 1 Bo-..:· Tr.•!l!1!kow ! 

j ·.:._:;: .&,,,:.\.,(, ------+-' ------------1 
11/4/96-1/3/97 ' A-l~~ -5r::r;uss ! 

,_V_6_/q-~~-,--3·/-~--S-/_9_7 ______ -,-t_E~z~~~i~;-:;_a_n ___ -i-ll_\_N_o_u_ld-r-eturn-. __ in_t_h_e-fal-1~ 

· ! of'97 
o;...,., ,,...__.., ~,()7,,...,. 4-J--. -.-... -. -.. --.-.. -,_------1-w---.-,-1---turn--.-.....,-7--1 
,; cu'::;-01.;.. ,a: ! , 0.a.u .:--r-~liii1ll1..•er ; 01.11a al.Sore in~ 

.JOB #2 
4/22/96-8/9/96 I J a.so~ Kirkpatrick · 1 V-li~ repeat ro~tion in I . ,. 

r '97 m 3-month mtervals 
8/12/96-8/30/96 1 Jc1-- -n :'t:!02·an -'----- ! To fill in for Kirkpatrick 
9/2/96-1 JJl 5/96 i T.,_r.:-n -~q.,..1-·oa+rick i : •J~- =· .. ,.__.. __ 
1 J/18/96-'2/28/97 I .. . - , -~·- ... :~ ..... ,.,,., . .,.a-~st 

'· - ~':~ __ ::- ---~~- Iii!'-"" 
I \Vill return in '97 

3/3/97-5/3 0/97 ~ Jo~e~1, H~a~,;..,.., ·--..;....~-- - I Will return in fall of '97 

- ----
7 /8/96-8/30/96 j l'1artin K:eler I 
9/2/96-5/31/97 Jo~ 1for.t.s -vv-i.11 need occasional 

time off to be filled from 
options below* 

JOB #4 
6/3/96-7 /19/96 I !Y!iltc;,n E.irschber~ I 

. 7/22/96-9/27/96 I ~P-1.,, ... d,, y·~c-ete .. ,., ,.... _, . '- ..... I 
9/30/96-12/20/96 ! ?Jozef 3:ifl~r I 
12/23/96-1/3/97 t"' see below I . --·-- ·---~ --
1/6/97 ~3/28/97 j Louis Noltimier I 
3/31/97 -6/'27 /97 I Kent Ell~r I 

(CONT'D) 
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,--P-ag_e_2 _____________________________ _ 

JOB #5 
Prese~t to 6/27 /97 ! .John .. A ... ~ess 

I 

,JOB #6 -
7 /15/96-8/9/96 I r-1 •• • 1 • : \.J:.U:.C:.d:iCe ren acing 

I Wesum. to be· named 
8/12/96-10/23/96 ! D;;tvid Jendusa 
10/24;'96-1/3/97 ! ~ d Strauss 

I 
1/5/97 -3/28/97 ! Keith Chapman 
3/31/97-6/27 /97 / Jose-ch Hes.n,ev 

I 

,JOB #7 

7 /1/96-9/13/97 l Michael Hitz 
9/16/96-1J3/97 I Kvl!i .Johnson or Robert 

~ 
1/6/97-6/27 /97 Hudson Bates 

I 
I 
! 

I 

Will continue his 
rotation with 2-week 
breaks every four 
months to be filled with 
Chandra Lal (as it has 
been in the past) 

Or possibly David 
Jendusa returning after 
a short break 

I Would return in fall for 
3 months 

I 

Or 1/6-3/28 Hudson 
Bates, and 3/31-6/27 
&~ct Bart or K:a,~ 
Johll§Qil 

T\vo- to four-week fill-~ physici3.r..s (th~e physicians are well 
established in the AGGUSTA 1.GN'TAL HEALTH INSTITUTE system 

and have pro....,9ided repeated coverage) 

John Mogan 
Robert Spitzer 
Richard Rawson 
Martin Keeler 

Alfred Strauss 
:Michael Sheard 
Joan & Gerald Roskin 
Elisabeth Small 

,. I I ... I' .· ,·-. •I 
• I • 



MEDICAL Dill.ECTOR ORIENTATION: 
(WEEK ONE) 

ATTEND HOSPITAL ORIENTATION (SEE ATTACHED) OR1ENTATION SCHEDULE WILL BE 
ADAPTED TO FACILITATE THE FOLLOWING:\\ 

DAY ONE: 

1. 8 A...\1: MEET MEDICAL Dill.ECTOR OFFICE STAFF AND GET ACQUAINTED WITH OFFICE 
OPERATIONS/ SCHEDULING/KEYS ETC. 

2. 9-11AM: TOUR OF THE FACILITY-INFORMALLY MEET CLINICAL STAFF ON EACH UNIT. 

3. LUNCH WITH MEMBERS OF THE MEDICAL STAFF 

4. 1-+ PM MEET WITH ROGER WILSON, ACTING MEDICAL Dill.ECTOR TO REVIEW 
MEDICAL STAFF BYLAWS AND DEPARTMENT AL POLICIES. 

DAY TWO: 

MEET WITH BILL LAJOUSKY AND FOLLOW THE ORIENTATION PLAN FOR ALL PHYSICIANS. . . . 

DAY THREE: 

CONTINUE WITH HOSPITAL ORIENTATION AND ATTEND MEDICAL STAFF MEETING AT 12 
NOON AND CLINICAL CASE CONFERENCE AT 1:30 PM 

DAY FOUR: 

SHADOW ROGER WILSON FOR THE DAY. 

DAYFIVE: 

CONTINUE WITH HOSPITAL ORIENTATION 

(WEEKS TWO THROUGH SIX) 

COMPLETE HOSPITAL OR1ENTATION. BEGIN DEPART.MENTAL OR1ENTATION( EXAMPLE 
ATTACHED, ENTITLED TRAINING SCHEDULE). 

CONTINUE TO MEET WITH ROGER WILSON WEEKI.. Y UNTIL OR1ENTATION COMPLETED. 



TRAINING PLAN 

COURSES DURATION PRESENTING 

Overview of TQM, Values, 1/2 day Rod Bouffard, 
-

Vision (AMHI CQI Plan) Linda Moulton 

UR/QA 1/2 day Linda Moulton 

Patient Rights 1/2 day Lisa Manwaring, 

Gerry Daly 

LSA's and New System 1/2 day Katherine Guilbault, 

Initiatives Richard Michaud 

Treatment Planning 2 hours Ann Leblanc 

Customer Service / Patient 2 hours John Greene, Scott Dow, 

Satisfaction Ann-LeBlanc, Irene Begin 

Client-Directed Treatment 3 hours Coni Kalinowski, lVID 

Consent Decree 2 hours Carol Trottier 

Staffing 2 hours Katherine Guilbault 

Affirmative Action/ ADA 2 hours Katherine Lincoln 

Human Resources 2 hours Nicole Morin Scribner 

Support Services 2 hours Richard Besson 

Billing / Reimbursement Issues 1 hour Brian Forni 

Administrator on Call Duties 1 1/2 hours Katherine Guilbault 

Meeting with Community Rod Bouffard, Katherine 

Providers Guilbault, Alan Boufford 

Updated 7/16/96 



ORIENTATION TOPICS FOR NEW PHYSICIANS 

1. A.M.H.I.'s vision. 

2. A.M.H.I.'s mission. 

3. Physician accountability. 

4. Weekly meetings for physicians. 

5. Patient's rights. 

6. Capacity to give informed consent. 

7. Administrative hearings. 

8. Psychiatric Assessment. 

9. Admission Note. 

10. Treatment planning. 

11. Clinical Resume. 

12. 24-Hour Certification. 

13. Terminology relating to release of patient from AMHI. 

14. Notification of transfer to community provider (form). 

15. Definitions of mechanical restraint and protective devices. 

16. Documentation for SRC, restraint and protective devices. 

17. Sample SRC order and notes. 

18. Off-ward levels. 

19. UR procedure for certification/recertification. 

20. UR tasks. 

21. UR extended stay reviews. 

22. UR codes used at AMHI. 

23. Dictation system. 

24. __ Referring institutions (by county). 

25. __ Group homes. 

Page 1 



26. Key policy. 

27. __ Codes: (1) Medical emergency. 
(2) Code 99 (medical patient not breathing). 
(3) Code 77 (fire) 
(4) STAT Help. 

28. Fire and emergency number: 7-7333. 

29. Duties of the OD. 

30. AMHI admission criteria. 

31. Admission Request-Intake Form. 

32. E.D·. Transfer Data Base/Medical Clearance Form. 

33. Program service managers. 

34. O.D. schedule and duties. 

35. Medical staff documentation guidelines for evaluation and management 
services. 

36. Medical Records Dept •• 

37. Admission Office. 

38. Library. 

39. Brief review of AMHI's recent history. 

40. Secure name tag. 

Page 2 
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ADDENDUM#3 



July 11, 1996 

Dr. Roger Wilson 
Augusta Mental Health Institute 
Hospital Street, Box 724 
Augusta, rvfE 04332 

Dear Dr. Wilson: 

Pu.rsufu'1.t to cur re.cl$nt convc-rsation.s I have compiled and enclosed a 
tentative schedult:: for lo:ng-t1:-~ (8-.ruonth minimum) coverage for Augusta 
Mental Health k;:;t>.,t .. ;; th.co,.1gh J ..... rt-= 1997. I also have a tentative schedule 
outlined through De-c:-,r,~!::8:c 31_. 19971 bnt becai.lSe of the present political 
uphea,·:al and the rrr:·.,~~o .. -'s i~-;_~::..t 0f facility closures in summer of 1997, I 
felt the most imrn~i~c~ !l~d was for the :r..ext 12 months. 

Again, I reaffirm my position that most of these long-term physicians 
have provided Augusta ~ental Health Institute coverage before and have a 
truly vested interest i.--i the well-being of the staff and patients there. The 
past experience of the~e physicians and their established relationships with 
staff and patients ·will be critical to the, ,i,.·elfare of the hospital, especially 
with the impending closure. 

CompHealth has a.ppri:-,~:at.ed and enjoyed our long-standing 
relationship and h~p1;~ to i:ontin.ue prov id.ing quality coverage to you through 
these times of wicertainty. \Ve al.so regard you as old friends and do have a 
personal commit:ncnt to our friends at Augusta Mental Health_Institute. 
Our physicians feel the same way. 

All of the physicians listed in the attached schedule are very well 
a.ware of the situation at Augusta :Mental Health Institute and are sensitive 
to your unique needs at this time. If the "vYorst scenario occurs and the 
hospital is forced to close, we w--ill be t...'-iere to assist you until the last patient 
is transferred. 

Three years ago v:e ha-1 ~ long standing contract with Central State 
Hospital. They e:i...--perienced the saI!le situation and were forced to close. It 
was painful for the staff and patients. Our physicians worked through low 
morale and difficult drcumstances to care for the patients when all staff was 
gone. 



Physician:3 ir:.. b\Jld t/p~ ha.,..-~ provided previous coverage at MIHl. 
Underlir..ed physicians a:-e o.e,.,.. to .:\~\:L."!TI but will ·retu...~ for further coverage. 

,JOB #1 ·--·- - I 6110196- l Jll/96 1 Be•..;_,. '!r.,n..n.ikow 
' --- .&.~\.,ii j 

"11/4/96-1/3/97 
··, -- . -
: Alfred Str:.!uss - ----

1/6/97 -.3/28/97 I E·· ,...- .,., <"' ,;;, - r- -~"' l' Would return in the fall . ''--'e,,:;.:. ......... ..:.!.--~:..11! 
I 

of'97 
3;31/0 7-6'~7/9'7 ---·---~ J ' .... · .. ''be ! Would also return in '97 , v , _ • 1 , on.i:l ;_'\{,dn..n.U r 

JOB#2 -

4/22/96-8/9/96 l J a.son Kirkpatrick I Will repeat rotation in 
I '97 in 3-month intervals 

8/12/96-8/3 0/96 I J T l',,:'f __ L_QP.:~ .:. ... o~·an ! To fill in for Kirkpatrick. 
9/2/96-11/15/96 1 .Jesc.n Kh-\::patrick ! - ! -~..11.$?d,m ~,:h 1J.!"O'a.St I Will return in '97 11/18/96-2/28/97 

--- ---- .... :.,;;i,r 

3/3/97-5/30/97 : Jo~e~l1 H~a~~v 
·-.. -. -m-= ·--

! Will return in fall of '97 

.. JOB #3 ----------
7 /8/96-8/30/96 j l\fartin K~eler 
9/2/96-5/31/97 .John ~Iom.s Wi..ll need occasion.al 

time off to be filled from 
options below * 

JOB #4 
6/3/96-7 /19/96 I rvfilton H..inchber~ 

. 7 /22/96-9/27 /96 I .Abefo.rdc X e~ete 
9/30/96-12/20/96 t iJozef .Safi~r ----r, 12/23/96-]}3/97 "'see below 

.. ·--·-- ·--~- --
JJ6/97 -3/28/97 I Lou.is Noltimier I 
3/3 J./97 -6/27 /97 I Kent Eller 

(CONT'D) 
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JOB#5 
Present to 6/27/97 John An:iess 

JOB#6 -
I rt • · • } • 7 /15/96-8/9/96 : v3.I.1~dace rep acmg 
! Wesron. to be named 

8/12/96-10/23/96 I D~vid J endusa 
10/24/96-1/3/97 ! .AlfrBd Strauss 

I 
115/97-3/28/97 I Keith Chapman 
3/31/97-6/27 /97 : Tes ·-c1

-- Pe "e · / .. . e 1. .,_.., aq -v 

I 

,JOB #7 
7 /1/96-9/13/97 I Michael Hitz 
9/16/96-1/3/97 t Kvl~ ,Johnson or Robert 

~ 
JJ6/97-6/27 /97 Hudson Bates 

I 

I 

Will continue his 
rotation with 2-week 
breaks every four 
months ro be filled with 
Chandra Lal (as it has 
been in the past) 

Or possibly David 
· Jendu.sa returning after 
a short break 

Would return in fall for 
3 months 

Or 1/6-3/28 Hudson 
Bates, and 3/31-6/27 
&>bert Bort or K:£:1~ 
JohMQ!l 

Two- to four-1r,·eek fill-i~ phy.:;iciar.s (the:::e physicians are well 
·established in the AUGUSTA ),f.ENTAL HE...L\LTH INSTITUTE system 

and have provided repeated coverage) 

John Magan 
Robert Spitzer 
Richard Rawson 
Martin Keeler 

Alfred Strauss 
Michael Sheard 
J can & Gerald Roskin 
Elisabeth Small 



ADDENDUM#4 

While the search for a permanent Medical Director is ongoing, one of the permanent psychiatrists 
will be appointed to serve as acting Deputy Medical Director. Dr. Wilson will continue to 
supervise this psychiatrist a minimum of one day per week on site, as well as continue to be 
available by phone, as needed based on Dr. Wilson's judgment. While the Deputy Medical 
Director will be expected to have a strong clinical focus, an additional locum tenens psychiatrist 
will be hired to assume is or her treatment team responsibilities. 



ADDENDUM#5 

The Medical Staff has been given the responsibility to develop, in coordination with the Quality 
Director, a system to utilize QA sessions to review data, formulate recommendations and actions 
in response to QA findings. An annual review of the QA program will be completed at the end 
of each year. QA will be a standing agenda item for all Medical Executive Committee meetings 
as of 7/17/96. The QA Director will attend all Medical Executive Committee meetings with the 
exception of the executive meeting to provide Medical Executive Committee meeting with all 
QA pertinent information. The Medical Executive Committee minutes will reflect discussion 
and action. 



ADDENDUM#6 

Katherine Guilbault, RN, Director of Clinical Operations will provide administrative support and 
oversight to the infection prevention nurse and infection prevention committee. 

- Ms. Guilbault met with Mr. Chavarie. Infection Prevention Nurse to review· data collection 
techniques. Formulas for collecting nosocomial data were reviewed. It was determined that the 
current formula for calculating the incidence rate was not mathematically correct. Utilizing the 
text, entitled. ·'The APIC Curriculum for Infection Control Practice. Volume 1 ", the formula to 
be utilized was identified as follows: 

# of nosocomial inf ID durin2: the month 
Total# of inpatient days = Incidence Rate 

The selection of this formula has historical merit. Thi_s was the formula approved by the 
Infection Prevention Committee and was utilized prior to 1995. 

Mr. Chavarie, Infection Prevention Nurse was directed to go back one year (the Infection 
Prevention Program is summarized on an annual basis - July •95 through June '96) and revise the 
data reporting to reflect the corrected formula. At the bottom of the data reports. it reads: "This 
report was revised July 1996." The formula for calculating the nosocomial rate was revised. 

At the next meeting of the Infection Prevention Committee, August 3, 1996. This corrected data 
report will be presented for discussion. On August 4, 1996 Dr. Davis. Chairperson will present 
this report to the Medical Executive Committee. 



Section One: Epidemiology and Statistics 55 

· D. LIST ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF EACH OF THESE 
MEASURES. 

1. Mean 

Most statistical tests use the mean because it is more amenable to mathematical 
manipulation. However, it is the measurement most affected by outliers (unusually 
high or low values) especially when the number of observations is small. As the sam
ple size getS very large. this is less important. 

2. Median 

It is least affected by outliers. Therefore, it is frequently the best measure to use in 
describing a data set. It is best for ordinal data. It requires ordering all observations 
in the sample. 

3. Mode 

It is most useful for qualitative data, rarely used as a single measure for describing 
central tendency. With a small number of observations, there may be no mode. 

4. These terms are often referred to as numerical summaries, because one or two num
bers are used to describe an entire data set. 

OBJEcnVE ID: The learner will have an understanding of the use of rates and ratios in sta
tistical inference 

A. RECOGNIZE THE APPROPRIATE USE OF THE TERM: RATE. 

A rate measures ·the probability of occurrence in a population of some particular event 
such as cases of disease or deaths. 

'; B. GIVE THE BASIC FORMULA USED FOR ALL TYPES OF RATES, DEFINING 
EACH COMPONENT. 

1 rate = numer~tor X constant = :! X k 
· denominator y 

2. x = the numerator equals the number of times the event (e.g., infections) has oc
curred during a specified time interval. 

3. y = denominator equals a population (e.g., number of patients at risk) from which 
those experiencing the event were derived during the same time interval. 

4. k = a whole number (fractions are inconvenient) 100, 1000, 10 000 and 100 000 
usually used (selection of k is usually made so that the smallest rate calculated has 
at least one digit to the left of the decimal point) or is determined by accepted prac
tice, the magnitude of numerator compared to denominator). 

!:f. ·NOTE: numerator events are always among the denominator events in a rate. 
··, 

;e 
~-

see 
ES: ISl 

2, 17: CHP 2, 
22: CHP 7 

/ 
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,.., CALCULATE COMMONLY USED RATES. 

1. Incidence rate 

Number of NEW cases of a disease 

I 'd _ for a specified time period X k 
nci ence rate - p 1 . . k f . . d opu ation at ns or same time peno 

!, .· [;f; '/ 

EXAMPLE: During 1980, a total of 514 patients in Hospital A. developed UTis. 
The hospital had 44 659 total discharges for the year. What is the annual incidence 
of UTis per 100 000 discharges? 

J~~9 X 100 000 = 1150.9/100 000 discharges 

2. Prevalence rate 

Number of EXISTING cases of disease from 

P l 
_ soecified interval or point in time 

reva ence rate - p 1 . . k ~ . . d opu ation at ns 1or same time peno 
Xk 

EXAMPLE: Prevalence on a specified day identifies 16 patients with nosocomial 
urinary tract infections. On the day of the study, the hospital census is 403. What 
is the prevalence of urinary tract infections per 1000 patients? · 

~
6
3 X 1000 = 39.7 /1000 ~atients 

There are two approaches to determining the numerator for prevalence surveys. Both 
approaches are acceptable provided the composition of the rates is clearly defined. 
In both cases, the denominator would be number of charts reviewed, number of pa
tients examined, etc. 

a. Only active cases of nosocomial infection are included in the numerator; i.e., all 
cases from a point in time up to a second point in time are included (e.g., for a 
10-day period). This will reduce the prevalence rate and will more nearly reflect 
incidence. 

b. All nosocomial infections up t9 a certain point in time are included whether they 
are active or inactive; i.e., all infections on the day(s) of the study are counted. 
This will produce a higher prevalence rate because it counts all cases regardless 
of state of infection. 

3. Attack rate 

AR= Number of NEW ~ases o~ disease for a.specifi~d time period X 100 Population at nsk for same time penod 

Same as incidence rate, except attack rates are always expressed as cases per 100 
population or as a percent. 

\. EXAMPLE: During a 34-month period, there were 158 admissions to the burn
trauma unit of a hospital, with 52_of the patients subsequently experiendng an in
fection with Staphylococcus aureus. 

2, 12: CHP 2, 
20: CHP 5, 
22: CHP 7 
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Of the total 158 admissions to the burn-trauma unit, 129 were admitted with burns. 
The remainder were trauma cases. Of the 52 patients with S. aureus infections, 49 
had burns. 

Of the 129 burn patients, 81 had burns that cove.red less than 20% of their body; 48 
had burns that covered more than 20% of their body. 

Of the 49 infections in burn patients, 16 were inpatients with burns that covered less 
than 20% of their body; 33 were inpatients with burns that covered more than 20% 
of their body. 

Calculate the foilowing rates: 

a. overaII attack rate 

52 
l-58 X 100 = 32.9% 

b. burn patient attack rate 

49 
129 X 100 = 38% 

c. trauma patient attack rate 

3 
29 

X 100 = 10.3% 

d. attack rate for burn patients with less than 20% burns 

16 8T X 100 = 19.8% 

e. attack rate for burn patients with greater than 20% burns 

33 
48 

X 100 = 68.8% 

4. Mortality rate: 

x = the number of people in a defined population during a specified interval of 
time who: (a) die from any cause (crude rate) or (b) die from a specified cause 
(cause-specific rate) 

y = same as incidence rate . 
k =: usually an assigned value of 1000 when calculating crude rates: 100 000 is 

1

ed for cause specific rates. 

X MR=-Xk y 

I 



ADDENDUM#7 

Effective immediately, parallel plans will function to address the shortage of a Clinical 
Dietitian. This is necessary because of the limited response to recruiting over the past year with 
zero results. It is our goal to have a Clinical Dietitian on duty not later then October I, 1996. 
This can be done provided we can recruit. issue a contract or reclassify a position based on the 
time table indicated below. 

Implementation: 

Plan# l: Continue to advertise for a full time Dietitian. 

A. Continue to advertise weekly until August 16, 1996. 

B. Expand Advertising to Boston area or other appropriate publication for two weeks 
starting not later then July '27, 1996. Current Advertising would continue until 
August I 6, I 996. 

C. Allow a grace period of 5 calendar days after the last advertisement for a response 
to the ad. 

D. If no responses are received by August 16, 1996 all advertising will stop. We will 
then rely on Plan #2 or #3 for final resolution. 

Plan #2: Negotiate a contract with Food Service Organizations and Hospitals capable of 
providing a Clinical Dietitian. 

A. Contact the Bur~au of Purchases to determine vendor availability. Due: July 16, 
1996. 

B. Draft Request for Proposal, job description and any other requirements expected 
from a contractor. Due: July 18, 1996. 

C. Sent RFP to Contract Review Committee for approval. Due July 22, 1996. 

C. Sent a cover letter to each known vendor that can provide services outlined in the 
job description. Due: July 26, 1996. 

D. Set bid opening date and time with the Bureau of Purchases. Due: July 26, 1996. 

E. Open bids not later then August 23, 1996. 

F. Award contract to bidder most capable of providing the required service. Due: 
August 30, 1996. 



Plan #3: Reclassify the current vacancy (Clinical Dietitian) to a Food Service Manager. 

A. Reclassify the existing Clinical Dietitian to a Food Service Manger position. This 
would allow the Director of Dietary Services to provide clinical services and 
oversee the operation of the Dietary Department. Due: October 1, 1996 

B. Conduct bench marking with compatible psychiatric hospitals. This will validate the 
number of Dietitian's required based on our population. Due: August 16, 1996 

During the implementation of this plan of correction the Director of Dietary Services in 
conjunction with the Director of Human Resources will maintain a complete file of actions taken 
on plan #1, #2 and #3. A weekly up date will be provided to the Superintendent on progress 
made to implement this plan of correction by the Director of Hospital Services. 



for Ucensing and Ccrti ricalion lJm 

DIVISION Of LICENSING AND CERTifICArioN 
STATEHENT or DErICIENCIES AND PLAN or CORRECTION 

POC Accepled Dale 
Nol Accepted - Dale -
Returned for: -- -

Revision Dale 

Surveyors: Linda Ay~r, R.N., Mary Dufort, R.N., Beth· Patterson, R.N., Sandy Brown, R.N. 
Francine Blattner, M.D., Steve Blattner, M.D., Jim Nickerson, HFS 

Date Survey Compleled: 
June 6, 1996 and June 21, 1996 

Name of facility: Address: 

Auausta Mental Health Institute 

SUt-ttARY STATEHENT or DEFICIENCIES 

AMHI June 4-6, 1996 and June 20-21, 1996-State Survey 

Chapter VII.J.2. 

The procedure related to the submission and processing of 
applications involves the administrator, credentials committee 
of the Medical Staff or its counterpart, and the governing 
board, all functioning on a regular basis. 

This regulation was not met as evidenced by the following 
findings: 

A review of Credentials files and meeting minutes of the 
Board of Trustees provided docuemtned evidence that four 
(4) of four (4) physicians due for reappointment in 1995 and 
1996 were not reapponted in accordance with the medical 
staff by-laws (Article 5). 

_Chapter IX.D.2. 

Reappointments are made periodically, and recorded in the 
minutes of the governing boa.rd. Reappointment policies 
provide for a periodic appraisal of each member of the staff, 

i' 

' 

--s1gnatu1 Person Completing Plan of Correction: 

Arsenal Street, Augusta,· ME 04330 

PLAN Of_CORR[CTION 

Four physicians have been recamEOOed for reappoint:rrent by 
?-Wical Executive Camri.ttee on 6/4/96 pending National 
.Practitioner Data Bank query. All were approved. Governing 
Ibdy rret on 6/18/96 and approved all four appointments 
pending National Data Bank findings. National Data Bank 
query was carrpleted on 7/10/96 with no negative findings. 
lt!dical Executive Camri.ttee received these results on 7/10/96 
and recamended approval for reappointnent. 

COHPLETION DATE: 
mnnt-h/dav/vear 

7/10/96 



OJVJSION Or LICENSING AND ·crnTiflCATION - STJ\TEHENT or DfflCIENCICS AND PI./\N or CORRECTION - Continuillion Sheet 

Name or Facility: Auousta Mental Health Institute 

Sur-tt/\RY STAT[t£NT or DEfICl[NCl[S 

including consideration of his physical and mental capabilities. 
Recommendations for reappointments are noted either in the · 
credential committee or medical staff meetings' minutes. 

This regulation was not met as evidenced by the following 
findings: 

• A review of Credentials files and meeting minutes of the 
Board of Trustees provided documented evidence that 
four (4) of four (4) physicians due for reappointment in 
1995 and 1996 were not reappointed in accordance with 
the Medical Staff By-Laws. (Article 5) 

• It was detennined through a review of credentials files 
and meeting minutes of the Medical Executive Committee 
for nine (9) months prior to survey, and confirmed 
through interview with the Medical Director, that four (4) 
of four (4) physicians due for reappraisal and 

· reappointment in ·I 995 and 1996 did not undergo 
reappraisal or reappointment as required in the Medical 
Staff By-laws (Article 5). 

Chapter IX.D.3. 

Temporary staff privileges (for example, locum tenens) are 
granted for a limited period if the physician is otherwise 
properly qualified for such. 

S1ynature of Person Completing Pion of Correction: 

6/6/96 & 
Date of Survey: G/2l/96 

PLAN or CORR[CTION 

A written procedure has been developed for the appointrrent 
and reappointrrent process (see attached). The ~ical 
Director j ·: accountable for assuring canpliance with this 
task. (see addendtJTI //1) . 
GoverniriL Body ITEt on 6/18/96. Privileges for the four 
physicians were approved pending National Practitioner 
Data Bank query. The Governing Body will ireet m:mthly to 
address key issues such as policies and procedures dealing 
with fcmily notification of critical events, managarent of 
patients refusing treatrrent and discharge planning and to 
assure canpliance with the hospital quality irnproveirent 
plan. 1 

COHPLETION DATE: 
month/dav/vear 

6/18/96 

Ont.e: 



DIVISION Of LICENSING /\ND CEftT ff I CAT ION - STJ\TEHENT Of Off ICIENCI[S AND PI./\N or CDflflECTION - Continua lion Sheet 

Name of facility: Auqusta Mental Health Institute. 
6/6 96 & 

Date of Survey: f;/21196 

SUlflARY STATEl-£NT or DEflCIENCIES 

This regulation was not met as evidenced by the following 
findings: 

• It was detennined through a review of credentials files for 
locum tenens physicians that although the medical staff 
qualifies members, in part, through primary verification,of 
credentials as required in the medical staff by-laws 
(Article 5.2. I), locum tenens physician credentials files 
did not contain primary verification of those required 
credentials. · 

Chapter IX.F. I. 

Regardless of any other categories having privileges in the 
hospital, there is an active staff, properly organized, which 
performs all the organizational duties pertaining to the 
medical staff. These include: 

I. Maintenance of the proper quality of all medical care and 
treatment in the hospital. 

This regulation was not met as evidenced by the following 
findings: · · 

• It was detennined through a review of the Medical Staff 
Executive Committee meeting and QI minutes for nine (9) 
months prior to survey and confirmed through interviews 
with the Medical Director, that the medical! staff lacks a · 

Signuture of Person Completing Plan of Correction: 

PLAN OF COflfl[CTION 

A procedure has been developed to procure primary 
verification of I.ocun Tenens physicians. As of this date 
a query has heen made to verify the licensure of all locun 
tenens physicians. 

The National Practitioner Data Bank is being queried and 
was carq:ileted on 7/11/96 with no issues noted. 

(see attached) Mdendun Ill 

COHPLETION DATE: 
month/dav/vear 

· 7/10/96 

7/11/96 



DIVISION Of LICENSING /\NO CEIIJlflCATION - STJ\TEHENT or DEflCIENCl[S· /\ND PL/\N Of COl111ECTION - Continualion Sheet 

Name of facility: Auqusta Mental Health Institute 
6 6 96 & 

Date of Survey: h/2}/gG 

SU1¼U\RY STAT[t£NT or ocrICl[NCJ[S 

mechanism for evaluating all medical care and treatment 
in the hospital as evidenced, specifically by the following 
findings: 

I. Assessment of medical care and appropriateness h 
significantly hampered by an inordinate rel'iance on short 
tenn locum tenens physicians whose provision of care has 
not been amenable to quality monitoring, identification, 
follow up and correction of proble~s; · 

2. Pati.ent care problems or serious incidents identified in 
I 0/95; 1/96; and 4/96 and referenced in the minutes were 
not correlated with documentation of determination of 
causes of problems, corrective action, or follow up; 

3. It was determined from the above, plus~ review of data 
relative to Drug Utilization Evaluation (DUE) for 
polypharmacy and polypharmacy with Clozaril, that 
although these DUE are an integral part of the medical 
staffs quality assurance program, th~re was no 
documented cumulation, trending, or interpretation of the 
DUE data, nor was there documentation of the impact on 
quality of care of the DUE findings; 

4. It was determined from the above, plus a review of . 
nosocomial infection data: that although records of 
infections are maintained, data collection techniques were 
inconsistent and interpretations of data by the medical 

· staff to determine potential p&tient care ramifications, 
trends, or potential for improvement was not documented 
and nosocomial rates and thresholds were not definitative; 

Signature or Pereon Completing Plan of Correction: 

PLAN or COl111ECTION 

The quality of care provided by the locun tenens physicians 
is roonitored as part of the ho?pital QA program with 
follow up and correction of problems. Continuity of care 
is ensured as described in the attached addendum. 

(see addendum 112) 

(1) The hospital is actively seeking permanent physicians, 
i.e. the Liberty Group has revieived the hosptial's needs. 
Bnployrrent agencies have been contacted along with National 
Level ~ntal Health professionals. We will interview in the. 
next 3 weeks for the position of ~~Jical Director. ~ical 
Director continuity will be assured as described in 
addendum 114 
(2) According to the hospital's CQI plan and the attached 
flow sheet, the Director of QA will track the reporting 
system and nnnitor responses fran the ~ical Executive 
Camtlttee. If necessary, the Director of QA will report 
on any failures to follow up to the Governing Bcxly. 
(3) The D.U.E. for polyphannacy and polyphannacy with 
Clozaril quality data will be docurented ip ~ical 
Executive minutes for discrepencies in data, interpretation 
and docmentation. Polypharmacy and polypharmacy with 
Clozaril data will be presented in 30 days to M2dical 
Executive Camri.ttee for review, evaluation, and appropriate 
action according to· the hospital's CQI plan and the 
attached CQI flow chart. 
( 4) See addendum fl 6 

COHPLETION DATE: 
month/dev/vear 

8/15/96 

7/31/96 

7/31/96 

7/31/96 



DIVISION Of LICENSING /\NO CEUTiflCATION - STATEMENT or DEFICIENCI[S AND PLAN or CORRECTION -·Conlinualion Sheet 

Noma of facility: Aum1sta Mental Health Institute 

SUtflARY STATEJ£NT or DEfKCIENCIES 

5. Although quality monitoring through indicator screening, 
revealed performance below threshold on indicators 
which was documented in the minutes, there was no 
documented discussion, analysis, or effective remedial 
action taken by the medical staff to add res~ deficiencies. 

Chapter IX.I. 1. 

Requires that "The by-laws of the medi~al staff are a precise 
and clear statement of the policies under which the medical 
staff regulates itself." 

This regulation was not met as evidenced by the following 
findings: 

I. The medical staff by-laws (Article 7.1) requires that the 
Medi~al Executive Committee shall be a committee of the 
whole of the voting members of the medical staff; 
however, it was determined that a physician participating 
as a member of the Medical Executive Committee was 
not a voting member of the medical staff during the 
period surveyed; 

2. The medical staff by-laws ·(Articles 7.2 and 8·.3) requires 
that the Medical Executive Committee utilize quality · 
assurance sessions to review QA data, fonnulate 
recommendations and actions.in response to QA findings, 
evaluate quality monitoring data regularly, evaluate and 
take actions. in response to problematic situations, and 

Signature or Person ComnlAtinn Plnn nf rnrrPr~inn~ 

Date of 

PLAN or CORRECTION 

(5) As part of the hospital's (Xll plan, and the attached 
(Xll flow chart, ~ical Executive minutes will docurent 
discussion, analysis, or effective relEdial action on 
quality nonitoring. This is consistent with ~ical Staff 
bylaws. A copy of ~ical Executive minutes will be sent 
to Governing Body. 

In accordance with ~ical staff bylaws (article 7.1) this 
physician's status was changed to a non-voting, honorary 
nanber. · 

See addendun 115 

6 6 96 & 
Survey: n/?l /QF. 

COHPLET ION DA TE: 
month/dav/veer 

7/10/96 

6/19/96 

7/31/96 
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Name of raclllty: Auausta Mental Health Institute 

SUKfl\RY STAT[t-ENT or DEfICIENCIES 

annually teview the quality assurance program. It was 
detennined that the Medical Executive Committee did not · 
consistently document that it perfonned these activities in 
the period ·surveyed; 

3. Although the medical staff by-laws (Artid~ 8.10) requires 
that the medical staff identify and analyze the incidence 
and causes of infection and review results of antimicrobial 
susceptibility, it was determined that the Medical 
Executive Committee did not perform these functions in 
the period surveyed; · · · 

4. Although the medical staff by-laws (Article 8.8) requires 
that the medical staff conduct ongoing monitoring and 
evaluation of drug use and appropriateness and record 
findings, conclusions, and recommendations on a 
quarterly basis, it was detennined that evaluation of 
findings,· conclusions, and recommendations resulting 
from ~alysis and discussion of the findings were not 
performed; 

5 .. Although the medical staff by-laws (Article 9.6) specifies 
a procedure for summary suspension, it was detennined 
that two (2) summary suspensions in August, 1995 were 
not in accordance with the specified procedure. 

Chapter IX.P 

Requires that the evaluation of clinical practice be met by: 
"Monthly meetings of the medical staff ... at which the quality 
of medical work is adequately appraised ... action is taken by 

Si~,~ture or Person Completing Plan of Correction: 

Date 6/6/96 & 
of Survey: 6, 21, 96 

PLAN or CORRECTION 

The chaiilMil of the Infection Prevention Carrnittee, George 
Davis, M.D., will re(X)rt infection prevention data and 
actions taken to control infection to the ~lical Executive 
Carrnittee according to the hospital's CX}I plan. 1he fulical 
Executive Carrnittee will analyze the re(X)rt and make 
reoarnendations regarding infection prevention. n,is 
infomation is reported quarterly to the ~ and to the 
Governiug Body, as described in the hospital CQI plan. · 

As data is collected by Quality Assurance, it will be 
presented to the ~dical Executive Carrnittee, where it will 
be discussed and reviewed for appropriate action. 

I· 

The ~ical Director will assure that the medical staff, the 
Suped.ntendent, and nanbers of the Governing Body are 
familiar with the !Tl2dical staff bylaws. In those areas 
where physician~ are exffll)t fran the usual personnel 
(X)licies, the ~ical Director will attffll)t to educate 
those administrators who are tmaware of the e:xenl)tion. 
Should this fail, the ~ical Director will imrendiately 
consult with the Chainnan of the Governing Body, the 
Carrnissioner of the Department of ~tal Health, ttmtal 
Retardation and Substance Abuse. 

COHPLETION DATE: 
month/dav/vear 

7/31/96 

7/31/96 

9/11/96 

Onte: 



DIVISION Of LICENSING /\NO CEHTIFICATION - STATEMENT or DEflCIENCI[S·ANO PLAN Of connECTION - Conlinualion Sheet 

Nome of facility: Auqusta Mental Health Institute 

SUflARY STATEt£NT Of· OCfICIENCIES 

the executive committee, and reports are made to the active 
staff ... Minutes of such meetings give evidence of. ... A review 
of the clinical work done by the staff on at least a monthly 
basis; Minutes of such meetings give evid·ence that. ... this 
includes consideration of selected death~. unirqproved cases, 
infections, complications, errors in diagnosis, results of , 
treatment ... [and include a]. .. short synopsis of each case 
discussed ... ,,. 

These regulations were nol met as evidenced by the 
following findings: 

• It was determined through a review of Medical Staff 
. Executive Committee meeting minutes for nine (9) 
months prior to survey, and confirmed through interview 
with the Medical Director, that although the committee 
met qn at least a monthly basis, clinical quality discussions 
meeting these requirements were not documented. 

Chapter XI.A.5 

The number of administrative and technical personnel, such as 
bakers, cooks, dishwashers, dietary assistants, etc. is 
adequ.ate to perform effectively all defined functions and to 
cover all hours of departmental operations. 

Signature of Peroon Comnletinq Pinn of Correction: 

PLAN Of connECT ION 

The M:!dical Executive Cannittee will discuss, review and 
docrnent quality irnproverent data, serious injuries, sentinel 
events, infections, canplications, and other clinical 
issues. Action plans will be developed for each issue as 
appropriate. 

COHPLETION DATE: 
month/dav/vear 

7/01/96 



DIVISION Of LICENSING /\ND CEUTirICATION ~ STATEHENT or DEFICIENCl[S·ANO PLAN or CORRECTION - Continualion Sheet 

Name of facility: Auqusta Mental Health Institute Date 
6 6 9 & 

a f Survey: hl?l /qh 

SLHtl\RY STATEf£NT or DEFICIENCIES 

This regulation is not met as evidenced by: 

• Through a review of the dietary policy and procedure 
manual, an interview with the Dietician, review of the 
Dietary Quality Improvement plan and mo!litoring reports 
and record review, provided documented evidence of 
inadequate staffing to enable the patient nutritional ' 
assessment, teaching and participation in treatment 
planning. 

Chapter XXI.B. 

There shall be a hospital-wide written plan describing the 
organization, scope, objectives and procedures for 
implementing these activities to include: 
b. A description of the methods of monitoring, 

documenting, evaluating and reporting of QNQI 
· activities for all clinical departments of the hospital, as 

well as for all support service departments and 
contracted servioces which impact, in any manner, 
uJjon the care and treatment of patients. 

This regulation is not met as evidenced by: 

• A review of the Dietary Quality Improvement plan and 
monitoring reports and confirmed an interview with the 
Dietician, provided documented evidence that the trends 
and data collected through the Dietary Quality 

Signature of Person Comrletinq PlRn of Cnrrection: 

PLAN or CORRECTION 

Effective innediately, parallel plans will function to 
address the shortage of a clin~cal dietitian. 

See addendun # 7 

As part of the hospital CQI plan, and the atta,ched CQI 
flow chart. The Director of Dietary Services reports 
quarterly to Support Services Quality Steering Council. 
The Director of Hospital Services then reports these 
findings to the cp::. Then the cp:: will actively- discuss, 
review and dOCL.Jrent the Dietary QJality Imrpovarent data 
anr· -~ ~amend rsredial action if necessary. Issues 

requiring further administrative action will be referred to 

COHPLETION DATE: 
month/dav/vear 

10/01/96 

6/27/96 

Dnte: 



DIVISION Of LICENSING /\ND CEnTfflCATION - STATEMENT Or DEflCIENCl[S /\NO PI./\N or connECTION - Continualion Sheet 

Name of racility: Augusta Mental Health Institute 

SUJflAnY ST/\T[I-ENT or DEFICI[NCI[S 

Improvement Program were not being utilized in the 
evaluation process. 

~1gnature of Person Completing Plan of Correction: 

PLAN or connECTION 

6/6/96 & 
Date of Survey: 6t21/96 

COHPLETION DATE: 
month/dav/vear 

Onrc: 



contract97\mcmh Contract Number MH2-7-401 

DEPARTMENT OF :MENTAL HEALTH, :MENTAL RETARDATION, and 
· SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 

AGREEMENT TO PURCHASE COMMUNITY SERVICES 

THIS AGREEMENT is made this ..ls!.. day of July , 1996, by and between the State 
of Maine, Department of.Mental Health, Mental Retardation, and Substance Abuse Services, 
hereinafter called "Department", and Mid-Coast Mental Health Center , located at 12 Union 
Street. Box 526 , Rockland, Maine 04841 , telephone number (207) 594-2541 , hereinafter 
called "Provider", for the period of July 1, 1996 to June 30, 1997 . 

The Employer Identification Number of the Provider is 01-0277794 . 

WITNESSETH, that for and in consideration of the payments and agreements hereinafter 
mentioned, to be made and furnished by the Department, the Provider hereby agrees with the 
Department to furnish all qualified personnel, facilities, materials and · services and, in 
consultation with the Department, perform the services, study or projects described in Rider A. 
The following Riders are hereby incorporated into this agreement by reference: 

Rider A - Specifications of Services to be Provided. 
Rider B - Method of Payment and Other Provisions. 
Rider C - Certification Regarding Lobbying 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Department and Provider, by their duly authorized 
representatives, have executed this agreement in six originals as of the day and year first above 
written. 

DEPARTMENT OF :MENTAL HEALTH, :MENTAL RETARDATION, and 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES - Mental Health Services, Region II 

By: 
David Lawlor, Program Services Director, Community Mental Health 

Approved as to form 
July 22, 1990 

Attorney General 
and 

:MID-COAST :MENTAL HEALTH CENTER 

By: 
Jeffrey Mitchell, Executive Director 

Total Contract Amount: $ 723,430.00 

Account Code: (See next page.) 

State Controller 



MFASIS Account Coding, Mid-Coast Mental Health Center, FY'97: 

I Service Category II Fnd I Agy I Org I Appr I Activity I Obj I Amount I 
Crisis Intervention 010 14a 2142 022 1004 6401 $233,117.00 

015 14a 2142 922 1004 6401 20,254.00 

015 14a 2142 932 1004 6401 3,040.00 

Outpatient 010 14a 2142 022 1010 6401 36,304.00 

015 14a 2142 922 1010 6401 - 3,154.00 

015 14a 2142 932 1010 6401 473.00 

Medication Clinic 010 14a 2142 022 1009 6401 29.757.00 

015 14a 2142 922 1009 6401 2,585.00 

015 14a 2142. 932 1009 6401 388.00 

Com. Residential 010 14a 2142 022 1002 6401 130,640.00 

015 14a 2142 922 1002 6401 11,351.00 

015 14a 2142 932 1002 6401 1,703.00 

Geriatric 010 14a 2142 022 1006 6401 29,036.00 

.. 015 14a 2142 922 1006 6401 2,523.00 

015 14a 2142 932 1006 6401 379.00 

Community Support 010 14a 2142 022 1003 6401 198,856.00 

015 14a 2142 922 1003 6401 17,278.00 

015 14a 2142 932 1003 6401 2,593.00 

Total: $723,430.00 



RIDER A 
Specifications of Work to be Performed 

I. CONTRACT SUMl\!IARY 

Funds are provided under this Agreement by the Division of Mental Health for the 
provision of mental health services to persons with mental illness. The sources of funds and 
compliance requirements for this agreement are as follows: 

A. $657,709.00 from the State General Fund. Use of funds shall be in accordance with 
requirements detailed in the DMH & MR Fiscal Accountability Rules and Exceptions to 
Federal 0MB Circulars (CMR 114-191, Chapter 009); with the Maine Uniform 
Accounting and Auditing Practices for Community Agencies (CMR 08-114, Chapter 1); 
and with the terms of this agreement. 

B. $ 57,145.00 from the Community Mental Health Services Block Grant (CFDA 
93.958). Use of funds shall be in accordance with the Public Health Services Act as 
amended by Public Law 98-509; with restrictions contained in the appropriate CFDA; 
with Federal 0MB Circulars A-110, A-122, and A-128, with CMR 08-114, Chapter 1, 
as applicable; and with the terms of this agreement. 

C. $ 8,576.00 from the Social Services Block Grant (CFDA 93.667). Use of funds 
shall be in accordance with Public Law 97-35; with restrictions contained in the 
appropriate CFDA; with Federal 0MB Circulars A-110 and A-122; CMR 08-114, 
Chapter 1, as applicable; and with the terms of this agreement. 

II. SERVICE GOALS 

Goals of service to be provided under this Agreement shall conform to the Department's 
mission to develop a consumer driven system that is responsive to the wants and needs of the 
individual consumer. Services will be provided in a manner consistent with the executed 
Assurance Statement Regarding Provision of Mental Health Services and Compliance with 
Relevant Laws and Regulations, which is incorporated in this agreement and made part of it by 
reference. 

ill. SERVICE SPECIFICATIONS 

A. CRISIS SERVICES - OUTCOMES 

CORE VALUE: To assure that consumers have access to the necessary personal 
supports and services to maximize their opportunities to remain in 

their homes and communities during and after crisis events. 

Crisis Goal 1) Stabilization of most persons experiencing a psychiatric crisis without 
psychiatric hospitalization. 

Measurement: Rate of crisis contacts stabilized without psychiatric hospitalization. 

Indicator: Rate of crisis responses which result in psychiatric hospitalizations. 

Performance Indicator: Minimum of 85 % of all contacts will be stabilized 
without psychiatric hospitalization. 

Rider A - Page 1 



Crisis Goal 2) 

Performance Indicator: Minimum of 95 % of all persons receiving crisis in
home or crisis residential support services will be stabilized without psychiatric 
hospitalization. 

Performance Indicator: 10% decrease in number of psychiatric hospital 
admissions from Knox & Waldo Counties compared to state fiscal year 1996. 

Short-term solution-oriented or brief treatment services enable some 
persons experiencing psychiatric crises to be successfully stabilized 
without the need for further mental health services. 

Measurement: Short-term service cases closed within 30 days of first crisis contact 
where crisis has been stabilized and no further crisis services are needed at that time. 

Indicator: All short-term cases closed in contract period. 

Performance Indicator: 80% of all short-term cases will be successfully 
stabilized within the first 30 days. 

Crisis Goal 3) Crisis services will be assertive and will reach out to where the persons 
experiencing the psychiatric crises are _located. 

Measurement: Utilization of crisis outreach services. 

Crisis Goal 4) 

Indicator A: Number of crisis contacts. 

Performance Indicator: 
the consumer's choice. 

95 % of crisis contacts will occur in the location of 

Indicator B; Number of hours of outreach services provided divided by the total 
number of hours services provided. 

Performance Indicator: 
direct crisis services. 

80 % of service time available will be related to 

Crisis response services which are integrated and coordinated with the 
person's individualized support plan so that all efforts work together to 
meet the individual's identified needs and preferences. 

Measurement: Development and implementation of crisis plans within the ISP 
process, plan and service agreement. 

Indicator A: For individuals known to the mental health system, record review 
evidencing crisis plan. 

Performance Indicator: 
specifically rejected. 

75% of ISP's will contain crisis plans except where 

Performance Indicator: All crisis contacts will document timely coordination 
with the individual's ISP coordinator/community support worker/case manager. 
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B. 

Indicator B: For those persons unlrnown to the mental health system, availability 
of ISP, community support and case management services explained, if 
determined eligible. 

Performance Indicator: Documentation that all individuals with serious 
mental illness contacting the crisis response program were advised of the 
availability of these services. 

Performance Indicator; Referrals made to community support providers 
following 100 % of contacts in which such services are indicated. 

COMJ\.fUNITY SUPPORT SERVICES - OUTCOMES 

CORE VALUE: To assure that consumers live as independently and with as much 
stability as possible, utilizing needed services, with support and 
assistance in.meeting their wants and needs and in engaging in valued 
and meaningful activities. 

Community Su:ru,ort Goal 1) Persons with severe and persistent mental illness are best 
served in their home communities rather than psychiatric 
hospitals or units. 

Measurement: Community tenure, measured in days residing in the community. 

Indicator: Days in a psychiatric hospitalization divided by total days in the 
period. 

. Performance Indicator: A 95 % rate of community tenure. 

Community Su1mort Goal 2) Provide services to as many people as possible, prioritizing 
services for those most in need. 

Measurement: Number of persons served and hours of direct service provided. 

Indicator A; All persons provided with community support services during 
contract period. 

Performance Indicator: 250 persons will be served during contract period. 

Indicator B: Aggregate hours of services provided to persons eligible for 
services. 

Performance Indicator: 10,000 hours of direct service for the contract year. 

Community Support Goal 3) Services meet the wants and needs of the consumers, as 
identified by the consumers. 

Measurement: Consumer satisfaction survey and identified ISP and service plan 
goals, wants and needs. · 

. 
Indicator A: Satisfaction with service, as indicated by consumer responses on 
survey. 
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Performance Indicator: 85 % of respondents will indicate satisfaction. 

Indicator B: Achievement of or satisfactory progress, as indicated by consumer, 
in meeting goals and identified wants and needs. 

Performance Indicator: Consumers will have achieved or indicate they are 
satisfied with progress in meeting 75 % of identified goals, wants and needs. 

Community Su:ru>9rt Goal 4) Consumers will demonstrate improved and/or stable 
functioning over time. 

Measurement: Measurement of functionality selected by agency. 

Indicator: Stability or improvement as indicated by total score on tool selected 
by agency at beginning and end of fiscal year. 

Performance Indicator: 
improvement. 

70 % of consumers will remain stable or show. 

C. OUTPATIENT SERVICES 

Client Description: The purpose of this program is to provide high quality psychiatric 
outpatient services to those eligible consumers 18 years of age and older. The emphasis will be 
on providing service to the priority target population as defined by the Division of Mental 
Health. The services will be provided from offices in Belfast and Rockland, as well as at the 
county jails, boarding homes, or other residences so as to remove geographic barriers to 
treatment. 

Psychiatric outpatient services are defined as including professional assessment, 
counseling, and therapeutic services which promote positive orientation, relief of excess stress, 
and growth toward more integrated and independent levels of functioning. Services will be 
delivered through planned interaction involving the use of physiological, psychological, and 
sociological concepts, techniques, and the processes of evaluation and intervention. Components 
may include diagnosis and assessment; psychometric evaluation; intervention services by 
psychological examiners; individual, group, family or couples therapy; and similar professional 
therapeutic services. 

Treatment services offered will be linked through integrating services to basic support 
and rehabilitation services so the consumer may receive maximum benefit and achieve an 
adequate quality of life. Isolation and fragmentation of services can frequently interfere with 
service delivery, making access and linkage vital components of the local support system. · 

The services of this program will be offered through traditional modalities such as 
individual, group, family, and couples therapy, but also may include family groups, and network 
support. Consumers will be assisted in identifying patterns of behavior, and learning which 
work for them and which do not. Each consumer will be assisted in developing a "relapse 
prevention" plan to help avoid falling back into non-productive behavior and thoughts. 

Outpatient Services Goals and Objectives: 

Goal 1: Provide easy access to treatment services. 

Objective 1: Provide phone access to service 24 hours daily, seven days weekly. 
Objective 2: Offer initial assessment appointments for non-crisis cases within seven 

days of the request for service. 
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Objective 3: Offer service in a variety of locations. In addition to Belfast and 
Rockland Offices, service sites might include boarding homes, jails, rural 
health clinics or other sites to reduce geographic barriers to service. 

Objective 4: Offer appoints for services two evenings weekly. 

Goal 2: Provide treatment services to eligible consumers based on their strengths, needs, 
and desires. 

Goal 3: 

Objective 1: In collaboration with the consumer, complete a biopsychosocial assessment 
within the first four appointments. When a recent biopsychosocial 
assessment is available, that will be utilized rather than duplicating the 
service. 

Objective 2: In collaboration with the consumer, develop an individualized plan for 
treatment services within thirty days of the start of services. 

Provide services that are integrated and coordinated. 

Objective 1: If eligible consumer does not have Individualized Support Plan and Case 
Manager, offer referral to the Provider's Community Support Services 
Program, and document outcome of referral. 

Objective 2: Refer to appropriate source for services needed by not provided by this 
program, and document outcome of referral. 

Objective 3: Attend case conferences regarding consumer. 

Goal 4: Provide psychotherapeutic services as agreed to by consumer and family and 
listed in treatment services plan. 

Objective 1: Provide documentation of progress in client record. 
Objective 2: Review and revise treatment interventions as indicated, but no less than 

every ninety days. 
Objective 3: Provide educational information to help families and other natural supports 

understand consumers' needs. 

Goal 5: Provide 2,756 hours of outpatient service annually. 

Objective 1: Maintain requirement for staff to ·provide direct service hours equal to 
60% of time worked. 

Goal 6: Provide well trained and supervised staff to deliver services. 

Objective 1: Provide five days continuing education leave annually for clinical staff. 
Objective 2: Provide regular clinical supervision and consultation for staff. 

Goal 7: Maintain Quality Assurance program.· 

Objective 1: Maintain a schedule of weekly peer review in outpatient services. 
Objective 2: Maintain program of continuous client record review to assure all 

requirements are met. 
Objective 3: Write service plan goals and objectives in measurable terms. Utilize 

percent of service plan goals and objectives achieved as one measure of 
case outcome. 

Objective 4: Have consumer complete "Satisfaction with Services" survey form at 
termination of services with goal of 85 % choosing top two options on 4 
point Likert type scale. 
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D. MEDICATION CLINIC SERVICES - Goals and Objectives 

Goal 1: Provide Medication Clinic Services as needed by consumer. 

Objective 1: Staff psychiatrist will evaluate consumers for need for medication within 
two weeks of referral. 

Objective 2: If medication is recommended, consumer will be given information on 
which to base informed consent. 

Objective 3: Staff psychiatrist will monitor consumer as needed. 

Goal 2: Evaluate consumer for medical problems and for further evaluation and treatment 
when indicated. 

Goal 3: Provide supportive psychotherapy along with medication monitoring if it can be 
provided within that context when needed. 

Goal 4: Provide 2,375 hours of service to adults annually. 

E. GERIATRIC MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCE PROGRAM 

Consumers to be served: Individuals eligible for Eldercare Mental Health Services are 
those who are 60 years c;,f age or older living in non-institutional settings in Knox and Waldo 
Counties, and the towns of Jefferson and Waldoboro in Lincoln County who have serious mental 
illness and substantial functional impairment. Adults who are over age 60 who are class 
members in the Bates vs. Davenport class action suit and the resulting consent decree are also 
eligible. The Provider's Eldercare Mental Health Services Program will serve approximately 
56 individuals and their families during the contract period. 

The Mission of the Eldercare Mental Health Services Program is to address the major 
mental health service needs of elderly persons described by the Task Force on Mental Health 
Services to Elderly Persons (1984), and updated by the Department of Mental Health and Mental 
Retardation in 1988. 

Goal 1: Outreach and casefinding activities are carried out and access to eldercare services 
is easily accomplished. 

Goal 2: 

Outcomes: To meet this goal, the Eldercare Program will document all requests for 
services and the outcome of each request; complete an assessment of each 
person who has requested services, and develop a comprehensive service 
plan for those who complete the assessment and intake process. Outcomes 
will be measured by maintaining a log of all requests for service and 
through case records of persons receiving community support services. 

Each person requesting EMHS services, who is found to be eligible, will be 
offered an individualized support plan and the services to carry it out. 

Outcomes: To meet this goal, the Eldercare Program will complete a service plan 
with each client and maintain it in the case record. 

Goal 3: All Eldercare program participants will be comprehensively assessed to identify 
their individual needs. 

Outcomes: All assessments will be included in consumer case records and will meet 
Department regulations. 
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Goal 4: All Eldercare program participants will have a comprehensive plan of care, based 
on the needs identified in the assessment, which addresses their needs/goals and 
plans to achieve them. 

Outcomes: All consumers will have a comprehensive service plan, a copy of which 
will be contained in their case record. 

Goal 5: All Eldercare program participants will be eligible to receive the full range of 
eldercare services available, based on their identified needs and wants, and 
designed to ensure support necessary to achieve and maintain an adequate and 
individual-choice-based quality of life. This includes home-based services, 24-
hour crisis services and all other agency services available. 

Goal 6: 

Outcomes: All consumers will identify the services they want from the Eldercare 
Worker and be provided with those services, or linked to them. Case 
records will document all services provided. In addition, the Provider 
will document individual progress on six performance measures and 
maintain this information in each case record. 

All dually diagnosed consumers (those with substance abuse difficulties in 
addition to their mental health needs) will receive service appropriate to address 
their needs. 

Outcomes: The Eldercare worker will be dually certified/registered and case records 
will document dual diagnosis services. The Provider will maintain dual 
licensure as a mental health provider and as a substance abuse provider. 

F. COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL SERVICES - OUTCOMES 

CORE V ALOE: To assure that consumers live as independently as possible, utilizing 
needed services, in the residence of their choice and are treated with 
dignity and respect. 

Residential Goal 1) Persons with severe and persistent mental illness are best served in their 
home communities rather than psychiatric hospitals or units. 

Measurement: Community tenure, measured in days residing in the community. 

Indicator: 
utilized. 

Days in a psychiatric hospitalization divided by residential bed days 

Performance Indicator: A 90 % rate of community tenure. 

Residential Goal 2) Provide services to as many individuals as permitted by available capacity. 

Measurement; Number of bed days. 

Indicator; Aggregate annual number of bed days. 

Performance Indicator: 85 % occupancy. 

Residential Goal 3) Services meet the needs of the residents, as determined by the residents 
and/or their guardians. 
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Measurement: Resident satisfaction survey and identified ISP service plan 
goals/needs. 

Indicator A: Satisfaction with service, as indicated by resident responses on 
survey. 

Performance Indicator: 80% of respondents will indicate satisfaction. 

Indicator B: Achievement of or satisfactory progress, as indicated by resident, 
in meeting goals and identified needs. 

Performance Indicator: Residents will have achieved or indicate they are 
satisfied with progress in meeting 67 % of identified 
goals and needs. 

Residential Goal 4) Residents will demonstrate improved and/or stable functioning over time. 

Measurement: Measurement of functionality selected by agency. 

Indicator: Stability or improvement as indicated by total score on tool selected 
by agency at beginning and end of fiscal year. 

Performance Indicator: 
improvement. 

67 % of residents will remain stable or show 

IV. REPORTING AND FISCAL REQUIREMENTS 

The Provider has submitted a budget far the services described herein which is approved 
by the Department as the budget for services contracted. Provider understands and agrees that 
the approved budget will be used by the Department on program audit to assess financial 
requirements and performance under this Agreement. The Provider agrees to be bound by the 
regulations and principles of the Department with regard to contract administration and contract 
settlement. 

The Provider agrees to submit a quarterly report of financial, staffing, and service data 
in accordance with the specifications of the Department. Provider understands that such reports 
are due within thirty (30) days after the end of each quarter, and that subsequent payment 
installments will not be made until such reports are received and reviewed. Provider further 
agrees to submit such other data and reports as may be requested. 

The Provider further understands and agrees that the Department has set aside 
$687,320.00 in a Medicaid seed account. This amount may be adjusted to reflect a revised 
budget based on actual experience with the use of Medicaid seed. 

The Provider's staffing of all service programs described herein will be in accordance 
with its final approved budget submission for the contract period. The Provider will supply all 
staff training, clinical and administrative supervision, and evaluation necessary and appropriate 
to the performance of services under this Agreement. 

Provider is responsible for maintaining internal records necessary to substantiate 
financial, staffing, and service data reported to the Department. Provider understands that all 
records are subject to review, analysis, and/or audit by the Department. The Provider agrees 
to be bound by applicable regulations and policies of the Department. 
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V. SUI\.1MARY OF SERVICES PURCHASED 

Service Category Total Cost DMH DMH Units 
Grant Seed 

Crisis Intervention $441,257.00 $256.411.00 $59.291.00 1.330 

Outoatient 246.182.00 39.932.00 61.150.00 2.756 

Medication ManaJ?.ement 319,499.00 32,730.00 79,560.00 2,375 

CommunitY Residential 831.371.00 143.694.00 229.334.00 1.862 

Geriatric 60.937.00 31.937.00 8.500.00 665 

Community Suvvon 966.356.00 218.726.00 249.485.00 9,350 

Total: $2,865,602.00 $723,430.00 $687,320.00 I 
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RIDER B 

METHOD OF PAYMENT AND OTHER PROVISIONS 

1. CONTRACT AMOUNT $723,430.00 

2. INVOICES AND PA Yl\IBNTS 

The Department agrees to provide a total of$ 723,430.00 to the Provider in installments 
on or about the following dates in the following amounts: 

Amount 

$120,572. 
$180,858. 
$180,858. 

07/15/96 
09/01/96 
12/01/96 

Amount 

$180,858. 
$ 60,284. 
$ 

03/01/97 
06/01/97 

This payment schedule is subject to the Provider's compliance with all items set forth in 
this contract and subject to the availability of funds. The above payment schedule may be 
adjusted to deduct for Medicaid seed per Department procedures. Payments shall be made by 
the Department after receipt of an invoice on the Provider's usual billing forms or business 
letterhead. 

3. BENEFITS AND DEDUCTIONS 

If the Provider is an individual, the Provider understands and agrees that he/she is an 
independent contractor for whom no Federal or State Income Tax will be deducted by the 
Department, and for whom no retirement benefits, survivor benefit insurance, group life 
insurance, vacation and sick leave, and similar benefits available to State employees will accrue. 
The Provider further understands that annual information returns, as required by the Internal 
Revenue Code or State of Maine Income Tax Law, will be filed by the State Controller with the 
Internal Revenue Service and the State of Maine Bureau of Taxation, copies of which will be 
furnished to the Provider for his/her Income '.fax records. 

4. INDEPENDENT CAPACITY 

The parties hereto agree that the Provider, and any agents and employees of the Provider, 
in the performance of this agreement, shall act in the capacity of an independent contractor and 
not as officers or employees or agents of the State. 

5. CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR 

All progress reports, correspondence and related submissions from the Provider shall be 
submitted to: 

Holly Stover. Mental Health Team Leader 
DMHMRSAS Region II 
State House Station #141 
Augusta, Maine 04333-0_141 

who is designated as the Contract Administrator on behalf of the Department for this agreement, 
e~cept where specified otherwise in this agreement. 
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6. DEPARTMENT'S REPRESENTATIVE 

The Contract Administrator shall be the Department's representative during the period 
of this Agreement. He/she has authority to curtail services if necessary to ensure proper 
execution. He/she shall certify to the Department when payments under the agreement are due 
and the amounts to be paid. He/she shall make decisions on all claims of the Provider, subject 
to the approval of the Commissioner of the Department. 

7. PROCEDURE FOR MODIFICATION 

By mutual written agreement of the parties, this agreement may be modified at any time, 
with or without new consideration. Any material modification to the approved budget by the 
Provider shall not be paid under this agreement without prior written approval from the Contract 
Administrator. 

8. PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE 

A. Effective Date: 
· B. Termination Date: 

July 1. 1996 
June 30, 1997 

9. SUBCONTRACTS 

Unless provided for in this agreement, no arrangement shall be made by the Provider 
with any other party for furnishing any of the services herein contracted for without the consent, 
guidance and approval of the Contract Administrator. .Any subcontract hereunder entered into 
subsequent to the execution of this agreement must be annotated "approved" by the Contract 
Administrator before it is reimbursable hereunder. This provision will not be taken as requiring 
the approval of contracts of employment between the Provider and its employees assigned for 
services thereunder. 

10. SUBLETTING, ASSIGNMENT OR TRANSFER 

The Provider shall not sublet, sell, transfer, assign or otherwise dispose of this agreement 
or any portion thereof, or of its right, title or interest therein, without written request to and 
written consent of the Contract Administrator. No subcontracts or transfer of agreement shall 
in any case release the Provider of its liability under this agreement. 

11. EQUAL EMPWYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

During the performance of this agreement, the Provider agrees as follows: 

a. The Provider will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for 
employment relating to this agreement because of race, color, religious creed, 
sex, national origin, ancestry, age, physical or mental handicap, unless related to 
a bonafide occupational qualification. The Provider will take affirmative action 
to ensure that applicants are employed and employees are treated during 
employment, without regard to their race, color, religion, sex, age or national 
origin. 

Such action shall include but not be limited to the following: employment, 
upgrading, demotions, or transfers; recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoffs 
or terminations; rates of pay or other forms of compensation; and selection for 
training including apprenticeship. The Provider agrees to post in conspicuous 
places available to employees and applicants for employment notices setting forth 
the provisions of this nondiscrimination clause. 
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b. The Provider will, in all solicitations or advertising for employees placed by or 
on behalf of the Provider relating to this agreement, state that all qualified 
applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, 
color, religious creed, sex, national origin, ancestry, age, physical or mental 
handicap. 

c. The Provider will send to each labor union or representative of the workers with 
which it has a collective bargaining agreement, or other contract or 
understanding, whereby it is furnished with labor for the performance of this 
agreement a notice to be provided by the contracting agency, advising the said 
labor union or workers' representative of the Provider's commitment under this 
section and shall post copies of the notice in conspicuous places available to 
employees and applicants for employment. 

d. The Provider will cause the foregoing provisions to be inserted in any subcontract 
for any work covered by this agreement so that such provisions shall be binding 
upon each subcontractor, provided that the foregoing provisions shall not apply 
to contracts or subcontracts for~stµidard commercial supplies or raw materials. 

12. STATE El\fl>LOYEES NOT TO BENEFIT 

The Provider shall not employ on any basis in the performance of this agreement any 
employee of the State who may participate in his/her official capacity in reaching a decision or 
recommendation in a governmental proceeding affecting the Provider. ·· 

13. WARRANTY 

The Provider warrants that it has not employed or contracted with any company or 
person, other than a bonafide employee working solely for the Provider, to solicit or secure this 
agreement and that it has not paid, or agreed to pay, any company or person, other than a 
bonafide employee working solely for the Provider, any fee, commission, percentage, brokerage 
fee, gifts, or any other consideration, contingent upon, or resulting from the award for making 
this agreement. For breach or violation of this warranty, the Department shall have the right 
to annul this agreement without liability or, in its discretion to otherwise recover the full amount 
of such fee, commission, percentage brokerage fee, gift, or contingent fee. 

14. ACCESS TO RECORDS 

The Provider shall maintain all books, documents, payrolls, papers, accounting records 
and other evidence pertaining to this agreement and to make such materials available at its 
offices at all reasonable times during the period of this agreement and for such subsequent period 
as specified under Maine Uniform Accounting and Auditing Practices for Community Agencies 
(MAAP) rules. The Provider shall allow inspection of pertinent documents by the Department 
or any authorized representative of the State of Maine or Federal Government, and copies 
thereof shall be furnished, if requested. 

15. AUDIT 

Funds provided under this agreement are subject to the audit requirements contained in 
the MAAP rules, and may further be subject to audit by authorized representatives of the Federal 
Government. 
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16. TERMINATION 

The performance of work under the agreement may be terminated by the Department in 
. whole, or, from time to time, in part, whenever for any reason the Contract Administrator shall 
determine that such termination is in the best interest of the Department. Any such termination 
shall be effected by delivery to the Provider of a Notice of Termination specifying the extent to 
which performance of the work under the agreement is terminated and the date on which such 
termination becomes effective. 

17. GOVERNMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 

The Provider warrants and represents that all governmental ordinances, laws and 
regulations shall be complied with. 

18. INTERPRETATION AND PERFORMANCE 

This agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Maine as to interpretation 
and performance. 

19. STATE HELD HARMLESS 

The Provider agrees to indemnify, defend and save harmless the State, its officers, agents 
and employees from any and all claims and losses accruing or resulting to any and all 
contractors, subcontractors, materialmen, laborers and any other person, firm or corporation 
furnishing or supplying work, services, materials or supplies in connection with the performance 
of this agreement, and from any and all claims and losses accruing or resulting to any person, 
firm or corporation who may be injured or damaged by the Provider or in the performance of 
this agreement and against any liability, including costs and expenses, for violation of 
proprietary rights, copyrights, or rights of privacy, arising out of publication, translation, 
reproduction, delivery, performance, use, or disposition of any data furnished under this 
agreement or based on any libelous or other unlawful matter contained in such data. 

20. APPROVAL 

This agreement is subject to the approval of the State Controller before it can be 
considered as a valid, executable document. 

21. LIABILITY 

The Provider shall keep in force a liability insurance policy issued by a company fully 
licensed or designated as an eligible surplus line insurer to do business in this state by the Maine 
Department of Professional & Financial Regulation, Bureau of Insurance which policy includes 
the area to be covered by this agreement with adequate liability coverage to protect itself and 
the Department from injury or damage suits arising from any accident to any person occurring 
at the facility. Providers insured through a "risk retention group" insurer prior to July 1, 1991 
may continue under that arrangement. Prior to or upon execution of this agreement, the 
Provider shall furnish the Department with written or photocopied verification of the existence 
of such liability insurance policy. 

22. BONDING. 

The Provider shall obtain and maintain at all times during the contract period a fidelity 
bond covering the activities of all employees who handle Provider funds in an amount equal to 
at ·1east 25 % of the total amount of this contract. 
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23. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

The Provider agrees that any publication, presentation, or display of information 
regarding this project's activities, services, or funding will include, at minimum, a statement 
which indicates that the project is funded by the Maine Department of Mental Health, Mental 
Retardation, and Substance Abuse Services. 

24. ENTIRE AGREEMENT 

This document contains the entire agreement of the parties, and neither party shall be 
bound by any statement or representation not contained herein. 
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RIDER C 

CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

The undersigned certifies, to the best of his/her knowledge and belief, that: 

1. No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid, by or on behalf 
of the Provider, to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an 
officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or 
employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection 
with the awarding of any Federal contract, the making of any Federal grant or 
subgrant, the making of any Federal loan, the entering into of any cooperative 
agreement, and the extension, continuation, renewal, amendment, or modification 
of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement. 

2. If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid 
to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee 
of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or 
an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with this Federal contract, 
grant or subgrant, loan, or cooperative agreement, the undersigned shall complete 
and submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying," in 
accordance with its instructions. 

3. The undersigned shall require that the language of this certification be included 
in the award documents for all subawards at all tiers (including subcontracts, 
subgrants, and contracts under grants, loans, and cooperative agreements) and that 
all subrecipients shall certify and disclose accordingly. 

This certification is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed 
when this transaction was made or entered into. Submission of this certification is a prerequisite 
for making or entering into this transaction imposed by 31 U.S.C., 1352. Any person who fails 
to file the required certification shall be subject to a civil penalty of notless than $10,000 and 
not more than $100,000 for each such failure. 

Date: ________ By=--------,----,---------
(Authorized Signature) 

For:Mid-Coast Mental Health Center 
(Name of Provider) 

Community Mental Health Services Block Grant 

Social Services Block Grant 
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· · Contract Number MH3-6-008 mcmh96.con 

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND MENTAL RETARDATION 

AGREEMENT TO PURCHASE COMMUNITY SERVICES 

THIS AGREEMENT is made this _jg_ day of July , 1995, by and between the State 
of Maine, Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, hereinafter called 
"Department", and Mid-Coast Mental Health Center , located at 12 Union Street. Box 526 , 
Rockland , Maine 04841 , telephone number (207) 594-2541 , hereinafter called "Provider", 

for the period of July 1, 1995 to June 30, 1996 . 

The Employer Identification Number of the Provider is 01-0277794 . 

WITNESSETH, that for and in consideration of the payments and agreements hereinafter 
mentioned, to be made and furnished by the Department, the Provider hereby agrees with the 
Department to furnish all qualified personnel, facilities, materials and services and, in 
consultation with the Department, perform the services, study or projects described in Rider A. 
The following Riders are hereby incorporated into this agreement by reference: 

Rider A - Specifications of Services to be Provided. 
Rider B - Method of Payment and Other Provisions. 
Rider C - Certification Regarding Lobbying 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Department and Provider, by their duly authorized 
re~resentatives, have executed this agreement in six originals as of the day and y~ear first above 
wntten. ~Q 

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND MENTALRETARDA ON 
DMSION OF MENTAL HEALTH 

By: ~Ci---~ ~ 9-::-, J . 
\ \ 

Susan Wygal, Program Services Director, CMH 
(Typed name and Title) 

Approved as to form 
July 22, 1990 and 

Attorney General 
MID-COAST MENTAL HEALTH CENTER 

By: c1 ,\, Cl,\.M,--:,& ~ f ~~ 
lianne Edmondson. Executive Director 

(Typed name and Title) 

Total Contract Amount: $ 511.208.00 

.Account Code: 

010 14a 1101 022 1003 6401 96 $459,773.00 
015 14a 1101 922 1003 6401 96 $ 42,859.00 
015 14a 1101 932 1003 6401 96 $ 8,576.00· 

°}µ~~ r~-

State Controller 

~-·------~ ENCUMBF..'"RED 

AUGO 4~ 
STATE CONTROLLER 



RIDER A 
Specifications of Work to be Performed 

I. CONTRACT SUM1VlARY 

Funds are provided under this Agreement by the Division of Mental Health for the 
provision of mental health services to persons with mental illness. The sources of funds and 
compliance requirements for this agreement are as follows: 

II. 

A. $459,773.00 from the State General Fund. Use of funds shall be in accordance with 
requirements detailed in the DMH & MR Fiscal Accountability Rules and Exceptions to 
Federal 01\IB Circulars (CMR 114-191, Chapter 009); with the Maine Uniform 
Accounting and Auditing Practices for Community Agencies (CMR 08-114, Chapter 1); 
and with the terms of this agreement. 

B. $ 42,859.00 from the Community Mental Health Services Block Grant (CFDA 
93.958). Use of funds shall be in accordance with the Public Health Services Act as 
amended by Public Law 98-509; with restrictions contained in the appropriate CFDA; 
with Federal 01\IB Circulars A-110, A-122, ~d A-128, with CMR 08-114, Chapter 1, 
as applicable; and with the terms of this agreement. 

C. $8,576.00 from the Social Services Block Grant (CFDA 93.667). Use of funds shall 
be in accordance with Public Law 97-35; with restrictions contained in the appropriate 
CFDA; with Federal 01\IB Circulars A-110 and A-122; CMR 08-114, Chapter 1, as 
applicable; and with the terms of this agreement. 

SERVICE GOALS 

Goals of service to: be provided under this Agreement shall conform to the Department's 
mission to develop a consumer driven system that is responsive to the wants and needs of the 
individual consumer. Services will be provided in a manner consistent with the Assurance 
Staiement Regarding Provision of Mental Health Services and Compliance with Relevant Laws 
and Regulations, which the Provider has satisfactorily executed. 

ill. SERVICE SPECIFICATIONS 

A. CRISIS AND EMERGENCY SERVICES 

The Department agrees to fund the Provider in the amount of $144,505.00 for the 
provision of Crisis and Emergency Services. Of this amount, $120,483.00 is a grant and 
$24,022.00 is in the form of Medicaid seed payments. 

Client Description: Crisis and Emergency services will be provided to adults 18 years of age 
and older, living in Knox, Waldo, and parts of Lincoln Counties. The service will be available 
to all adults within the catchment area, but the primary emphasis will be on serving those with 
severe mental illness and substantial functional impairment. The purpose of the program is to 
provide high quality crisis and emergency services to eligible consumers within the catchment 
area. Based on crisis activity during the past year, 1,600 crisis contacts requiring 2,400 direct 
staff hours are anticipated. Approximately 46%, or 1,100 hours, will be face-to-face contacts. 

Crisis and Emergency services are defined as immediate, crisis-oriented services provided 
to a consumer with an acute problem of disturbed thought, behavior, mood or social 
relationships. Services are oriented toward the amelioration and stabilization of these acute 
emotional disturbances to ensure the safety of an individual or society. The service may be 
delivered in a variety of ways, by phone or in person. 
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Crisis Telephone Services are provided 24 hours daily, seven days weekly. They are 
often the first point of contact with the mental health system, and include triage services for 
more intensive·evaluation needs. Often, supportive counseling, help in problem solving and 
information and referral to needed services will meet the needs of the situation. 

Emergency Services are defined as including all components of psychiatric assessment, 
evaluation, screening, intervention and disposition commonly considered appropriate to the 
provision of emergency mental health care. 

Crisis Intervention Services are defined as being provided in an outreach manner by 
mobile staff in a variety of locations such as homeless shelters, boarding homes, jails, consumer 
residences, or other community settings. Components of the service include identification and 
prevention, assessment and screening, intervention, brief counseling services, acute treatment 
planning, problem resolution, clinical consultation, and short-term follow up to assist consumers 
in developing coping skills and in becoming more integrated into their community. 

Service Objectives 

Goal 1: Provide easy access to service. 

Objective 1: Provide 24 hours daily, seven days weekly access to service. 
Objective 2: Provide a toll-free 1-800 number for easy access to services for consumers 

and families. 
Objective 3: Provide service at multiple locations, with an outreach-oriented focus. 
Objective 4: Provide 2,400 hours of direct service. 

Goal 2: Assist consumers in resolving situations that may have precipitated or contributed 
to the crisis.· · 

Objective 1: Provide needed crisis intervention services, assuring safety of all involved, 
and providing a crisis management plan. . 

Objective 2: Assist consumer in regaining previous level of functioning through short 
term follow up and brief treatment. · 

Goal 3: Provide single point of entry for Mid-Coast Mental Health Center and triage for 
all requests for service. 

Objective 1: Link consumers with community services and supports, informing 
consumer of services available and documenting referral in the crisis log. 

Goal 4: Maintain adequate numbers of trained staff to provide service. 

Goal 5: 

Objective 1: Maintain professional direct service staff of 6.03 FrE. Assure that staff 
have proper certification to perform the services contracted herein. 

Objective 2: Provide direct service staff with supervision by LCSW or other qualified 
mental health professional. 

Objective 3: Provide five days leave annually for training or continuing education for 
staff. 

Objective 4: Provide psychiatric consultation by having a psychiatrist on call 24 hours 
a day, seven days a week, and available within one hour of contact. 

Foster collaboration and integration of services with other providers. 

Objective 1: Meet at least semi-annually with other community providers. 
Objective 2: Continue regular meetings with local law enforcement. 
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Objective 3: Meet with appropriate providers in Knox and Waldo County to explore 
development of crisis stabilization beds in the area. 

Objective 4: The Director of Emergency Services will attend monthly C.L.A.S.S. 
Committee meetings. 

Objective 5: Provide training and consultation to agencies, organizations, families, and 
schools on subjects of crisis intervention, suicide identification, and 
prevention. 

Objective 6: Monitor emergency and crisis services to providers, families, and clients 
via an evaluation survey which will be administered to a random selection . 
each month to determine what service was provided, satisfaction with the 
service, and unmet needs. 

B. COMMUNITY SUPPORT SERVICES 

The Department agrees to fund the Provider in the amount of $409,079.00 for the 
provision of Community Support Services. Of this amount, $199,074.00 is a grant, and 
$210,005.00 is in the form of Medicaid seed payments. 

The mission of the Provider's Community Support Program is to provide a network of 
highly trained, caring, and responsible people, and high quality, state of the art services 
committed to giving consumers and their families more opportunities to participate in their own 
health care. The intent in stressing consumer-focused care is to re-evaluate the way services are 
delivered to improve access, enhance quality, and increase satisfaction. 

Eligibility: A person meets eligibility requirements for community support services if he or 
she is age 18 or older or is an emancipated minor, is a class member, as .defined in the Maine 
Medical Assistance Manual (MMAM) Chapter II, Section 17.01-10, or has. a .severe and 
disabling mental illness, as defined in MMAM Chapter II, Section 17.01-9. 

Target Population: Provider will assure that emphasis of service in its Community Support 
Program will be on the priority target groups of the Division of Mental Health Services, listed 
below in priority order: 

1. All persons currently receiving active discharge planning while in state hospitals 
or who have been discharged in the last six months. · 

2. All persons with a psychiatric-related diagnosis receiving active discharge 
planning from other inpatient units or residential treatment centers or who have 
been discharged in the last six months. 

3. Persons with hospitalization or residential treatment care of at least six months 
duration in the last eighteen months. 

4. Persons with two or more periods of hospitalization in the last twelve months. 
5. Persons with four or more emergency face-to-face incidents in the last twelve 

months. 
6. Persons currently residing in a living arrangement financially supported by the 

Division of Mental Health. 
7. Persons who are homeless. 
8. Persons who are in current crisis. 
9. Persons who are likely to deteriorate clinically to a point of needing immediate 

institutionalization in the absence of prompt community support service 
intervention. 

10. Persons who are currently receiving the medication clozaril or its generic 
equivalent or will be receiving the medication in the next 30 days. 

11. Persons who have a history of hospitalization for mental illness and a level of 
. functional ability such that continued community support services are needed. 
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The Community Support Program is designed to ensure the availability of the four major 
service system functions required to comprehensively serve persons with serious mental illness 
and substantial impairment. The four core service functions are: Integrating Services, Basic 
Supports, Treatment Services, and Rehabilitation Services. 

Integrating Services 

Integrating Services include Outreach and Casefinding Services, Comprehensive 
Individualiz.ed Assessment and.Planning Services, and the Facilitation of Linkages, Coordination, 
Advocacy, and Monitoring. 

Integrating Services' Goals and Objectives: 

Goal 1: Outreach and casefinding activities are available on an on-call and regularly 
scheduled basis at predetermined sites in the community to eligible persons who 
are in need, or those who are referred by others who feel there is a need for 
assistance. 

Objective 1: The CSS Program will develop a system for documenting contacts with 
new individuals referred through the Provider's Crisis/Intake Unit, and 
others, minimally documenting: the presenting reason for contact, the 
location and time of contact, and the result of the contact. 

Objective 2: For those consumers contacted who agree to service, the CSS program 
will develop a . system for documenting: identifying information, an 
informal assessment of the person's goals and needs, the person's level of 
commitment to initiate services or supports, and an informal plan for 
engaging the person further. 

Outcome 1: Minimize the number of potentially eligible consumers unserved. 
Outcome 2: Minimize the number of consumers and potential consumers 

unwilling to receive services or supports. 

Goal 2: :Each person requesting CSS services and/ or supports will be offered the 
Individualized Support Planning process. 

. Goal 3: 

Objective 1: The CSS worker will document the outcome of offering the consumer the 
ISP process through completing the DMHMR form: Documentation of 
Presentation . 

:Each class member from the catchment area who is currently a long-stay (150 
days or more) patient at the Augusta Mental Health Institute (A.MIIl), and who 
has been identified - as able to be safely discharged will be offered the 
Individualized Support Planning process. 

Objective 1: The CSS worker will initiate the ISP, working with the Augusta Mental 
Health Institute's (AMHI) treatment team to develop and carry out a 
discharge and transition plan. 

An individualized biopsychosocial assessment will be conducted by an individual 
chosen or agreed to by the consumer. 

Objective 1: The CSS worker will document in the consumer's record the results of the 
initial assessment.· 
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Goal 5: 

Outcome 1: An individualized biopsychosocial assessment is completed within 
-30 days of initiation of service or 30 days from the completion of 
an ISP. 

Outcome 2: The initial assessment is updated annually to ensure that it is 
current. 

Each person requesting services will have access to a comprehensive 
individualized plan of care which addresses the consumer's needs and aspirations. 

Objective 1: The plan of care reflects the results of the assessment. 

Outcome 1: 
Outcome 2: 

Outcome 3: 

A plan of care is developed within 30 days of initiation of service. 
The plan of care is reviewed and revised, a minimum of every 90 
days to ensure that it is current. 
The consumer's unmet needs are included in the plan of care. 

Basic smworts 

' Basic Supports are resources and services that ensure successful community living by 
providing for basic needs such as adequate income, housing, food, and protection of human and 
civil rights. 

Basic Sup_ports Goals and Objectives: 

Goal 1: Consumers of Community Support Services have access to case management 
services to ensure the income supports necessary to achieve and maintain an 
adequate quality of life. 

Objective 1: CSS staff will identify in the ISP and/or comprehensive plan of care those 
income supports and other sources of entitlement the consumer has agreed 

· to be linked to in order to ensure that physiological and safety needs are 
being met. · 

Objective -2: CSS staff will ensure the protection of consumers' basic rights by linking 
consumers denied access to entitlement to Maine's Advocacy Services 
and/or other sources of legal aid. 

Outcome 1: Funding and entitlements are adequate to provide an "above 
poverty level" standard of living for all consumers served. 

Outcome 2: Consumers will not be unnecessarily dependent upon entitlements. 

Goal 2: • Consumers have access to needed medical and dental care. 

Objective 1: CSS staff will identify consumers' health and dental needs in their 
biopsychosocial assessment, and include them in the ISP and/or 
comprehensive plan of care. · 

Objective 2: The CSS Program will develop a directory of health and dental 
practitioners for use by staff and consumers who need and request 
linkages to those services. · 

Outcome 1: The incidence of untreated medical and dental problems will be 
reduced. 

Outcome 2: Access to medical and dental care for consumers served will be 
improved. 
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Goal 3: Consumers have access to decent, safe, affordable housing to match their 
preferences, goals, and functional levels. 

Objective 1: The CSS Program will develop and make available to consumers a 
resource directory of existing housing alternatives for Knox and Waldo 
Counties. 

Objective 2: CSS workers will assist consumers in identifying housing preferences and 
goals in the biopsychosocial assessment, and include those housing goals 
in the consumer's ISP and/or comprehensive plan of care. 

Outcome 1: 
Outcome 2: 

Consumers will not be homeless. 
The number of consumers discharged from residential or inpatient 
facilities without a home will be minimized. 

Goal 4: Consumers will have access to supportive care and supervision. 

Objective 1: · CSS workers will assist consumers in identifying supportive care and 
supervision needs in the biopsychosocial assessment, and include them in 
the ISP and/or plan of care. · 

Objective 2: CSS staff will. coordinate, monitor, and evaluate supportive care and 
supervisio_n services provided each consumer in order to ensure 
appropriateness and protection of basic rights. 

Outcome 1: 
Outcome 2: 
Outcome 3: 
Outcome 4: 

Consumers' funds and entitlements are appropriately managed. 
· Consumers will manage their own finances if possible. 

Consumers will function in the least restrictive manner possible. 
Consumers will have their civil rights protected. 

Treatment Services 

Treatment services are services that address the signs and symptoms of mental illness 
through prevention, symptom control, and crisis intervention. 

Treatment Services Goals and Objectives: 

Goal 1: ·Consumers of Community Support Services have 24 hour, 7 day/week access to 
crisis services, psychiatric and psychological assessment, medication prescription 
and monitoring, counseling and psychotherapy, and specialized treatment services. 

Objective 1: CSS staff will ensure that consumers have their treatment needs identified 
· in their biopsychosocial assessment, and treatment goals identified in their 
ISP and/ or comprehensive plan of care. 

Objective 2: The CSS Program will develop a resource directory of psychiatric and 
other treatment services in Knox and Waldo Counties and make it 
available to consumers who request, and are in need of, these services. 

Outcome 1: 
Outcome 2: 

Outcome 3: 

Outcome 4: 

Consumers will receive the treatment they want from the system. 
The frequency of crisis episodes experienced by consumers 
receiving treatment services will be minimized. 
The frequency of relapse or recurrence of symptoms will be 
minimized. 
The length and frequency of psychiatric hospitalizations will be 
minimized. 
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Rehabilitation Services 

Rehabilitation services are services and resources that aid in improving or recovering a 
,person's functional capacity, and that promote mastery in daily living, social interaction, and a 
meaningful work life. 

Rehabilitation Services Goals and Objectives: 

Goal 1: Consumers will have access to rehabilitation services which are needed and 
requested. 

Goal 2: 

Objective 1: CSS staff will assist consumers in developing and documenting 
rehabilitation needs, goals, desired outcomes, and services and supports 
in their biopsychosocial assessment, and in their ISP or comprehensive 
plan of care. 

Objective 2: CSS staff will develop a resource directory of rehabilitation services 
available in Knox and Waldo Counties and make it available to consumers 
requesting these services. 

Objective 3: The CSS program will hire consumers to provide role modeling and peer 
support to enhance recovery processes and encourage empowerment. 

Outcome 1: 

Outcome 2: 
Outcome 3: 

Stated needs and goals for personal, social, educational, and 
vocational skills development are evidenced in ISP's and plans of 
care. 
Consumers are linked with necessary rehabilitation services. 
Consumer support groups and peer counseling is available to the 
Provider's consumers. 

Rehabilitation services will be available within the CSS program for consumers 
requesting these services. 

Objective 1: CSS staff will make available daily and community living skills training, 
interpersonal skills training, psychoeducation, and vocational skills 
training at a wide range .of times, in various locations within Knox and 
Waldo Counties such as consumers' homes and boarding homes; 
community environments such as community centers and drop-in centers; 
and at the Provider's facilities in Rockland and Belfast. 

Objective 2: CSS staff will develop and provide to consumers a resource directory of 
elementary, secondary, GED, continuing education and literacy training, 
college-level educational opportunities, and tutorial services available 
within Knox and Waldo Counties, and the state's higher education system. 

Objective 3: To make available staff resources and psychoeducational curricula to 
gi:oups and individuals as needed and requested to address information 
related to such topics as mental illness, symptom management and control, 
medication maintenance, and relapse prevention. 

Outcome 1: 

Outcome 2: 

Outcome 3: 
Outcome 4: 
Outcome 5: 

CSS staff have variable schedules to include evening and weekend 
availability. 
Consumers are able to perform daily and community living skills 
sufficiently to ensure more independent living. 
Consumers have increased social contacts. 
Consumers state increased satisfaction with social life. 
Consumers have increased awareness of social and recreational 
options. 
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Goal 3: 

Outcome 6: Consumers have increases awareness of how mental illness affects 
their lives. 

Outcome 7: Consumers show evidence of relapse prevention strategies. 

To promote· and provide access to meaningful work experiences for consumers 
requesting and needing these opportunities. 

Objective 1: To develop and make available to consumers a resource directory of 
supported and regular employment opportunities in Knox and Waldo 
Counties. 

Objective 2: To develop, within existing resources, work programs at Mid-Coast 
Mental Health Center facilities at pre-vocational, supported employment, 
and regular employment levels. 

Outcome 1: 
Outcome 2: 
Outcome 3: 
Outcome 4: 

Consumers are more financially self-supporting. 
Consumers have increased job skills. 
Consumers have increased job satisfaction. 
Consumers have increased awareness of and access to work 

· opportunities: 

C. OUTPATIENT SERVICES 

Client Description 

The Department agrees to fund the Provider in the amount of $97,124.00 for the 
provision of Outpatient Services. Of this amount, $45,638.00 is a grant and $51,486.00 is in 
the fonn of Medicaid seed payments. 

The purpose of this program is to provide high quality psychiatric outpatient services to 
those eligible consumers 18 years of age and older. The emphasis will be on providing service 
to the priority target population as defined by the Division of Mental Health. The services will 
be provided from offices in Belfast and Rockland, as well as at the county jails, boarding homes, 
or other residences so as to remove geographic barriers to treatment. In FY'96, it is anticipated 
that approximately 350 clients will be served for a total of 2,946 visits of direct service. 

Psychiatric outpatient services are defined as including professional assessment, 
counseling, and therapeutic services which promote positive orientation, relief of excess stress, 
and growth toward more integrated and independent levels of functioning. Services will be 
delivered through planned interaction involving· the use of physiological, psychological, and 
sociological concepts, techniques, and the processes of evaluation and intervention. Components 
may include diagnosis and assessment; psychometric evaluation; intervention services by 
psychological examiners; individual, group, family or couples therapy; and similar professional 
therapeutic services. 

Treatment services offered will be linked through integrating services to basic support 
and rehabilitation services so the consumer may receive maximum benefit and achieve an 
adequate quality of life. Isolation and fragmentation of services can frequently interfere with 
service delivery, making access and linkage vital components of the local support system. 

The services of this program will be offered through traditional modalities such as 
individual, group, family, and couples therapy, but also may include family groups, and network 
support. Consumers will be assisted in identifying patterns of behavior, and learning which 
work for them and which do not. Each consumer will be assisted in developing a "relapse 
prevention" plan to help avoid falling back into non-productive behavior and thoughts. 
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Oumatient Services Goals and Objectives: 

Goal 1: Provide easy access to treatment services. 

Objective 1: Provide phone access to service 24 hours daily, seven days weekly. 
Objective 2: Offer initial assessment appointments within two weeks of the request for 

service. 
Objective 3: Offer service in a variety of locations. In addition to Belfast and 

Rockland Offices, service sites might include boarding homes, jails, rural 
health clinics or other sites to reduce geographic barriers to service. 

Objective 4: Offer appoints for services two evenings weekly. 

Goal 2: Provide treatment services to eligible consumers based on their strengths, needs, 
and desires. 

Objective 1: In collaboration with the consumer, complete a biopsychosocial assessment 
within the first four appointments. When a recent biopsychosocial 
assessment is available, that will be utilized rather than duplicating the 
service. 

Objective· 2: In collaboration with the consumer, develop an inclividualized plan for 
treatment services within thirty days of the start of services. 

Objective 3: Write service plan goals and objectives in measurable terms. Utilize 
percent of service plan goals and objectives achieved as one measure of 
case outcome. 

Objective 4: - .Have consumer complete "Satisfaction with Services" survey form at 
termination of services. 

Goal 3: _ Provide services that are integrated and coordinated. 

Objective 1: If eligible consumer does not have Individualized.Support Plan and Case 
Manager, offer referral to the Provider's Community Support Services 
Program, and document outcome of referral. 

Objective 2: Refer to appropriate source for services needed by not provided by this 
program, and document outcome of referral. 

Objective 3: Attend case conferences regarding consumer. 

Goal 4: Provide psychotherapeutic services as agreed to by consumer and family and 
listed in treatment services plan. 

Goal 5: 

Objective 1: 
Objective 2: · 

Objective 3: 

Provide documentation of progress in client record. 
Review and revise treatment interventions as indicated, but no less than 

· every ninety days. · 
Provide educational information to help families and other natural supports 
understand consumers' needs. 

Provide 2,946 hours of outpatient service annually. 

Objective 1: Maintain requirement for staff to provide direct service hours equal to 
.. 60 % of time worked. 

Goal 6: Provide well trained and supervised staff to deliver services. 

Objective 1: Provide five days continuing education leave annually for clinical staff. 
Objective 2: Provide regular clinical supervision and consultation for staff. 
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Goal 7: Maintain Quality Assurance program. 

Objective 1: Maintain a schedule of weekly peer review in outpatient services. 
Objective 2: Maintain program of continuous client record review to assure all 

requirements are met. 

D. MEDICATION CLINIC SERVICES 

The Department agrees to fund the Provider in the amount of $46,300.00, in the form 
of Medicaid seed payments, for the provision of Medication Clinic Services. 

Medication Clinic services are defined as those services which directly relate to the 
prescription, administration, and/or monitoring of medications intended for the treatment and 
management of mental illness. The program is estimated to provide 1,288 hours of medication 
clinic services in FY'96. 

Medication Clinic Services Goals and Objectives: 

Goal 1: Provide Medication Clinic Services as needed by consumer. 

Objective 1: Staff psychiatrist will evaluate consumers for need for medication within 
two weeks of referral for medication evaluation. 

Objective 2: If medication is recommended, consumer will be given information on 
which to base informed consent. 

Objective 3: Staff psychiatrist will provide monitoring services as needed. 

Goal 2: Provide 1,288 hours of medication clinic services annually. 

E. GERIATRIC MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCE PROGRAM 

The Department agrees to fund the Provider in the amount ·of $42,568.00 for the 
Geriatric Mental Health Resource Program. Of this amount, $36,330.00 is a grant, and 
$6,238.00 is in the form of Medicaid seed payments. 

Consumers to be served: Individuals eligible for Eldercare Mental Health Services are 
those who are 60 years of age or older living in non-institutional settings in Knox and Waldo 
Counties, and the towns of Jefferson and Waldoboro in Lincoln County who have serious mental 
illness and substantial functional impairment. Adults who are over age 60 who are class 
members in the Bates vs. Davenport class action suit and the resulting consent decree are -also 
eligible. The Provider's Eldercare Mental Health Services Program will serve approximately 
56 individuals and their families during the contract period. 

The Provider's Eldercare Mental Health Services Program is designed to address the 
major mental health service needs of elderly persons described by the Task Force on Mental 
Health Services to Elderly Persons (1984), and updated by the Department of Mental Health and 
Mental Retardation in 1988. The highest priority needs identified are: (1) outreach and 
casefinding to homebound elderly and mentally ill persons; (2) in-home mental health 
assessments; (3) in-home mental health treatment including counseling and psychiatric emergency 
services; (4) case management services; and (5) training and consultation to caregivers and other 
providers or services to the elderly. These services are consistent with the four major service 
system functions required to comprehensively serve persons with serious mental illness and 
substantial functional impairment as defined in Maine's Community Systems Workbook. The 
four core service functions are: Integrating Services, Basic Suppons, Treatment Se-rvices, and 
Rehabilitation Services. 
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Integrating Services 

Integrating Services include Outreach and Casefinding Services, Comprehensive 
Individualiud Assessment.and Planning Services, and the Facilitation of Linkages, Coordination, 
Advocacy, and Monitoring. 

Integrating Services' Goals and Objectives: 

Goal 1: Outreach and casefinding activities are available on an on-call and regularly 
scheduled basis at predetermined sites in the community to eligible persons who 
are in need of assistance. 

Objective 1: Eldercare Mental Health Services (EMHS) will be available to consult 
with a CSS worker when accessed to respond to non-emergency requests 
for outreach services. 

Objective 2: EMHS will develop a system for responding to referrals from CSS staff 
to ensure the timely assessment of the consumer's needs. 

Outcome 1: Minimize the number of potentially eligible elderly persons 
unserved. 

Outcome 2: Minimize the number of elderly persons and potential consumers 
unwilling to receive, unaware of, or unable to access services or 
supports. 

Goal 2: Each· person requesting EMHS services and/or supports will be offered the 
Individualized Support Planning process. 

Objective 1: The Eldercare Social Worker will refer identified consumers to the 
Community Support program within three working days of agreeing to 
service to develop an ISP. 

Goal 3: An individua)i:zed biopsychosocial assessment will be conducted by the Eldercare 
Social Worker or an individual chosen or agreed to by the consumer. 

Goal 4: 

Objective 1: The Eldercare Social Worker will document in the consumer's record the 
results of the initial assessment. 

Outcome 1: An individualized biopsychosocial assessment is completed within 
30 days of initiation of service or 30 days from the completion of 
an ISP. 

· Outcome 2: The initial assessment is updated annually to ensure that it is 
current. 

Each person requesting Eldercare Mental Health Services will have access to a 
comprehensive individualized plan of care which addresses the consumer's needs 
and aspirations. 

Objective 1: The plan of care reflects the results of the assessment. . 
Objective 2: When consumers refuse to develop a biopsychosocial assessment or plan 

of care, the Eldercare Social Worker will document the reason for refusal. 

Outcome 1: 
Outcome 2: 

Outcome 3: 

A plan of care is developed within 30 days of initiation of service. 
The plan of care is reviewed and revised, a minimum of every 90 
days to ensure that it is current. . 
The consumer's unmet needs are included in the plan of care. 
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Basic SuWQrts 

Basic Supports are resources and services that ensure successful community living by 
providing for basic needs such as adequate income, housing, food, and protection of human and 

- civil rights. 

Basic Sumx>rts Goals and Objectives: 

Goal 1: Consumers of Eldercare Mental Health Services will have access to case 
management services to ensure the income supports necessary to achieve and 
maintain an adequate quality of life. 

Objective 1: To identify in the ISP and/or comprehensive plan of care those income 
supports and other sources of entitlement the consumer has agreed to be 
linked to in order to ensure that physiological and safety needs are being 
met. 

Objective 2: . The Eldercare Social Worker will refer consenting persons to the 
Provider's Community Support Services case managers to e~sure linkage 
with necessary community, state and federal financial entitlements and 
supports. 

Objective 3: · The Eldercare Social Worker will ensure the protection of consumers' 
basic rights by linking consumers denied access to entitlement to Maine's 
Advocacy Services and/or other sources of legal aid. 

Outcome 1: 

Olltcome 2: 
Outcome 3: 

Funding and entitlements are adequate to provide an "above 
poverty level" standard of living for all consumers served. 
Consumers will not be unnecessarily dependent upon entitlements. 
Consumers receive services from community, state, and federal 
programs for which they are eligible. 

Goal 2: Consumers have access to needed medical and dental care. 

Goal 3: 

Objective 1: 

Objective 2: 

Consumers' health and dental needs will be identified in their 
biopsychosocial assessment, and include them in the ISP and/ or 
comprehensive plan of care. 
The Eldercare Social Worker will refer consenting consumers to the 
Provider's Community Support Services case managers to. ensure linkage 
with needed ·health and dental services. 

Outcome 1: The incidence of untreated medical and dental problems will be 
reduced. 

Outcome 2: Access to medical and dental care for consumers served will be 
improved. 

Consumers have access to decent, safe, affordable housing to match their 
preferences, goals, and functional levels. 

·objective 1: The Eldercare Social Worker will assist consumers in identifying housing 
preferences and goals in the individualized biopsychosocial assessment, 
and include those housing goals in the consumer's· ISP and/or 
comprehensive plan of care. 

Objective 2: The Eldercare Social Worker will refer consenting consumers to the 
Provider's Community Support Services case managers to ensure linkage 
with needed housing. 
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Outcome 1: 
Outcome 2: 

Consumers will not be homeless. 
The number of consumers discharged from residential or inpatient 
facilities without a home will be minimized. 

Goal 4: Consumers will have access to supportive care and supervision. 

Objective 1: The Eldercare Social Worker will assist consumers in identifying 
supportive care and supervision needs through the biopsychosocial 
assessment and plan of care. 

Objective 2: The Eldercare Social Worker will refer consenting consumers to the 
Provider's Community Support Services case managers to coordinate, 
monitor, and evaluate supportive care and supervision services provided 
to each consumer. 

Outcome 1: 
Outcome 2: 
Outcome 3: 
Outcome 4: 

Consumers' funds and entitlements are appropriately managed. 
Consumers will manage their own finances if possible. 
Consumers will function in the least restrictive manner possible. 
Consumers will have their civil rights protected. 

Treatment Services 

. Treatment services are services that address the signs and symptoms of mental illness 
through prevention, symptom control, and crisis intervention. 

Treatment Services Goals and Objectives: 

Goal.I: Consumers of Eldercare Mental Health Services have access to crisis services, 
psychiatric and psychological assessment, medication prescription and monitoring, 
counseling and psychotherapy, and specialized treatment services. 

Objective 1: The Eldercare Social Worker will ensure that consumers have their 
treatment needs identified in their biopsychosocial assessment, and 
treatment goals identified in their ISP and/or comprehensive plan of care. 

Objective 2: The Eldercare Social Worker will develop a resource directory of 
treatment services for use by consumers who request, and are in need of, 
these services. · 

Outcome 1: 
Outcome 2: 

Outcome 3: 

Outcome 4: 

Consumers will receive the treatment they want from the system. 
The frequency of crisis episodes experienced by consumers 
receiving treatment services will be minimized. 
The frequency of relapse or recurrence of symptoms will be 
minimized. . 
The length and frequency of psychiatric hospitalizations will be 
minimized. 

Rehabilitation Services 

Rehabilitation servi_ces are services and resources that aid in improving or recovering a 
person's functional capacity, and that promote mastery in daily living, social interaction, and a 
meaningful work life. 

Rehabilitation Services Goals and Objectives: 

Goal 1: Consumers will have access to rehabilitation services which are needed and 
requested. 
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Objective 1: The Eldercare Social Worker will assist consumers in identifying, 
developing and documenting rehabilitation needs, goals, and desired 
services as part of the assessment process, and as part of their ISP or 
comprehensive plan of care .. 

Objective 2: The Eldercare Social Worker will develop a resource directory of 
rehabilitation services available in Knox and Waldo Counties and make it 
available to elderly consumers requesting these services. 

Goal 2: Elderly consumers will have daily and community living skills needs, goals, and 
desired services identified. 

Objective 1: The Eldercare Social Worker will identify and document consumers' daily 
and community living skills needs, goals, and desired services in the 
assessment, ISP, and service planning process. 

Objective 2: The Eldercare Social Worker will assist in linking and referring elderly 
consumers to programs that provide daily· and community living skills · 
training. 

Outcome 1: 

Outcome 2: 

Outcome 3: 

Outcome 4: 
Outcome 5: 
Outcome 6: 

Elderly consumers are able to perform daily and community living 
skills sufficiently to ensure more independent living. 

· Elderly consumers are accessing services in the least restrictive 
settings. 
Elderly consumers perceive an improvement in their daily and 
community living skills. 
Elderly consumers have increased social contacts. 
Elderly consumers state increased satisfaction with social life. 
Elderly consumers have increased awareness of social and 
recreational options. 

Goal 3: Educational goals for elderly consumers requesting educational opportunities will 
be assessed and developed. 

Goal 4: 

Objective 1: · A. resource directory of elementary, secondary, GED, continuing 
education, supported education, literacy• training, and Elder Hostel 
program opportunities· will be developed and provided to consumers. 

Objective 2: The availability of psychoeducational curricula to groups and individuals 
as needed and requested to address information related to such topics as 
mental illness, symptom management and control, medication 
maintenance, and relapse prevention will be ensured. 

Outcome 1: 
Outcome 2: 

Outcome 3: 
Outcome 4: 
Outcome 5: 

Elderly consumers have more control over educational goals. 
Elderly consumers have increased awareness of how mental illness 
affects their lives. 
Elderly consumers have more control over their symptoms. 
Elderly consumers show evidence of relapse preventions strategies. 
Elderly consumers' needs for crisis services are minimized. 

Access to meaningful work and volunteer experiences for consum~rs requesting 
and needing these opportunities will be promoted and provided. 

Objective 1: A resource·directory of supported and regular employment and volunteer 
opportunities available in Knox and Waldo Counties will be developed and 
made available to consumers. 
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F. 

Outcome 1: 
Outcome 2: 
Outcome 3: 
Outcome 4: 

Elderly consumers are more financially self-supporting. 
Elderly consumers have increased job skills. 
Elderly consumers have increased self esteem. 
Elderly consumers have increased awareness of and access to work 
and volunteer opportunities. 

COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL SERVICES 

The Department agrees to fund the Provider in the amount of $183,167.00 for the 
provision of Community Residential Services. Of this amount, $109,683.00 is a grant and 
$73,484.00 is in the form of Medicaid seed payments. 

Overall goals of the Provider's Community Residential Services include: 

a. To administer the ongoing bridge subsidy program for 15 low income mental 
health consumers. 

b. To network with landlords for the purpose of educating them to consumers' needs 
and identifying support services to meet landlords' needs in working with these· 
consumers. This year we will complete. a data base of existing affordable rentals 
and landlords who are aware of support ~rvices available to our consumers. · 

c. To locate available subsidized housing in the area and develop strategies to make 
this housing more accessible to consumers. · 

d. To work with local Community Development, Maine State Housing, and local 
public housing authorities to identify housing for renovation and lease or purchase 
to provide more inexpensive or subsidized housing stock. 

e. To provide property management and administration. 
f. To research and access national and regional housing initiatives. 

PARTNERS IN COMMUNITY LIVING <P.I.C.L.) 

The Partners in Community Living Program provides housing for eight·individuals who 
meet the criteria of the Division of Mental Health's priority population. Priority. referrals to the 
P.I.C.L. housing option are adults who have a serious mental illness who are currently 
hospitalized at AMHI, and who are citizens of Knox and Waldo Counties; or the towns of 
Jefferson and Waldoboro in Lincoln County. 

The Partners in Community Living Program is a homesharing program for adults who 
have a serious mental illness. The program provides a normalized, supportive home atmosphere 
that services as a part of the individual's support system. The focus of the program is to provide 
intensive one on one supports and personal care services in the homes of Care Providers. These 
persons have met all the professional and education requirements of Residential Provider,s as 
specified by the Division of Mental Health and stated in the Care Provider Agreement. Each 
resident has his or her own room while being treated as an integral part of the household. 

Pro~tive residents are referred by the staff of AMHI. Referrals are assisted by the 
Provider's discharge planner at AMHI in identifying and accessing the full range of services and 
supports that may be needed, including an ·assigned community support worker. Every effort 
is made to design supports in a way that is congruent and responsive to ea.ch individual's needs. 

Partners in Community Living Goals and Objectives: 

Goal 1: To develop and maintain a choice of supportive community housing alternatives 
for the purpose of enhancing the quality of life for adults with mental illness. 
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Objective 1: To maintain eight (8) P.I.C.L. placements during FY'96. 
Objective 2: To attain 85 % occupancy of these eight placements with priority 

population persons during FY'96. · 

Goal 2: To offer residents of the P.I.C.L. program comprehensive services and supports 
to assure successful community living and integration. 

Objective 1: To provide Personal Care Services by Care Providers according to 
indivi<luaUred comprehensive assessments and service planning developed 
by Community Support Workers. 

Outcome 1: Residents receive the Personal Care Services they need and desire. 

Objective 2: To provide food services in each Care Provider's home according to a 
collaborative agreement among the Care Provider, Partner, and 
Community Support Worker, and according to the Partner's needs, goals, 
and choices. 

Outcome 1: Each Partner's placement has a written agreement for food 
services. 

Objective 3: To· provide Treatment and Rehabilitative Services to . each Partner by 
Community Support Workers and others according to individualized 
comprehensive assessments and service planning developed by Community 
Support Workers~ 

Outcome 1: Each resident receives the Treatment and Rehabilitative Services 
needed and desired. 

Objective 4: ·To offer each Partner the opportunity to participate in the ISP. process 
with a Community Support Worker. 

Outcome 1:. There is documentation that each resident has been offered an ISP. 

LEASED HOUSING PROGRAM 

The Provider's ~ Housing Program serves adults with serious mental illness who· 
are homeless or at risk of homelessness, and who want to live in an independent, unstructured 
residence in Knox <::;ounty. 

Persons placed in one of the Provider's four leased houses. enter into a homesharing 
agreement with others living in the same house. These houses are leased by the Provider from 
HUD and FmHA~ Tenants are required to pay $300/house, which includes taxes, insurance, 
utilities and maintenance. Although this is not a directly federally funded housing program, the 
Provider has adopted HUD Section 8 rental guidelines for administering. the program. 

The Provider's Community Support Workers, and all other program staff, are available 
to provide ongoing services and supports to tenants of this program when requested. However, 
tenants are not required to receive services. The requirements for participation in this program 
are outlined in the tenant's agreement, and parallel those admission guidelines of HUD. 

Leased Housing Program Goals and Objectives: 
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Goal 1: To develop and maintain a choice of supportive community housing alternatives 
to improve the qllality of life for people living with mental illness in Knox 
County. 

Objective 1: To maintain a residence at Thomaston Street in Rockland for two 
individuals with mental illness who are homeless or at risk of 
homelessness. 

Objective 2: To maintain a residence at Grace Street in Rockland for two individuals 
who are homeless or at risk of homelessness, and who are mentally ill. 

Objective 3: To maintain a residence at Limerock Street in Rockland for two 
individuals with mental illness who are homeless or at risk of 
homelessness. 

. Objective 4: To maintain a residence at Jefferson Street in Rockland for two individuals 
who are homeless or at risk of homelessness, and who are mentally ill. 

Goal 2: To make available services and supports to residents of the Leased Housing 
program upon request in order to improve their quality of life. 

Objective 1: To offer each resident an opportunity to participate in the ISP process. 
Objective 2: To make available to each resident a Community Support Worker to assist 

in· linkages to needed and requested- services and supports: 

IV. REPORTING AND FISCAL REQUIREMENTS 

Funding provided under this Agreement is based on the approved budget for FY'95, and 
assumes continuation_ of the services outlined therein. The Provider will submit a budget for 
services to be provided in FY'96 on or before September l, 1995. Issuance of subsequent 
payments is contingent upon receipt and approval of that budget. Provider understands and 
agrees that the approved FY'96 budget· will be used by the Department on program audit to 
assess financial requirements and performance under this Agreement. The Provider agrees to 
be bound by the regulations and principles of the Division of Mental Health with regard to 
contract administration and contract settlement. 

The Provider agrees to submit a quarterly report of financial, staffing, and service data 
in accordance with the specifications of the Division of Mental Health .. Provider understands 
that such reports are due within thirty (30) days after the end of each quarter, and that 
subsequent payment installments will not be made until such reports are received and reviewed. 
Provider further agrees to submit such other data and reports as may be requested. 

The Provider further understands and agrees that, based on the FY'95 budget, the 
Department has set aside $411,535.00 in a Medicaid seed account. Titis amount may be 
adjusted to reflect a revised budget or actual experience with th~ use of Medicaid seed. 

The Provider's staffing of all service programs described herein will be in accordance 
with its final approved budget submission for the contract period. The Provider will supply all 
staff training, clinical and administrative supervision, and evaluation necessary and appropriate 
to the performance of services under this Agreement. 

Provider is responsible for maintaining internal records necessary to substantiate 
financial, staffing, and service data reported to the Department. Provider understands that all 
records are subject to review, analysis~ and/or audit by the Department. The Provider agrees 

· to be bound by applicable regulations and policies of the Department. 
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V. SUMMARY OF SERVICES PURCHASED 

service categ9ry 
Emergency 
community support 
outpatient 
Geriatric 
Community Residential 
Medication Clinic 

Total: 

DMH 
Grant 
$120,483. 
$199,074. 
$ 45,638. 
$ 361330. 
$109,683. 
$ o. 
$511,208. 
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~ 
$ 24,022. 
$210,005. 
$ 51,486. 
$ 6,238. 
$ 73,484. 
$ 46,3QO. 
$411,535. 

Units of 
service 

N/A 
9,l.00 
2,946 

600 
2,537 
1,288 
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RIDER B 

METHOD OF PAYMENT AND OTHER PROVISIONS 

1. CONTRACT AMOUNT $511,208.00 

2. INVOICES AND PAYMENTS 

The Department agrees to provide a total of$ 511,208.00 to the Provider in installments 
on or about the following dates in the following amounts: 

Amount Date Amount Date 

$ 85,201. 07L15L95 $127,802. 03L01L96 
$127,802. 09L01L95 $ 42 I 601. 06L01L96 
$127,802. 12L01L95 $ 

. This payment schedule is subject to the Provider's compliance with all items set forth in 
this contract and subject to the availability of funds. The above payment schedule may ~ 
adjusted to deduct for Medicaid seed per Department procedures. Payments shall be made by 
the Department after receipt of an invoice on the Provider's usual billing forms or business 
letterhead. 

3. BENEFITS AND DEDUCTIONS 

If the Provider is an individual, the Provider understands and agrees that he/she is an 
independent contractor for whom no Federal or State Income Tax will be deducted by the 
Department, and for whom no retirement benefits, survivor benefit insurance, group life 
insurance, vacation and sick leave, and similar benefits available to State employees will accrue. · 
The Provider further understands that annual information returns, as required by the. Internal 
Revenue Code or State of Maine Income Tax Law, will be filed by the State Controller with the 
Internal Revenue Service and the State of Maine Bureau of Taxation, copies of which will be 
furnished to the Provider for his/her Income Tax records. 

4. INDEPENDENT CAPACITY 

The parties hereto agree that the Provider, and any agents and employees of the Provider, 
in the performance of this agreement, shall act in the capacity of an independent contractor and 
not as officers or employees or agents of the State. 

5. CONTRACT AD:MINISTRATOR 

All progress reports, correspondence and related submissions from the Provider shall be 
submitted to: 

Betty M. Lamoreau, Management Analyst II 
Division of Mental Health 
State House Station #165 
Augusta, Maine 04333-0165 

who is designated as the Contract Administrator on behalf of the Department for this agreement, 
except where specified otherwise in this agreement. 
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6. DEPARTMENT'S REPRESENTATIVE 

The Contract Administrator shall be the Department's representative during the period 
of this Agreement. He/she has authority to curtail services if necessary to ensure proper 
execution. He/she shall certify to the Department when payments under the agreement are due 
and the amounts to be paid. He/she shall make decisions on all claims of the Provider, subject 
to the approval of the Commissioner of the Department. 

7. PROCEDURE FOR MODIFICATION 

By mutual written agreement of the parties, this agreement may be modified at any time, 
with or without new consideration. Any material modification to the approved budget by the 
Provider shall not be paid under this agreement without prior written approval from the Contract 
Administrator. 

8. PERIOD OF PERFORMANCE 

A. Effective Date: 
B. Termination Date: 

9. SUBCONTRACTS 

July 1, 1995 
June 30, 1996 

. Unless provided for in this agreement, no arrangement shall be made by the Provider 
with ·any other party for furnishing any of the services herein contracted for w,ithout the consent, 
guidance and approval of the Contract Administrator. Any subcontract hereunder entered into 
subsequent to the execution of this agreement must be annotated "approved" by the Contract 
Administrator. before it is reimbursable hereunder. This provision will not be taken as requiring 
the approval of contracts :of employment between the Provider and its employees assigned for· 
services . thereunder. 

10. SUBLE'ITING, ASSIGNMENT OR TRANSFER 

The·Provider shall not sublet, sell, transfer, assign or otherwise dispose of this agreement 
or-any portion thereof, or of its right, title or interest therein, without written request to and 
written consent of the Contract Administrator. No subcontracts or transfer of agreement shall 
in any case release the Provider_ of its liability under·this agreement. 

11. EQUAL El\.1PLOYMENT.OPPORTUNITY 

During the performance of this agreement, the Provider agrees as follows: 

a. The Provider will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for 
employment relating to this agreement because of race, color, religious creed, 
sex, national origin, ancestry, age, physical or mental handicap, unless related to 
a bonafide occupational qualification. The Provider will take affirmative action 
to ensure that applicants are employed and employees are treated during 
employment, without regard to their race, color, religion, sex, age or national 
origin. 

Such action shall include but not be limited to the following: employment, 
upgrading, demotions, or transfers; recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoffs 
or terminations; rates of pay or other forms of compensation; and selection for 
training including apprenticeship. The Provider agrees to post in conspicuous 
places available to employees and applicants for employment notices setting forth 
the provisions of this nondiscrimination clause. 
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b. The Provider will, in all solicitations or advertising for employees placed by or 
on behalf of the Provider relating to this agreement, state that all qualified 
applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, 
color, religious creed, sex, national origin, ancestry, age, physical or mental 
handicap. 

c. The Provider will send to each labor union or representative of the workers with 
which it has a collective bargaining agreement, or other contract or 
understanding, ·whereby it is furnished with labor for the performance of this 
agreement a notice to be provided by the contracting agency, advising the said 
labor union or workers' representative of the Provider's commitment under this 
section and shall post copies of the notice in conspicuous places available to 
employees and applicants for employment. 

d. The Provider will cause the foregoing provisions to be inserted in any subcontract 
for any work covered by this agreement so that .such provisions shall be binding 
upon each subcontractor, provided that the foregoing provisions shall not apply 
to contracts or subcontracts f<;>r standard commercial supplies .or raw materials. 

12. STATE EMPLOYEES NOT TO BENEFIT 

The Provider shall not _employ on any basis in the performance of this agreement any 
employee of the State who may participate in his/her official capacity in reaching a decision or 
recommendation in a governmental proceeding affecting the Provider. 

13. WARRANTY 
. . . 

The· Provider warrants that.it has not. employed or contracted with any company or 
person, other than a bonafide employee working solely for the Provider, to solicit or secure this 
agreement and that it has not paid, or agreed to pay, any company or person, other than a 
bonafide employee working solely for the Provider, any fee, commission, percentage, brokerage 
fee, gifts, or any other consideration,· contingent upon, or resulting from the award for making 
this agreement. For breach or violation of this warranty, the Department shall have· the right 
to annul this agreement without liability or, in its discretion to otherwise recover the full amount 
of such fee, commission, percentage brokerage fee, gift, or contingent fee. · 

14. ACCESS TO RECORDS. 

The Provider shall maintain all books, documents, payrolls, papers, accounting records 
and other evidence pertaining to this agreement and to make such materials available at its 
offices at all reasonable times during the period of this agreement and for such subsequent period 
as specified under Maine Uniform Accounting and Auditing Practices for Community Agencies 
(MAAP) rules. The Provider shall allow inspection of pertinent documents by the Department 
or any authorized representative of the State of Maine or Federal Government, and copies 
thereof shall be furnished, if requested. 

15. AUDIT 

Funds provided under this agreement are subject to the audit requirements contained in 
the MAAP rules, and may further be subject to audit by authorized representatives of the Federal 
Government. 
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16. TER1\.1INATION 

The performance of work under the agreement may be terminated by the Department in 
whole, or, from time to time, in part, whenever for any reason the Contract Administrator shall 
determine that such termination is in the best interest of the Department. Any such termination 
shall be effected by delivery to the Provider of a Notice of Termination specifying the extent to 
which performance of the work under the agreement is terminated and the date on which such 
termination becomes effective. 

17. GOVERNMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 

The Provider warrants and represents that all governmental ordinances, laws and 
regulations shall be. complied with. 

18. INTERPRETATION AND PERFORMANCE 

This agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Maine as to interpretation 
and performance. 

19. STA TE HELD HARMLESS 

The Provider agrees to indemnify, defend and save harmless the State, its officers, agents 
and employees from any and all claims and losses accruing or resulting to any and all 
contractors, subcontractors, materialmen, laborers and any other person, firm or corporation 
furnishing or supplying work, services, materials or supplies in connection with the performance 
of this agreement, and from any and all claims and losses accruing or resulting to any person, 
firm or corporation who may be injured or damaged by the Provider or in th~· performance of 
this agreement and against any liability, including costs and expenses, for violation of 
proprietary rights, copyrights, or rights of privacy, arising out of. publication, translation, 
reproduction, delivery, performance, use, or disposition of any data furnished under this 
agreement or based on any lipelous or other. unlawful matter contained in such data. 

20. APPROVAL 

Tlus agreement is subject to the approval of the State Controller before it can be 
considered as a valid, executable document. 

2.1. LIABILITY 

The Provider shall keep in force a liability insurance R<)licy issued by a company fully 
licensed or designated as an eligible surplus line insurer to do business in this state by the Maine 
Department of Professional & Financial Regulation, Bureau of Insurance which policy includes 
the area to be covered by this agreement with adequate liability coverage to protect itself and 
the Department from injury or damage suits arising from any accident to any person occurring 
at the facility. Providers insured through a "risk retention group" insurer prior to July 1, 1991 
may continue under that arrangement. Prior to or upon execution of this agreement, the 
Provider shall furnish the Department with written or photocopied verification of the existence 
of such liability insurance policy. 

22. BONDING 

The Provider shall obtain and maintain at all times during the contract period a fidelity 
bond covering the activities of all employees who handle Provider funds in an amount equal to 
at least 25 % of the total amount of this contract. 
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23. ACKNOWLEDGE1\1ENT 

The Provider agrees that any publication, presentation, or display of information 
regarding this project's activities, services, or funding will include, at minimum, a statement 

· which indicates that the project is funded by the Maine Department of Mental Health and Mental 
Retardation. 

24. ENTIRE AGREEMENT 

This document contains the entire agreement of the parties, and neither party shall be 
bound by any statement or representation not contained herein. 
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RIDER C 

CERTIFICATION REGARDJNG LOBBYING 

The undersigned certifies, to the best of his/her knowledge and belief, that: 

1. No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid, by or on behalf 
of the Provider, to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an 
officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or 
employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection 
with the awarding of any Federal contract, the making of any Federal grant or 
subgrant, the making of any Federal loan, the entering into of any cooperative 
agreement, and the extension, continuation, renewal, amendment, or modification 
of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement. 

2. If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid 
to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee 
of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or 

_an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with this Federal contract, 
- grant or ~ubgrant, loan, or cooperative agreement, the undersigned shall complete 

and submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report ~bbying," in 
accordance with its instructions. · 

3; The undersigned shall require that the language of this certification be included 
in the award documents for all subawards at all tiers (including subcontracts, 
. subgrants, and contracts under grants, loans, and cooperative agreements) and that 
all subrecipients shall certify and disclose accordingly. 

This certification is a material representation of fact upon which reliance· was placed 
when this transaction was made or entered into. Submission of this certification is a prerequisite 
for making or entering into this transaction imposed by 31 U.S.C., 1352. Any person who fails 
to file the required certification shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less than $10,000 and 
not more than $100,000 for each such failure. 

Date,.4:(2:dc;<By:· ~eds~~ 

For:Mid-Coast Mental Health Center 
(Name of Provider) 

community Mental Health Services Block Grant 
Social Services Block Grant 



Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation and Substance Abuse Services 
Mental Health Out of State Placements 

July 25, 1996 

Florida Institute for Neuro Rehab - 1 client 

The court required a different placement for this client from his prior placement at Lakeview. We are 
supporting him at Florida Institute for one-year until he establishes residency in Florida, as his parents 
now live there. He is currently supported with general funds as there has been problems 
re-establishing him as Maine medicaid eligible. If he becomes medicaid eligible we hope to retro bill 
medicaid to his placement date at Florida Institute. Our commitment should terminate 11/29196. 

Current annual cost: $108,000 (non medicaid seed) 

Devereux Foundation, Chester, NJ - 1 client 

Currently in process of transitioning client to a less expensive setting in Massachusetts. 

Current annual cost: $245,052 (non medicaid seed) 

Lakeview (Highwatch), Center Ossipee, NH - 1 client 

No other appropriate place. 

Current annual cost: $75,000 (medicaid seed and non medicaid seed) 

Justice Resource Institute, Boston, MA - 2 clients 

This facility specializes in treating young adults with mental illness and criminal histories. 

Current annual cost: 1 client- $65,000 (medicaid seed) 
1 client - $40,000 (medicaid seed) DOE is paying education 

costs 



DEPARTMENT OF :MENTAL HEALTII & MENTAL RETARDATION 
r-i . Summary by Category of Service as of Ja,nuary 31, 1996 

' _, 

.. State Eederal Total 

I Division of Mental Health - Community Residential Services 3,858,898 3,858,898 
,..., Community Support Services 2,454,109 618,990 3,073,099 

Deaf Services 101,136 101,136 
Emergency/Crisis Services 3,486,482 297,489 3,783,971 

~ Geriatric Services 1,298,011 1,298,011 

""" 
Inpatient Services 75,682 75,682 
Medication Clinic Services 743,303 30,000 773,303 
Outpatient Services 240,673 72,648 313,321 
Peer/Family Support Services 481,109 481,109 
Social Clubs 1,130,738 1,130,738 

..... Vocational Services 391,114 391,114 
Other 505,429 150,895 656,324 
Total Division of Mental Health 14,766,684 1,170,022 15,936,706 -. Division of Mental Retardation 

., Adult Residential 536,364 536,364 
Child Residential 2,453 2,453 

---, 

Committee on Transition 308,234 308,234 
Crisis Intervention 300,000 300,000 

.... Day Programming 1,443,806 823,881 2,267,687 
Professional Services 238,766 238,766 
Recreation/Leisure 96,713 96,713 

,; Residential Treatment 86,646 86,646 
Respite 375,258 375,258 

., 
Supported Employment 729,769 729,769 

~ Supported Living 511,187 511,187 

I Transportation 147,120 147,120 
Voucher 192,765 192,765 
Total Division of Mental Retardation 4,969,081 823,881 5,792,962 

Bureau of Children with Special Needs 
Autism Consultant Srvcs. 169,689 · 169,689 
Case Management 584,543 612,585 1,197,128 
Clinical Consultation 16,175 16,175 
Crisis Intervention/Resolution Srvcs. 1,112,344 1,112,344 
Day Treatment Services 67,200 38,361 105,561 
Early Childhood Comm. Sppt. Svcs. 457,402 26,913 484,315 
Family Mediation Services 105,200 105,200 
Family Support Facilitators 70,000 70,000 
Homebased Family Services 616,716 616,716 
Homeless Services 150,000 150,000 
!dent/ Assess/Diag/Eval/Screening 139,983 139,983 
Individual Placement 73,007 73,007 
Infan.t Mental Health Services 40,970 40,970 
Infant/Toddler Group Servic~s 440,590 440,590 
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DEPARTMENT OF :MENTAL HEAL TH & :MENTAL RETARDATION 
Summary by Category of Service as of January 31, 1996 

~ 
Information and Referral 98,733 
Outpatient MH Clinic Services 158,645 
Parent/Sibling Self-He! p 5,500 
Program Design and Evaluation 
Residential Services 1,535,506 
Respite Care 771,400 
School Age Comm. Support Srvcs. 19,034 
Sexual Abuse Treatment Services 60,158 
Social and/or Recreational Services 271,000 
Wraparound(Early Intervention & 520,000 

School Age Services) 
Total Bureau of Children with Special Needs 7,333,795 

DEPARTMENT TOTAL 27,069,560 

Federal Tuml 
100,000 198,733 
295,087 453,732 

5,500 
12,390 12,390 

166,983 1,702,489 
771,400 

19,034 
60,158 

271,000 
2,717,789 3,237,789 

4,120,108 11,453,903 

6,114,011 33,183,571 * 

* Does not include $44,402,647 in Medicaid seed journaled directly to DHS for the benefit of clients 
served through agencies jointly funded by the Department and the Federal Medicaid Program . 
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DEPARTMENT OF :MENTAL HEALTH & :MENTAL RETARDATION 
Alphabetical Listing of Agencies 
FY96 Estimated Expenditures as of January 31, 1996 

State 

Acadia Hospital, Inc. 371,101 
Alliance for the Mentally of Maine 427,276 
American Red Cross - Mid Coast Chapter 20,900 
American Red Cross - Pine Tree Chapter 584,500 
Androscoggin Home Health 5,798 
Area N Mental Health Coalition 195,646 
Aroostook Council On Transition 34,904 
Aroostook Mental Health Center 1,582,517 
Autism Society of ME 4,000 
Bangor Are.a Coard Council 35,175 
Bath Brunswick Child Care Services 65,900 
Borderview :Manor 11,680 
Case Management for Youth 
Catholic Charities 482,849 
Center for Community Inclusion (FC) 39,408 
Central Aroostook Assn. for Retarded Citizens 118,474 
Cerebral Palsy Center 116,000 
Certified Interpreting Associates 7,000 
Charlotte White Center 27,342 
Child Health Center 113,104 
Child & Youth Board of Washington Cty. 124,500 
Children's Center 163,000 
Citizen's Interest Group 5,000 
Coastal Economic Dev Corp 11,000 
Coastal Transportation 24,077 
Coastal Workshop 303,792 
Community Counseling Center 60,158 
Community Health and Counseling Center 1,268,696 
Community Living Association 66,786 
Community Living Options 76,500 
Community Support Services 112,656 
Crisis and Counseling Center 540,760 
Crotched Mountain Rehab Center 15,400 
Cumberland Cty Parent Awareness 3,000 
Devereux Foundation 203,712 
Downe.ast Horizons 69,740 
Drug Rehabilitation, Inc. 21,514 
Elmhurst 65,172 
Evergreen Behavorial Services 104,460 
Florida Institute ofNeuro-Rehabilitation 64,500 
Forest City Resources 96,427 
Goodwill Industries 504,797 
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Federal Total 

371,101 
427,276 

20,900 
584,500 

5,798 
195,646 

34,904 
203,579 1,786,096 

4,000 
35,175 
65,900 
11,680 

3,884 3,884 
482,849 
. 39,408 

84,104 202,578 
116,000 

7,000 
27,342 

113,104 
124,500 
163,000 

5,000 
11,000 
24,077 

94,835 398,627 
60,158 

430,410 1,699,106 
49,667 116,453 

76,500 
112,656 
540,760 

15,400 
3,000 

203,712 
69,740 
21,514 
65,172 

104,460 
64,500 
96,427 

24,236 529,033 
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DEPARTh1ENT OF ?vIBNTAL HEALTH & MENTAL RETARDATION 
,-, 

Alphabetical Listing of Agencies 
FY96 Estimated Expenditures as of January 31, 1996 

l 
•"-\ 

~ Federal Toml 
r:": 

Gorham Health Care 149,102 149,102 
Great Bay 33,653 33,653 
Greater Rumford Alliance 228,425 228,425 ·~ 
Green Valley 70,445 70,445 
Group Home Foundation 9,700 67,894 77,594 

r, Hawthorne House 138,502 138,502 
HealthReach Network 198,615 198,615 
Helping Hands for Children and Families 30,000 30,000 

.... HFP Management 177,200 177,200 
Home Counselors, Inc. 81,700 40,500 122,200 
Independence 224,000 224,000 

""' John F. Murphy Homes, Inc. 211,251 211,251 
Katahdin Friends 77,792 77,792 

µ, 

Ken-A-Set Association 187,000 187,000 
n Kennebec Valley Mental Health Center 277,826 84,483 362,309 

Kennebec Valley Transition Council 37,340 37,340 
Lakeview (Highwatch) 44,000 44,000 

~ Maine .Association for Autism 6,000 6,000 
Maine Association of Broadcasters 25,000 25,000 ... 
Maine Center for the Blind 11,469 14,469 

I:I Maine Foster Parents Association 2,500 2,500 
Maine Medical Center 79,080 79,080 
Maine Parent Federation 51,900 51,900 

'D Maine Resource Development Corporation 66,868 66,868 
Maine Special Olympics 25,000 25,000 
Maine Vocational Region 9 46,520 46,520 

ll 
Markland Enterprises 60,792 60,792 
Medical Care Development 96,283 96,283 
:ME.RT Enterprises 12,102 12,102 .. 
Mid-Coast Children's Services 80,000 80,000 
Mid-Coast Compeer 2,000 2,000 

~ 
Mid-Coast Mental Health Center 609,371 153,837 763,208 
Mid-Maine Medical Center 7,200 7,200 
Mobius, Inc. 6,551 65,270 71,821 
Motivational Services 893,324 10,000 903,324 
Mt. Saint Jose~h 113,937 113,937 
Multi Handicapped Center of Central Aroostook 24,730 24,730 
Multi Handicapped Center of Penobscot Valley 127,083 77,388 204,471 
New Beginnings 36,500 36,500 
NFI North, Inc. 235,037 235,037 
Northern Maine Medical Center 57,670 57,670 
Northern Maine General Hospital 37,795 37,795 

4 
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DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH & MENTAL RETARDATION 
Alphabetical Listing of Agencies 
FY96 Estimated Expenditures as of January 31, 1996 

~ 

No. Aroostook Association for the Handicapped 4,040 
N.E. Occupational Exchange 4,776 
Opportunity Housing, Inc. 161,368 
Oxford County Assn. for Retarded Citizens 9,294 
Pathways, Inc. 191,192 
Penobscot County Sheriffs Department 6,000 
Penquis CAP, Inc. 99,200 
Peregrine 55,696 
Personal Services of Aroostook 155,805 
Pine Tree Legal Assistance 26,878 
Pine Tree Society 23,000 
Pineland Parents and Friends 40,670 
Port Resources 148,667 
Pottle Hill 61,533 
Project Atrium 318,350 
RAFTS (47 Wood Street) 12,292 
Regional Education Treatment Center 22,800 
Resources for Developmentally Disabled 660 
River Resources 97,939 
Riverside Estates, Inc. 23,450 
Rumford Group Home 204,336 
SAD #20 Fort Fairfield School 32,600 
Sandy River Rehab 43,091 
Sebasticook Farms 248,335 
Sedgewood Commons 22,960 
Sentry Enterprises 8,600 
Shalom House 461,135 
Shoreline Community Mental Health Services 594,143 
Shoreline Mental Health Center 290,023 
So Penob Reg Prog for Except Children 44,400 
Southern Maine Regional Mental Health Board 4,142,804 
Southern Me. Technical College 10,000 
Spaulding Youth Center 17,580 
Special Children's Friends 77,800 
Spurwink School 548,685 
St. John Valley 72,942 
Sunrise Opportunities 130,698 
Sweetser Children's Services 628,923 
The Children's Center 47,200 
The Pines 59,716 
Together Place 553,289 
Town of Dexter 34,840 
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Federal Total 

4,040 
4,776 

161,368 
9,294 

191,192 
93,500 99,500 

99,200 
55,696 

155,805 
26,878 
23,000 

0 40,670 
0 148,667 

65,270 126,803 
36,?00 354,850 

12,292 
22,800 

42,565 43,225 
64,055 161,994 

23,450 
204,336 

32,600 
35,425 78,516 
77,388 325,723 

22,960 
8,600 

461,135 
80,431 674,574 
77,930 367,953 

44,400 
280,100 4,422,904 

10,000 
17,580 
77,800 

548,685 
6,975 79,917 

130,698 
628,923 

47,200 
59,716 

553,289 
34,840 
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DEPARTMENT OF :MENTAL HEALTII & :MENTAL RETARDATION 
Alphabetical Listing of Agencies 
FY96 Estimated Expenditures as of January 31, 1996 

~ Federal To!& 

Tri-County Mental Health Center 1,455,509 283,096 1,738,605 
United Cerebral Palsy ofN.E. Maine 89,500 89,500 
United Families for Children's Mental IIlth 100,000 100,000 
University of Maine 52,995 12,390 65,385 
Uplift 14,002 14,002 
Waban Projects 368,911 368,911 
Washington County Psychotherapy 708,846 708,846 
Wings for Children and Families 3,322,890 3,322,890 
W ooci~ords, Inc. 124,993 124,993 
Work Opportunities 54,490 54,490 
Yesterday's Children 3,700 3,700 
York County Community Action Program 36,998 36,998 
York County Parent Awareness 40,500 40,500 
York County Shelters 36,500 36,500 
York Cumberland Association 46,225 68,809 ·115,034 
Youth Alternatives 553,440 553,440 
Youth and Family Services 77,018 77,018 
YWCA of Portland 100,710 100,710 
Individual Providers 597,029 3,600 600,629 

Total 27,069,560 6,114,011 33,183,571 * 

*Does not include $44,402,647 in Medicaid seed journaled directly to DHS for the benefit of clients 
served through agencies jointly funded by the Department and the Federal Medicaid Program. 
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Background information on advocacy structure and funding 

1. Public Law 1995, Chapter 560, section K-18 moved the Office of Advocacy of the 
Office of Advocacy from its own office to the Office of Advocacy and Consumer Affairs 
within the Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation and Substance Abuse 
Services. See 34-B MRSA 1205, sub-§5.) Funding for the Office of Advocacy is provided 
through the Department. In FY 1995-96 it was $696,277. In FY 1996-97 it will be 
$702,439 (subject to deappropriation). The position count for both years is 13.5 
positions. The statutory duties include investigating claims and grievances of clients of 
the department, investigating with the Department of Human Services allegations of adult 
and child abuse in state institutions and advocating on behalf of clients for compliance by 
the institution, facility or agency licensed or funded by the department with laws, rules 
and policies relating to the rights and dignity of clients. 

2. Maine Advocacy Services used to receive a General Fund appropriation but now does 
not. It is a private entity. 

3. The Department contracts with community agencies to provide advocacy, education 
and peer and family support services. The particular agency would have to provide 
information about the proportions of their services within those fields. In 1995-96 the 
Department provided funding to Mid-Coast Compeer ($2000 ), Southern Maine Regional 
Mental Health Board ($103,333), and the Alliance of the Mentally Ill of Maine 
($375,776). 

4. The Long Term Care Ombudsman Program is a private non-profit organization that 
provides investigation, education, assistance and advocacy services for residential care, 
long-term care, home-based care and adult day care. Its duties are set forth in 22 MRSA 
§5106, sub-§ 11-C and 5107-A. Funding is provided through the Department of Human 
Services, Bureau of Elder and Adult Services. Employees are not state employees. The 
appropriation for FY 1996-97 is $202,558 (subject to deappropriation). 

Jane Orbeton, OPLA, 9/25 



State of.Maine 
REQUISITION FOR SPECIAL SERVICES CONTRACT 

Date: September 26, 1996 
Dep~nt: Mental Health and Mental Retardation Contact: Rod Bouffard, Superintendent 
Cop.tractor: Liberty Healthcare Corporation Telephone: 287-7230 
~ontractual Seryices; Professional services - One ( 1) Contract Sum: $2,467 .040,00 
Medical Director and four (4) staff psychiatrists. Appr.:014 14b 2401 202 4099 

Appr.:010 14b 5401 102 4099 
Term: ending 9/30/98 

NOTE: Respond to all que5tions below applicable to this contract. Additional riages may be anached as necessary, 
SUBSTANTIATION OF NEED: 
Despite concerted efforts to recruit qualified physicians to fill vacancies at Augusta Mental Health 
Institute, state line positions remain vacant. The Department has met the need for psychiatric 
services through Locum Tenens agreements, which provide very little continuity of care and make 
development of stable doctor/patient relationships difficult at best. Through this contract, the 
Department gains the benefit of experienced physician recruiters with a proven track record, as well 
as greater continuity of physicians' services. 

IMP ACT OF CONTRACT ON ClVIl., SERVICE SYSTEMS; 

Th.is Agreement reflects the Department's continuing difficulty in recruiting qualified individuals to 
fill state line positions. 

EMPLOYER/EMPLOYEE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STATE AND CONTRACTOR: 

None. 

EFFECT ON ST ATE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EFFORTS: 

None. 

JUSTIFICATION FOR SOLE SOURCE PROCURE1\1ENT (if applicable): 

The sole source nature of the contract is justified by the need for immediate ac.cess to qualified 
medical staff and administration with reasonable continuity of care for patients, best assured· by a 
two year contract tem1. The provider is unwilling to provide these services for any term shorter 
than two years. The Department reviewed several options to address the need for a more stable, 
permanent psychiatric staff at AMHI. A swnmary of that review is attached. The nwnber of 
potential contractors for these services is very limited. All other providers capable of providing 
such services in the State of Maine were consulted and advised that they would be unable to bid on 
a contract of this nature. Liberty Healthcare was deemed the most appropriate to work with due to 
the combination of their successful experience providing psychiatrc services in several states, and 
the positive references given by those states to the Department. 

MSEA REVIEW: Date Forwarded: ( )Info Request ( )Conference Date Cleared: 
No. ---

Please forward to: Bureau of Purchases, Room 1119, State Office Building 
. State House Station No. 9, Augusta, Maine 04333 

File 
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STATE OF MAINE 
CONTRAcr :roR SPECIAL SERVtCES 

(qc'.bo r". Ul 

.., 

Tcrmh1ation Date __ s __ e_p_t ___ e __ m._b_e_r_3 __ 0_,,_1 __ 9_9_8 ___ _ Oatc Rc:civcd _....,;_ ___________ _ 

.... 
THlS AOltEEMSNT. nude this lsc · • · day or October · · . • 19~ is by md bclwe:n the seatc oC Maiac. Dept. of Mental Real th, Heutal lletardatiou & Substance Abuse Seeyis;e:s hcrcimrtcr c:illcd 
-t)cpanmcm:• uu1· Liberty Heal~hc.tre Corporation 
hc:rciM,(tcr call~ ""Contnaor.•• 

1'he cn,c o(_orpniZ2dca of the Conu:aaor is {complc:tc aPPf()pri:a.ce sutcmcnt): 
0 1. An indmdual doing basmcss as _. _ . ..;;_ ______________ _ 

□ 2. A~~ip. 
QI 3. A corpomion of the Sate or PA (Pennsxlvania) o <f. other.-· _____ --"'.'" ________ ...;;.... __________ _ 

The principal atrr.cc ·of th~ Ccncnaor is toatcd al (Street. city~ State:. zip): 
401 City. Avenue,· Suite 820,' · Bala Cynwyd. PA 19004 · 

The ~ployer Id~11cificufo1:1 NUD1&cr o( ~ Ccntr.&ctOt' is __ 2_3-_2_4_z_s_s8_6 _______ _ 
uu oc: Sodzl Sc::urity .:-cuatba' 

Wt'TNESSETH. ~ for and in comidc:..uioA oC the paymt:DtS aad alfe=nentS berc:i=Ctcr inenuoned. to be made: ;,nd pcrf ohncd 
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CONTRACT FOR SPECIAL SERVICES ,_ 
RIDER A 

SPECIFICATIONS OF WORK TO BE PERFORMED 

I. Pu:ties and Stat11D1ent of Intent 

A. Background. The Augusta Mental Health Institute 
("Institutell) is a state operated acute psychiatric hospital 
licensed by the Maine Department of Human Services, certified by 
the Health Care Financing Administration, and accredited by the 
Joint Commissioner on Accreditation of the Healthcare 
Organizations. The Institute is managed and operated by the 
Department, in accordance with the requirements of federal and 
state law, and the requirements of the Consent Decree in Maine 
Superior Court Civil Action Docket No. 89-88 and related Court 
Orders ("Consent Decree"), and the bylaws, rules and policies of 
the Institute and its medical staff, all as may be amended from 
time to time. 

1. Institute. The Institute provides three types of 
services: ( 1} a forensic program that provides evaluation and 
treatment of adults who are committed by the courts prior to 
adjudication; (2) acute in-patient psychiatric treatment for 
adults who have been referred for admission by appropriate 
community providers; and (3) an out-patient clinic that provides 
clinical services to adults. The Institute.is funded through state 
and federal funds and third party reimbursements and patient fees. 
Services are available to residents of Maine regardless of ability 
to pay, providing each individual meets criteria for admission as 
set forth in ~tate law and the controlling Consent Decrees. 

2. Liberty Healthcare Corporation. Liberty Healthcare 
Corporation is an eightien year old management firm. It is 
totally committed to public sector medical services, providing all 
or significant parts of medical services to state facilities 
throughout the count~y. It provides a broad array of services in 
psychiatric, emergency medicine, occupational medicine, and 
ambulatory care. Liberty Health Care Corporation is the largest 
provider of psychiatric and primary contract medical management 
services to public psychiatric facilities in the United States. 

B. Purpose. The purpose of the contract is to establish 
the mechanism that enables the State to provide clinical 
management and psychiatric services for the Institute. The 
parties intend to enter in"t!o ,a. written contract whereby Liberty 
will provide professional services as hereinafter set forth for 
the Institute located in Augusta, Maine and, in the event that 
downsizing or closure occurs, in an alternative community care 
setting. The parties expressly acknowledge the responsibility of 
the State to comply with the provisions of the Consent Decree and 
agree that this contract shall be construed so as to maximize the 
State's ability to comply with the Consent Decree, and that in no 
event shall the contract be construed in such a fashion as to 
hinder or prevent the State's compliance with the Consent Decree, 
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or to require payment of penalties or damages by the State in the 
event that the contract must be modified to achieve such 
compliance. This provision shall not be interpreted to require an 
increase in services by the Contractor without an appropriate 
increase in compensation. 

II. Soope of Services 

A. Duties. of Contractor. The Contractor will provide 
professional services for the Department'3 Institute located in 
Augusta, Maine, as follows. It is understood that Contractor's 
primary responsibility•will be the provision of services at the 
Institute, or other transfer location assigned under the terms of 
this Agreement. 

1. Provision of Services 

(a) Physician Services (Psychiatric). Contractor 
agrees to provide one (1) psychiatrist medical director who is 
Board Certified and has demonstrated medical administrative 
experience and four (4) staff psychiatrists who are Board 
Certified or Board Eligible who will provide their services at the 
Institute 1,720 hours per year. One psychiatrist shall be on-call 
by telephone to consult for psychiatric emergencies for the 
Institute during nights, weekends, and holidays. The 
Superintendent and Medical Director of Institute shall approve 
Contractor's selection and/or retention of physicians to be 
provided pursuant to this Agreement. The Contract~r shall provide 
no fewer than three (3) candidates for consideration for the 
position of Medical Director. The Superintendent shall approve 
selection and/or retention of the Medical Director. In the event 
that the Superintendent requests the removal of a physician, it 
shall be in writing with a minimum of thirty· (30) days notice. 

(b) Additional Physician Services. In addition 
to the positions set forth in 1 (a) above, the Institute currently 
has two (2) full-time equivalent psychiatric positions. In the 
event that the current physicians filling these full-time 
equivalent slots leave these positions and in the event the 
Department determines that it is necessary that the position be 
refilled, said positions shall immediately be added to this 
Agreement. The terms and conditions relating to such positions 
will be negotiated between the parties at that time, and this 
Agreement shall be amended in writing to reflect said changes. 

(c) Management/Location Services, Contra~tor 
agrees to use its best efforts and due diligence to timely locate 
qualified physicians to fill the positions referred to in this 
Agreement and to seek to provide continuity of care to Institute 
patients through a stable group of psychiatrists, 
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2. Scope of Contractor services 

(a) Treatment StandardB, Contractor agrees that 
at all times during the term of this Agreement, its physician(s) 
will make available psychiatric treatment to persons who are 
admitted to the Institute in need of treatment, irrespective of 
ability to pay. Such treatment shall be consistent with the 
facilities available and the standard established in the medical 
community of which the Institute is a part, and shall conform to 
the ethical and professional standards of the American Medical 
Association, American Psychiatric Association and the standards of 
the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations, 
,as well as any requirements imposed by the Consent Decree. 

(1) Contractor agrees that at all times 
during the term of the agreement, its physicians will participate 
in the Institute's utilization review, quality assurance and other 
required committees. 

(2) Contractor agrees that it will comply 
with all standards as described in thi5 contract, as may be 
amended from time to time by law, regulation, or court order. 

(b) Medical Records. Contractor physician(s) 
shall maintain adequate and current medical records for persons 
treated in the Institute in the manner required by the Institute. 
The medical records shall comply with the standards set forth by 
the Medical Records Committee of the Institute, and with 
acceptable standards and practice. 

{c) Insurance, Contractor shall furnish a 
professional liability in5urance policy to cover each individual 
physician with limits of $1,000,000.00 per occurrence with a 
$3,000,000.00 total policy limit. Department has the right to· 
review any insurance policies procured _by the contractor, and to 
approve any changes in insurance coverage. Such approval will not 
be unreasonably withheld, Failure to provide proof of insurance 
acceptable to the Department is grounds for immediate termination 
of this Agreement by the Department. At the time of termination 
of this Agreement, Contractor shall provide continuous coverage 
for services rendered by Contractor and/or its sub-contractors and 
employees using a professional.liability insurance policy subject 
to the same Departmental review and approval provisions described 
above, for a period sufficient to meet any Maine. statute of 
limitations applicable to all patients treated. 

(d) Independent Contractor Status; Performance 
Standard. It is mutually understood and agreed that, in the 
performance of the work, duties and obligations under this 
Agreement, Contractor is at all times acting and performing as an 
independent contractor. The standards of medical practice and 
standards of profe33ional duties of physician(s) .shall be 
consistent with the standard established in the medical community 
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of which the Institute is a part, and shall conform to the ethical 
and professional standards of the American Medical Association, 
American Psychiatric Association and the standards of the Joint 
Commi5sion on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations, as well 
as any requirements imposed by the Consent Decree. All applicable 
provisions of law and other rules and regulations of any and a11· 
governmental authorities relating to licensure and regulation of 
physician(s) and to the operation of the Institute (including the 
Consent Decree) shall be fully complied with by all parties 
hereto; in addition, the parties shall also operate and conduct 
the Institute in accordance with the standards and recommendations 
of the Healthcare Financing Administration (HCFA), the Joint 
Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations {JCAHO), 
and the bylaws, rules and regulations and policies of the medical 
staff as may be amended from time to time. 

{e) Monthly Visits. Contractor senior management 
during the initial six month period of operation will visit the 
Institute monthly to insure proper success and not less than once 
per calendar quarter for each subsequent twelve (12) month period. 

(f) Consulting Services. Institute shall have 
access to Contractor's pool of consultants for agreed upon 
telephone and on-site visits in areas including quality 
improvement, psychology, medical staff structuring, nursing, 
surveys, and JC.AHO. 

B. Duties of the Institute 

1. Supplies. The Institute shall provide Coniractor 
physician(s) with all expendable and non-expendable equipment, 
computers, drugs, supplies, furniture, and fixtures which the 
parties mutually agree are required for the efficient provision of 
services under this Agreement. 

2. Nursing Services. Institute shall provide services 
of nurses and all other physician and non-physician personnel 
(including dictation services), excluding the personnel provided 
by Contractor, which the parties mutually agree are reasonably 
required for the efficient operation of the Institute. 

3. Practice Limitations. During their term of duty at 
the Institute, all psychiatrists shall limit their practice to 
treating Institute patients only. Notwithstanding the above, 
psychiatrists may perform occasional outside practice duties, with 
the advance written approval from the Superintendent of the 
Institute, but only if said duties do not, in the sole judgment of 
the Superintendent, interfere with the psychiatrists' duties at 
the Institute. 

4, Staff MembershiE· Before an individual 
psychiatri_st shall be permitted to serve hereund~r, he must give 
evidence that he has been licensed in the State of Maine and shall 



be required to submit his credentials for the purpose of becoming 
a member of the Medical Staff of the Institute in accordance with 
the rules and regulations of the Institute. 

5. Temporary Replacements. Should a temporary 
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replacement be required for an individual psychiatrist serving 
hereunder, it is agreed that any such replacement must be approved 
in advance by the Institute. 

III. Tarm 

This Agreement shall be in effect for a twenty-four (24) 
month term commencing October 1, 1996 and terminating on September 
30, 1998, The Agreement may be extended for an additional two 
year period upon mutual written agreement of the parties no later 
than March 31, 1998, Notwithstanding this provision, the State 
may elect to terminate this Agreement at any time, pursuant to the 
termination provisions of this Agreement. 

IV. Fees 

A, Institute Patients. Fees for services to Institute 
patients shall be established by the Institute. All fees shall be 
established and charged, subject to the polices of Institute, in a 
manner to assure compliance with the policies and schedules for 
reimbursement by third-party payers. 

B, Billing for Fees. Contractor shall not directly bill or 
receive professional fees from patients or third-party payors for 
the performance of services under the terms of this Agreement. 
Institute shall bill for all services provided under the terms of 
this Agreement. All billing and collection services where 
applicable shall be ·provided by the Institute. 

C. Compensation to Contractor. The Department shall 
compensate Contractor in accordance with the provisions of this 
Paragraph. 

1. Management Fee. From October 1, 1996 until 
September 30, 1997 the Department shall pay Contractor twenty-nine 
thousand nine hundred and fifty eight dollars and thirty three 
cents ($29,958.33) per month for its Management Fee for the 
services rendered by this Agreement, as set forth in Exhibit #1. 

2. Physician Compensation and Benefits. From October 
1, 1996 until September 30, 1997 in addition to any money paid to 
Contractor in paragraph IV.C.1 above, the Department will pay 
Contractor its monthly charges for physician compensation and 
physician benefits as set forth in Exhibit #1 attached hereto and 
made part.hereof as services are provided. Said monthly charges 

\ 



shall be 1/12 of any amounts as set forth in Exhibit•#l for each 
staffed position. 

3. Institute Payment. All monthly compensation as set 
forth in paragraph IV.C.l and 2 above shall be paid by the 
Department to Contractor within 30 days of receipt of an itemized 
invoice for the preceding month's services. 

4. Inflation Adjustment. For every twelve (12) month 
period following the first (12) months of this Agreement, during 
any term of this Agreement commencing September 30 of each year, 
the Department shall increase Contractor's compensation and 
charges as set forth in paragraph IV.C. 1 and 2 above by the 
annual percentage increase in the Physician component of the 
Medical Care Index of the United States Consumer Price Index, 
published in the·month of January that immediately precedes said 
twelve (12) month period by the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau 
of Labor Statistics for all urban consumer~, the U.S. city 
average. 
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5. Contractor Recruitment Efforts. Department 
acknowledges that recruitment and/or replacement of physicians may 
take considerable time, during these times when one or more 
physicians are not present, Contractor shall only ~harge pursuant 
to paragraph IV.C.2 for those physicians it is actually providing. 
Department shall pay Contractor its Management Fee pursuant to 
paragraph IV.C.1 above regardless of the number of physicians 
Contractor is providing on a monthly basis. 

D. Temporary Medical Director Expenses. In the event 
Contractor provides a temporary Medical Director, Department shall 
pay for or provide, at its option, said Medical Director's 
reasonable travel and lodging costs to include meals, an 
automobile, and automobile insurance coverage with limits of 
$300,000.00 in addition to compensation to Contractor as set forth 
in paragraph IV.C above. 

V. Service of Notices 

Notices to be Served on t~e Department shall be served by 
certified mail, return receipt requested to: Commissioner 
Department of Mental Health/Mental Retardation and Substance Abuse 
Services, State Office Building, (Station i40) Augusta, Maine 
04333-0040, and Acting Superintendent, Augusta Mental Health 
Institute, P.O. Box 724, Augusta, Maine 04332-0724. Notice to be 
served on Contractor shall be served by certified mail, return 
receipt requested at 401 City Avenue, Suite 820, Bala Cynwyd, PA 
19004 or Contractor's last known address. 



VI. Amendments 
.,, -

This Agreement constitutes the entire Contract between the 
parties hereto, pertaining to the subject matter hereof, and 
supersedes all prior and contemporaneous·agreernents, 
understandings, negotiations and discussions, whether written or 
oral, of the parties, and there are no representations or other 
agreements between the parties in connection with the subject 
matter hereof, except as specifically set forth herein. No 
supplemental modification or waiver of this Agreement shall be 
binding unless executed in writing by the parties to be bound 
thereby. 

VII. Non-interference 

The Department and the Institute shall not employ, contract 
with, engage for hire or otherwise contract for service with any 
of Contractor's current or former subcontractor or employee 
physician(s), as defined below, at any time during any term of 
this Agreement or at any time less than three years after the 
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· termination of this Agreement. It is further agreed that the 
Department and the Institute shall not contract for services 
provided under this Agreement with any corporation, company, 
partnership, association, or other business entity in which any of 
Contractor's current or former subcontractor or employee 
physicians, as defined below, are an employee, subcontractor, 
consultant, advisor, partner, shareholder, owner, officer or 
director, at any time during any term of this Agreement or at any 
time less than three (3) years after the termination of this 
Agreement. Contractor's current or former subcontractor or 
employee physicians shall mean those physicians who have provided 
services in or for the Institute as employees, subcontractors, or 
consultants of Contractor, on behalf of Contractor, at any time 
during any term of this Agreement. Physicians who had a prior 
employment or direct contract relationship (e.g. not through any 
third party) with the State of Maine within three years prior to 
the date of the Agreement shall not be considered Contractor's 
subcontractor or employee physicians for purposes of rehiring by 
the State during any period after the term of this Agreement. It 
is further agreed by the Department and Contractor that the 
Department shall not enter into any agreement with any individual, 
partnership, corporation, association or other business entity to 
provide for the furnishing of psychiatric physician services at 
the Institute during any term of this Agreement, unless the 
Agreement has been terminated for nonappropriation under paragraph 
XI or for just cause under paragraph XII by the State of Maine. 
However, any of the provisions of this paragraph may be waived or 
amended by mutual written agreement of both parties. 
Notwithstanding any provisions of this paragraph, Contractor 
acknowledges that the Institute may contract'with any individual5 
or entities in order to ~omply with the Consent Decree or fiscal 
or program audit requirements, including, but not limited to, 
death revi~ws, clinical assessments and facility ~valuationB. 



VIII. Savarabiiity 

The invalidity or unenforceability of any particular 
provision or part thereof of this Agreement shall not affect the 
remainder of said.provision or any other provisions, and this 
contract shall be construed in all respects as if such invalid or 
unenforceable provision or part thereof had been omitted. 

IX. Waiver 
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The waiver by either party of this Agreement of any breach of 
any provision of this Agreement by the other party shall not 
operate or be construed as a waiver of any subsequent breach. 

X. Transfer of Contractor Personnel 

In the event the State of Maine closes the Institute, or 
substantially downsizes the population of AMHI, it shall notify 
Contractor in writing of such closure or downsizing at least one 
hundred and eighty (180) days prior to such action, or as early as 
possible in the event of an action mandated by law or court order 
in a shorter time period. During the period of time after said 
notice and within one hundred and eighty (180) days of said 
closure or substantial downsizing, the Department shall make all 
good faith efforts to transfer all physicians provided by this 
Agreement to suitable positions either in the community or at 
another Departmental operated Mental Health facility. Said 
transfer requests shall be communicated in writing to Contractor. 
Contractor shall respond in a timely manner to the request and 
shall not unreasonably deny the request. The aforementioned 
locations shall not be a distance greater than approximately one 
hours drive from Institute without Contractor's written approval. 
However, said time restriction shall not apply to the Bangor 
Mental Health Institute. In the event said positions remain with 
the Contractor, this Agreement shall continue as stated for those 
positions; thus, these physicians shall continue as Contractor 
physicians under this Agreement. In the event some or all of 
staffed positions are not transferred by the Department and 
written notice of closure or downsizing was given during the first 
twelve.months of this Agreement,- then Contractor shall receive one 
hundred percent (100%) of its full compensation as set forth in 
paragraph IV.C.l through 4 of this Agreement, including full 
compensation for staffing and support services as set forth in 
Exhibit #1 attached until the completion of the Agreement term. 
However, if the position terminated at the Institute was not 
actually staffed by Contractor at the time of closure or 
downsizing, or if Contractor has declined a transfer request under 
this section by the Institute with respect to that position, the 
Contractor shall not be entitled to receive compensation for 
staffing services as outlined in paragraph IV.C.2. In the event 
some or all of said positions are not transferre~ by the 
Department and notice was given after the first twelve months of 
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this Agreement, then Contractor shall receive fifty percent (50%) 
of its full compensation as set forth in paragraph IV.C.l through 
4 of this Agreement, including 50% of full compensation for 
staffing and support services as set forth in Exhibit #1 attached 
until the completion of the Agreement term, but only if the 
position terminated at the Institute was actually staffed by 
Contractor at the time of closure or downsizing and if Contractor 
has not declined a transfer request under this section. 

XI. Non-appropriation 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, if 
the State does not receive sufficient funds to fund the contract 
and other obligations of the State, or legal authority to expend 
those funds from the Maine State Legislature or Maine courts, then 
the State is not obligated to make payment under this contract. 
The State also is not obligated to make payment if any required 
state or local matching money is not available at the time the 
bill is presented for payment. When an action is necessary in 
order to avoid deficit spending, the State may terminate the 
contract effective upon receipt of written notice to Liberty. 
Nothing set forth herein shall relieve the State of its obligation 
to make payment to Liberty for work actually performed under the 
contract prior to the date of notice of termination consistent 
with Rider B, Paragraph 16. 

XII. Tarmination £or Just Cause 

The Contractor acknowledges that the Department may terminate 
this contract for just cause, including a material breach of this 
Agreement or a failure of Contractor to substantially perform its 
obligations under this Agreement. The Department shall provide at 
least 30 days notice to Contractor of the Department's intent tq 
terminate for just cause. 

XIII. Termination Consequences 

In the event of termination for nonappropriation under 
paragraph XI or for just cause under paragraph XII, Contractor 
acknowledges that the State will have no continuing legal or 
financial obligations to Contract9r after that date, including 
payment of compensation for staffing and support services as 
outlined in paragraph IV.C.1 through 4. Contractor further 
acknowledges that in the event of termination for nonappropration 
under paragraph XI or for-just cause under paragraph XII, the non
interference provisions of paragraph VII shall apply, allowing the 
the State to hire qualified replacement ~ersonnel or contractors 
to replace the services that are the subject of.this Agreement as 
provided for by paragraph VII, 
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XIV. Governing law 

This Agreement shall be governed in all respects by the laws, 
statutes, and regulations of the United States of America and of 
the State of Maine. Any legal proceeding against the State 
regarding this Agreement shall be brought in State of Maine 
administrative or judicial forums. 

XV. Attorney's fees 

In the event of any litigation, appeal, or other legal action 
to enforce any provision of this.Agreement, the Contractor and the 
State agree to pay their own expenses of such action including 
attorney's fee~ and costs at all stages of litigation, unless 
otherwise set by the court or hearing officer. 

XVI. Subcontractors 

It is understood that the Contractor may employ subcontractor 
physicians in the provision of services under this Agreement. 

XVII. Non~ssignability 

Contractor shall not assign its rights or obligations under 
this Agreement to any other individual or entity Hithout the 
prior written approval of the State of Maine. The State's 
approval shall be based wholly upon the sole discretion of the 
State, in light of the personal services nature of this 
Agreement. 



EXHIBIT I# I 

AUGUSTA MENTAL HEALTil INSTITllfE 

LIBERTY HEALTHCARE BUDGET OF CHARGES 

STAFFING 
PHYS1C1AN COMPENSATION: 

Medical Director 
Staff Psychiatrist 
Staff Psychiatrist 
Staff Psychiatrist 
StalT Psychiatrfot 
On-call Services 

Sub Total 

PHYSICIAN BENEFITS 
Malpractice Insurance 
Continuing Medical Education 

Sub Total 

CONSULTATIVE SUPPORT SERVICES 

September 27, 1996 

Sl70,000 
$145,000 

$145,000 

$145,000 
.il45,000 

$93,520 

S&43,520 

s1,.5oo 
$15,000 

S30,500 

As deemed required by Liberty to a maximum of the number of days set forth below: 

Psychiatric Ovcrsitc 24 Days Annually $21,600 
Medical Oversite 12 Days Annually $10,800 
Quality Improvement,..-

Consultntion 24 Days Annually $12,000 

Nursing Stuffing Consultation 12 Days Annually $6,000 

Clinical S1Qffing Consultation 12 Days Annually $6,000 

Administrative Consultation 24 Days Annually Sl8,000 
Treatment Plnnning 

Consulmtion 12 Days Annually Sl0,800 

Hm: Some of the&• conault•tl011a and HIYICN m•y be de/lver-.d aff,./t. or YI• wrltt.n i;ommunli;1Uon. 

Days of consu/fat/011 Include ,om• tnvtl t1m11. 

Travi,I and other Support Related Services $9,000 

Sub Total 

12 

S94,200 • 



GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 

Includes corporate staff&, costs, recruiting costs, 
recruiting and corporate travel, moving expenses, e.tc. 

PROFIT 

23.00% 

• These items totaling S359,500 annu111ly constitute the management fee refcrred·to in Agreement 
Paro graph IV.C. l, and aro paid monthly in the omount of $29,958.JJ. 

TOTAL CHARGES FOR PSYCHIATRIC MANAGEME.!'ff 
AND PHYSICIAN SERVICES: 

Noce: AU charge;s set forth above may contain an element of profit. 

Sl,233,520 
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$222,691 • 

$42,609 * 
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RIDER B 
PAYMENT AND O'IHBR PROVISIONS 

1. CONTRACT PRICE. S2.467.Q40.QO. Pu monthly invcices. 

IT2Z FY'21 P'Y'22 I21oJ 
014 14B 2401 202 4099 S SBS,799.00 s 781,065.00 s 19S.l66.00 Sl,~62,130.00 
010 14B 5401 102 4099 S 312.J~l.QQ i ~:~.~~~ QQ i. lllJ l~.QQ J 2Q~.2IQ.QQ 

1 2~~11 4~.g~ Jl .~~~ 2,g.g~ 1 ~!2§.~§g ~g ' i,~~~~~..2~ 

INVOtC.ES AND zlA "l'M!'N'!S. Piyu:ic.nc w.lf oe· o;.;.clc by th• De~ant withlti 15 ciaY3 altar ri:i:1dp1: ol' a.n 
a.p~rcved. lhmin~ i.cvoic11 Nbmitt..d. by the: CQc.bi:tor upe1' ~ 1.1.tU:tl bill.mt !o'C:Il.1 or bu.sinu:s lettchu.d. 

B~S A.ND DEDUCTIONS. l{ the C~c.tru:tol' i3 z.n i.ndi-ridi.al. the Contractor u.nde~unds Uld a.~ul 
tha.t be b an 1zlc:lependen~ ConC':l.i:tcr ,er '1"hcm ao Fedenl ot Sb.:e Lo.c:,me Tu "lli"'ill be deduc:u:d by :he 
Oepsrc:xneac., a.ad for 9/hocn oo t"l!tir~m~nt b4m~t.s, NrV'\Vcr b<niuit innl.:rc.nc:a., gfOUp life UJ!Il.11.Lnc£, va.a.cior.. 
I.Ad sic:k leave. and similu bene.fl~ r.nil.i.bla tc 5~~ ~;-Jloy~ will &cc:"J.t:. The Cont::"3.ctor fur.zu \U'\de:• 
r~dJ tb,a.t a.nnua.l in!cmi:lticn re~ u ~ 'by the: I.:n.rm.l MV&.aue Code or Sb:• 0£ ,'1la.inc Cec:ome T.i.:i: 
L.,aw W\11 be filed oy .the Seate Cotlt:roUe: ,..;th the Inc~ lhYtU11Je Suvic• auicl the S~.e ot ~Caine Buruu o{ 
Ta.x.atioc, c:op( .. o! wl:il~ will be tunwhe<:i C0 th• Ccn~~or fgr h.4 Inc:o~• Ta.x ncord.,. ' 

I:NDC'ENOtN"r CAPACITY, Th• plU"tiu he:11~ ~e that. the Ccrrtnt:-i:or, and :a.ny qent.l anci cmployei::s o: 
the Contmc:tcr, ln ,h., i'fflorma..nc:~ of. W, ~Hmen~. shall ace [n 2.ll !nciep~.cd.llllt a.pac:ky &r1d rioc u ol!ke!!I 
or cmployu:s or agenu a, th• Sta.te. . . 

6. ~ CONTRACT A.OMINJSTRATOR.. All inn:i~u. pC'Oi"!U r•po~, cor:-upondeoca &nci nd:i.ted submllJ!on.:f :'.rqr.. 
thi Coatnc:toC" shall be d.iffi:ud tci: . 

6. 

. ,. 

e. 

\'/aQie: B,od,nt1y E, Boi.Ho3rd 

Ad~:?,o. Box 724, Aygusta, ME 04333 

wb.o ls desip,.is.ted as th" Coatnct A~tor ~t\ b'!b..tl! o! th• .D~~c.nt ,or tb!, cocc:-a~. 

OEl'ART.\U~ REPR.ESZN!AT!V'E.. The Coatr'2C't Ad~tcr sW b• the Oepar=lecc's rwpr,s.anCAdve 
durinC ai1t st,~cd o! ~ ~e.mcnt. He h.a..i1 ,u.ch~rity co .S'U)p! th■ work L{ lla<:USar.f to i.c..:sure ic..s pro9t: a..scu• 
~ca. H• ~~ co til• D•~•M "h•n p1.ym1nt.1 under ~. c:on.~ 11.n due and che a.m0wm ~o be 
~aid.. He lha.U cia.ke ded:d0a.:1 011 ail ~ a! the Coa'l:r.lctar, subjo~ to the . .pproval o{ chit Hnd o( th: 

_ Oq ~ei:u. · . . . . . 

CH.A..'l'GES tN nn: WOR..K. The Depart::::11,nt ::ir oeti ■l" ~&ni.S 1n the wc:,r~ tha· conmlc: .rum be!ni adJ1.u·ad. 
ae,:crd1.c~y. All sue.h ordc:s U1ci . .cij~•:1ts .i· be l:i writinr. C1a.iD:,..s by the Concn.c:or !ar-~ c:cs-:: .::i1..1.n 
be _=.a.d• in ff'rltini a.od ,iped by th~ Cont::'2.C: ~i:ci- bclc:,~ uecuc:11 the "f0tk uivc:,(v11ci. . 

PCUOO OF P!RFOR..'ttA...'<CE. The Concrzctor shl.ll (clltck oc• a..s t.ppUabl•): 
-' u,, __ ... --L..-- --11~ 1..,, ► I.-,.._ ______ . 



·• 
I 

.i 

CUNTRACT FOR SPEC~ . .-l.L SER '11:CES .. 

10. StJB!'...ETt'lNG, ASStG~rr::-rt OR 1'RA.NSc'tR. The CQn1:nc:e0r ,h$.ll ~0~ sublet, 1@U, =:utJ!e!". usir,i, or 
other,vi,e <il.sp0ae o! tl:w :.r.eemenc or 'UlY porticn Che:eo!, Ol' 0! hi:i r.;hc, ~i~le or lnc11nn the:win. wi:r.ou;: 
written rl!QUest cc a.nd written cormmt o( the Conn-ace Ad:nird.st..-=.:or, e:r.c,pc eo , b:\r:k_ ),."o rubcont:.c~1 er 
~ter o{ &{I't:er:11:nc shill tn J..ny c:ue tl!ieaH the Conr;nc:tor oC ruj Ua.billty unc1 ■! thu :i.~~e:nenc. 

11. E~UAL E::.·C?t.OThlEN1' OPPORTUNITY. During cha pericrc1am:= of t.hi.J c:oni:r.1c::, ~he Conc:.a.c:or "-r-1~1 
u CcUows: 

a.. Toa c:onc:-:tctor will not disc:unin&te i~airut ~":Y uni:,loy~ or ii,?Uc:u,t for employment nl::a.t~i to t~il 
1.~·umerit ~we of rac ■, color, r9lJg:ou.s c..'"!ed. ,~ n.at:iooa.J. ontm, a.nc:,~t:"Y, age or pny,kaJ hand1c::a.;::, 
unln., relatad to a. bctu Clde oc;t'.1.?&t.ion.i q1.1ailtlc:i~ion. Th11 Coni:::.cto.r will we a.i!i.t':nt.~'iv~ ~c:!on co 
in,w:e tb.&t apolinnt:s a.re employed IJld employl!ej u• tt-ut.!d ciur..n~ !fflploymen~. wi.thour; rep!d co 
their t"at:li!, eolor, r!Ui;.on, se.-.;, 1.ie ,,: 11:1.t!cna.l oriitn. S~c:h ,c.'dcr. .$bail in~!'.4du bu,: ~oc be limit.ad C0 c.~11 
folloW'\lli: emploVTnel'\t, llcgnclir.i, de::ood0ru, or bmte:n: r■c::-uitnt!!lt or r,~-Jit:ner:.t .civtrt!.slr.i; 
l:iyo!!l or ~'mirul·tiot'ls; rac~ ot p~y or cthe: !or::::i:, o! c;om~er..:ia.tion: -.nd sel~-:ion :er c:-3.i.r:in~ i.nduci~; 
ap9t11nt~eaship. The Cont.r.lc:tin ~ees co por. in C:Qn.s;iic:uoUJ ~l~c:es 1vuilable to ,~;,ioye~~ a:.d •P~li· 
c:a.a~ !or P!?:ploymer.t r.otic~, ,utizli fonh ~@ provuior-..s o{ Uw nond!.sc:iminacfon c!ausc. 

b. The Conr:ru:tor 'Nill. In ill lcllcit.atiora or a.dvi:r...t .. -.-; !or 11cployees plac;ed by or on beha.l! o! th.e Cor.~~· 
c:ior r,latin~ co eh.i& a,r.:ement. st.:i.ti t.~ac all quill.!ied. appllc:ua.:s will tKl!ive e:,r:.side?ac~or-. !or er.=.~loy• 
!ll1:!'1t vr\thout rei!lld ~o rac:11, i::;,lor, riiUgiow c:aed, se..~ ru.tiona.l or'i~, a.nee~, ,~11 o, ?i.y,icil handle:;,. 

c. The Conmc::or will send to each labo~ union or re~n:uinta.tive o{ the ~orl<e-:, W\th which he :~u 1 cdle-:• 
t:-11 or bu~>1int ~~11:nen:. or oeher c()nt::.J.c: or unde?S~dlr.~1 whereby he ls ~7'..i,hed ·,v'.-:r, [3,bor !o= 
the pql"!orma.nca cl thiJ c::n:nc:, & :-ioc.ice, Co be prcvidad by t:he c:cne::ic:tir.f de;i~:::i.en: er a.s-11r.c:::, 
11:i~i:l.i thi sa.id l~bor union er wozxe~• (v;:,rase:1ucive c! c.ha Conc...-a.c~or's C:OClm!C;';'lenc v..-.c.er ,:1.:J sec:i~n 
-.nd miill pcs~ coi:,(~ o! ~•u nc:,t'ic;c !..'l cc~?k~o..._, plac~ 1vailabls Co employe'!~ :i.nd co a.pplic:u:.o t~r 
wmployment. 

cL TI111 Concr..c;Ccr will ~w• the !aregoirlg pti:vl1ic:,~ to be iruer::.a,ci in 11.ny n1cc:on~.:-;J {or &Cy \Yo!°$: 
C:Q'lfl?~ by ~ ~11menc so thA~ suc.i prcvi.5iot"l.1 !hall be binciir,g u.;,on uc:!. ~bi:::int:"4c:or, ?rov{cie-:. ;r.::i.-: 
tha !c~ci.n~ fjToVUiOi.$ shall not a;,!'lY «i i:=11c:u:J or subconc:ac~ for 1und.a.rd c::,r.1merc:!al stJppllu c: 
raw cm.u...""..als. The Contrac~or. or LrlY s\Jcc;oni=3.l:::or lloLdinc 1 ,:gntr.1.c:t ~~y u..r,<ie: ;he Cone::~c;:or, 
•hail, to the muimum !auible. U3t a.11 ruita.ble 1mQleymen: openlni5 W\th the ~u.i..'l= E::npioywent ~~<:'.!• 
ri~ Ccmm.wicn. Th~ provi.sion ,h.a.ll cot 1'Cply ~c •mr;,loym11~t oi:ianinp whle!'\ this <;onc:1~:or:, or lllly 
succc~tneto.r llold!.ni t concact !lndez ms tonc:..i.c:cr. ~ropcsa, to CUl tz'om '¥'ith1n !tS own o rian!:z::iclon. 
L.lsdni oC such oce!'lir.l' \0/'ith c:he Employment S.srr\Ce Oivfa10n oC thq ~e Emi,lor?ne:,,c :'--:•.ir.-;;y Co=• 
~0n ,h.a.ll ~volv, on.4y the r.or:nal oe:iUp.ticn.,, wi,,icb a~ tc such ~tinp. . . 

12.. i:Vl.PLOThU:~ Ai.'(!) P:::RSONNEL The Cont:11.c:tor shall net enP4! on. a. C'Uil•c!.-nei, i:ar-•t?::l!t or othu t:~u 
dl.J.r..z:ig the p~riod ot Uli.s 1.@l'Hl'llent, L"1y ?COh~icn..l er: ;e,c.:ui,i~ Plf~QMel ~o ue or ha.ve 0e~n :.t .tn;· :::=II! 
<iw'.r.i; the "~"'lod cf this 1i:Hme~c in U\e emp{oy o{ any Sta,.e Oeput::iani: or ~er.c:y, a;i;cept ••~lL-iy 
~ti:«! 1mp!0ye~. wW1oi.:: the 'lll't'it:en ~nienc cC the ~uol.ic: ,mi,!oy,r o( such pe~on... P'ur:he:-, the Con• 
l::lc:-:or shall not enpttt 011, thls IJT'Oi•ct on I eu.Ll•time, ps4c.cima Qt' oth1r ban, du.r..c( ~i.ie pe::-:oc! ol ::ii.s &.g:'tt
tn•ni: any nrir~ 1mployrt• 0{ the Oep&n::zs•n~ wb.0 b.as ~ct bffn retired lo, ,r: lU3t on~ yo . .r,' without c..':e. 
wrltU!n "°n.sent 0t th ■ Conrn.c: P..aview Comminn. 

1.'.J. STATE ~"r(pt,OY:E!5 ~OT TO BEXE:tr!'. No lncilvidi.a.l amploy!td by the Sr.:m 1; ch ■ ~:ne ch.i.5 c:ontn<:": u 
~K1.S1:cd or any ti=• th8"&.t!:ar shall be admitt.d ec &ny lh.ue or p~ o! eh.i.J i::ontr.1r:e or tc a.ny b•:urfit t!"'.;1.t 
tcay we the~m di:.:r.ly OZ' in~Ly dtur tt; hil •Cl,p{o~•nt by Qr' ri.n.nc:~ :n;areu: ln the Contnc::or c. 
iLnY ~too! the Contnc:o:. This provuion shall l'JOC bl! c:oru~~ to tttl!nd cc tlili concr-:u:: {! ;nade Wl:.:-. 1. 
CClr'pO~cian !0r: lu a•=•nl ~-n•!lt. 

14. WA.R..R.ANTY. Tht Conu.c~or wan-an~ Ul&t lt h~ aci emplayltd or wri;~n anr cc:::1pany or oer-son, o;~u 
than a Den.a.lid• employ~ workizlf ScJle!y tor tn• C:intr:1c-.a:r: to JcUc!t or SQCUJ;e t~ ~e?:C.ent. a.nc:! cha.t Lt h22 
nat paid.. or ~ ~ pa.y any c:gmp&ny or F■r,i;in. Q~U th.an 1. bc:1na.ddc enipioy111! workinr solely for !he 
Contnctor &l1Y !H, comm~on, i:i•retnaJ'!, b~kL-:1.i• !N.. iift:, or uiy other coruidtr.1tion. conci.tlitr!:'lt ~i'On. 
0r r■swci.ni rrorn ~• awvd !or riia.Jdnl{ ~ ~@n'- For brcac:~ QC' violauon 0C thll ,vu:-a,ntv, ~he De;::~• 
aierii: •~ h:lvt tha n,ht to :lMW thi.s ~mrn, ~t.'l.out liability ar. tn tu de,c:ecl0~. co d,duc~ Cr0m :te 
<:oncnc~ pric;: 0r c:QCU!der.itiQn. 0f oth,rwi.:se rw,::Qver !:he· ~U uao1,mc dl ruc:h !n, c~mmiuion. ;,•rc!:1,~•
br,;ke&"a4t Cc•, ri,lu. or c:ontlnt11n, Cee. 

15. ACCLSS -ra R.!CO&.C:S. Th• Con~c::ar 1h&ll =aiauin all l:loolu. dcic~ariu. p~~Ll..J. ?•P•r.i. ~c::~:i~n;::i¥ 
r.cc~ a.nd ache: cll\d•n~• ?•~in, to 110n Incur.~ wider ~~ &ll'Hmcne a.nci to :c;i.i(a ,uc:!'1. m.11.ce:'.:.!.s 
1,vail&bl■ ,o Ule:r oCfic:= ., ;ill rtu0n~cil• dme:s durin~ r.he perio<i o( thb 'aip.''Ntnent u,,d. ~QC' thn~ J"~ ~r.:. 
the ~ce ol t..'1• upindon oC ~Is 1'""m•m. tar inspec::01'\ by tha Cepumsenc 0r .l.llY 1uthori::11 rei:,ruen
QC.Vc o! t."\• Sb,a o( :'rl~e 1.11d cop111:1 c.lief'!o( shill '::111 ~nttd, l! l"Wquened.. 



. ~::)NTN.ACT P'°qR SPE:CLU.. SER VtCtS fa1, 16 1or 16 

17. 

18. 

TtAM!NATION. Tbe pcr!orma.nc:1 aC 'll"Qrk wide- th• earit:ac1t. iuy b« tarmi.nat.ed oy the Oep-.r-men~ L-. 
wbola, gr. t.rcm c:im• to time. in ~ whencvu tcr 1.11y ru,on the Contn,t Mrain~r.rn;ir sha.ll c!et11r,::i!'\l wt Nch te:mln1tion ls tn th• b-,: lncarui ct th• Depu=.eist.. Arly iuch tamin.a.cicn sh.all be 1UK:11d b,· 
d..Uvuy tci th, Ccinll"K';cir aC I N0Uc1 ot T~'1ca ~cd.fyin( th• u;unt to 'llfb.ich perlo:mancl! ot !~~ 
wor.lc under th• contmct b ~&£eci and ~• da.ca a" which l'Llc:h tuminattcn1 b•comu 4f!ect1¥1. Th,; 
COQt:raCt shall bl' equib.bly &dJwctd to e0mpe~~ !a: sudi tumm•~on•~d the c:ontu~i: mocil!lisd .1ccorc• 
lns!y, [Jl a.ny ,v,~t, t:J:w co~tn.ct ma.!l ~rmin&te on Se:stelJ;}gu; 30 _____ , l9 2.B.._. . 

GOVDMrU::NTAL ltl!:~~S. Th• Con~or wunnt= -.nq repi-.senta that all cev1nun1r.:~: ~c:-. L&""s ~d ~ti.cm uw1 be compiled with.. 

INTEllPR.ETATION AND PD.FOR.MANCE. 11us acr-•m•:it ihiJl be 1ovunad by ~v La.'" ot th" St.1.te ,.: 
Maia• u tc 1n~et&tion mci pedo~e. . . 

19, O\V'Nilt.SHI?. A.Lt no~bc:iok.:a, plaN, workinr ~t3t::S, or other wQrk $1TQ4\.1C-e<i ln the S,l!z!ot'tnartc!! o{ :!~: 
et:1cstnct 1:,1 the pres,•~ ot the Oepaz=eoc -.rid ~pon requ~ &l,.,..ll b• rura,d aVft to the Oepuunern. 

20. STATE li!I.D HAR.ML.ESS. The Co11.tnctor ~~ ~ lnd1tmni!Y, de.tend and save lurmle.u ~e Sta.ti!, t;.; 
oC!icsn, ■&•nu and etnilloyHS from &nf and a.l.l c:fu.m.:s r.aci loues a.c~r cir re,wt.lnr ~ any 11'ld ill cone::.-:• 
ten, subcon.tncior:;. tna~""ia.l:rll!n,. la.b0rus Md. u,.y cthu pcncn.. On:,. or c;or;c~uon furn.i$hini or ,upply~::~ 
.,,o,k, Jcr,ic~ i=uarisls or Npplles u,, eoonecticn with the per!on:anc:a cl this ct:1ntnc:t. ui.d. !l-om ar.y a.::.c 
&il cl&1lm ~d lo.1ia a.c:C"Uin( or re:su.ltinf ta -.ny pencm., t1rm or corpon.don whc i:nay b@ iniund or dam.::.J~-:: 
by th• ~n~i;ir In the pedcrmanc;e ot t.b.i:, ccntn.d &nd &.P!Nt a.ny ll.al:illliy, lnc:ludin~ c:~tJ 1.nc ex?:ier:Ji,: 
tor 'riol&aon a! propditt.UY ripi~. c:opyrifhts, or ~ o! privacy, uuinJ oui: of publicacior.. i:t:1n.1b~:c: 
N.irod~ction, deilvuy, s:,•dotm.Lnet, u.e ar ~ositian al ~y d...c.i t\.:..r?whed under this conC:.ct or b.u.iC: •-; 
a.n1 libelci~ or c;,Ui•r Uni&wtul matt~ conwned in sucb. data. _ . 

21. /..PPltOV.'\.L.. This c:ont:'Set us rub/a~ tQ tb.• 1pprovu ot the Ma.in• At1cirnty C~ntnJ', OC!lce. the Cor.:~c 
!taY·h,w Co~ttte and t.'1.e St.au Con~olle;r b'ei,;rw It cs= be ccM!de:&d u • ve.lld, ,:cac'..lt.abl1t d.c:ic•.!~~:-.· 

2;.Z. • t...vt'l'.RE AO:l.!L."yUtNT. This c;g11~ c::ontain:s tha uidn &;rffttimt et tba piLnii,11 1 and neither par::,, 1r.::.:: 
be bo~d. by lllY it.tamaoc or eei,rae::.u..:ion nat cocgmec henin. 

r-J. ... .... 



vt'V'f'4f3,\):ffi?,v lCV;r/qlo . 
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH & MENTAL RET/iRDATION 
Alphabetical Listing of Agencies · ·:· -~: -- .,:_~- :_ :·.c. ... ,:c..:c.: .. ~.-':__·· ~--- - .::_ .. _:_ ~- - • - • - -· --· -- --

FY96 Estimated Expenditures~ ofJanuary_:U.J.92.Q_~~,~~c..;:- .-·.:...:...~'- _. ,,=:_,_;_~--
,_ 

Federal Total 

Acadia Hospital, Inc. ··- - - · 371;101 · 371,101 
Alliance for the Mentally of Maine 427,276 427,276 
American Red Cross_-}viid.Coast-~-h~p!~r.~,,,.::.•:.~:-~c-:-·- ,.,.,:.,.,,.~·":.~.:~c.:,-•·'2.P,Q_0Jt.; .. _ _,_ --·-·---"·:. ... 20,900 
American Red Cross - Pine Tree Chapter 584,500 -- -- - · - °584,500 · ··-- --·- ~·-"-~ 
Androscoggin Home Health 5,798 5,798 · 
AreaIV-MentalHealthCoalition.-i•_:--•~,-,0

.,: ..••••• , ... --_-c-- . ; .: •. 1~5,946 _ 195,646 . ·.-. f., .. 
Aroostook Council On Transition 34,904 34,904 -
Aroostook Mental Health Center 1,582,517 203,579 1,786,096 
Autism Society of ME ...:._.::4,000 - - - - --• 4,000 
Bangor Area Coord Council 35,175 35,175 
Bath Brunswick Child Care Services 65,900 65,900 
Borderview Manor 11,680 11,680 
Case Management for Youth 3,884 3,884 
Catholic Charities 482,849 482,849 
Center for Community Inclusion (FC) 39,408 39,408 
Central Aroostook Assn. for Retarded Citizens 118,474 84,104 202,578 
Cerebral Palsy Center 116,000 116,000 
Certified Interpreting Associates 7,000 7,000 
Charlotte White Center 27,342 27,342 
Child Health Center 113,104 113,104 
;hild & Youth Board of Washington Cty. 124,500 124,500 

Children's Center 163,000 163,000 
Citizen's Interest Group 5,000 5,000 
Coastal Economic Dev Corp 11,000 11,000 
Coastal Transportation 24,077 24,077 
Coastal Workshop 303,792 94,835 398,627 
Community Counseling Center 60,158 60,158 
Community Health and Counseling Center 1,268,696 430,410 1,699,106 
Community Living Association 66,786 49,667 116,453 
Community Living Options 76,500 76,500 
Community Support Services 112,656 112,656 
Crisis and Counseling Center 540,760 540,760 
Crotched Mountain Rehab Center 15,400 15,400 
Cumberland Cty Parent Awareness __ _ 3,_900 _ ___ _ ... _ , 3,000 
Devereux Foundation 203,71~ 203,7f2 
Downeast Horizons 69,740 69,740 
Drug Rehabilitation, Inc. . _ 21,514 __ 21,514 

·· · ·· :ti~~bhJi¼riiJs;hri~;i? .%'.;ii'ci~;{Jtt';/.'.,;JCs/:;~:it~~'f ~;t~},,lJi.c~, " ' {. \.1::{~t~i:;f. ~ 
Florida Institute of Neuro-Rehabilitation 64,500 64,500 
Forest City Resources ··· · ,__ . ; :'.: _ ... : ~~._12.?:·: : ... _ -- - ·- ..... , ._. 96,427 . __ :,-- .. , :: ., - : . ~-. ·. - _-
'ioodwill Industries · 504,797 24,236 ·· 5·29,()33 

3 



DEPARTMENT OF-MENTAL HEALTH & MENTAL RETARDATION 
Alphabetical Listing of Agencies 
FY96 Estimated Ex°penditufes"as" of January 31, 1996 

Gorham Health Care 
Great Bay 
Greater Rumford :Alliance- -· ->·/:· --

Green Valley 
Group Home Foundation 
Hawthorne Hous·e· . -~-- ~ .. ' - ..... 

HealthReach Network 
Helping Hands for Children ~dFamilies 
HFP Management 
Home Counselors, Inc. 
Independence 
John F. Murphy Homes, Inc. 
Katahdin Friends 
Ken-A-Set Association 
Kennebec Valley Mental Health Center 
Kennebec Valley Transition Council 
Lakeview (Highwatch) 
Maine Association for Autism 
Maine Association of Broadcasters 
Maine Center for the Blind 
Maine Foster Parents Association 
Maine Medical Center 
Maine Parent Federation 
Maine Resource Development Corporation 
Maine Special Olympics 
Maine Vocational Region 9 
Markland Enterprises 
Medical Care Development 
MERT Enterprises 
Mid-Coast Children's Services 
Mid-Coast Compeer 
Mid-Coast Mental Health Center 
Mid-Maine Medical Center 
Mobius, Inc. 
Motivational Services 
Mt. Saint Joseph 
Multi Handi~pp~4 C_en~~r_ o_f(~e.ntral Aroostook 
Muiti Handi~i>Pi<f.Ceiitei~<?ftenobscot. VaHey a. · .... 

New Beginnings ·-c,- - . >. . -·- . . . . - . 

NFI North, Inc. 
Northern Maine M~dical Center 
.'forthem Maine General Hospital 

~ Federal 

149,102 149,102 
33,653 33,653 

· · 228,425 · -·· · ,, ,-. ~- , __ :'228,425 :."c-·,-::·- ;.;-- "!. 

70,445 70,445 
9,700 67,894 77,594 . 

138,502 - ' _c:-.. -: ;._ ns:so2·.s...:•_.:',·,· :::~:ic, 

198,615 198,615 
30,000 30,Q_Q_Q _, ·- __ ,. 

177,200 177,200 
81,700 40,500 122,200 

224,000 224,000 
211,251 211,251 

77,792 77,792 
187,000 187,000 
277,826 84,483 362,309 

37,340 37,340 
44,000 44,000 

6,000 6,000 
25,000 25,000 
14,469 14,469 
2,500 2,500 

79,080 79,080 
51,900 51,900 
66,868 66,868 
25,000 25,000 
46,520 46,520 
60,792 60,792 
96,283 96,283 
12,102 12,102 
80,000 80,000 
2,000 2,000 

609,371 153,837 763,208 
7,200 7,200 
6,551 - 65,270 · 71,821 

893,324 10,000 903,324 
113,937 113,937 
24,730 _ _ _ _ . --- - __ 24,7,~0: ---- · · 

-, ,~;:~---,;~~ ~:~ 17,7. o_~3,--_< ~-:~:~~~=7}l]!~~::\~s-~~;,~ ~:,-"21f 1:6!i;r/,; -~- : 
235,037 - 235,0~7 

57,670 · · 57,670 
37,795 37,795 
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DEPARTMENT OF l\IBNT AL HEAL TH & l\IBNT AL RETARDATION 
Alphabetical Listing of Agencies 
FY96 Estimated Expenditures as of January 31, 1996 

No. Aroostook Association for the Handicapped 
N.R Occupa!ional Exch~ge 
Opportunity Housing~ fuc." 
Oxford County Assn. for Retarded Citizens 
Pathways, Inc. . . . . . 
Penobscot County Sheri:trs Department . 
Penquis CAP, Inc. 
Peregrine ._ .... 
Personal Services of Aroostook 
Pine Tree Legal Assistance 
Pine Tree Society 
Pineland Parents and Friends 
Port Resources 
Pottle Hill 

· Project Atrium 
RAFTS (47 Wood Street) 

· Regional Education Treatment Center 
Resources for Developmentally Disabled 
River Resources 
Riverside Estates, Inc. 
Rumford Group Home 
SAD #20 Fort Fairfield School 
Sandy River Rehab 
Sebasticook Farms 
Sedgewood Commons 
_Sentry Enterprises 
Shalom House 
Shoreline Community Mental Health Services 
Shoreline Mental Health Center 
So Penob Reg Prog for Except Children 
Southern Maine Regional Mental Health Board 
Southern Me. Technical College 
Spaulding Youth Center 
Special Children's Friends 
Spurwink School 
St. John Valley 
Sunrise.Opportunities . 

. .. 
Sweetser Children's Services-·- -~· 
The Children's Center 

. -- . :_ . . .. ·. ·-: 

The Pines 
Together Place 
Town of Dexter 

5 

~ Federal 

4,040 4,040 

4,776. . . ., .... ; ,;.·: .. ::c-;_.--- __ .. _ A,?76 .,.,·.-~ _ 
161,368 161,368 

9,294 9,294 
. 191,192.. ____ -_._.·,:<"' •. J~l,192 

6,000 93,500 99,500 
99,200 99,200 
55,696 55,696 

155,805 155,805 
26,878 26,878 
23,000 23,000 
40,670 0 40,670 

148,667 0 148,667 
61,533 65,270 126,803 

318,350 36,500 354,850 
12,292 12,292 
22,800 22,800 

660 42,565 43,225 
97,939 64,055 161,994 
23,450 23,450 

204,336 204,336 
32,600 32,600 
43,091 35,425 78,516 

248,335 77,388 325,723 
22,960 22,960 

8,600 8,600 
461,135 461,135 
.594,143 80,431 674,574 
290,023 77,930 367,953 

44,400 44,400 
4,142,804 280,100 4,422,904 

10,000 10,000 
17,580 17,580 
77,800 77,800 

548,685 548,685 
72,942 . - 6,975. 79,917 

J30,~?8-·.'. ·': .. c·. : .• :; __ ,: __ -;,:·~-~~c:·;·=·-:-..:::: :.~: ·:." ._,c J}Q,698 : ... : 
··. -628~923-::-~:.:·i't:..: :~~i:;;;_:?5-"-::~7 --_..,.._~ --=0,~.0 -.:-:628;923-", '-'c-.:_:,. 

47,200 47,200 

:- _-59;7_~~: _ .·.,~--~ -~ ._~ ... .:· .. . ~ ?~,7~~--
553,289 553,289 

34,840 34,840 



. DEPARTMENT OF l\.1ENTALJIEALIB & ~NTAL RETARDATION 
Alphabetical Listing of Agencies 
FY96 Estimated Expenditures as of January 31, 1996 

~ 

Tri-County Menta_l H~lth ~ent~r 1,455,509 
United Cerebral Palsy ofN.E. Maine 89 500 · :: .. , 
United Families for Children's Mental IIlth 
University of Maine -.. · •.-_,. ,. 52,995 
Uplift 14,002 
Waban Projects 368,911 
Washington County Psychotherapy 708,846 
Wings for Children and Families 
W oodfords, Inc. 124,993 
Work Opportunities 54,490 
Yesterday's Children 3,700 
York County Community Action Program 36,998 
York County Parent Awareness 40,500 
York County Shelters 
York Cumberland Association 46,225 
Youth Alternatives 553,440 
Youth and Family Services 77,018 
YWCA of Portland 100,710 

1dividual Providers 597,029 

Total 27,069,560 

Federal '.IQ1fil 

283,096 1,738,605 
• -; _ _-:, .. . :: • .-~-:c··-;-:,·-:::· :.::-: · .. 89,500 · 

100,000 100,000 
. 12,390 65,385 

. . . . . .:·.: .:--;.·,_:-_.: .. 

14,002 
368,911 

• .. 708,846 
3,322,890 3,322,890 

124,993 
54,490 

3,700 
36,998 
40,500 

36,500 36,500 
68,809 115,034 

553,440 
77,018 

100,710 
3,600 600,629 

6,114,611 33,183,571 * 

*Does not include $44,402,647 in Medicaid seed journaled directly to DHS for the benefit of clients 
served through agencies jointly funded by the Department and the Federal Medicaid Program. 
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DEPARTMENT OF :MENTAL HEALTH & MENTAL RETARDATION 
Division of Mental Health 
Summary by Category of Service 

State Federal Total 

Community Residential Services 3,858,898 3,858,898 

Community Support Services 2,454,109 618,990 ... 3,073,099 
Deaf Services 

... .-:. ... ·_, __ .-.: .. ·-
101,136 

.. 
101)36 

Emergency/Crisis Services 3,486,482 297,489 3,783,971 
Geriatric Services 1,298,011 1,298,011 

Inpatient Services 75,682 75,682 

Medication Clinic Services 743,303 30,000 773,303 

Outpatient Services 240,673 72,648 313,321 

*Peer/Family Support Services 481,109 481,109 

Social Clubs 1,130,738 1,130,738 

Vocational Services 391,114 391,114 

Other 505,429 150,895 656,324 

Totals 14,766,684 1,170,022 15,936,706 * 

* This amount does not include $8,036,974 in Medicaid seed journaled directly to DRS for the 
benefit of clients served through agencies jointly funded by the Division of Mental Health and the 
Federal Medicaid Program. 
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Division of Mental Health 
Peer/Family Support Services 

.:/(Alliance of the Mentally Ill of Maine 
~d-Coast Compeer .. _ . .. .. 
¥southern Maine Regional Mental Health Board 

Total Peer/Family Support Services 

375,776 
2,000 

103,333 

481,109 

Federal 

0 

375,776 
.2,000 

103,333 

481,109 

Family/Peer Support services include support, education, and advocacy for families of persons with 
mental illness as well as consumer support and self-advocacy. 

Division of Mental Health 
· Social Clubs 

Area IV Mental Health Coalition 
Aroostook Mental Health Center 
Community Living Options 
Greater Rumford Alliance 
Motivational Services 
Southern Maine Regional Mental Health Board 
Together Place 

Total Social Clubs 

111,500 
30,600 
76,500 
23,425 

252,317 
590,563 
45,833 

1,130,738 

Federal 

0 

Social clubs are ~ommunity-based-drop-in centers for people who are current or past recipients 

Total 

111,500 
30,600 
76,500 
23,425 

252,317 
590,563 
45,833 

1,130,738 

of mental health services and who have been labeled as having a mental illness. Club members are 
integrally involved in the operation of and decision-making process regarding the functioning of 
all aspects of the social club. Members and staff work together to provide varied social, 
recreational an9 _educatiorial opportunities. 

14 



Division of Mental Healtn· 
Peer/Family Support Services 

II Ill IV V 

I ■ Population m FY96 $ 

Region I N V 

Population 88,520 240,040 320,990 179,380 375,870 

FY96$ $0 $0 $2,000 $0 $103,333 

In addition to the regional funding shown above, the Division spends $375,776 for state-wide 
peer and family support services. 

Peer/Family Support Services 

The Division of Me11ial Health_ provides funding to the Alliance for the Mentally III of Maine and 
local affiliates for support, education and advocacy for families of persons with mental illness. 
Also DMH provides assistan_ce to consumer support and self-advocacy organizations and . 
individuals, including the Portland Coalition for the Psychiatrically Labeled. ·· · · 
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:';:·.'-t,::· DEPARTMENTORMENTALl:IEALTH-ANDMENTALRETARDATION 
.::OFFICE OF ADVOCA. =::_ B-.'~;..~;<_'(':·2;;.·frii.' . ;,;:i;;l::,:,'::,:..::.,4j\_{;,,, ~ -. . 

RICHARD A EST ABR 

-: Central Office:. ST A TE OFFI<;:I;. 
Mai/Address: 60 STATE HOU 
Established: · 1915 · 
Reference: Policy Area: 03 ·:umbre 
Average Count-All Positions: '14.PQ.: 

-.· .. •" .. :)'·:-~~:;( 
PURPOSE: 

The Office of Advocacyc:ii-established· within:.the. .Department of Mental 
Heal th and Men ta 1 Re tarda t {c:;n . -t·o·- -:inves i: igate· ~-the-· -cla1ms·· and grievances of 
clients' of the Department~'f]l_e-:,Office-. .als~.-.a.dvocatei, __ fo_r _cc:,mp.liance with all 
laws, administrative rule~:'.'.a~sfil:~§;9}:i'~taK~'i:i~):,;[.!;.\i{io.1W-1fr~5!j:0ther policies_ 
relati_ng_ to the . rights.·and~'ci1gnl'ty,,),~ne,sec:c-iTunts;-..:.~ridacl:"-s'-as · a monitor· of· 
restrictive and· intrusive ·trea"i:rnents.' 'rn'addidon, the Of:ice of Advocacy is 
designated investigatory agent .. of. the_,Depart.f!\_ent under the :::andate of the Adult 
Protective Services Act (22 M.R~S.A., Sect. 3470 et seq.). 

ORGANIZATION: 
Presently, Pineland has 1.5 advocate positions, AMHI ~as two and BMHI has 

_one. In addition, there are·.seven -community advocate positions for persons with 
· mental ret:ardation who reside ... ln the comm~nit)' ... One corr.:r.unity advocate also 
. serves persons at: · the : Le'j_tiisor:~;C:eht~r:;;'(:~.The"~~-;:i'sc,,~lsc cne advocate serving 
client:s of the Bureau : of::::Childrent.~with··. Special ·Needs. One chief advocate 
supervises all. of the advocates'. . '. . . . .. ·. 

The community advocates and the advocates at: Pineland: (1) investigate 
allegations of abuse exploitation and neglect pertaining to persons with mental 
retardation; (2) approve and monitor the utilization of aversive behavior 
modification plans both _at.P~n~land and in tlie community; (3) represent clients 
at ·inter-disciplinary : tea.in meet•ings at which programs for t:reatment, services, 
goals and habilitation are planned, developed and .. recorded; (4) seek ways to 
implem_ent and enforce the rights of persons with mental retardat:ion under the 
Community Consent Decree, state and federal law; and (5) review policies and 
actions of the Bureau's regional offices and at Pineland and suggest ways to 
deliver high quality care to persons with mental retardation. 

The three advocates based in the state's two major mental health 
institutions (1) investigate allegations of abuse, exploitat~on and neglect; (2) 
assist in the investigation, prosecution and resolution of patient grievances; 
(3) attend treatment team meetings to aid in having the patient's treatment 
desires met; and (4) review and suggest policies and prac~~ces which encourage 
humane care. In addition, the advocates at AMHI advocat:e for compliance with 
the provisions of the AMHI Consent Decree. The Office of Advocacy administers a J. 
contract under which civil legal services may be provided t:o clien_ts and .·.-,.· 
patients of the Department. :J 
PROGRAM: ·i-'1::· 

The Office of Advocacy has provided assistance or infor.:iaticn to upwards of .Z~. 
2,000 people with mental health difficulties and/or mental retardation through ;t 
investigations of alleged abuse, review of aversive prograir.rning, representation .){ 
of clients at Interdisciplinary Team meetings and Pupil Evaluation Team .-;;c,;, 
meetings. The Office has been actively involved in the implementation of the ~~ 
AMHI Consent Decree and regulations assuring mentally ill patients' rights and /}ifi 
actively enforces those rights. The Office is also actively involved in the ,:J:.:.: 
enforcement of the Community Consent Decree, which is a modernized version of/' 
the old Pineland Consent" 'Decree·. ·,._A:·inajor goal of the Office is to be able to-. 
provide to the Department suggestions which will not only imoact upon individual; 
client's lives, but will·al~o.aid:the .. D_epart_ment and clients- in general, through:· 

helpful systematic: chang~~~~:~~1~:~~-~~-'~:~~~~~~-~~ • : ~- .,,";,, 

PtrBLICATIONS: 
(l) Pineland Center Clienti;";.C:Jli§htd;'H~ddbook-'fre~· from Advci~ate;·,Pineland Centef 
Box C, Pownal, ME 04069. (2) Patients' Rights ai: Augusta Mental Health ·· · 
Institute-free from Advoc;ite·,-AMHI, P.O. Box ]4, Augusta, ME 04330. (3_)Patie, 
Rights at Bangor Mental ·Hiaitii?tnsHtii:te.'.:lin:Fre'nchlEng'nslil :..free from .. Patient 
Advoc,ate '· BMHI. p. 0. Bo;,.:,-,ii#-l'.j'ang()r7°c1,iif'.,.~04:40i:\!:(41·Right~Eoi.:.:il.eaipients;;_of !:
Mental Heal th Services~ freec':trom:Enes.·Chi'iff':J\dvocat:e;: SHSc:60; :-Augusta, .ME'.' 043_ -.:-J 
or any of the advocates in the.mental health fristitutions. (5)Copies of the_·:·. 
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DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND MENTAL RETARDATION 

Consent Decree and.the.Pi~eland Consent Decree, free, from Chief Advocate, 
Ii~ 60, Augusta, ME~Ji ··-·• ·-··· · · .•. -~f Advocacy and each individual advocate 

working for the Offic_ ~&tantial library of information regarding 
clients' rights. Th_e --~-3@3\yailable for on-site use and in many · 
cases are available· for::-'loan.~~to-arind :V 1ials involved in service provision for 

c~ients_ of _the __ ?._;_~~~-~:=~-..,.,~~fi~;::_ .. ··--- __ 
FINANCES, FISCAL YEAR-1995·: .... Tli "following financial display was generated from 
this unit's· accounts··-as· recorded•·in ·the files of the Bureau of the Budget• s . 

M:I:: ~y:::ACY~·;1i~ti;~fjfr-= 
SPECIAL 

GENERAL REVENUE HIGHWAY FEDERAL 

EXPENDITURES 
.SALARIES & WAGES 
HEALTH BENEFITS 

._.·.,s~<2:~~~;;. 
RETIREMENTS 
OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS 
OTHER CONTRACT SERVICES STATE 
OTHER CONTRACT SERVICES 
COMMODITIES 
GRAITTS, SUBSIDIES, PENSIONS 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

58,969 
77,688 
5,765 

50 
56;377 

31 
43 

655,617 

FUND 

456,694 
58,969 
77,688 
5,765 

so 
56;377 

31 
43 

655,617 

AROOSTOOK RESIDENTIAL CENTER 

TERRY L. SANDUSKY, M.S., DIRECTOR 

Central Office: 21 LOMBARD ST, PRESQUE ISLE, ME 04769 
Mail Address: PO BOX 1285, PRESQUE ISLE, ME 04769-1285 

FUNDS FUND FUNDS 
MISC. 
FUNDS 

Established: 1972 
Reference: PolicyArea:03 ; Umbrella: 14 Unit: 199 
Average Count--A/1 Positions: 21.00 

Telephone: (207) 764-2010 
; Citation: T0034B MRS.A., Sect. 000005403 

Legislative Count:21.00 

SE: 
The primary purpose of the Center is provide residential services and 

behavioral training aimed at increasing functional independence to help the 
adult client learn to live in the mainstream of society. 

Specific objectives include the provision of the following: 
(A} Respite care to families who are in need of either temporary or 

emergency placement of their family member with mental retardation or autism in 
the Center's two(2) available respite care beds; (B) Transitional programming 
for Pineland Center residents; (C) Transitional programming for all residents 
from more restrictive residential environments to less restrictive residential 
placem~nts; (D) Independent living training to help individuals live in their 
own apartments; and (E} Basic teaching activities in such areas as daily 
living skills, basic household cleanliness, personal hygiene, individual and 
group social and recreational skills and overall community socialization. 

ORGAN:IZATION: 
The Aroostook Residential Center began operation in October 1972. 

Pre-admission evaluations are conducted by the regional office of the Division 
of Mental Retardation with final screening conducted by the facility's 
Admissions Committee. Decisions to admit are based on specific program 
reco~.rnendations developed through a multi-disciplinary approach. All admissions 
require certification of eligibility for intermediate care facility for mentally 
retarded services ·a-fter---.twenty;.~one-.(21·}-.days. , . . _ 

Following admiss--"2)jf3tni~e-sident is assigned a specific staff member wno 
is responsible for the-"•impl"ement~a•fion of the the resident's individual program 
plan. Quarterly ·monitoring, and· s·taff reviews are conducted to assess program 
effectiveness. Modifi"cation · ·of the resident's program is made as the need 
arises and implemented by Center staff . 

.. _: ,' ,· : ·\._;:.;.;.: =---:•~-- -~ ·. 
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DEPARTMl::r.ff OF MENTAL HEALTH & MENTAL RETARDATION 5/22/96 
APPROVED FUNDING FOR FY 96 &.97. . SOURCE CH. 368 395 502 560 665 685 & 691 

• • . . • • • •. . . . . . ::::=:::~;:::::;:::::::::=:::.-: .,;".: :: : ; • :.:"'::: •• ::N•..:.::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::·::.· ·.\. ·.·.· :::::::::::::::::•·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::· ::·:·.· ·=·:::·:·:· ... ::· .•. ·.·:·:::: ·:·::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::;:::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:::::::::::::;:;:::::::::::;:::::::;:;::::::::::::::::::::::::~::: YK .. :::::::::. :::::::.::: .......... .:= ........... •.·.: ......... ·.• ...... _: .. . :: ..... ,: .. ::: 
·ccou t{l}NAME:\??":' t:AOO.OPN.JNF?'? :,;::::,:,:::::::::::pp$ ::::::::::::::::::::,:::::::::::::;:p:s:•: ?'?':'?t'?':'?A'P} :''':'?':'?'?'?':'.CAP ?'?'?''99J;GTAW '?'?'?:PQS' ?':':':'?':':'?':':'?P.:'S'': ?'?':::•:':':t':':'?\lrQ;:: :'?'?'?'?':':'''t:QAF.f ::::':::':'\)37.:':TOTAt 

. ;;, , . .c:!mm1~.AA~9n. ............. -,-..... J .. ').P.191169.lM ... 9.t:. :.:.: .. :.:.:. : .. :.M!:5':.: .. : ... . 3 ::117:.~?'.1. : :.:. :.: ::. ·.zn. 136,:.· )·\'.·.·.·110,200. ~,,,.:::,:.··· <5. 3~CJ,7?7: : .. :·\· ... J/?.& .... ' •. ..4,§J.~4,.~2.A ...... · ''.,J..,.P.H\§M: .. , .......... -:❖ ..... -:❖.•§§,QQQ .. ,.,,,.,,,,,., .•. ,.,.J?.,P¥.3/!.:@, 
OSA . 01014G0679 01 0 21.0 1,044,182 5,037,43i 3,595 6,085,209 
... $t.(O:r;~e:: : _::::.:.::: :::.::::. : :_: _o1J'ff1~9.1.®. •. :°Qf.,IHt::tlilt'b}:t:PJtt·t\''l'/?/f\?tfkttJ\'Y:' <? 'Ht f'/ft::tnt·<I':'it'/f}t er ·. .:: : .. :.::7:Jt.. •.•.. :.: .:.: _:;g?c:>:.$?{.::.·.::: ... ::.:.:_::ztiKMA..:::: ... ::.:::::.:.:.:.:::,:.:.:::::::::.:.:,:,:.:,:.:.:,:::.:,:,:.:.:,:.:.:.:.:.:.: ..... ~sg;~§, 
OSA-Medicaid 01014G0844 01 0 150,000 ·. 150,000 
~enta(Health.;-·· .,.,,❖ ., ••••• ..:•,·:·::·01014A0i:21:•··02: ... .. ..,...w.w•27 0···· : : ......... 953;345 ......... 1·7;815,958 •... ,.• : : 1 8; 769,303 · ·••' .:· > ;92·5··· · ····•·····:2;748~627 ... · ........ 19; M2.J40 ·,<·--{--:i,·:·~··f'·':❖: ·,·:·'••:••((}:22;590;7,£37:· . 

. BCSN 01014A0136 07 53.5 2,538,877 8,959,206 11,498,083 53.5 2,525,194 9,729,261 12,254,455 
· P.,;§;,,AM.tl!.•.M~~99.',.,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,, .• ,,.,,q.1.9.:1,1§,gzAA,,.:~,Q,,,, .,., ••• ,.,,,.,,,,,,,,,.,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,.,,, •••••. ,.,,,,Z:,@.~):.~7?.,, .. , .....• , ...•.•. ?,.§9.4,§.1.Z:., ..... , .. ·, ... ,,;,,,,,.•.:· .. 4..1.,;?95·-·.·.,,:: .. ,:::,.:, .. ~.?.??,~.?.!,: ., ... ;,.,: .... ·.,, .. , .. ,,, .. , .... ,.,., .. ,.,,,,,.,, ... , .. ,.§1§§~ .•. ?~~ •.. ,, ... , ..•.. ,, .... @,.@?;g~z .. ,.,,.,, ... ,, ... ,, ..... , .... , •. @j •• ,1 .. §1 •• ,.,.,.,., ..•• ,, •.•. ,,,,§.,§~_?rZ?:@ •. 

MR Medicaid 01014A0705 12 36,659,886 36,659,886 . 38,491,665 38,491,665 
)tilR~l/N~fotififi:i(::{:·t·=tPtP.tiV\9.§\@JJ.:~Wlttttn:t:t:fHt'tttr 'tfi\J?ih~Js/2813), ):::::;::\: .. ::.: . . 4;~Jf,li2f,!!3 t)ll{@l@:tt@t?\t:tttf·:tlfl.~;.$..!3..W#;t$.lt:@1:r:::r::r:@ftl:@:1:r:::~m§H4.$~f 

Mf·i°Medicaid 01014A0732 14 8,478,748 8,478,748 16,162,726 16,162,726 
O:'.$i:'.BMHliM*tc.:~:tt•:•r:rrPJPH9..91:Mi4§) ll':•1J:t:rrt·@r'7;B:W;~5<t••·n·1r~:;!:l46;02() :: ))'@14.;849 : :,:::y:9;3,69,':32:3.~ :•::: :::::: : r:r•·t\t1A·1•()~9.49.)tfli1';W.g;:~;§ltt=tt:tf1:?.i§9.?.t:@t@lgiQ$$;,Z4~: 
BCSN Medicaid 01014A0731 17 2,930,205 2,930,205 3,987,168 3,987,168 
.;;:9t¥.¥i:•:·:::::·::::::::·:•:::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;::::·::,i9.1.P•1:1Ag8?i:::1?.:::: :::=:::::::::1::::,:::1:8;§::,:::::::::::;::·:::i::.$.$9,;:1:21:·:::::•:::::::::::::::,::::·::~:,1.1~:·:::::·::1·:1,:::1•:, =:::1::::: :::::::: ·:11,: • • : •• ,. , .$@.~l?.Z•zi: 1:::::1:·::::::::::::1:~t.§::::1:::·:·:·:i:::·:1::·::;$.11;§?1::::::::•:,:::::::::::::,i1·:::i?:i~1.:$.:::::::::::::::::,:·:::::::::,:::·:::::::::::::::,:·:::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,:=:zgt1M.$.:= 
BCH · 01014A0157 45 18.0 660,459 106,201 766,660 0.0 109,533 . 109,533 
· .• • .·: e·i.•:•:::.:::::::::,::::::::::·:·•=:::::::::::::·:::::·::::·j'j:''j:•::::,•:·:q;;p:1.:4.§9;1:P..?.]':$.9.:::: ::=·::=··::::•:::=:::•::•:1;9.:::•:•::•:::::···:·:··:::··:~?.4)1!g::::::•:·::::::::;:::•::::::•::;19.;~;•::::•:::::::: ::·::::::::·::·:::·::::•=:::::: ' ·::' •·'· ::~ s.1:'$§~: :::::,:::::,::::=·:::•::·:1'.Q.::::::::::·:=:·::::::::=·=1:$~($?$.'.·:·::·:::'::::•::::::~:;:•:::~;:~::,;::,::=:::::::::::::::·:·:·:::::'::•:::::::::::::::;:·:::•:::,:::::::::::·:''::::•:::::1:$.9.}1.f$;· 
BMHI 01014C0120 55 0.0 801,697 393,663 10,295 1,205,655 0.0 71,565 ''208,630 3,753 283,948 
0:M13/W:l()t}f }?( ?>01 qNM'.12.?1~1? :'{J)7$:5\:(f\~l~A~;007 }/\1;1tq:45s:\( :· : t\•(·f cj\/.::·• ·,· 1 4;t1_9[466: '\?1 ~Vl:i:ttlt~)~O,?i~d2}/t:'}9l'®,~:i9.91ttrt:1:1::rtr:rm:1:tt?:Jt:l~Mf:¾6 
Pineland Center · 01014D0166 64 134.5 7,983,501 1,458,214 30,800 9,472,515 9.0 708,632 173,4~2 3,300 885,424 
; t{;q·:•:::::i:::::=::::::·:::·:::::·:•:::::::::::·:':::·:::•::•::,::::::•:·::q,,ti.1.:1.f P.1:j:g:::9~j:: :::::::::::·::::::::i:j:tq ::::::::::.:•:::::.=t?$.:G6.s ::•••=:•••:,::::::•::·:2s9-:j ~~::::::,:::::::::, ,::•;::::,::;:$'.000 1 

= •':· .1 ;9s1 ;7$.1•• •·••: \:•:::·:1:i1;'tp:•:•::•:•:•:•:•:::•:•::•::?.~?i1§1·:·:•:•:•:•::•,:•::•:::,:::~t9.)i5.ft;~:::::::•:•:·:•:::::•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•PiZ®:::•:•i::::;:,;:;::::::i:!l9®.i:wg 
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AUGUSTA MENTAL HEAL TH INSTITUTE 

PROVIDER 

Knapp, Debra 
CSI 
PO Box 1010 
Saco, ME 04072 
TEL:; 282-5188 

Chris Ferris ·1 
·. 

6 East Chestnut Street 
Augusta, ME 04330 
TEL: 626-1285 

FAMILY 

Currently No Openings 

Pellegrini, Linda 
KVMHC 
66 Stone Street 
Augusta, ME 04330 
TEL: 626-3460 · 

Schaeffer, Gloria 
126 Western Avenue 
Box245 
Augusta, ME 04330 
TEL: 626-3105 

Desrosiers, Gerard 
PO Box 724 
Augusta, ME 04330 
TEL: 287-7296 

Rasmussen, Ph.D., Gary I. 
RR5, Box 6215 
Garland Road · 
Winslow, ME 04901 
TEL: 878-5003 

$l!:_ols-'-Cindy 
~. Box 1330 Ri-.5 
Gardiner, ME 0497-&: 
TEL: 622-5767 

Deb Demski 
RR1, Box 23.86 
Hebron, ME 04238 
TEL: 966-1258 I . • 
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Consumer's Cont'd 

Saucier, Brian 
Augusta Mental Health lnsittute 
PO Box 724 

· Augusta, ME 04333 
TEL: 287-7200 

COMMUNITY-AT-LARGE 

' ! i 

Bruno, Joseph . : . , . 
Gould Health Sjste'rns 
PO .Box 5.08 ·' ... _, .i 

AJgusta'. ME 04330 
TEL: 622-7153. 

Lopes, George 
· Ten Riverside Ridge 

Windham, ME 04062 
TEL: 892-3632 

SUPPORT 

• I 

Kingman, Bob 
c/o JBI 
175 Running Hill Road 
So. Portland, ME 04106 
TEL: 761-2254 

Rod Bouffard, Act. Supt. 
Augusta Mental Health Institute 
PO Box 724 
Augusta, ME. 04333 
TEL: 287-72 
FAX: 

McKelvy, Mary Jean 
Mid Maine Medical Center 
30 Chase Street 
Waterville, ME 04901 
TEL: 872-4157 

Kenneth Dym, Program Mgr. 
MH Services, DMHMRSAS 
40 State House Station 
Augusta, ME 04333 
TEL: 287-4271 
FAX: 287 -4268 



BANGOR MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE 

PROVIDER 

Hoguet, Jo Dolly 
PO Box 738 
Searsport, ME 04974 
TEL: 667-7640 

I 
Williams, Priscilla . 

' 'f.,! : .•. 

98 Cumberland Street 
Bangor, ME 04401 
TEL: 

FAMILY 

Fortier, Patricia 
PO Box44 
Guilford , ME 04443 
TEL: 

. : ',:: 

bqNSUMER . :;; ' 
)H\1t . '1 :: 

All£iG, Christine : 
PO'Box 778 ., 
Millinocket, ME 04462 

. TEL: 1' 1 

.I 

Currently Open: 1 Family 
1 Communit 

Quimby, Ph.D., Lucy 
277 State Street, Suite 2A 
Bangor, ME 04401 
TEL: 

Parent, Juliet 
Rt. 1, Box 475 
Orrington , ME 
TEL: 

Bard, Mike 
1st Street, Apt. 108 
Bangor, ME 04401 
TEL: 

St. Germaine, Sandra 
319 West Broadway 
Bangor, ME 04401 
TEL: 973-6199 

Coombs, Mary Ann 
8 Moosehead Blvd. 
Bangor, ME 04401 
TEL: 947-9833 

Pelletier, Lynn 
Ellsworth, ME 04605 
TEL: 667-2557 



Ramify Co. 

Vallie; Virgil 
c/O' Mary Adair 
Kilkenney-MH Center· , · 
8-Union Street ... , 
Ellsworth, ME 04605 
TEL: 469-0730 

COMMUNITY-AT-LARGE r 

Crbce, Bob ,1 -:1, •,. 

HC7i6-Bbx580 .1:,, 
Greenville, ME 04441 
TEL: 843-5456 

SUPPORT 

Mike-McClellan 
DMHMRSAS 
165 State House Station 
Augusta, ME 04333 
TEL: 287-7441 
FAX:,1: 

Kenneth Dym 
DMHMRSAS 
40, 1$.tfi)te House S~at.iqn 
Augu~ta, ME 04333 
TEL:. 287-4271 ·. '"' 

I I 

Grover, Nancy 
47 Kennebec Road 
Hampden, ME 04444 
TEL: 

Patrick O'Brien 
DMHMRSAS Region Ill 
106 Hogan Road 
Bangor, ME 04401 
TEI: 941-4360 
FAX: 941-4389 

Larry Ventura 
Bangor Mental Health Institute 
PO Box 926 
Bangor, ME 04401 

FAX: 287-4268 TEL: FAX: 941-

Shahaway, Mary Lo 
Rt. 1, Box 690 
Sangerville, ME 04479 
TEL: 876-2242 



LIST OF ADVISORY GROUPS OR COUNCILS TO DMHMRSAS_. 

Mental Health Advisory Board 
Quality Improvement Council 
Joint Advisory Committee:on:Select Services for Elder Persons· 
Maine Advisory Committee 
Consumer Advisory Board 
Several Mental Retardation Advisory Committees 
Consumer Advisory Council 
Children's Advisory Committee 



RH3HTS ·OF REC:IPl!EN'TS 

OF 

!MENTAL HEAL'TH SIER'Vl·CIES 

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND MENTAL RETARDATION 



Non-Discrimination Notice 

The Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation (DMHMR.) does not discriminate on 
the basis of disability, race, color, creed, gender, age, or national origin, in admission to, access 
to, or operations of its programs, services, or activities, or its hiring or employment practices. 

This notice is provided as required by Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 
and in accordance with the Civil Rights Act of 1964 as amended, Section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended, the Age Discrimination Act of 1975 and the Maine 
Human Rights Act. 

Questions, concerns, complaints, or requests for additional infonnation regarding the ADA may 
be forwarded to DMHMR's ADA Compliance Coordinator/Affirmative Action Officer, State 
House Station #40, Augusta, Maine 04333, 207-287-4289 (v), 207-287-2000 ('ITY). 

Individuals who need auxiliary aids for effective communication in programs and services of 
0:MHMR are invited to make their needs and preferences known to the ADA Compliance 
Coordinator/ Affirmative Action Officer. 

This notice is available in alternate formats by contacting the ADA Compliance 
Coordinator/ Affirmative Action Officer. 
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RIGHTS OF RECIPIENTS OF MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES 

PART A 

ROLFS OF GENERAL APPLICABILITY 

MAINE DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND MENTAL RETARDATION 
DIVISION OF MENTAL HEALTH 

AUGUSTA, MAINE 
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BASIS STATEMENT 

These rules were initially promulgated on October 1, 1984, pursuant to 34-B M.R.S.A. § 3003, 
that directed the Division of Mental Health to promulgate rules pursuant to the Maine Administrative 
Procedure Act for the enhancement and protection of the rights of clients receiving services from the 
Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, state and non-state mental health institutions or 
units, or from any program or facility administered or licensed by the Department. These rules were 
subsequently amended on October 1, 1986, October 1, 1989 and January 1, 1995. 

On August 2, 1990, the Kennebec County Superior Court approved the terms of a Consent Decree 
in the case of Paul Bates, et al. v. Sue Davenport, et al., Docket No. CV-89-88. The Consent Decree 
incorporated the contents of a Settlement Agreement, the terms of which require the defendants to draft 
revisions to the "Rights of Recipients of Mental Health Services" as needed to incorporate the provisions 
governing grievances and complaints and to make these rules consistent with the terms of the Settlement 
Agreement. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The 110th Maine Legislature enacted into law, 34 M.R.S.A. section 2004, now 34-B M.R.S.A. 
section 3003, entitled II An Act Authorizing and Directing the Bureau of Mental Health to Enhance and 
Protect the Rights of Recipients of Mental Health Services, 11 that directed the Bureau to promulgate rules, 
under the Administrative Procedures Act, in a number of areas of patient/client rights. 

The intent of the Legislature was to provide a process whereby the Division of Mental Health, 
as the lead administrative agency for institutional and community mental health services, would develop 
comprehensive rules in this complex area, taking into account clinical, social and administrative factors 
while promoting and safeguarding the rights of people receiving mental health services. 

These rules apply to all agencies licensed by the Department of Mental Health and Mental 
Retardation and all public or private inpatient psychiatric institutes and units, including the state operated 
mental health institutes. 

These rules were developed by a task force made up of consumers, providers, regulators, 
professionals, family members, advocates and others, with the input of citizens throughout the State. 

These rules were initially promulgated on October 1, 1984, were amended October 1, 1986, 
October 1, 1989 and January 1, 1995. 

Questions regarding the applicability or interpretation of these rules should be directed to the 
Director, Division of Licensing, Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, State House 
Station 40, State Office Building, Augusta, Maine 04333, Area Code (207) 287-4200 or 287-2000 
(TTY). 
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PART A. RULES 01 GENERAL APPLICABILITY 

I. STATEMENT OF INTENT 

The purpose of these rules is to articulate the rights of recipients of mental health services so that 
these rights may be enhanced and protected. Mental health service recipients should suffer no loss of 
basic human or civil rights. Because of the exceptional circumstances under which such patients are 
treated, however, the exercise of some rights may require special safeguards. These rules, therefore, are 
intended to keep recipients' rights paramount, to assure that individual rights will be both recognized and 
protected during the course of service delivery, and to ensure treatment consistent with ethical and 
professional standards. Procedural mechanisms that exist to ensure enforcement of these rules include 
the licensing authority of the Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation pursuant to 34-B 
M.R.S.A. § 1203-A, the grievance and complaint procedures set forth in these rules, and the 
Department's contracting authority. 

Part A, Rules of General Awlicability that apply to all recipients, regardless of the treatment 
setting, should be read in conjunction with either Part B (for inpatient or residential settings) or Part C 
(for outpatient settings). 

II. DEFINITIONS 

A. Advocacy Program means the Office of Advocacy of the Department and the rights 
protection and advocacy agencies or other governmental agencies authorized by law to investigate 
grievances and protect rights. 

B. Complaint means an allegation by a person or agency charged with investigating violations 
of client rights or with delivering or monitoring mental health services of violation of basic rights 
of a recipient, including those enumerated in these rules and the Settlement Agreement in Bates, 
et al. v. Davenport, et al. or any other applicable law or regulation. 

C. Conjoint Family Treatment Services means services jointly provided to more than one 
member of a family, in which all members in question are recipients . 

D. 

E. 

.. 

Department means Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation. 

Division means the Division of Mental Health. 

F. Grievance means an allegation by a recipient of violation of basic rights, including those 
enumerated in these rules and the Settlement Agreement in Bates . v. Davenport or any other 
applicable law or regulation. 

G. Individualized Support Plan (henceforth referred to as "ISP") means an approach to support 
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planning that focuses on the development of a life plan that expresses, in the recipient's own 
words, his or her wants, needs and goals, as well as an action plan for meeting these goals. 

H. . Mental Health Facility. Agency, or Program means any facility that provides in-patient 
psychiatric services and any agency or facility providing in-patient, residential or outpatient mental 
health services that is licensed by, funded by or has a contract with either the Department of 
Mental Health and Mental Retardation or the Department of Human Services. 

I. Mental Health Institute means state-operated inpatient facilities. 
' 

.I. Non-State Mental Health Institution means a public institution, a private institution or a 
mental health center, that is administered by an entity other than the State and that is equipped 

. to provide in-patient care and treatment for people with mental illness. 

K. Person with long-term mental illness means a person who suffers from certain mental or 
emotional disorders that erode or limit the capacities of daily life. For purposes of this definition, 
mental and emotional disorders include organic brain syndrome, schizophrenia, recurrent 
depressive and manic depressive disorders, paranoid and other psychoses, plus other disorders that 
may become chronic. For purposes of this definition, capacities of daily life include personal 
hygiene and self care, self direction, interpersonal relationships, social transactions, learning, 
recreation and economic self-sufficiency. While persons with long-term mental illness may be 
at risk of institutionalization, there is no requirement that these persons are or have been residents 
of institutions providing mental health services. 

L. Program Area means any discrete part of a facility or agency, including any building, 
residential program, ward, unit or program site. 

M. Recipient means any person over age 18 receiving mental health treatment from any mental 
health facility, agency or program. 

N. Representative means any person who has been designated in writing by a recipient, or by 
his or her guardian to act to aid the recipient in upholding his or her rights under these rules. 
Such person shall not be a patient of an inpatient facility nor a staff person currently serving the 
recipient. 

0. Rights Protection and Advocacy Agency means the protection and advocacy program 
established by 42 U.S.C. §§ 10801 et~- and described in 5 M.R.S.A. §§ 19501 et~-

P. Treatment means any activity meant to prevent, ameliorate, prevent deterioration of, or 
cure a recipient's mental health problem or mental illness and includes behavioral, psychological, 
medical, social, psychosocial and rehabilitative methods that meet usual and customary standards 
in the field of mental health treatment. 

Q. Treatment Team means those persons, including the recipient, who plan, carry out and 
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review treatment. 

III. BASIC RIGHTS 

A. Recipients have the same human, civil and legal rights accorded all citizens, including the 
right to live in a community of their choice without constraints upon their independence, except 
those constraints to which all citizens are subject. Recipients have the right to a humane 
psychological and physical environment within the facility or program. Recipients have the right 
to be treated with courtesy and dignity. Recipients are at all times entitled to respect for their 
individuality and to recognition that their personalities, abilities, needs, and aspirations are not 
determinable on the basis of a psychiatric diagnosis. Recipients have the right to have their 

· privacy assured and protected to the greatest extent possible in light of their treatment needs. 
Recipients shall not be incapacitated nor denied any right, benefit, privilege, franchise, license, 
authority or capacity of whatever nature that they would otherwise have, simply due to their status 
as recipients of mental health services. 

B. There shall be no limitation on the freedom of religious belief. 

C. Discrimination in the provision of services due to race, creed, sex, age, national origin, 
political belief, or handicapping condition shall be prohibited. 

D. All basic rights shall remain intact unless specifically limited through legal proceedings, 
as in the case of guardianship or in an emergency or when necessary to protect the rights or safety 
of the recipient or others, only as outlined in specific sections of these rules. 

E. Services delivered to recipients shall be based on their identified individual needs and shall 
be delivered according to flexible models that accommodate changes in recipients' needs and the 
variations in the intensity of their needs. To the extent possible, recipients will not be required 
to move from one setting to another in order to receive the services appropriate to their changed 
needs. 

F. Recipients have the right to refuse all. or some of the services offered, subject to the 
e;xceptions noted below. A person's refusal of a particular mode or course of treatment shall not 
~ se be grounds for refusing a recipient's access to other services that the recipient accepts. 
Only the following services may be imposed against a recipient's wishes: 

1. Involuntary hospitalization pursuant to 34-B M.R.S.A. §§ 3863 et gg.; 

2. Forensic services pursuant to 15 M.R.S.A. § 101-B in a residential or hospital 
setting; 

3. Services permitted under applicable law in the case of a person under guardianship, 
upon the guardian's informed consent and within the limits of the guardian's authority; 
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4. Emergency treatment in a residential or hospital setting during a psychiatric 
emergency, pursuant to procedures set out in these rules; or-

5. Treatment in a residential or hospital setting pursuant to the administrative hearing 
provisions of these rules for individuals who lack capacity to consent to services. 

G. Recipients have the right to exercise their rights pursuant to these rules without reprisal, 
including reprisal in the form of denial of or termination of services. 

H. Recipients with long term mental illnesses have the following additional rights, to the 
. ---extent that state and community -resources-are available: ' 

1. The right to a service system that employs culturally normative and valued methods 
and settings; 

2. The right to coordination of the disparate components of the community service 
system; 

3. The right to individualized developmental programming that recognizes that each 
recipient with long-term mental illness is capable of growth or slowing of deterioration; 

4. The right to a comprehensive array of services to meet the recipient's needs; and 

5. The right to the maintenance of natural support systems, such as fanilly and friends 
of recipients with long-term mental illnesses, individual, formal and informal networks of 
mutual and self-help. 

IV. LEAST RESTRICTIVE APPROPRIATE SETTING 

A. Recipients have the right to be treated in the least restrictive appropriate setting to meet 
their needs. 

B. Any restrictions or limitations in an inpatient setting ~hall be determined and imposed 
pursuant to the Right to IndividnaUzed Treatment and the Right to Informed Consent to 
Treatment. 

C. No recipient shall be held in treatment against his or her will by policy, procedure or 
practice, except by order of court or by emergency hospitalization procedures. 

D. Agencies or facilities proposing persons for commi~ent shall first fully consider less 
restrictive appropriate settings and treatment modalities pursuant to 34-B M.R.S.A. § 3864(5). 

E. Involuntary hospitalization provisions shall not be utilized only as a means to accomplish 
admission, to obtain transportation, or for administrative reasons. 
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V. NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS . 

A. Recipients have the right to be notified of all. rights accorded them as recipients of 
services, by Maine statute, these rules, the Bates v. Davenport Settlement Agreement, if 
applicable, and associated policies. 

B. At the time of admission or intake, or as soon afterwards as is reasonably feasible, each 
recipient shall be informed, to the extent possible, of his or her rights under these rules in terms 
that he or she understands. 

1. Such information shall be given by an employee of the facility or program in a 
manner designed to be comprehensible to the individual recipient. 

2. In cases where the recipient does not understand English or is deaf, the notification 
of rights shall be conducted by an interpreter. 

3. If the recipient's condition at admission or intake precludes understanding of his 
or her rights, additional attempts to provide information about rights shall occur and be 
documented. 

4. Documentation of the results of the discussion about rights shall be noted in the 
recipient's permanent treatment record. 

5 ~ Recipients shall be advised of their right to name a designated representative or 
representatives to assist them to receive notices of meetings and to participate at meetings. 
Recipients shall additionally be given information regarding available advocacy and peer 
advocacy programs. 

6. Recipients shall be further advised of their rights pursuant to these rules and the 
Settlement Agreement in Bates v. Davenport, as applicable. 

C. At the time of admission or intake, each recipient shall be given a summary of these 
recipient rights written in plain language. In instances in which the recipient is deaf, the summary 
of these recipient rights will be communicated in American Sign Language. 

1. Copies of the summary shall be given to: 

a. The recipient's guardian, if any; or 

b. In the case of any recipient without a guardian, up to three individuals, if 
designated by the recipient 

2. Those persons, including the recipient, given copies of summaries shall be noted 
in the medical record. 
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3. Copies of the summaries shall be conspicuously posted in all agencies, facilities, 
and program areas. 

4. The summaries shall contain instructions for viewing these rules, the Settlement 
Agreement in Bates v. Davenport, and associated policies developed to implement these 
two documents. 

5. The summaries shall be made available in foreign languages or American Sign 
Language, if necessary . 

.. D~.. . At the time of the notification required above, recipients shall be notified that they, their 
guardians acting on their behalf, or their designated representatives may bring grievances claiming 
that the practices, procedures or policies of the Department, a non-State mental health institution, 
or any agency licensed by, funded by or under contract with the Department to provide mental 
health services, violate the terms of these rules, the terms of the Bates v. Davenport Settlement. 
Agreement, or any other applicable law or regulation. They shall additionally be notified of the 
process whereby grievances may be filed and of their right to be assisted throughout the grievance 
procedure by a representative of their choice. In the written notice required by section V(C) 
above, recipients shall additionally be notified of the advocacy services available through the 
Department's Office of Advocacy, the rights protection and advocacy agency, peer advocates, and 
the Ombudsman Program established pursuant to 22 M.R.S.A. § 5112(2). 

E. Each program area shall have complete copies of these recipient rights rules, the Settlement 
Agreement in Bates v. Davenport, and associated agency policies. Each recipient shall be offered 
a copy of these rules. Additional copies of these documents shall be available from the 
Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, Station 40, State Office Building, Augusta, 
Maine 04333. 

F. The Office of Advocacy shall have copies of all statutes referenced in these rules. These 
statutes shall be available for review during regular working hours at the Office of Advocacy, 
Station 60, State Office Building, Augusta, Maine 04333. 

VI. ASSISTANCE IN THE PROTECTION OF RIGHTS 

A. Recipients have the right to assistance in the protection of their rights. 

B. Recipient Representative. Each agency, facility or program shall inform all recipients of 
their right to name a representative, including a peer representative, to aid them in the protection 
of their rights. Aid may include one or more of the following activities: assistance in the 
formulation and processing of a grievance; participation in the informal or formal development 
and revision of an ISP, individualized service or treatment plan or hospital treatment and 
discharge plan; or any other type of representative assistance activity referenced in these rules. 
The provision of aid by a designated representative shall be governed by this section and by other 
relevant sections of these rules. 
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1. Designation in writing. If the recipient or his or her guardian desires a 
represerltative for the recipient, the person desiring a representative for the recipient shall 
designate, in writing, a person to aid the recipient in upholding his or her rights. 

2. Time for designation. The recipient or his or her guardian may designate a 
representative at any time. 

3. Change in representative. Provision shall be made for change of representative 
should the recipient so desire, or if the recipient is placed under guardianship, should the 
guardian so desire. 

4. Representative's physical access. The representative shall have reasonable access 
to all living and program areas and to staff involved in the treatment of the recipient in 
order to assist the recipient in the protection of his or her rights. 

5. . Confidentiality. The representative may obtaqt access to confidential information 
as defined under 34-B M.R.S.A. § 1207 concerning the recipient by obtaining the 
appropriate party's written informed consent to disclosure under Section IX of these rules. 

6. Communication. A recipient shall have access, at any reasonable time, to a 
telephone to contact his or her representative. 

7. Involvement in ISP and Service or Treatment and Discharge Planning. 

a. The recipient representative shall be given 10 days written notice of ISP 
meetings unless the recipient directs that the representative not be invited. The 
recipient's involvement may include, without limitation, participation in service or 
treatment planning meetings, or discharge planning meetings. When the meeting 
is being convened to address an emergency, notice reasonable for the circumstances 
shall be given. 

b. The representative shall be notified when the recipient is determined to lack 
clinical capacity pursuant to Section V, Part B (Inpatient and Residential Settings) 
or Section IV, Part C (Outpatient Settings) of these rules. 

c. The representative shall receive, upon the recipient's authorization, a copy 
of prescribed medication, dosage levels, schedules and side-effects and a copy of 
the aftercare plan upon the discharge of the recipient. 

C. Advocacy Programs, Each recipient shall be informed of advocacy programs available 
· in the state. Recipients have the right to request assistance from the -advocacy programs at any 
time. Advocacy services are available through: · 

1. The Office of Advocacy of the Department, which is mandated by State law to 
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investigate the claims and grievances of recipients of mental health services provided by 
the Department or facilities or agencies administered, funded or licensed by the 
Department and to monitor the compliance of any facility or agency administered by the 
Department with all laws, rules, and policies relating to the rights and dignity of service 
recipients. 

2. Other agencies including the rights protection and advocacy agency, and the 
Ombudsman program established pursuant to 22 M.R.S.A. § 5112(2). 

D. Recipients may, at their request, be represented by a private advocate. In such cases the 
r€Gipient shall bear the cost,. if any, of such representation. 

E. A report of complaints and grievances appealed to the Superintendent of AMHI and BMHI, 
the Director of the Division of Mental Health, and the Commissioner shall be compiled 
semi-annually and submitted to the Office of Advocacy, the Chief Administrative Officer of the 
agency or facility, the Office of the Master established pursuant to the terms of the Settlement 
Agreement in Bates v. Davenport, and plaintiffs' counsel in that action. 

VII. RIGHT TO DUE PROCESS WITH REGARD TO GRIEVANCES 

A. Recipients have the right to due process with regard to grievances. 

B. Notwithstanding any other civil or criminal recourse that the person bringing the grievance 
may have, the facility, agency, and/or Department shall affox:d every reasonable opportunity for 
informal resolution of concerns or formal resolution of grievances. 

C. Recipients or other persons may bring grievances regarding possible violations of basic 
rights, including any rights enumerated in these rules and the Settlement Agreement in Bates v. 
Davenport or any other applicable law or regulation; any questionable or inappropriate treatment 
or method of treatment; or any policy or procedure or action, or lack thereof, of the mental 
health agency or facility. 

D. Persons who may bring grievances include, but are not limited to: 

1. The recipient; 

2. The recipient's guardian; 

3. The recipient's attorney, designated representative or representative of the Office 
of Advocacy or the rights protection or advocacy agency; 

4. Other persons specifically aggrieved. 

E. A grievant shall in no way be subject to disciplinary action, reprisal, including reprisal in 
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the form of denial or termination of services, or loss of privileges or service as a result of filing 
a grievance. 

F. Notice 

1. Notices summarizing a recipient's right to due process in regard to grievances, 
including the process by which grievances may be filed, as well as copies of forms to be 
used for that purpose, shall be available within each program area. 

2. An employee of the mental health facility, agency or program shall inform each 
recipient of this right and the right to be assisted throughout the grievance procedure by 
a representative of his or her choice, in a manner designed to be comprehensible to the 
individual recipient. In instances in which the recipient does not understand English or 
is deaf, this information shall be delivered by an interpreter. 

G. Formal Grievances 

1. A grievance may be undertaken by a recipient, or a guardian acting on his or her 
behalf, making a formal written claim that provisions of these rules, the Settlement 
Agreement in Bates v. Davenport or any other applicable law or regulation have been 
violated by any facility, agency or program. 

Grievances regarding the actions of specific employees shall be handled in 
accordance with personnel rules and contract provisions. No disciplinary action 
may be taken nor facts found with regard to any alleged employee misconduct 
except in accordance with applicable personnel rules and labor contract provisions. 

2. Formal grievances may be appealed through three sequential levels: 

a. The supervisor of the program or unit or the agency employee designated 
to hear grievances as applicable; 

b. For grievances arising in inpatient facilities, the Administrator of the 
facility; for grievances arising in the community, the Director of the Division of 
Mental Health; and 

c. The Commissioner of the Department. 

3. Additional levels of grievance resolution may be added by agency or facility policy, 
but in no case shall such additional levels add to the overall time allotted for grievance 
resolution. 

4. At each level of the formal grievance procedure the recipient or other grievant shall 
have rights to the following: · 
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a. Assistance by a representative of the recipient's own choice; 

b. Representation by the Office of Advocacy or the rights protection and 
advocacy agency of the Maine mental health system; 

c. Review of any information obtained in the processing of ·the grievance, 
except that which would violate the confidentiality of another person; 

d. Presentation of evidence or witnesses pertinent to the grievance; 

e. Receipt.of complete.findings and recommendation except those that would 
violate the confidentiality of another person. 

5. An electronic or written record shall be made of all proceedings associated with 
formal grievances. An electronic recording shall be made of any hearing held pursuant 
to this section. 

6. In all grievances the burden of proof shall be on the agency, facility or program 
to _ show compliance, or remedial action to comply with the policies and procedures 
established to assure the rights of recipients under these rules. 

7. Findings shall include: 

a. A finding of facts, consistent with the terms of the Maine Administrative 
Procedure Act; 

b. A determination regarding the facility, agency, program or employee 
adherence, or failure to adhere, to specific policies or procedures designed to 
assure the rights of recipients under these rules; and, 

c. Any specific remedial steps necessary to assure compliance with such 
policies and procedures. 

8. Upon appeal, all pertinent information gathered regarding a formal grievance shall 
be forwarded, by the person to whom the grievance was addressed, to the next responsible 
official. 

9. Steps of Formal Grievances: 

a. Level One 

i. Formal grievances shall be filed first with the supervisor of the 
service delivery unit in which the grievance arises. 
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ii. Copies of the grievances shall be forwarded by the supervisor to the 
administrative head of the mental health facility or agency and, upon the 
request of the grievant, to the Office of Advocacy. In the case of state 
operated facilities, all formal grievances shall be immediately forwarded to 
the Office of Advocacy. 

111. A formal written response shall be made within five days, excluding 
weekends and holidays. 

iv. If the agency staff needs a longer period to investigate the 
circumstances of the grievance, a five day extension may be made and the 
grievant so notified. 

v. If the grievant is unsatisfied with the findings at the first level, he 
or she may appeal the decision to the Chief Administrative Officer of the 
mental health facility or, for grievances arising in the community, the 
Director of the Division of Mental Health. 

vi. Such an appeal must be made within ten days, excluding weekends 
and holidays. 

vii. Copies of such an appeal shall be forwarded to the Office of 
Advocacy by the Chief Administrative Officer of the facility or the Director 
of the Division of Mental Health. 

b. Level Two 

i. The Chief Administrative Officer or the Director of the Division of 
Mental Health, as applicable, or designee shall respond to a Level Two 
grievance within five days, excluding weekends and holidays, of day of 
receipt of the appeal. 

ii. If the Chief Administrative Officer or designee needs a longer period 
to investigate the circumstances of the grievance, a five day extension may 
be made with the permission of the parties to such a grievance. 

111. The Chief Administrative Officer or the Director of the Division of 
Mental Health, as applicable, or designee may, at his or her discretion, 
hold a hearing before an impartial hearing officer, who shall be an 
individual free of bias, personal or financial interest, with all parties 
involved. 

iv. If the grievant is dissatisfied with the finding at Level Two, he or 
she may appeal the decision to Level Three to the Commissioner, 
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Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, Station 40, Augusta, 
Maine 04333. Appeals must be made within ten days, excluding weekends 
and holidays. 

c. Level Three 

i. The Commissioner or designee shall make a formal written reply 
within five days, excluding weekends and holidays. 

ii. If no hearing was held at Level Two a hearing shall be held at Level 
Three. 

Ill. A five day continuance may occur if a hearing is to be held or if the 
parties to such a grievance concur. 

iv. The Commissioner's or designee's finding shall constitute the final 
action by the Department regarding a grievance. 

10. The decision at each level of the grievance procedure shall be final and binding 
unless the grievant appeals within the indicated time frames. 

H. The Commissioner's decision shall constitute final agency action, and the grievant may 
appeal the decision to Superior Court pursuant to the Maine Administrative Procedure Act, 5 
MR.SA s 11001 et ~ 

I. Under no circumstances shall the remedies requested in a grievance be denied nor shall 
the processing of a grievance be refused because of the availability of the complaint procedure. 

J. Exceptions 

1. Grievances regarding abuse, mistreatment, or exploitation. 

a. Any allegation of abuse, mistreatment, or exploitation shall be immediately 
reported to the Office of Advocacy and to the Chief Administrative Officer of the 
mental health facility or agency. Any disciplinary actions or findings of fact in 
these instances shall be consistent with personnel rules and labor agreements. 

b. Investigation of any such allegation shall be conducted pursuant to statutory 
and regulatory standards including those relating to the Child and Family Services 
and Child Protection Act (22 M.R.S.A. Chapter 1071 s 4001 et seq.) and the Adult 
Protective Act (22 M.R.S.A. Chapter 958-A) and facility policy approved by the 
Department. 

2. Urgent Grievances. 
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a. Any grievance that the grievant considers urgent shall be forwarded by staff 
within one working day to the Chief Administrative Officer of the facility or for 
grievances arising in the community, to the Director of the Division of Mental 
Health, or designee, at Level Two, and the Office of Advocacy so notified. 

Such grievances must be reviewed by the Chief Administrative Officer, the 
Director or designee, who shall either arrange to hear the grievance within 
three working days or immediately refer the grievance to Level 1 for 
response. 

b. All grievances concerning the development, substantive terms, or 
implementation of ISP's or hospital treatment and discharge plans shall be 
considered urgent grievances. 

3. Grievances Without Apparent Merit 

a. A grievance may be found to be without apparent merit, upon Level Two 
review, upon the concurrence of the Chief Administrative Office or the Director 
of the Division of Mental Health, as applicable, and, when the grievance relates 
to a state mental health institute, the representative of the Office of Advocacy. 

b. Any decision that a grievance is without merit and the justification for that 
decision shall be forwarded to the grievant in writing, and shall include notice of 
other avenues of redress. 

c. . Grievances without apparent merit may not be appealed administratively 
beyond Level Two. This dismissal constitutes final agency action for purposes of 
judicial review. 

VIII. COMPLAINTS 

A. A written complaint may be filed by any person or agency that is charged with 
investigating violations of client rights or with delivering or monitoring mental health services. 
The complaint procedure may be used when: 

1. The person or agency knows or has reason to believe that the practices, procedures 
(including the development, substantive terms or implementation of ISP's or hospital 
treatment and discharge plans) or policies of the Department or of any agency licensed, 
funded or contracted by the Department to provide services elsewhere described in these 
rules, violate these rules, the terms of the Settlement Agreement in Bates v. Davenport or 
any other applicable· law or-regulation; and 

2. The information was obtained during the general course of the person's or agency's 
performance of their responsibilities. 
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B. Complaints that include allegations of employee misconduct shall be processed, but no 
disciplinary action may be taken nor facts found with regard to the alleged misconduct except in 
accordance with applicable personnel rules and labor contract provisions. 

C. Complaints arising in an in-patient setting shall be addressed to the chief administrative 
officer of the in-patient facility, who shall forthwith refer them to the supervisor of the service 
delivery unit in which the complaint arose. 

D. Complaints arising in the community shall be addressed to the agency.employee designated 
to receive complaints. 

E. A formal written response shall be made within five days of receipt by the persons listed 
in (C) and (D) above, excluding weekends and holidays. Upon appeal, all pertinent information 
gathered regarding a complaint shall be forwarded by the person to whom the complaint was 
addressed to the next responsible official. 

F. Decisions about complaints described in (C) above shall be appealable within five working 
days to the Chief Administrative Officer of the facility, who shall respond within five working 
days. If the person assigned to investigate a complaint needs a longer period to investigate the 
circumstances of the complaint, a five-day extension may be made and the complainant so 
notified. 

G. Decisions about complaints described in (D) above shall be appealable within five working 
days to the Director of the Division of Mental Health, who shall respond within five working 
days. 

H. Decisions resulting from appeals described in (F) and (G) above shall be appealable within 
five working days to the Commissioner, who shall respond within five working days. If the 
person assigned to investigate a complaint needs a longer period to investigate the circumstances 
of the complaint, a five-day extension may be made and the complainant so notified. 

I. Investigations shall be conducted at each level of the complaint and shall include, as 
needed, interviews, site visits, or other data collection activities. At the conclusion of each 
investigation, a written summary of the results of the investigation and a statement of the remedial 
action to be taken, if any, shall be provided to the complainant, subject to the limitations of 5 
M.R.S.A. § 7070(2)(£). 

IX. CONFIDENTIALITY AND ACCESS TO RECORDS 

A. Recipients have the right to confidentiality and to access to their record. 

B. All information regarding mental health care and treatment shall be confidential except as 
otherwise provided below. 
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C. A recipient or guardian shall be notified, upon admission or intake to any mental health 
facility or program of: 

1. What records will be kept, including any duplicate records; 

2. How the recipient may see those records; 

3. The use to which the records will be put; 

4. What will happen to the record after the recipient leaves the facility or program; 

5. How to add information to records; 

6. How to obtain copies of material in records; and 

7. The limits of confidentiality, as provided in J. below. 

D. The recipient or legal guardian shall be informed when the possibility exists that the costs 
of the recipient's care, treatment, education or support will be borne by a third party. That 
information shall indicate that clinical information may be used to substantiate charges. The 
recipient or guardian may indicate that he or she will bear such costs privately rather than allow 
the release of information. -

E. The recipient or guardian shall have the right to written and informed consent prior to 
release of any information to any agency or individual, whether or not such agency or individual 
is directly involved in the recipient's treatment or supervision thereof, except as provided in J 
below. Informed consent shall include: 

1. Identification of the specific information to be disclosed; 

2. Notice of the right to review mental health records upon request at any reasonable 
time including prior to the authorized release of such records; 

3. The name of persons or agencies to whom disclosure is to be made; 

4. The purpose to which the information is to be put; 

5. The length of time within that the information is to be disclosed not to exceed one 
year; and 

6. Notice of the right to revoke·consent to release at-any time. 

F. Recipients have the right to require written informed consent for release of case record 
material that discloses the recipient's identity to students when they temporarily become a part of 
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treatment team, except when the student is involved in a professional program that has a formal 
relationship with the facility or agency. 

G. All personnel of agencies or programs, including students or trainees, shall be trained 
regarding confidentiality and shall be held to confidentiality statutes, rules and policies. 

H. Duplication: 

1. If the facility or agency duplicates a portion of, or the entire care record of a 
recipient pursuant to any exception contained in J(l)(a) through (e) below a recipient or 
his or her guardian shall be notified, if possible, as to the purpose of .such duplication. 

2. Copies of original records shall be noted as such. 

I. Separate personalized records shall be maintained when group treatment methods are 
employed except that individualized recordkeeping for service or treatment shall not be required 
in instances in which conjoint family treatment services are provided, under the following 
conditions: 

1. Informed consent must be obtained to the conjoint treatment recordkeeping, 
pursuant to B.ID., and such consent shall be documented by using a Department-approved 
form. This form shall be made a permanent part of the treatment record. 

2. If any family member previously received treatment other than conjoint family 
treatment services at the facility, agency or program, or received conjoint family treatment 
services as a member of a different family group at the facility, agency or program, an 
extracted individualized discharge summary shall be placed in that family member's 
individualized record. 

3. If any family member refuses to have treatment records blended, separate records 
must be maintained for that family member. 

4. If any family member requests the release of his or her records subsequent to the 
termination of conjoint family treatment services, the facility, agency or program shall 
respond to this request by providing an extracted individualized discharge summary. The 
facility, agency or program shall not release information concerning an individual family 
member without that family member's written consent. 

5. Nothing in these regulations shall preclude individualized recordkeeping by any 
program, facility or agency. Intake data, evaluations or assessments collected or 
performed for the purposes of determining eligibility for conjoint family treatment services 
are not treatment records for the purposes of this exception. 

6. This exception shall be reviewed no later than December 31, 1995 to assess the 
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impact and effect of these rules. The review shall include representatives of the Bureau 
of Children with Special Needs, the Division of Mental Health, the Division of Licensing, 
the Office of Consumer Affairs, the Office of Advocacy and other interested parties as 
designated by the Commissioner of the Department of Mental Health and Mental 
Retardation. 

J. Exceptions: 

1. Information may be released without written informed consent, as provided by 
Maine statute (34-B M.R.S.A., section 1207, sub-section 1) in the following 
circumstances: 

a. Disclosure may occur as necessary to carry out the statutory functions of 
the department or statutory hospitalization provisions. This shall include obtaining 
the services of an interpreter in cases in which the recipient does not speak English 
or is deaf. 

b. Disclosure may be made as necessary to allow investigation by the rights 
protection and advocacy agency, the Office of Advocacy, or, in the following 
circumstances, the Department of Human Services. 

i. Disclosure may be made to the Department of Human Services to 
cooperate in a child protective investigation or other child protective activity 
pursuant to an interdepartmental agreement promulgated as a rule by the 
Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation. 

u. Disclosure may be made to the Adult Protective Services of the 
Department of Human Services in instances in which Adult Protective 
Services is acting as public guardian or conservator for the recipient. 

c. Disclosure may be ordered by a court of record subject to any limitations 
contained within the Maine Rules of Evidence. 

d. An oral or written statement relating to the physical condition or mental 
status of a recipient may be disclosed to the recipient's spouse or next of kin upon 
proper inquiry: 

i. Outpatient setting. Before responding to a request for information 
the recipient or the recipient's guardian shall be asked whether release of 
confidential information is acceptable. If the recipient or his or her 
·guardian· authorizes disclosure; the information · shall be disclosed in 
accordance with that authoriz.ation. In the instance where a recipient lacks 
capacity to authorize release of such information, repeated attempts shall be 
made to determine capacity to make such a decision and, if capa~ity exists, 
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to obtain a decision. Efforts to determine capacity and the rationale for 
termination of such efforts shall be documented. 

ii. Inpatient setting. The physical presence, and physical and mental 
condition of a recipient shall be immediately disclosed to a recipient's 
spouse or next of kin upon proper inquiry. 

e. Disclosure may be allowed of biographical or medical information 
concerning the recipient to commercial or governmental insurers of any other 
corporation, association or agency from which the Department or licensee of the 
Department may receive reimbursement for the care, treatment, education, training 
or support of the recipient. Such disclosure may be made only aiter determination 
by the Chief Administrative Officer of the facility or designee that the information 
to be disclosed is necessary and appropriate. 

f. Disclosure of information, including recorded or transcribed diagnostic or 
therapeutic interviews concerning any recipient may be allowed in connection with 
any educational or training program established between a public hospital and any 
college, university, hospital, psychiatric counseling clinic or school of nursing, 
provided that in the disclosure or use of any such information as part of a course 
of instruction or training the recipient's identity shall remain undisclosed. Such 
disclosure shall be conducted according to uniform standards consistent with 
deidentification. 

g. Disclosure may be made to persons involved in statistical compilation or 
research conducted in compliance with these rules pursuant to Section XV. In the 
case of such disclosure records shall not be removed from the facility and reports 
shall preserve the anonymity of the recipient. Data that do not identify the 
recipient, or coded data, may be ·removed from the facility, provided the key to 
such code shall remain at the facility. · 

2. Information regarding the status and medical care of a recipient may be released 
by a professional, upon inquiry by law enforcement officials or treatment personnel, if an 
emergency situation exists regarding the recipient's health or safety. 

3. Confidentiality may be violated if there is clear and substantial reason to believe 
that there is imminent danger of serious physical harm inflicted by the recipient on him 
or herself or upon another. Information regarding such danger or harm shall be 
immediately given to supervisory personnel or clinical mental health professionals who, 
if they concur in the assessment of imminent danger, shall notify civil authorities and any 
specific person threatened by direct harm. 

4. A licensed mental health professional providing care and treatment to an adult 
recipient may provide to certain family members or other persons, in accordance with 
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rules promulgated pursuant to 34-B M.R.S.A., section 1207, sub-section 5, information 
regarding diagnosis, admission to or discharge from a treatment facility, the name of any 
medication prescribed, side effects of that medication, the likely consequences of failure 
of the recipient to take the prescribed medication, treatment plans and goals, and 
behavioral strategies. 

K. Recipient Access to Records 

1. The recipient or the recipient's guardian has the right to review the recipient's 
record at any reasonable time upon request, including prior to its authorized release. Such 
records shall be made available within three working days of such request. 

2. Review of the care record shall occur under the supervision of a designee of the 
Chief Administrative Officer of the facility or program. 

3. In cases where there exists a reasonable concern of possible harmful effect to the 
recipient if the review of the record occurs, the Clinical Director or designee shall 
supervise the review. 

a. In cases where access of the guardian to the recipient's record would create 
documented imminent danger to the physical or mental well being of the recipient, 
the professional may refuse to disclose a portion of or the entire record to the 
recipient or guardian. 

b. Written documentation shall be placed in the recipient's record in the event 
that access to the record or any portion of it is denied based on the above and the 
reasons for denial. · 

4. In cases where a recipient is unable to review the record at the program site, a 
certified copy of the record shall be forwarded to a professional, designated by the 
recipient, in the recipient's area, who shall supervise review of the record. 

5. In cases where the record is at the program site, a certified copy of the record shall 
be forwarded to a professional, designated by the recipient, in the recipient's area, who 
shall supervise review of the record. 

6. In cases where the recipient, after review of his or her record, requests copies of 
the record, or parts of the record, such copies shall be made available to the recipient at 
the actual cost of reproduction. 

7. A recipient may add written ·material to his or ·her record in order to clarify 
information that he or she feels is false, inaccurate or incomplete. 

8. Material that was obtained from another individual or facility through assurance of 
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X. 

confidentiality shall not be available to the recipient in reviewing his or her record. A 
summary description of that material shall be provided to the recipient, and the recipient 
shall be informed regarding the process of gaining access to that material and shall be 
offered aid in securing appropriate release of information. 

FAIR COMPENSATION FOR WORK 

A. Recipients have the right to be paid a fair wage for work done. 

1. Each individual or agency subject to the provisions of these regulations shall pay 
at least the minimum wage to each recipient who performs work regardless of level of 
performance, regardless of whether the work is considered therapeutic, and regardless of 
whether the recipient replaces or would replace a non-recipient worker. 

2. Agencies shall compensate any recipient performing any work that is similar or 
identical to that performed by a non-recipient employee at the rate at which the 
non-recipient employee is compensated. 

B. For purposes of this section, the following definitions shall apply: 

1. Work shall mean any work having consequential economic benefit to the mental 
health agency, including but not limited to sheltered workshop employment programs, or 
any activity involved in the care, maintenance, and operation of the mental health agency. 

2. Work shall not mean those tasks performed by each recipient for his or her own 
basic care or hygiene or upkeep of personal living space. 

3. Federal law shall mean the Fair Labor Standards Act that sets national labor 
standards. 

4. Minimum wage shall mean that hourly rate of pay established by the United States 
Congress or by the State of Maine, whichever is higher, as the legal minimum. 

C. Agencies shall not directly or indirectly compel a recipient to perform any work, or punish 
any recipient for declining to perform work. Agencies shall not make any privilege or agency 
-service conditional upon a recipient's agreement to perform work or withdraw a recipient's 
privileges or services because of that recipient's failure to perform work. 

D. Agencies shall not discriminate in the hiring of agency staff. Any recipient is eligible to 
apply for and occupy, if qualified, any job classification. 

E. Exceptions: 

1. Agencies and service providers subjected to these regulations may pay a 
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XI. 

sub-minimum wage to a recipient who performs work after proper certification has been 
made by the United States Department of Labor under Handicapped Worker provisions 
contained in federal law. 

2. Payment for work shall not be required when a recipient is a participant in an 
independent living program that requires a fair division of labor among all participants, 
including community-based psychosocial clubs and transitional living facilities, or in 
community-based transitional employment programs. 

PROTECTION DURING EXPERIMENTATION AND RESEARCH 

A. Recipients have the right to refuse to participate in experimentation and research without 
loss of services. 

B. All participation in experimentation and research shall be voluntary with full written 
informed co1_1sent, except as provided in these rules. 

C. A recipient's refusal to participate in a research project or an experimental activity shall 
not be cause for denying the provision of indicated services to that recipient. 

D. Definitions 

1. Experimentation and research 

a. Experimentation and research means the use of any medical, behavioral, or 
environmental intervention involving practices not commonly accepted by the 
discipline involved. 

b. Experimental drug use means: 

1. the use of any Food and Drug Administration non-approved drug. 

2. Informed consent means the agreement obtained from a subject, or from his or her 
authorized representative, to participate in an activity. Informed consent requires that 
subjects understand the purpose, benefits and risks of research in which they are asked to 
participate and are given the opportunity to consent to, reject, or withdraw from 
participatj.on without penalty. 

3. Minimal risk means that the risk of harm anticipated in the proposed research or 
experimentation is not greater, considering probability and magnitude, than that ordinarily 
encountered in· daily life or during ·the performance· of routine physical: or psychological 
examinations or tasks. 

4. Board means the Research and Experimentation Review Board. 
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E. Research and Experimentation Review Board Membership 

1. A Research and Experimentation Review Board, selected by the administrative head 
of the particular facility or agency, shall have at least five members with varying 
backgrounds, in order to promote complete and adequate review of research and 
experimental activities proposed for consideration. 

2. The Board shall be sufficiently qualified, through the experience and expertise of 
its members and the diversity of the members' backgrounds, to promote respect for its 
advice and counsel in safeguarding the rights and welfare of human subjects. 

3. In addition to possessing the professional competence necessary to review such 
activities, the Board shall be able to ascertain the acceptability of proposed research or 
experimentation in terms of institutional commitments, regulations, applicable law, and 
standards of professional conduct and practice. 

4. The Board shall consist of interdisciplinary members of both sexes including at 
least one member whose primary concerns are in non-scientific areas, such as law, ethics 
or theology, at least one member who is not otherwise affiliated with the institution or 
agency proposing the research or experimentation and at least one member who is a peer 
of the research subject. 

5. No Board member may participate in the Board's initial or continuing review of 
any project in which the member has a conflicting inter~st, except to provide information 
requested by the Board. 

6. At the Board's discretion, individuals with competence in special areas may be 
invited to assist in the review of complex issues that require expertise beyond or in 
addition to that available on the Board. These individuals may not vote. 

F. General Procedures 

1. All experimentation and research shall commence only after review and approval 
by the Research and Experimentation Review Board. 

2. The Research and Experimentation Review Board shall have the authority to 
approve, require modifications in, or disapprove, any proposed research or 
experimentation activities. 

3. The Office of Advocacy shall be informed of any proposed experimentation or 
research involving more than minimal risk. 

4. The Board shall maintain adequate documentation of its activities. 
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5. The Board shall provide written notification of its approval or disapproval of the 
proposetl research or experimentation activity, or of any modifications required to secure 
research and experimentation review board approval of any activity in question. 

6. If the Board decides to disapprove a research or experimentation activity, it shall 
include, in its written notification, a statement of the reasons for its decision and give the 
investigator an opportunity to respond in person or in writing. 

7. Investigators and others directly involved in the research or experimentation shall, 
both in obtaining the consent and in conducting research, adhere to the ethical and research 
standards of their respective professions concerning the conduct of research or 
experimentation and to the regulations for research involving human subjects required by 
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services in effect at the time of the adoption 
of these rules. 

8. Researchers must report substantial changes or unanticipated problems immediately 
to the Chairperson of the Board. 

9. The Board shall conduct continuing review of research covered by these regulations 
at intervals appropriate to the degree of risk, but not less than once a year, and shall have 
authority to observe or have a third party observe the consent process and r~ch . 

. IO. The Board shall have the authority to suspend or terminate approval of research 
that is not being conducted in accordance with the Board's requirements, these rules, or 
that has been associated with unexpected harm to subjects. Any suspension or termination 
of approval shall include a statement of the reasons for the _Board's action and shall be 
reported promptly to the investigator, appropriate institutional officials, and the secretary 
of the Department of Health and Human Services as required by federal regulations. 

11. Upon completion of the research and/or experimentation procedures the principal 
investigator shall attempt to remove any confusion, stress, physical discomfort, or other 
harmful consequences that may have been inadvertently produced as a result of the 
research or experimentation procedures. 

G. ·· Criteria for Board Approval of Research and Experimentation. In order to approve 
-research covered by these regulations the Board shall determine that all of the following 
requirements ·are satisfied: 

1. Risks to subjects are minimized by using procedures that are consistent with sound 
research or experimentation design and that do not unnecessarily expose subjects to risk, 
by confidentiality protocols· consistent with other record keeping and, wherever 
appropriate, by using procedures already being performed on the subject for diagnostic or 
treatment purposes. 
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2. Risks to subjects are reasonable in relationship to anticipated benefits to subjects. 
In evaluating risks and benefits, the Board shall consider only those risks and benefits that 
may result from the research and experimentation, as distinguished from the risks and 
benefits of therapy these subjects would receive in not participating in the research, or 
possible long-range benefits of applying knowledge gained in the research .. 

3. Selection of subjects is equitable, taking into account the purposes of the research 
and the setting in which the research will be conducted. 

4. Informed consent is sought and appropriately documented in accordance with these 
rules. 

5. The research or experimentation plan makes adequate provisions for monitoring the 
data collected or the activities allowed to ensure the safety and confidentiality of the 
subjects. 

6. There are adequate provisions to protect the privacy of subjects and to maintain the 
confidentiality of data. 

7. Where some or all of the subjects are likely to be vulnerable to coercion or undue 
influence, appropriate additional safeguards have been included in the project to protect 
the rights and welfare of these subjects. 

H. Special Procedures; Exceptions to Informed Consent 

1. Research involving the Need for Non-disclosure 

a. If the research or experimentation methodology requires that the purpose, 
nature, expected outcome and/or impli~tions of the research not be disclosed to 
the participants before it begins, the researcher shall clearly and vigorously justify 
to the Research and Experimentation Review Board the need for non-disclosure. 

b. The Board may approve research or experimentation procedures that do not 
include, or that alter, some or all of the elements of informed consent set forth in 
these rules, or waive the requirements to obtain informed consent provided the 
Board finds and documents that: 

1. the research involves no more than minimal risks to the subjects; 

ii. the waiver or alteration will not adversely affect the rights and 
welfare of the subjects; 

111. the research or experimentation could not practicably be carried out 
without the waiver or alteration; and 
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iv. whenever appropriate, the subjects will be provided with full 
disclosure or additional pertinent information after the research or 
experimentation project is completed. 

2. Research Involving Archival Review, Statistical Compilation or Record Review. 

a. Research that is limited to archival review, statistical compilation or record 
review may be carried out pursuant to Title 34-B, MR.SA, section 1207(2). Such 
research may be carried out without informed consent provided that: 

1. the research is reviewed and approved by a Research and 
Experimentation Review Board; 

ii. all data involved in said research shall not be identifiable as to 
individual recipients of services; 

iii. the research plan shall be submitted to, and approved by, the head 
of the mental health facility or his or her designee. 

3. Research Involving Persons Unable to-Give Informed Consent, and Involuntary 
Recipients. 

a. No experimentation or research involving more than minimal risks shall be 
conducted with persons unable to give informed consent, or involuntary patients 
unless: 

i. the experimentation or research poses a clearly expected benefit to 
the individual recipient involved; and 

ii. the experimentation or research has been reviewed and approved by 
the Research and Experimentation Review Board. 

b. In the case of recipients adjudicated incapacitated, consent must be obtained 
from the recipient's legal guardian, and such consent must be reviewed by the 
Office of Advocacy and the rights protection and advocacy agency. 

4. Utilization of Approved Food and Drug Administration Drugs for unlabeled uses. 

a. Any use of drugs approved by the Food and Drug Administration, when 
applied in an unlabeled manner, shall receive prior approval from the Clinical 
Director or his or her designee. 

I. Applicability 
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1. Questions regarding the applicability of this section to specific recipients or 
activities shall be referred in writing to the Chairperson of the Research & 
Experimentation Board who shall determine applicability. 

2. Where disagreement continues to exist, questions may be presented through the 
Grievance Procedure, Section VI. 

3. In issues regarding professional standards, referral of the question may be made 
to the appropriate national professional standards committee whose decision shall be final 
and binding. 
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STATEMENT OF INTENT: 
r 

These rules [Part B] are applicable to all inpatient psychiatric units and hospitals and to all 
. residential facilities providing mental health treatment to recipients7 Individualized support planning for 

recipients in residential settings shall be governed by Section •C.ill, Individualized Support Planning 
Process. 

Part B should be read in conjunction with Part A, Rules of General Applicability. 

II. PRIVACY AND HUMANE TREATMENT ENVIRONMENT 

A. Recipients have the right to a humane psychological and physical environment within the 
treatment facility. 

B. Each recipient has the right to be treated with courtesy and with full respect for his or her 
individuality _and dignity, and to recognition that his or her personality, needs and aspirations are 
not determinable on the. basis of a psychiatric diagnosis. 

C. Recipients have the right to have their privacy assured and protected and to preserve the 
basic rhythm of their lives to the greatest extent possible in light of their treatment needs. 

D. The treatment facility shall be designed to afford recipients comfort and safety, shall 
promote dignity and independence and shall be designed to make a positive contribution to the 
efficient attainment of treatment goals. 

E. Each inpatient or residential facility shall provide at least: 

1. nutritious food in adequate quantities; 

2. access to or provision of adequate professional medical care; 

3. a level of sanitation, ventilation and light that meets health standards; 

4. a reasonable amount of space per person in sleeping areas; 

5. a reasonable opportunity for physical exercise and recreation, including access to 
outdoor activities; 

6. an area for private conversation with other recipients and family and friends; if 
all designated areas are in use, staff shall make other reasonable arrangements to assure 
the recipient's-and visitor's comfort and privacy; 

7. an area for private telephone conversations; 
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8. areas that assure pnvacy for personal hygiene, counseling and physical 
examinations; 

9. a secure and accessible storage area of adequate size to accommodate the recipient's 
personal belongings; 

10. opportunities for appropriate involvement in community activities, subject to the 
requirements of Section ill, Individualized Treatment and Discharge Plan in Inpatient 
Settings; 

11.. common areas. with space and equipment sufficient to permit patients comfortably 
to socialize, relax, or engage in leisure time activity. To reduce the chance that recipients 
engaged in activities will intrude upon others not similarly engaged, such areas shall be 
equipped so that intrinsically incompatible activities are not performed in the same areas; 
and 

12. schedule of available therapeutic, rehabilitative and recreational activities to each 
recipient. The schedule shall be updated monthly or more frequently as necessary. 

F. Recipients have the right to be free from abuse, exploitation, or neglect. 

1. Recipients shall not be subjected to humiliation or verbal ·abuse. 

2. Recipients shall not be subjected to physical abl;lse, and corporal punishment is 
expressly prohibited. 

3. Recipients shall not be subjected to exploitation or neglect. 

4. Any allegation of abuse, exploitation or neglect shall be immediately reported to 
the Chief Administrator of the facility or agency, to the Office of Advocacy and, in the 
case of an adult recipient who does not have mental retardation, to the Department of 
Human Services pursuant to the Adult Protective Act (22 M.R.S.A. Chapter 958-A). 

G. Simple, understandable written rules setting the limits of recipients' behavior required for 
the protection of the group and individuals shall be established and made known to the recipients. 

H. Personal Property 

1. Except as provided below, recipients have· the right to retain and use personal 
property. 

2. The use of personal property may be limited or items held in safekeeping only 
when the number or use of such items infringes upon the rights of other recipients, or 
poses a safety risk. 
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3. Each recipient shall have the right to manage his or her own personal financial 
affairs.' A recipient's funds and access to funds shall not be limited unless: 

a. the restrictions are a part of a plan of treatment pursuant to informed 
consent to treatment; 

b. a conservator, guardian or representative payee has been appointed; 

c. court ordered restrictions exist; 

d. the restriction is to safeguard a recipient's assets during the initiation and 
pendency of any protective proceedings. 

4. Any limitations on personal property or financial affairs shall be documented by 
a physician and.receipts for all money or material held in safekeeping shall be given to the 
recipient or his or her guardian. 

5. The facility or agency shall bear responsibility for any money or material held in 
safekeeping. 

I. Every recipient has the right to be free from unnecessary searches of the person, of 
personal -space or of common areas. A search shall only be conducted when staff have a 
reasonable belief that misappropriated articles are present or that certain items that would 
endanger the health or safety of a particular recipient or other recipients are present. Every 
search and the reasons therefor shall be documented. · 

III. INDIVIDUALIZED TREATMENT AND DISCHARGE PLAN IN INPATIENT SETTINGS 

A. Recipients admitted to a State psychiatric facility or community psychiatric facility or unit 
have the right to treatment according to a written individualized treatment and discharge plan that 
shall be incorporated into the recipient's ISP as a discrete sub-part. 

B. Treatment and discharge plans shall be based upon consideration of the recipient's housing, 
financial, social, recreational, transportation, vocational, educational, general health, dental, 
emotional, and psychiatric and/or psychological strengths and needs as well as his or her potential 
need for crisis intervention and resolution services following discharge. Assessments shall be 
conducted by hospital personnel with appropriate credentials. These assessments shall be updated 
as frequently as changed. circumstances may require, but no less frequently than the standards of 
the individual professional discipline dictate in order to assure that the information is current and 
reliable. The treatment and discharge plan shall include a description of the manner of delivery 
of each service to be provided. The manner of delivery· shall be one that maximizes the 
recipient's strengths, independence and integration into the community. The names of the service 
providers and their performance expectations will be included in the plan. 
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C. The plan shall be developed by an inter-disciplinary team that includes the recipient and 
hospital staff representing the disciplines of social work, psychiatry, psychology, and nursing, 
except that in community hospitals and units, psychology will be represented when clinically 
indicated. Other hospital personnel, and other individuals from the community with whom the 
recipient has authorized the exchange of information and who are needed to assure that the 
recipient's needs are adequately assessed and that appropriate recommendations are made, shall 
be included on the team. One of the hospital staff team members shall be designated as a 
recipient's team coordinator. 

D. The team coordinator or designee shall notify the recipient of all treatment and discharge 
planning meetings and invite and actively encourage the recipient to. attend. If a recipient does 
not attend the meeting, the team coordinator or designee shall relay the recipient's views on issues 
to other members of the team. A recipient's guardian, if any, shall also be notified of all 
treatment and discharge planning meetings and shall be invited to attend. The recipient may invite 
other persons to his or her treatment and discharge planning meeting, and the team coordinator 
or designee shall encourage him or her to do so. Notices required by this paragraph shall be 
given by the team coordinator or designee at least two days in advance of the meeting date, with 
the following exception: When a meeting is being convened to address an emergency, or is called 
to formulate a preliminary or initial treatment and discharge plan, notice reasonable for the 
circumstances shall be required. 

E. All recipients shall have a preliminary treatment and discharge plan developed within three 
working days of admission and a treatment and discharge plan within seven days thereafter. This 
plan shall be reviewed and revised as frequently as necessary, but in no case less frequently than 
within 30 days of development, every 60 days thereafter for the first year, and every 90 days 
thereafter. 

F. Complete histories shall be obtained from the recipient, community service providers, and 
to the extent possible, from other individuals in the _community as authorized by the recipient or 
guardian. Upon learning that a recipient has had a prior psychiatric hospitalization, the team 
coord~ator or designee shall request the recipient's consent to the release of the records of that 
hospitalization to the inpatient facility where the recipient is currently hospitalized. If consent is 
given, the team coordinator shall, within two working days, send for copies of the records. These 
records shall be reviewed upon arrival and, to the extent of their relevance, shall be considered 
in the review of the recipient's treatment and discharge plan. 

G. In addition to the foregoing requirements, the treatment and discharge plan shall be based 
upon a comprehensive assessment of the recipient, and shall meet the following standards: 

1. Goals that must be met in order for the recipient _to meet discharge criteria shall 
be clearly noted. 

2. At each review, the team shall assess whether the recipient may be safely 
discharged. 
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3. The treatment and discharge plan shall include a description of any physical 
handicap and any accommodations necessary to provide the same or equal services and 
benefits as those afforded non-disabled individuals. 

4. A description of short-term and long-range treatment goals, with a projection of 
when such goals will be obtained; 

5. A statement of the rationale or reason for utilizing a particular form of treatment 
will be included; 

6. A specification . of treatment responsibility, including both staff and recipient 
responsibility and involvement to attain treatment goals will be noted; 

7. Criteria for discharge or release· to a less restrictive treatment setting will be 
included; and 

8. Documentation of current discharge planning will be included. 

H. Limitations 

1. Such a plan must describe any limitation of rights or liberties. Such a limitation 
shall be based upon professional judgment and may include a determination that the 
recipient is a danger to him or herself or to others absent such limitation. Any limitation 
shall meet criteria outlined for the limitation in other sections of these rules. 

2. When any limitation is included, the treatment and discharge plan shall address the 
specific limitation, and the restriction shall be subject to periodic review. When possible, 
the limitation shall be time specific. 

3. . Whenever possible specific treatment shall be developed to address the basis of the 
limitation. 

4. Documentation regarding the limitation shall include documentation as per H.1. 
through 3. above and shall include specific criteria for removal of the limitation. 

·I. A copy of the treatment and discharge plan shall be offered to each recipient, to a 
guardian, if any, and to a recipient's representative if confidentiality has been waived pursuant 
to Section A.IX. 

J. All facilities or agencies shall maintain specific written guidelines describing their practices 
concerning development of treatment and discharge plans. 

K. Discharge or termination 
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1. Each recipient has the right to be informed of and referred to appropriate resources 
upon discharge or termination from a facility or program. 

2. Each recipient has the right to a treatment and discharge plan and to assisted 
referral to existing resources in such areas as transportation, housing, residential support 
services, crisis intervention and resolution services, vocational opportunities and training, 
family support, recreational/social/avocational opportunities, financial assistance, and 
treatment options. Recommendations made in treatment and discharge plans shall not 
require the facility or department to provide recommended goods or service. 

3. Upon a recipient's discharge from an inpatientfacility, the facility shall provide 
each recipient with a written list of his or her prescribed medication, dosage levels, 
schedules, and side-effects. A copy of the medication list and the aftercare plan shall be 
sent to the recipient's guardian and to the recipient's representative upon the recipient's 
request. 

4. Notification 

a. The recipient's representative, with the permission of the recipient, and the 
recipient's guardian, shall be notified of and, if the representative, or guardian is 
available, involved in any treatment and discharge planning. Involvement may 
include, but need not be limited to, participation in any discharge planning 
meeting. Invited persons who cannot attend shall be notified that they may submit 
information in writing for consideration at the meeting. 

· b. The recipient's guardian shall be given prior notification of the recipient's 
discharge from an inpatient facility, if possible. Upon the recipient's request, his 
or her representative shall be notified, if possible. At least twenty-four hour notice 
shall be given in planned discharges, if possible. In the case of other discharges, 
the notice shall be given as quickly as possible. Good faith efforts shall be made 
to notify guardians or representatives, and such efforts shall be documented. 

c. A family member designated by the recipient shall, if possible, receive 
notification of the recipient's discharge from inpatient facilities, pursuant to 
subsection 4(b) above. The recipient shall be informed prior to the notification. 

L. Exceptions 

1. A recipient may choose not to be involved in developing his or her treatment and 
discharge plan and may refuse treatment and discharge planning or services. All such 
cases shall be documented in the recipient's permanent treatment record. 

2. A guardian shall be actively involved in the treatment and discharge planning, to 
the maximum extent possible. A public guardian has an affirmative duty to be fully and 
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actively involved in treatment discussions and discharge planning. 

IV. INDMDUALIZED TREATMENT OR SERVICE PLAN IN RESIDENTIAL SETTINGS 

A. Recipients have the right to an individualized treatment or service plan. For. recipien~ 
who have an ISP, the ISP process will provide the foundation of the development of the treatment 
or service plan. 

B. Treatment or service plans shall, in instances in which the recipient has an ISP, be based 
upon the life plan, needs, targets and action plans developed in the ISP process. Treatment or 
service plans shall be based upon an individualized assessment of the recipient's housing, 
financial, social, recreational, transportation, vocational, educational, general health, dental, 
emotional, and psychiatric and/or psychological strengths and needs as well as their potential need 
for crisis intervention and resolution services. Each facility or agency shall fully consider the 
least restrictive appropriate treatment and related services taking into account factol'.$ that are 
supportive of each recipient's exercise of his or her basic rights, consistent with each individual's 
strengths, needs and treatment requirements, pursuant to this section and sections III and IV of 
these rules. Such considerations shall include accommodation of particular needs involving 
communication and physical accessibility to all treatment programs. 

C. The recipient or guardian, shall be fully and actively involved in the development or 
revision of the treatment or service plan. Upon the request of the recipient, the recipiC:nt's 
representative or family members designated by the recipient shall be included in the development 
or revision of the treatment or service plan. Each agency program or facility shall give 10 days' 
notice of any treatment or service planning meetings, to the recipient's guardian, and designated 
representatives. If the meeting is being convened to address an emergency, notice reasonable for 
the circumstances shall be required. Invited persons shall be notified that, if they are unable to 
attend a treatment or service planning meeting, they may submit information in writing for 
consideration at the meeting. 

D. Treatment or service plans shall be developed within 20 days of initiation of service and 
shall thereafter be reviewed and revised no less frequently than every 90 days. Plans may be 
reviewed more frequently as necessary to address substantial changes in a recipient's life, such 
as hospitalization. 

E. Treatment or service plans shall be developed by a team consisting of the recipient and 
others among whom the recipient has authorized the exchange of information and who are needed 
to ensure that the recipient's needs are adequately assessed and that appropriate recommendations 
are made, based upon a comprehensive assessment of the recipient. The plan shall contain but 
need not be limited to: 

1. A statement of the recipient's specific strengths and needs. The treatment or 
service plan should include a description of any. physical handicap and any 
accommodations necessary to provide the same or equal services and benefits as those 
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afforded non-disabled individuals. 

2. A description of services to assist the recipient in meeting identified needs. Goals 
shall be written for each service. Short-range objectives shall be stated su~h that their 
achievement leads to the attainment of overall goals. Objectives shall be stated in terms 
that allow objective measurement of progress and that the recipient, to the maximum extent 
possible, both understands and adopts. 

3. A description of services based on the actual needs as expressed or approved by 
the recipient rather than on what services are currently available. If at the time of the 
meeting, team members.know on the basis of reliable information that the needed services 
are unavailable, they shall note them as "unmet service needs" on the treatment or service 
plan and develop an interim plan based upon available services that meet, as nearly as 
possible, the actual needs of the recipient. 

4. A description of the manner of delivery of each service to be provided. The 
manner of delivery shall be one that maximizes the recipient's strengths, independence and · 
integration into the community. 

5. A statement of the rationale or reason for. utilizing the described treatment or 
services to meet such goals; 

6. A specification of treatment or service responsibility, including both staff and 
recipient responsibility and involvement to attain treatment or service goals; and 

7. Documentation of current discharge planning. 

F. Within one week of the meeting, the recipient shall be offered a written copy of the 
treatment or service plan. The recipient shall also be notified, by means he or she shall most 
likely understand, of the process to pursue, up to and including the right to file a grievance if he 
or she disagrees with any aspect of the plan or the assessments upon which the plan is based, or 
is later dissatisfied .with the plan's implementation. 

G. Limitations 

1. Such a plan must describe any limitation of rights or liberties. Such a limitation 
shall be based upon professional judgment and may include a determination that the 
recipient is a danger to him or herself or to others absent such limitation. Any limitation 
shall meet criteria outlined for the limitation in other sections of these rules. 

2. When any limitation occurs, the treatment plan shall address the specific limitation, 
and the restriction shall be subject to periodic review. When possible, the limitation shall . 
be time specific. 
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3. Whenever possible specific treatment shall be developed to address the basis of the 
limitation. 

4. Documentation regarding the limitation shall include documentation as per G.1., 
2. and 3. above and shall include specific criteria for removal of the limitation. 

H. A copy of the treatment or service plan shall also be offered to the recipient's guardian, 
if any, and to recipient's representative, if confidentiality has been waived. 

I. All agencies shall maintain specific written guidelines describing their practices concerning 
development of treatment or service plans. 

J. Recipients who have had a community support worker assigned to them have the right to 
a variety of appropriate services from the community support worker, including the following, 
when pertinent to meeting a recipient's need for services: 

1. assistance in locating services; 

2. continuing monitoring of the services provided; 

3. notification of ISP meetings and coordination of the ISP; 

4.. participation in the recipient's hospital discharge planning meeting; and 

5. assistance in the exploration of lesser restrictive alternatives to hospitalization. 

K. Discharge 

1. Each recipient has the right to be referred to appropriate resources pnor to 
discharge from a program. 

2. Each recipient has the right to a comprehensive discharge plan and to assisted 
referral to existing resources in such areas such as transportation, housing, financial 
assistance, and mental health treatment. Recommendations made in discharge plans shall 

·. not require the agency or department to provide recommended goods or service. 

3. Notification 

a. The recipient's representative, upon request of the recipient, and the 
recipient's guardian, shall be notified of and, if the representative, or guardian is 
available, involved in any discharge planning. Involvement may include, but not 
be limited to, participation in a discharge planning meeting. 

L. Exceptions 
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1. No treatment or service plan is required for recipients who solely received informal 
social support and recreation in drop-in mental health programs or social clubs. 

2. A recipient may choose not to be involved in developing his or her treatment or 
service plan and may refuse planning. 

3. A legally responsible guardian shall be actively involved in treatment or service 
planning, to the maximum extent possible. A public guardian has an affirmative duty to 
be fully and actively involved in treatment or service planning. 

V. .INFORMED CONSENT TO TREATMENT 

A. Right to informed consent. Recipients have the right to informed consent for all treatment. 

B. Statement of purpose. This rule has the following purposes: 

1. To promote respect for individual autonomy and recipient participation m 
decision-making; 

2. To ensure that, whenever possible, the informed consent of a recipient is obtained 
prior to treatment; 

3. To avoid, whenever possible, forcible imposition of any treatment; 

4. To provide reasonable standards and procedural mechanisms for determining when 
to treat a recipient absent his or her informed consent, consistent with applicable law; and 

5. To ensure that the recipient is fully protected against the unwarranted exercise of 
the state's parens patriae power. 

C. Treatment of recipients. All recipients with unimpaired capacity have the right to consent 
to or to refuse treatment, absent an emergency. Treatment may be provided to a recipient only 
when: 

1. Informed consent for the treatment has been obtained from the recipient; or 

2. The recipient has been judged by a court of competent jurisdiction to lack capacity 
to give informed consent to the particular treatment, and the informed consent of the 
recipient's guardian has been obtained; or 

3. The recipient has been found to lack clinical capacity to give informed consent to 
the particular treatment pursuant to subsections D and E of this rule and: 

a. in . the case of an inpatient recipient willing to comply with treatment, 
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approval of the treatment is being processed in a timely fashion or has been 
6btained in accordance with subsection E(2) of this rule; or• 

b. in the case of a recipient willing to comply with treatment in a residential 
facility or program, the provisions of E(3) have been followed; or 

c. in the case of an involuntary inpatient recipient unwilling to consent to 
treatment, treatment may be provided in accordance with the procedures and 
standards provided in subsection F of this section; or 

4. An emergency exists, as defined in subsection Hof this rule, and the emergency 
procedures required by sub-section H are observed. 

D. Informed consent to treatment. Informed consent to treatment is obtained only where the 
recipient possesses capacity to make a reasoned decision regarding the treatment, the recipient or 
the recipient's guardian is provided with adequate information concerning the treatment, and the 
recipient or guardian makes a voluntary choice in favor of the treatment. Informed consent must 
be documented in each case in accordance with this section. 

1. Capacity. Capacity means sufficient understanding to comprehend the information 
outlined in section (0)(2) and to make a responsible decision concerning a particular 
treatment. Recipients are legally presumed to possess capacity to give informed consent 
to treatment unless the recipient has been judged by a court of competent jurisdiction to 
lack capacity generally,. or to lack capacity to give informed consent to a particular 
treatment. 

2. Adequate information. The licensed, certified or other qualified mental health 
professional recommending a particular treatment shall provide to the recipient, or 
guardian, all information relevant to the formulation of a reasoned decision concerning 
such treatment. 

The recipient shall have the right to have a person of his or her choice present during the 
presentation of this information, provided that the nominee can be available within 48 
hours, or within such other reasonable period as may be agreed upon; and the recipient, 
or guardian, shall be informed of this right. The information may be provided orally, in 
sign language or in writing, shall be communicated in terms designed to be comprehensible 
to a lay person, and shall include, without limitation: 

a. An assessment of the recipient's condition and needs, including the specific 
signs, symptoms or behaviors that any proposed medication is intended to relieve; 

b. The nature of the proposed treatment, and a statement of the reasons why 
the professional believes it to be indicated in the recipient's case; 
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c. The expected benefits of the treatment, and the known risks that it entails, 
including precautions, contraindications, and potential adverse effects of any 
proposed medication; 

d. The anticipated duration of the treatment; 

e. A statement of reasonable alternatives to the proposed treatment, if any; 

f. Information as to where the recipient may obtain answers to further 
questions concerning the treatment; and 

g. A clear statement that the recipient has the right to give or withhold consent 
to the proposed treatment. 

3. Voluntary choice. Consent to treatment must be given willingly in all cases, and 
may not be obtained through coercion or deception. Special care shall be taken to assure 
that consent is voluntary where the recipient's status as an involuntary inpatient militates 
against truly voluntary consent. 

A recipient or guardian's initial refusal of treatment shall not preclude renewed attempts 
to obtain the recipient's willing consent; and a recipient's initial willing consent shall not 
preclude the recipient from validly withdrawing such consent at any time before or during 
treatment. 

4. Documentation. The informed consent of a recipient or his or her guardian to a 
particular treatment shall be documented to show: 

a. From whom consent is obtained, whether recipient or guardian; 

b. If consent is given by the recipient, a signed statement that the recipient 
possesses capacity to give informed consent; 

c. That adequate information, including at a minimum all the elements listed 
in section D(2) of this rule, was provided; 

d. The signature of the recipient or, where applicable, the signature of a 
guardian, indicating consent. In residential programs, a signature is necessary for 
psychotropic medication treatment only. 

e. Exceptions to Written Consent 

In cases of unanticipated treatment needs, the informed consent of a guardian may 
be obtained by telephone, but that oral consent shall be confirmed in writing in 
accordance with this section as soon as practicable. 
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E. Recipients with clinical incapacity. 

1. Administrative finding. Where a licensed, certified or other qualified mental health 
professional recommending a particular treatment determines that, in his or her opinion, 
a recipient not having a guardian lacks clinical capacity to give informed consent to the 
treatment under subsection D, he or she shall, by means of a written statement to that 
effect, refer the recipient to a physician or licensed clinical psychologist not directly 
responsible for the recipient's treatment for an examination in regard to capacity. The 
physician or clinical psychologist to whom the recipient is referred shall conduct the 
examination, and shall make a documented finding that the recipient either possesses or 
lacks clinical capa_city to give informed consent to the particular treatment. 

a. Finding of capacity. Where the recipient is found to possess capacity to 
consent to treatment by the physician or licensed clinical psychologist, he shall be 
referred back to the licensed, certified or other qualified mental health professional 
recommending the treatment for the processing of his or her informed consent to 
or refusal of such treatment. 

b. Finding of clinical incapacity. Where the recipient is found to lack clinical 
capacity to consent to treatment by the physician or licensed clinical psychologist, 
he shall be referred back to the licensed, certified or other qualified mental health 
professional recommending the treatment for a documented determination as to 
whether the recipient, notwithstanding lack of clinical capacity, is willing to 
comply with or refuses the proposed treatment. 

Such determination must be based upon the provision to the recipient of adequate 
information as required by subsection 0(2) of this rule. 

If an inpatient recipient is willing to comply with treatment, the procedure outlined 
in subsection E(2) shall be followed. If a recipient in a residential program is 
willing to comply with treatment, the procedure outlined in subsection E(3) shall 
be followed. If any recipient refuses treatment, the procedure outlined in 
subsection E(4) and, in the case of inpatient recipients, if applicable, subsection (F) 
shall be followed. 

c. Notice. Where the recipient is found to lack clinical capacity pursuant to 
this section, the licensed, certified or other qualified mental health professional 
recommending the treatment shall notify the following persons of such finding: 

i. the Office of Advocacy and the rights protection and advocacy 
agency of the Maine mental health system; 

ii. the recipient's next of kin, if the recipient does not object; 
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Ill. the recipient's designated representative, if the recipient has waived 
his or her confidentiality with respect to such representative; and 

iv. the head of the mental health facility. 

Such notice shall include a copy of the documented administrative finding, 
and shall state that the recipient has been found to lack clinical capacity to 
give informed consent to a particular treatment; that notwithstanding such 
finding, the recipient may refuse treatment; and that in the case of 
involuntary, inpatient recipients, treatment shall not be administered unless 
authorizedby a.hearing officer following an administrative hearing held in 
accordance with subsection F of this rule. 

2. Inpatient recipients with clinical incapacity, compliant. This subsection shall apply 
where it is determined pursuant to subsection E(l)(b) above that an inpatient recipient with. 
clinical incapacity is willing to comply with the proposed treatment. In such case: 

a. Treatment may be authorized by the licensed, certified or other qualified 
mental health professional for a period not to exceed 72 hours. Treatment may 
continue beyond such period only if approval of the head of the mental health 
facility is obtained prior to treatment in accordance with subsection E(2)(c) below. 
The professional shall document: 

i. the nature of the proposed treatment, including expected benefits, 
known risks and any alternatives and a statement of the reasons why he 
believes the treatment to be a necessary part of the recipient's treatment 
plan; 

ii. that the recipient lacks clinical capacity pursuant to the provisions 
of section E(l) above; and -

Ill. that the recipient is willing to comply with the proposed treatment. 

Such documentation shall.be immediately forwarded to the Clinical Director 
of a mental health institute or his or her equivalent in any other mental 
health facility and to the resident advocate in a state mental health institute. 

b. Within 48 hours of any authorization to treat under section E(2)(a) above, 
the Clinical Director or his or her equivalent shall review the documentation 
required by that section and shall make a written report to the head of the mental 
health facility as to whether or not, in his or her opinion 

i. the recommendation of the proposed treatment is · based on an 
adequately substantiated exercise of professional judgment; 
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ii. the proposed treatment is the least intrusive appropriate treatment 
available under the circumstances; and shall include a brief statement of the 
reasons for his or her opinion. A copy of such report shall be immediately 
forwarded to the resident advocate in a state mental health institute. 

c. If the Clinical Director. or his or her equivalent reports an affirmative 
opinion as to both elements set forth in section E(2)(b)(i) and (ii) above, the head 
of the mental health facility may, following due consideration of the circumstances 
of the particular case, approve treatment on behalf of the recipient. Such approval 
shall authorize administration of the proposed treatment to the recipient for a period 
not to exceed sixty days. The recipient shall be monitored throughout such period 
for any change in regard to capacity, and at the latest upon expiration of such 
period, the recipient shall be re-examined in accordance with section E(l) above. 

d. If the Clinical Director or his or her equivalent reports a negative opinion 
as to either element set forth in sections E(2)(b)(i) and (ii) above, the head of the 
mental health facility shall not approve treatment, and treatment shall not be 
continued beyond the 72 hour period authorized in accordance with section E(2)(a) 
above until informed consent for treatment can be obtained from a legal 
decision-maker. 

3. Recipients in residential settings with clinical incapacity, compliant. This subsection 
shall apply where it is determined pursuant to subsection (E)(l)(b) that an recipient in a 
residential setting with clinical incapacity is willing to comply with the proposed treatment. 
In such case treatment may be provided only if: 

a. Protective proceedings are initiated in accordance with law; and 

b. A licensed, certified or other qualified mental health professional follows 
the procedures outlined in subsection (D) and, where applicable, subsection (E) on 
at least an annual basis. 

4. Recipients with clinical incapacity, refusing. This subsection shall apply where it 
is determined pursuant to subsection E(l)(b) above that a recipient with clinical incapacity 
is refusing the proposed treatment. 

a. Alternative treatment meeting. The licensed, certified or other qualified 
mental health professional recommending the treatment and a representative of the 
treatment team shall meet with the recipient to explore the reasons for the 
recipient's refusal and to discuss any appropriate alternatives to the proposed 
treatment that may be available and that may include behavioral, psychological, 
medical, social, psychosocial or rehabilitative treatment methods. 

The purpose of the meeting shall be to elaborate in an informal setting an 
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alternative treatment that is both professionally justified and acceptable to the 
recipient. If agreement can be reached as to an alternative treatment, review by 
the Clinical Director or equivalent and approval by the head of the mental health 
facility, if appropriate, of such treatment shall be processed in accordance with 
subsection E(2) or E(3) above. 

b. Voluntaiy or outpatient recipient, no agreement. Where no agreement can 
be reached as to an alternative treatment, and the recipient is a voluntary recipient 
at an inpatient facility or a recipient at an outpatient facility, the licensed, certified 
or other qualified mental health professional recommending the proposed treatment 
shall report in writing to the head of the facility concerning the outcome of the 
meeting held pursuant to subsection E(4)(a) above. 

The head of the inpatient or residential facility or designee may discharge a 
voluntary recipient from the facility. Any such discharge shall be made in 
accordance with the section III, subsection J and section IV, subsection K of this 
part. 

c. Involuntaiy recipient, no agreement: request for hearin~. Where no 
agreement can be reached as to an alternative treatment in the case of a recipient 
who is an involuntary recipient at an inpatient facility and the licensed, certified or 
other qualified mental health professional recommending the proposed treatment 
continues to believe, in the exercise of his or her professional judgment, that the 
proposed treatment-would be in the recipient's best interest, either the professional 
or the recipient may request that an administrative hearing be held for the purpose 

· of deciding whether or not treatment may be administered, in accordance with 
subsection F of this rule. Such request shall be directed to the head of the mental 
health facility. 

F. Administrative hearing. 

1. When afforded. An administrative hearing for the purpose of deciding whether or 
not a proposed treatment may be administered shall be afforded in all cases where each 
of the following conditions is met: 

a. Where an involuntary recipient at an inpatient facility lacks clinical capacity 
pursuant to subsection E(l) of this rule; and 

b. Where it has been determined th~t the recipient is refusing a proposed 
treatment pursuant to subsection E(l)(b) of this rule; and 

c. Where no agreement as to an alternative treatment has been reached 
following a meeting held pursuant to subsection E(4)(a) of this rule; and 
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d. Where the licensed, certified or other qualified mental health professional 
fecommending the proposed treatment continues to believe, in the exercise of his 
or her professional judgment, that the proposed treatment would be in the 
recipient's best interest pursuant to subsection E(4)(c) of this rule; and 

e. Where the licensed, certified or other qualified mental health professional 
recommending the proposed treatment or the recipient requests an administrative 
hearing pursuant to subsection E(4)(c) of this rule. 

2. Time frame. An administrative hearing shall be held as soon as possible but in no 
event later than 10 working days from the date of the request. On motion by any party, 
the hearing may be continued for cause for a period not to exceed 10 additional working 
days. 

3. Notice. Upon receipt of a request for an administrative hearing pursuant to 
subsection E(4)(c) of this rule, the head of a mental health facility or his or her designee 
shall provide adequate and timely notice of such request and of the date set for hearing at 
least 5 working days prior to the date set for hearing to: 

a. the recipient; 

b. the recipient's attorney, if any; 

c. one person designated by the recipient; and 

d. the Clinical Director of a mental health institute or his or her equivalent in 
any other mental health facility. 

4. Parties. The mental health facility and the recipient shall be parties to the 
administrative hearing, and shall have the right to call and cross-examine witnesses and 
introduce relevant evidence. 

5. Right to counsel. The recipient shall have the right to be represented by counsel 
at the administrative hearing. Upon receipt of a request for hearing pursuant to subsection 
E(4)(c) of this rule, the head of the mental health facility or designee shall inform the 
recipient of his or her right to counsel, and ascertain whether the recipient is already 
represented by counsel, or specifically desires to employ his or her own counsel. If the 
recipient is not already represented, does not specifically desire to employ his or her own 
counsel, and does not explicitly refuse representation by appointed counsel, the head of 
the mental health facility or designee shall appoint counsel to represent the recipient. The 
Bureau shall maintain a list of attorneys from · which such appointed counsel shall be 
selected. In cases where the recipient is not represented by counsel and refuses 
representation by appointed counsel, the head of the mental health facility or designee shall 
request that a representative of the rights protection and advocacy agency of the Maine 
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mental health system contact the recipient in an effort to arrange to represent the recipient. 
If the recipient refuses such representation, the representative of the rights protection and 
advocacy agency shall nevertheless attend the hearing as an observer. 

6. Medical Records. The recipient shall have access, upon request, to his or her 
medical records to prepare for the hearing within one working day of his or her request. 

7. Hearing officer. An independent hearing officer shall preside at the administrative 
hearing. 

8. Informal setting: mediation. 

a. The hearing shall be conducted in an informal setting and atmosphere. 

b. The hearing officer shall open the hearing by exploring with the parties the 
reasons why they were unable to agree to an alternative treatment pursuant to 
subsection E(3)(a) of this rule and shall attempt to mediate a solution. Where no 
mediated solution is reached, the hearing officer shall proceed with the hearing in 
accordance with subsections F(9) - (11) below. 

9. Burden on facility. The hearing officer shall authorize treatment of the recipient 
over his or her objection and absent his or her informed consent only if the recipient fails 
to make the affirmative showing under subsection 10 below and the facility is able to make 
a clear and convincing showing on each of the following four factors: 

a. That the recipient lacks capacity to make a decision in regard to the 
particular treatment as outlined in subsection D of these rules. For purposes of this 
showing, the administrative finding of clinical incapacity made pursuant to 
subsection E(l) of this rule is not conclusive; and the recipient's refusal of 
treatment is not evidence of incapacity; -AND 

b. That the proposed treatment is based on an adequately substantiated exercise 
of professional judgment; AND 

c. That the benefits of the proposed treatment outweigh the risks and possible 
side-effects; AND 

d. That the proposed treatment is the least intrusive appropriate treatment 
available under the circumstances. 

10. Affirmative showing by recipient. The hearing officer shall not authorize treatment 
of the recipient over his or her objection and absent his or her informed consent if the 
recipient affirmatively shows that, if he possessed capacity, he would have refused the 
proposed treatment on religious grounds or on the basis of other previously expressed 
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personal convictions or beliefs. 
' 

11. Decision 

a. Ruling 

i. Denial of treatment 

Where the facility fails to carry its burden as required by subsection F(9) 
above in any respect, or where the recipient makes the affirmative showing 
pursuant to subsection F(lO), the hearing officer shall rule that the proposed 
treatment shall not be administered to the recipient. 

11. Ap_proval of treatment 

Where the facility carries its burden in all respects, and the recipient fails 
to make the affirmative showing pursuant to subsection F(lO), the hearing 
officer shall rule that the proposed treatment shall be administered to the 
recipient in the exercise of the state's parens patriae power. 

b. The hearing officer may announce his or her decision at the conclusion of 
the hearing and shall, in any event, issue a written decision detailing his or lier 
conclusions and reasoning within 3 working days of the hearing. 

c. If the hearing officer decides that treatment may be administered, treatment 
may begin one full working day after the decision is anpounced, unless stayed by 
order of court."The hearing officer's decision shall be effective for a period not to 
exceed sixty days from the date on which treatment is begun. The recipient shall 
be monitored throughout such period for any change in regard to capacity, and, at 
the latest, upon expiration of such period, the recipient shall be re-examined in 
accordance with subsection E(l) of this rule. 

d. The hearing officer's decision shall constitute final agency action and may 
be appealed to Superior Court pursuant to the Maine Administrative Procedure Act, 
5 M.R.S.A. s 11001 et ~- If the issue of incapacity of the recipient is raised on 
appeal, the Superior Court may conduct a hearing de novo on such issue. 

e. An electronic recording of the hearing shall be made, and an accurate 
transcription thereof shall constitute the administrative record for purposes of an 
appeal. 

f. The hearing shall be confidential and no report of the proceedings may be 
released to the public or press, except by permission of the recipient, his or her 
counsel and with the approval of the presiding hearing officer. 
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G. Notice; protective proceedings. In all cases where an administrative finding of clinical 
incapacity is made, the head of the mental health facility shall be notified immediately. If 
treatment is authorized for a 60-day period pursuant to subsection E(2)(c) or subsection F(l l) of 
this rule, the head of the mental health facility or designee shall, within such 60-day period, notify 
the family, public guardian or other appropriate party of the potential need for protective 
proceedings. No renewal of treatment pursuant to subsections E(2)(c) or F(l 1) shall be authorized 
unless and until the notice required by this subsection has been given and documented. 

H. Emergency treatment 

1. Definition. An. emergency is defined as a situation where, as a result of a 
recipient's behavior due to mental illness, there exists a risk of imminent bodily injury to 
the recipient or to others. 

2. Declaration of emergency. A licensed physician [or physician extender] may 
declare an emergency when he reasonably believes an emergency exists as defined in 
subsection G(l) above, and when 

a. A recognized form of treatment is required immediately to ensure the 
physical safety of the recipient or of others; and 

b. No-one legally entitled to consent on the recipient's behalf is available; and 

c. A reasonable person concerned for the physical safety of the recipient or of 
others would consent under the circumstances. 

3. At no time may a physician or physician extender declare an emergency merely 
because the recipient refuses treatment. 

4. Documentation. When an emergency is declared, documentation of the emergency 
shall be immediately entered into the recipient's permanent treatment record and, if 
declared by a physician extender, endorsed within 24 hours by the physician. Such 
documentation by the physician or physician extender shall include the following: 

a. A description of the behaviors that he has observed, and that created the 
emergency; 

b. The period, not to exceed 72 hours, during which the medication may be 
administered; 

c. The expected benefits of the order; and 

d. The specific behaviors or physical responses that staff should monitor and 
record, and the means they should use. 
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5. Emergency treatment. Following a declaration of emergency pursuant to subsection 
H(2) ibove, a licensed physician or a person acting under his or her direction may 
administer a recognized form of treatment over the recipient's objection and absent his or 
her informed consent. Treatment imposed following a declaration of emergency may 
continue for a period not to exceed 72 consecutive hours. 

6. Notice and review. The administrative head of the facility and the Clinical Director 
or his or her equivalent shall be notified, as soon as possible, of any emergency. Any 
renewal of emergency treatment requires review by and the written authorization of the 
Clinical Director of a mental health institute or his or her equivalent in any other mental 
health facility. Additionally, an order for continued medication may be entered only upon 
compliance with the foregoing provisions of this sub-section and, if the recipient lacks 
capacity, only upon consent of the guardian or initiation of administrative hearing 
proceedings described in sub-section (F) above. 

I. Electroconvulsive Therapy (ECT). ECT treatment shall not be administered to a recipient 
except as provided in these rules. The authorized treating professional seeking to administer ECT 
treatment shall: 

1. Obtain written informed consent for such procedure according to the procedures 
outlined in Section IV of this part from: 

a. the recipient, or 

b. from a court of competent jurisdiction, in the case of a clinically 
incapacitated recipient, or 

c. from a guardian or other legal decisionmaker for an incapacitated recipient 
who has a guardian; 

2. ECT treatment shall not be authorized pursuant to Section IV(E)-(H) of this part . 

. J. Psychosurgery. Psychosurgery shall only be performed on an adult recipient upon order 
of a ·court of competent jurisdiction. 

K. Documenta!ion. All documentation required by this rule shall be made a part of the 
recipient's ·clinical chart. 

VI. BASIC RIGHTS 

A. Recipients have the· right to freedom of association and ·communication; 

B. Recipient's Right to Visitors 
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1. Each facility shall establish the most liberal visiting policies that are 
administrative! y feasible. 

a. Each facility shall establish regular daily visiting hours. Such hours shall 
be prominently posted in the facility. Visitation during these hours shall not 
require prior notification or request by either the recipient or the visitor except 
when such visits would conflict with regularly scheduled therapeutic activities of 
which the recipient has been notified. 

b. Recipients have the right to refuse or terminate visitation from specific 
visitors or all visitors. 

2. Suitable areas shall be provided by the facility for privacy during visitation. 

3. The facility shall provide unrestricted visitation by a recipient's attorney, clergy, 
professional service provider or advocate of the rights protection or advocacy services of 
the Maine mental health system, accompanied by a sign language interpreter, if needed, 
at any reasonable time. 

4. Exceptions 

a. When a physician or licensed clinical psychologist treating a recipient 
deermines, in consultation with the treatment team, that denial of access to a 
p3.i.~cular visitor or visitors, except those visitors listed in subsection 3 above, is 
necessary for treatment, or for security purposes in the case of forensic recipients, 
such professional may, for a specific limited and reasonable period of time, deny 
such access. 

i. A written order denying such visitation including the reasons for the 
denial, shall be entered into the recipient's permanent treatment record. 

ii. Any limitation of this right shall be explained to the recipient and to 
the specifically restricted visitor, and when appropriate to the recipient's 
family or any other regular visitors. Those same people shall be 
immediately notified, if possible, when the restrictions on visitation have 
been lifted. 

w. Any limitation on visitation may be appealed by the recipient or by 
the specifically restricted visitQr, if aggrieved, through the grievance 
mechanism as outlined in Section V. 

C. Recipient's Right to Communicate by Mail 

1. No facility shall censor, delay or restrict incoming or outgoing letters or packages. 
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Incoming letters and packages shall be delivered sealed and unopened to the recipient, and 
outgoing letters and packages shall be mailed in like manner. 

2. Writing materials and postage funds adequate to mail at least one letter per day 
shall be provided to inpatient recipients who are unable to procure such items. 

3. Exceptions 

a. If staff of a facility reasonable believes that mail contains contraband, such 
mail may, upon the written order of a physician or Chief Administrative Officer, 
be subjected to physical examination in the recipient's presence if appropriate. 

b. Any illegal items found during such an examination may be confiscated by 
the facility. 

c. Any other contraband shall be held in safekeeping, and returned to the 
recipient upon discharge, except that no medication shall be released without the 
authorization of a physician. 

d. Any exception to the right to communicate by mail under subsection (a) 
above must be explained to the recipient. The justification for any such exception, 
and an itemized list of any materials confiscated must be documented in the 
recipient's permanent treatment record. 

e. Additional procedures may be developed to assure security in the cases of 
forensic recipients. 

D. Recipient's Right to Communicate by Telephone. 

1. Each inpatient and residential treatment facility shall provide all recipients 
reasonable access to telephones for placing and receiving confidential calls, including 
access to telecommunication devices for the deaf, when necessary. 

2. Each inpatient and residential treatment facility shall assure, at any reasonable time, 
a recipient's access to a telephone for contact with a particular designated family member, 
clergy, professional service provider, or personally designated representative. Reasonable 
time means from the hours of 7:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m., daily. Telephone access to an 
advocate of the rights protection and advocacy service or to an attorney shall be assured 
at all times. 

3. Each inpatient facility shall provide use of telephones at no charge, or telephone 
usage funds in reasonable amounts, to recipients who would otherwise be unable to 
communicate with family or friends by telephone. 
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4. Exceptions 

a. Upon the recommendation of a physician or licensed psychologist, the chief 
administrator of the facility may restrict a recipient's right to communicate by 
telephone when the facility is notified, by a person receiving calls, that the person 
is being harassed and wishes the calls to be curtailed or halted. Telephone 
restrictions shall apply only to those persons so notifying the facility. 

b. Upon the recommendation of a physician or licensed psychologist, the chief 
administrator of the facility may restrict or monitor a recipient's right to 
communicate.by. telephone, if it is determined that.the recipient has made obscene 
or threatening phone calls, or for other security reason in the case of forensic 
recipients. 

c. If a physician or licensed psychologist determines, in consultation with the 
treatment team, that restrictions on asking or receiving telephone calls, except to 
those listed in 2 above, is necessary for treatment purposes, the physician or 
licensed clinical, psychologist may restrict the recipient's right to communicate for 
a specific limited and reasonable period of time, not to exceed one week without 
reauthoriz.ation. 

i. Any such restrictions shall become incorporated in the recipient's 
treatment plan, and be a focus of treatment, pursuant to Section IX(F). 

ii. An explanation of any such · restrictions shall be given to the 
recipient's regular callers as designated by the recipient. The recipient's 
designated regular callers, so requesting, shall be immediately notified, if 
possible, when the restrictions on communication by telephone are lifted. 

m. Any limitation on telephone calling may be appealed by the recipient 
or specifically restricted caller, if aggrieved, through the grievance 
mechanism as outlined in Section V . 

. E. Recipients are entitled to receive individualized treatment, to have access to activities 
necessary to the achievement of their individnaJized treatment goals, to exercise daily, to recreate 
outdoors, and to exercise their religion. 

F. At no time shall the entitlements or basic human rights set forth in this Section be treated 
as privileges that the recipient must earn by meeting ~rtain standards of behavior. 

VII. FREEDOM FROM UNNECESSARY SECLUSION AND RESTRAINT 

A. Seclusion 
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1. Seclusion means the placement of a recipient alone in an isolation room from which 
exit is cfenied. 

2. Seclusion may be employed only in the following instances: 

a. when absolutely necessary to protect the recipient from causing physical 
harm to self or others; and 

b. to prevent further serious disruption that significantly interferes with other 
recipients' treatment. Behaviors causing serious disruption that interferes with 
others' treatment may include uncontrollable screaming, public masturbation, 
indecent exposure and uncontrolled intrusiveness on other recipients. Use of 
seclusion may be appropriate in these circumstances if the behaviors cannot be 
controlled through lesser restrictive means than seclusion and if the behaviors will 
likely be controlled with the use of seclusion. Seclusion may not be used solely 
to address the comfort, convenience or anxiety of staff; to address factors related 
to ward or unit dynamics; to control a recipient's mild obnoxiousness, rudeness, 
obstinacy, use of profanity or other unpleasantness; nor as discipline for resolved 
behaviors. 

Seclusion under these circumstances shall be employed in the following manner: 

i. if the recipient is examined in person by a physician or physician 
extender prior to the implementation of seclusion; or 

ii. by a registered nurse in telephone consultation with a physician or 
physician extender. 

3. Seclusion may be used only if less restrictive measures are inappropriate or have 
proven to be ineffective. 

4. The decision to place a recipient in seclusion shall be made by a physician or 
physician extender and shall be entered as a medical order in the recipient's records. 

5. All recipients must be examined before being placed in seclusion in accordance 
with the following: 

a. If the physician or physician extender is not immediately available to 
examine the recipient, the recipient may be placed in seclusion following an 
examination by a registered nurse if the registered nurse finds that the recipient 
poses a risk of imminent harm to- self-others or ·following an examination by the 
nurse and with telephone consultation from the physician or physician extender in 
order to prevent further serious disruption that significantly interferes with other 
recipients' treatment. Any recipient placed in seclusion under these circumstances 
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shall be kept under constant observation while awaiting an examination by a 
physician or physician extender. 

b. The examination by the registered nurse shall be conducted in accordance 
with a protocol approved by the chief of psychiatry or medicine and by the 
Director of Nursing. The protocol must include the following: 

i. A list of indicators for organic causes of changed behaviors. 

ii. Elements for assessment including but not limited to: 
known medical disorders; . 

a. the recipient's medications including PRN administrations; 

b. mental status, with observation of behavior, speech, affect 
and suicidal/homicidal ideation; 

c. brief neurological examination: pupil size and reactivity, 
gait, limb movement and strength; 

d. vital signs; and 

e. cognition using a standard tool. 

Ill. Provision for completion as soon as is clinically sound, those 
elements of assessment that require the recipient's cooperation and that the 
nurse may not be able to perform immediately due to the recipient's 
condition. 

c. A physician or physician extender shall personally evaluate the recipient 
within 30 minutes after the recipient has been placed in seclusion. If the evaluation 
does not take place within 30 minutes, the reasons for the delay shall be 
documented in the recipient's record. This provision applies to all recipients, 
including those placed in seclusion during the night. Any recipient placed in 
seclusion shall be kept under constant observation while awaiting an examination 
by a physician or physician extender. The physician examination must be 
conducted as follows: 

i. At Augusta Mental Health Institute the physician or physician 
extender examination shall be conducted in-person in all instances. 

ii. At all other facilities, the physician examination inay be conducted 
via telephone consultation with the registered nurse and shall include 
consideration of the results of the nurse's formal assessment. The· physician 
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may order seclusion on the basis of this consultation and shall enter any 
additional orders for further assessments or treatment as appropriate. 
Thereafter a physician or physical extender shall examine the recipient in 
person: 

a. within 1 hour when the registered nurse requests that a 
physician evaluate the recipient in person; 

b. within 1 hour when the information is suggestive of organic 
causes that could lead to harm to the recipient; 

c. within 1 hour if the recipient has not had a physical 
examination during the current hospital stay; and 

d. within 12 hours in all other instances. 

6. Documentation of the physician or physician extender's examination and, if 
applicable, the registered nurse's assessment must be entered in the recipient's file. 

7. Staff who place recipients in seclusion shall have documented training in the proper 
techniques, in less restrictive alternatives to seclusion and in the detection of organic 
causes of behavioral disturbances. 

8. As soon as possible, staff should make reasonable efforts to notify the recipient's 
parent, guardian or designated representative, if any, that the recipient has been placed in 
seclusion, and the reasons therefor. 

9. Each order for initiation or extension of seclusion shall state the time of entry of 
the order. It shall state the number of hours the recipient may be secluded, not to exceed 
ten and the conditions under which the recipient may be sooner released. 

10. No PRN orders for seclusion may be written and no treatment plan may include 
its use as a treatment approach. 

11. The need for a recipient's continuation in seclusion shall be re-evaluated every 2 
hours by a nurse. The nurse shall examine the recipient in person. This examination may 
be conducted outside the seclusion room. The nurse shall note the clinical reasons for 
selection of the examination site. The nurse shall assess the recipient to determine whether 
he or she continues to pose a danger to self or others, or continues to cause serious 
disruption of other recipients' treatment (in cases in which an examining physician or 
physician extender has ordered seclusion for this reason). If the nurse·finds·danger and 
that the recipient continues to require seclusion, seclusion may be continued if the 
physician's or physician extender's order has not yet lapsed. Should the recipient not need 
continued seclusion, the nurse· shall release the recipient even if the time frame of the 
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original order has not yet elapsed. 

12. A special progress record/check sheet shall be maintained for each use of seclusion 
and shall include the following documentation: 

a. The indication for use of seclusion, i.e. whether a danger to self, others, 
or serious disruption of other recipients' treatment; 

b. A description of the behaviors that constitute the recipient's danger to self, 
others, or serious disruption of other recipients' treatment; 

c. A description of less restrictive alternatives used or considered, and a 
description of why these alternatives proved ineffective or why they were deemed 
inappropriate upon consideration. 

13. All orders for the extension of seclusion shall include documentation as for an 
original order. If the recipient is examined outside of the seclusion room, progress notes 
shall additionally state where the recipient was examined and the clinical reasons for 
selecting the site. 

14. Every recipient placed in seclusion shall be released, unless clinically 
contraindicated, at least every two hours to eat, drink, bathe, toilet and to meet any special 
medical orders. 

15. Recipients placed in seclusion shall be given maximum observation and in no 
instance shall they be visually monitored less often than every 15 minutes. 

16. A description of the recipient's behavior as observed shall be noted on the progress 
record/check sheet every 15 minutes. 

17. The total amount of time that a recipient spends in seclusion may not exceed 24 
hours unless: 

a. The recipient is reassessed in accordance with the protocol described at 5(b) 
above; 

b. The recipient is examined, at Augusta Mental Health Institute, by the 
director of psychiatry or clinical services and, in other hospitals, by a chief of 
psychiatry or medicine or his or her phy~ician designee. In ·cases where the chief 
or director is also the treating physician, he or she shall appoint another physician 
to conduct the required examination; 

c. The order extending seclusion beyond a total of 24 hours is entered by the 
director of psychiatry or clinical services or by the chief of psychiatry or medicine 
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following the examination of the recipient and consultation with the other 
txaminers; and 

d. The recipient's guardian or designated representative, if any, and if 
available, has been notified. 

18. Records required by the above provisions shall be a part of the recipient's 
permanent record. At the mental health institutes, copies shall be forwarded to the 
medical director, the clinical services director and the recipient advocate. At all other 
facilities, copies shall be forwarded to the chief of psychiatry or medical services. For a 
period of one year following adoption of these regulations, these facilities shall submit 
summaries or copies of reports of each use of seclusion to the Division of Licensing of the 
Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation. Said reports to DMHMR shall be 
submitted on a quarterly basis, shall not contain information identifying the recipient by 
name but shall be reported in a manner to permit the reader to discern whether individual 
recipients have been secluded on repeat occasions. 

19. Seclusion may be ordered on the basis of a recipient's self-report, provided the 
physician extender otherwise verified that the recipient meets the criteria of paragraph 2 
above and provided the decision is otherwise clinically appropriate. 

B. Restraint 

1. Restraint is the immobilization of a recipient's arms, legs or entire body through 
the use of an apparatus that is not a protective device as described in sub-section VI.C 
below. 

2. Restraint may be employed only when absolutely necessary to protect the recipient 
from serious physical injury to self or others and shall impose the least possible restriction 
consistent with its purpose. 

3. Restraint may be used only after less restrictive measures have proven to be 
inappropriate or ineffective. The extent to which less restrictive measures ar attempted 
at the time of the incident will be governed by the degree of risk of physical harm to the 
recipient or others. · 

4. · The decision to place a recipient in restraint shall be made by a physician or a 
physician extender and shall be entered as a medical order in the recipient's records. 

5. All recipients must be examined before being placed in restraint in accordance with 
the following: 

a. If the physician or physician extender is not immediately available to 
examine the recipient; the recipient may be placed in restraint following 
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examination by a registered nurse if the nurse finds that the recipient poses a risk 
of imminent harm to self or others. 

b. The examination by the registered nurse shall be conducted in accordance 
with a protocol approved by the chief of psychiatry or medicine and by the 
Director ·of Nursing. The protocol must include the following: 

i. A list of indicators for organic causes of changed behaviors. 

11. Elements for assessment, including but not limited to: 
known medical disorders; 

a. the recipient's medications including PRN medications; 

b. mental status, with observation of behavior, speech, affect 
and suicidal/homicidal ideation; 

c. brief neurological examination: pupil size and reactivity, 
gait, limb movement and strength; 

d. vital signs; and 

e. cognition using a standard tool. 

111. Provision for completion as -soon as is clinically sound, those 
elements of assessment that require the recipient's cooperation and that the 
registered nurse may not be able to perform immediately due to the 
recipient's condition. 

c. A physician or physician extender must thereafter examine the recipient 
within 30 minutes of the recipient's having been placed in restraint. If the 
evaluation does not take place within 30 minutes, the reasons for the delay shall be 
documented in the recipient's record. This provision applies to all recipients, 
including those placed in restraint during the night. The physician examination 
must be conducted as follows: 

i. At Augusta Mental Health Institute the physician or physician 
extender examination shall be conducted in person in all instances. 

11. At all other facilities, the ·physician examination may be conducted 
via telephone consultation with the registered nurse and shall include 
consideration of the results of the registered nurse's formal assessment. 
The physician may order seclusion on the basis of this consultation and 
shall ·enter any additional orders for further assessments or treatment as 
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appropriate. Thereafter a physician shall examine the recipient in person: 

a. within 1 hour when the registered nurse requests that a 
physician evaluate the recipient in person; 

b. within 1 hour when the information is suggestive of organic 
causes that could lead to harm to the recipient; 

c. within 1 hour if the recipient has not had a physical 
examination curing the current hospital stay; and 

d. within six hours in all other instances. 

6. Documentation of the physician or physician extender's examination and, if 
applicable, the registered nurse's assessment must be entered in the recipient's file. 

7. Staff who place recipients in restraint shall have documented training in the proper 
techniques, in less restrictive alternatives to restraint and in the detection of organic causes 
of behavioral disturbances. 

8. As soon as possible, staff should make reasonable efforts to notify the recipient's 
guardian, or designated representative, if any, that the recipient has been placed in 
restraint and the reasons therefor. 

9. Each order for initiation or extension of restraint shall state the time of entry of the 
order. It shall state the number of hours the recipient may be restrained, not to exceed 
six, and the conditions ·under which the recipient may be sooner released. 

10. No PRN orders for restraint may be written and no treatment plan may include its 
use as a treatment approach. 

11. The need for a recipient's continuation in restraint shall be re-evaluated every two 
hours by a nurse. The nurse shall examine the recipient in person. This examination may 
be conducted with the recipient free of restraints. The nurse shall note the clinical reasons 
for selecting whether the recipient is examined in or free of restraints. The nurse shall 
assess the recipient to determine whether he or she continues to pose a danger of imminent 
injury· to self or others. If the nurse finds such danger and that the recipient continues to 
require restraint, restraint use may be continued if the physician's or physician extender's 
order has not yet lapsed. Should the recipient not need continued restraint, the nurse shall 
release the recipient even if the time frame of the original order has not yet elapsed. 

12. A special progress/check sheet-record shall be maintained.for each use of restraint 
and shall include the following documentation: 
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a. The indication for use of restraint. 

b. A description of the behaviors that constitute the recipient's danger to self 
or others. 

c. A description of less restrictive alternatives used or considered, and a 
description of why these alternatives proved ineffective or why they were deemed 
inappropriate upon consideration. 

13. In all facilities, the recipient shall be examined in person by a physician or 
physician extender before any order for.restraint is extended .. All orders for the extension 
of restraint shall include documentation as for an original order, but shall additionally state 
whether the recipient was examined in or free or restraints and the clinical reasons 
therefor. 

14. Every recipient placed in restraint shall be frequently monitored and released as 
necessary to eat, drink, bathe, toilet, and to meet any special medical orders. Recipients 
in restraint shall have each extremity examined and the restraint loosened, sequentially, 
no less frequently than every 15 minutes. In instances in which blanket wraps are utilized 
for restraint, the recipient will be released and examined no less frequently than every 
hour. 

15. Recipients in restraint shall be kept under constant observation. 

16. A description of the recipient's behavior as observed shall be noted on the progress 
record/check sheet every 15 minutes. 

17. The total amount of time that a recipient spends in restraint may not exceed 24 
hours unless: 

a. The recipient is reassessed in accordance with the protocol described at 5(b) 
above. 

b. The recipient is examined, at Augusta Mental Health Institute, by the 
director of psychiatry or clinical services and in other hospitals, by a chief of 
psychiatry or medicine or his or her physician designee. In cases where the chief 
or director is also the treating physician, he or she shall appoint another physician 
to conduct the required examination. 

c. The order extending restraint beyond a total of 24 hours is entered by the 
director of psychiatry or clinical services or by the chief of psychiatry or medicine 
following his or her examination of the recipient and consultation with the other 
examiners. 
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d. The recipient's guardian or designated representative, if any, has been 
fiotified. 

18. Records required by the above provisions shall be made a part of the recipient's 
permanent record. At the mental health institutes, copies shall be forwarded to the 
medical director, the clinical services director and the recipient advocate. At all other 
facilities, copies shall be forwarded to the chief of psychiatry or medical services. For a 
period of one year following adoption of these regulations, these facilities shall submit 
summaries or copies of reports of each use of restraint to the Division of Licensing of the 
Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation. Said reports to D:MHMR shall be 
submitted on a quarterly basis, shall not contain information identifying the recipient by 
name but shall. be reported in a manner to permit the reader to discern whether individual 
patients have been restrained on repeat occasions. 

19. If a recipient communicates via sign language, consideration will be given to 
restraining the recipient in such a manner as to permit the use of hands for communication 
purposes. 

C. Protective Devices. 

1. Protective devices that are used for medical reasons to ensure a recipient's safety 
and comfort, to provide recipient's stability during medical procedures, facilitate medical 
(non-psychiatric) treatment or safeguard health in the treatment of a health-related problem 
are exempt from the operation of the foregoing procedures governing the use of restraints. 
The following procedures for use of protective devices may never be used, however, as 
a substitute for those governing restraint or seclusioi;i_. 

Examples of some protective devices are: bed-padding or bolsters to maintain a recipient's 
body alignment; devices for the immobilization of fractures; devices to permit the safe 
administration of intravenous solutions or to prevent their removal.; protective equipment, 
such as mitts, to prevent the aggravation of the medical condition through scratching, 
rubbing or digging; helmets to protect the head from falls due to unsteadiness, seizures or 
self-injurious behavior; seat belts or vest restraints to prevent ambulation when it is 
medically contra-indicated or to permit a recipient, who for medical reasons could not do 
so unassisted, to remain in a seated position. 

The use of protective devices shall be subject to the following: 

a. The decision to use a protective device shall be made by a physician who 
has examined. the recipient prior to its use. The decision shall be entered as a 
medical order in the recipient's record. 

b. When ordering use of a protective device, the physician shall select a device 
that interferes with the recipient's free movement and ability to interact with his 
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or her environment to the least degree necessary to achieve the medical purpose for 
which the device is ordered. 

c. Staff who use protective devices shall have the documented training in their 
application. 

d. The need for the use of a protective device shall be re-evaluated bi-weekly 
by a physician who examines the recipient. Orders for devices that immobilize 
recipients shall be re-evaluated daily. If the physician determines that continued 
use of the protective device is clinically indicated, further use may be ordered. 
The order for extension of use shall be entered as a medical order in the recipient's 
record. 

e. Protective devices that hamper a recipient's free movement, such as mitts 
or vest restraints, shall be removed every two hours, so that the recipient may be 
permitted free movement, unless the physician's order indicates that removal would 
interfere with the recipient's health care. The physician shall indicate in his or her 
order the level of staff supervision and assistance necessary during the recipient's 
periods of free movement. Where protective devices have been routinely used, the 
recipient's treatment plan will address ways of reducing or eliminating their use. 

f. A special progress ·record/checksheet shall be maintained for each use of 
protective devices that hamper a ret:·:pient's free movement. These checksheets 
shall be used to document the recipient's relief from the device every two hours 
and shall include a description of the recipient's condition as observed during the 
period of free movement. 

g. Every recipient to whom a protective device has been applied shall be 
frequently monitored and assisted as necessary to meet personal needs and to 
participate in treatment and activities. -
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I. STATEMENT OF INTENT 

These rules [Part C] are applicable to all outpatient agencies or programs that are licensed or 
funded by the Department of Mental Health & Mental Retardation to provide mental health services to 
recipients. Part C should be read in conjunction with Part A, Rules of General Ap_plicability. 

II. INDIVIDUALIZED SUPPORT PLANNING PROCESS 

A. The individualized support planning (ISP) process will result in the development of a life 
plan based upon the wants and needs of the recipient. 

B. All recipients with severe and prolonged mental illness have the right to an ISP 
presentation and, if they so choose, an ISP. 

C. For those recipients who accept the ISP process, the following stages will occur: 

1. A life plan will be developed with the recipient, based upon the recipient's vision 
of his or her future and will include consideration of all areas that the recipient deems 
relevant. The time frame of the life plan will be defined by the recipient. 

2. A list of needs will be developed with the recipient, including those things that need 
to occur for the recipient to move toward his or her vision of the future. This list should 
include those needs that appear as unlikely to be met at the time the list is developed. 

3. The recipient will select the areas that he or she wishes to target for immediate 
activity, in order to move toward his or her life plan. 

4. Action plans will be developed in instances in which recipients and providers agree 
to work toward the achievement of a goal. The action plan will be consistent with the 
recipient's life plan, priority needs and targets. The action plan will contain the following: 

a. Measurable outcomes; 

b. Criteria for success; 

c. Time frames; and 

d. Assignment of responsibilities. 

D. All unmet needs identified in the ISP process will be reported to the Division of Mental 
Health. 

E. ISP's will be reviewed with the recipient no less frequently than every 90 days and revised 
as needed. 
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III. INDIVIDUALIZED TREATMENT OR SERVICE PLAN 

A.· Recipients have the right to an individualized treatment or service plan. For recipients 
who have an ISP, the ISP process will provide the foundation of the development of the treatment 
or service plan. 

B. Treatment or service plans shall, in instances in which the recipient has an ISP, be based 
upon the life plan, needs, targets and action plans developed in the ISP process. Treatment or 
service plans shall be based upon an individualized assessment of the recipient's housing, 
financial, social, recreational, transportation, vocational, educational, general health, dental, 
.emotional, and psychiatric and/or psychological strengths and needs as well as their potential need 
for crisis intervention and resolution services. Each facility or agency shall fully consider the 

. least restrictive appropriate treatment and related services taking into account factors that are 
supportive of each recipient's exercise of his or her basic rights, consistent with each individual's 
strengths, needs and treatment requirements, pursuant to this section and sections IV and V of 
these rules. Such considerations shall include accommodation of particular needs involving 
communication and physical accessibility to all treatment programs. 

C. The recipient or guardian, shall be fully and actively involved in the development or 
revision of the treatment or service plan. Upon the request of the recipient, the recipient's 
representative or family members designated by the recipient shall be included in the development 
or revision of the treatment or service plan. Each agency program or facility shall give 10 days' 
notice of any treatment or service planning meetings, to the recipient's guardian, and designated 
representatives. If the meeting is being convened to address an emergency, notice reasonable for 
the circumstances shall be required. Invited persons shall be notified that, if they are unable to 
attend a treatment or service planning meeting, they may submit infonnation in writing for 
consideration at the meeting. 

D. Treatment or service plans shall be developed within 30 days of initiation of service and 
shall thereafter be reviewed and revised no less frequently than every 90 days. Plans may be 
-reviewed more frequently as necessary to address substantial changes in a recipient's life, such 
as hospitaliz.ation. 

E. Treatment or service plans shall be developed by a team consisting of the recipient and 
others among whom the recipient has authorized the exchange of infonnation and who are needed 
to ensure that the recipient's needs are adequately assessed and that appropriate recommendations 
are made, based upon a comprehensive assessment of the recipient. The plan shall contain but 
need not be limited to: 

1. A statement of the recipient's specific strengths and needs. The treatment or 
service plan should include a description of any physical handicap and any 
accommodations necessary to provide the same or equal services and benefits as those 
afforded non-disabled individuals. 
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2. A description of services to assist the recipient in meeting identified needs. Goals 
shall be" written for each service. Short-range objectives shall be stated such that their 
achievement leads to the attainment of overall goals. Objectives shall be stated in terms 
that allow objective measurement of progress and that the recipient, to the maximum extent 
possible, both understands and adopts. 

3. A description of services based on the actual needs as expressed or approved by 
the recipient rather than on what services are currently available. If at the time of the 
meeting, team members know on the basis of reliable information that the needed services 
are unavailable, they shall note them as "unmet service needs" on the treatment or service 
plan and develop an interim plan based upon available services that meet, as nearly as 
possible, the actual needs of the recipient. 

4. A description of the manner of delivery of each service to be provided. The 
manner of delivery shall be one that maximizes the recipient's strengths, independence and 
integration into the community. 

5. A statement of the rationale or reason for utilizing the described treatment or 
services to meet such goals; 

6. A specification of treatment or service responsibility, including both staff and 
recipient responsibility and involvement to attain treatment or service goals; and 

7. Documentation of current discharge planning. 

F. Within one week of the meeting, the recipient shall be offered . a written copy of the 
treatment or service plan. The recipient shall also be notified, by means he or she shall most 
likely understand, of the process to pursue, up to and including the right to file a grievance, if 
·he or she disagrees with any aspect of the plan or the assessments upon which the plan is based, 
or is later dissatisfied with the plan's implementation. 

G. Limitations 

1. Such a plan must describe any limitation of rights or liberties. Such a limitation 
shall be based upon professional judgment and may include a determination that the 
recipient is a danger to self or to others absent such limitation. Any limitation shall meet· 
criteria outlined for the limitation in other sections of these rules. 

2. When any limitation occurs, the treatment plan shall address the specific limitation, 
and the restriction shall be subject to periodic review. When possible, the limitation shall 
be time specific. 

3. Whenever possible specific treatment shall be developed to address the basis of the 
limitation. 
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4. Documentation regarding the limitation shall include documentation as per G.1., 
2. and 3. above and shall include specific criteria for removal of the limitation. 

H. A copy of the treatment or service plan shall also be offered to the recipient's guardian, 
if any, and to recipient's representative, if confidentiality has been waived. 

I. All agencies shall maintain specific written guidelines describing their practices concerning 
development of treatment or service plans. 

J. Recipients who have had a community support worker assigned to them have the right to 
. a variety· of appropriate services from the ... community support worker, including the following, 
when pertinent to meeting a recipient's need for services: 

1. assistance in locating services; 

2. continuing monitoring of the services provided; 

3. notification of ISP meeting_s and coordination of the ISP; 

4. participation in the recipient's hospital discharge planning meeting; and 

5. assistance in the exploration of lesser restrictive alternatives to hospitalization. 

K. Termination 

1. :Each recipient has the right to be informed of and referred to appropriate resources 
upon termination from a program. 

2. :Each recipient terminated from the outpatient agency after ten clays or longer term 
of treatment has the right to a comprehensive ·termination plan, and to assisted referral to 
existing resources in such areas such as transportation, housing, financial assistance, and 
mental health treatment. Recommendations made in termination plans shall not require 
the agency or department to provide recommended goods or service. 

3. Notification 

a. The recipient's representative, upon request of the recipient, and the 
recipient's guardian, shall be notified of and, if the representative or guardian is 
available, involved in any termination pl~g. Involvement may include, but not 
be limited to, participation in a termination planning meeting. 

K. Exceptions 

1. No treatment or service plan is required for recipients who solely received informal 
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social support and recreation in drop-in mental health programs or social clubs. 
(' 

2. A recipient may choose not to be involved in developing his or her treatment or 
service plan and may refuse planning. 

3. A legally responsible guardian shall be actively involved in treatment or service 
planning, to the maximum extent possible. A public guardian has an affirmative duty to 
be fully and actively involved in treatment or service planning. 

IV. INFORMED CONSENT TO TREATMENT AND/OR SERVICES 

A. 

B. 

Recipients have the right to infonned consent for all treatment and/or services. 

Statement of pumose. This rule has the following purposes: 

1. To promote respect for the individual autonomy and recipient participation in 
decision-making; 

2. To ensure that the informed consent of a recipient is obtained prior to treatment 
and/or services; 

3. To avoid the forcible imposition of any treatment and/or services; 

4. To provide reasonable standards and procedural mechanisms for determining when 
to treat and/or serve a recipient absent his or her informed consent, consistent with 
applicable law; and 

5. To ensure that the recipient is fully protected against the unwarranted exercise of 
the state's parens patriae power. 

C. Treatment and/or service of recipients. All recipients with unimpaired capacity have the 
right to consent to or to refuse treatment and/or services, absent an emergency. Treatment may 
be provided to a recipient only when: 

1. Informed consent for such treatment and/or services has been obtained from the 
recipient; or 

2. The recipient has been judged by a court of competent jurisdiction to lack capacity 
to give informed consent to the particular treatment and/or services, and the informed 
consent of the recipient's guardian has been obtained; or 

3. The recipient has been found to lack clinical capacity to give infonned consent to 
the particular treatment and/or services pursuant to subsections D and E of this rule, the 
recipient is willing to comply with treatment and/or services and the provisions of E(2) 
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have been followed. 

D. Informed consent to treatment and/or services. Informed consent to treatment and/or 
services is obtained only where the recipient or his or her guardian possesses capacity to make 
a reasoned decision regarding the treatment and/or services and the recipient or his or her 
guardian is provided with adequate information concerning the treatment and/or services; and the 
recipient or guardian makes a voluntary choice in favor of the treatment and/or services. 
Informed consent must be documented in each case in accordance with this section. 

1. Capacity. Capacity means sufficient understanding to comprehend the information 
outlined in section (D)(2) and to make a responsible decision concerning a particular 
treatment and/or service. Recipients are legally presumed to possess capacity to give 
informed consent to treatment and/or services unless the recipient has been judged by a 
court to competent jurisdiction to lack capacity generally, or to lack capacity to give 
informed consent to a particular treatment and/or service. 

2. Adequate information. The licensed, certified or other qualified mental health 
professional recommending a particular treatment and/or service shall provide to the 
recipient, or guardian, all information relevant to the formulation of a reasoned decision 
concerning such treatment and/or service. The recipient, or his or her guardian, shall 
have the right to have a person of his or her choice present during the presentation of this 
information, provided that the nominee can be available within time frames established for 
the service in question in the Licensing Standards, or within such other reasonable period 
as may be agreed upon; and the recipient, or guardian, shall be informed of this right. 
The information may be provided orally or in writing, shall be communicated in terms 
designed to be comprehensible to a lay person, and shall include, without limitation: 

a. An assessment of the recipient's condition and needs, including the specific 
signs, symptoms or behaviors that any medication is intended to relieve; 

b. The nature of the proposed treatment and/or service, and a statement of the 
reasons why the professional believes it to be indicated in the recipient's case; 

c. The expected benefits of the treatment and/or service and the known risks 
that it entails, including precautions, contraindications, and potential adverse effects 
of any medication; 

d. The anticipated duration of the treatment and/or service; 

e. A statement of reasonable alternatives to the proposed treatment and/or 
service, if any; 

f. Information as to where the recipient may obtain answers to further 
questions concerning the treatment and/or service; and 
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g. A clear statement that the recipient has the right to give or withhold consent 
fo the proposed treatment and/or service. 

3. Voluntary choice. Consent to treatment and/or services must be given willingly 
in all cases, and may not be obtained through coercion or deception. 

A recipient or guardian's initial refusal of treatment and/or services shall not preclude 
renewed attempts to obtain the recipient's willing consent; and a recipient or guardian's 
initial willing consent shall not preclude the recipient from validly withdrawing such 
consent at any time before or during treatment and/or service. 

4. Documentation. The informed consent of a recipient or guardian to a particular 
treatment and/or service shall be documented to show: 

a. From whom consent is obtained, whether recipient, or guardian; 

b. That adequate information, including at a minimum all the elements listed 
in section D(2) of this rule, was provided; 

c. The signature of the recipient or, where applicable, the signature of a 
guardian, indicating consent, in the case of psychotropic medications only. _ 

d. Exceptions. In cases of unanticipated treatment and/or service needs, the 
informed consent of a guardian may be obtained by telephone; but such oral 
consent shall be confirmed in writing in accordance with this section as soon as 
practicable. 

E. Recipients with clinical incapacity. 

1. Administrative finding. Where -a licensed, certifi~ or other qualified mental health 
professional recommending a particular treatment and/or service determines that, in his 
opinion, a recipient not having a guardian lacks clinical capacity to give informed consent 
to the treatment and/or service under subsection D of these rules, he or she shall, by 
means of a written statement to that effect, .refer the recipient to a physician or licensed 
clinical psychologist not directly responsible for the recipient's treatment for an 
examination in regard to capacity. 

The physician or clinical psychologist to whom the recipient is referred shall conduct the 
examination, and shall make a documented finding that the recipient either possesses or 
lacks clinical capacity to give informed consent to the particular treatment and/or service. 

a. Finding of capacity. Where the recipient is found to possess capacity to 
consent to treatment and/ or service by the physician or licensed clinical 
psychologist, he shall be referred back to the licensed, certified or other qualified 
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mental health professional recommending the treatment for the processing of his 
or her informed consent to or refusal of such treatment and/or service. 

b. Finding of clinical incapacicy. Where the recipient is found to lack clinical 
capacity to consent to treatment and/or service by the physician or licensed clinical 
psychologist, he shall be referred back to the licensed, certified or other qualified 
mental health professional recommending the treatment for a documented 
determination as to whether the recipient, notwithstanding lack of clinical capacity, 
is willing to comply with or refuses the proposed treatment and/or service. 

Such determination must be based upon the provision to the recipient of adequate 
information as required by subsection D(2) of this rule. 

If recipient is willing to comply with treatment and/or services, the procedure 
outlined in subsection E(2) shall be followed. If any recipient refuses treatment 
and/or services, the procedure outlined in subsection E(3) shall be followed. 

Nothing shall preclude the agency from pursuing guardianship in appropriate cases 
at any time after a determination of clinical incapacity. 

c. Notice. Where the recipient is found to lack clinical capacity pursuant to 
this section, the licensed, certified or other qualified mental health professional 
recommending the treatment and/ or service shall notify the following persons of 
such finding: 

i. the rights protection and advocacy agency of the Maine mental 
health system; 

ii. the recipient's next of kin, if the recipient does not object; 

m. the recipient's designated representative, if the recipient has waived 
his or her confidentiality with respect to such representative; 

iv. the head of the mental health facility. 

Such notice shall include a copy of the documented administrative finding, 
and shall state that the recipient has been found to lack clinical capacity to 
give informed consent to a particular treatment and/or service and that 
notwithst.anding such finding, the recipient may refuse treatment and/or 
service, absent court adjudication of incapacitation. 

2. Outpatient recipients with clinical incapacicy, compliant. This subsection shall 
apply where it is determined pursuant to subsection (E)(l)(b) that an outpatient recipient 
wi~ clinical incapacity is willing to comply with the proposed treatment and/or service. 
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In such case treatment and/or service may be provided only if: 

a. Protective proceedings are initiated in accordance with law; 

b. A licensed, certified or other qualified mental health professional follows 
the procedures outlined in subsection (D) and, where applicable, subsection (E) on 
at least an annual basis. 

3. Recipients with clinical incapacity, refusing. This subsection shall apply where it 
is determined pursuant to subsection E(l)(b) above that a recipient with clinical incapacity 
is refusing the proposed tr~tment and/or service. 

a. Alternative treatment meeting. The licensed, certified, or other qualified 
mental health professional recommending the treatment and/or service and a 
representative of the treatment team shall meet with the recipient to explore the 
reasons for the recipient's refusal and to discuss any appropriate alternatives to the 
proposed treatment and/or service that may be available and that may include 
behavioral, psychological, medical, social, psychosocial or rehabilitative methods. 
The purpose of the meeting shall be to elaborate in an informal setting an 
alternative treatment and/or service that is both professionally justified and· 
acceptable to the recipient. If agreement can be reached as to an alternative 
treatment and/or service, review by the Clinical Director or equivalent and 
approval by the head of the mental health facility, if appropriate, of such treatment 
shall be processed in accordance with subsection E(2) above. 

b. No agreement. Where no agreement can be reached as to an alternative 
treatment and/or service, the licensed, certified or other qualified mental health 
professional recommending the proposed treatment and/or service shall report in 
writing to the head of the program concerning the outcome of the meeting. 

The head of the program may conclude that the recipient's termination from 
services is the only available option. 

F. . Electroconvulsive Therapy (ECI). ECT treatment shall not be administered to a recipient 
except as provided in these rules. The authorized treating professional seeking to administer ECT 
-treatment shall: 

1. Obtain written informed consent for such procedure according to the procedures 
outlined in Part C, Section IV.D.1., 2., 3., and 4.a.-d. of these rules from 

a. the recipient; or 

b. from a court of competent jurisdiction; in the case of a clinically 
incapacitated recipient, or 
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c. from a guardian or other legal decisionmaker, in the case of a minor 
recipient or an incapacitated recipient; 

2. ECT treatment shall not be authorized pursuant to Section m.E.-H. of this part. 

G. Documentation. All documentation required by this rule shall be made a part of the 
recipient's clinical chart. 

H. Seclusion and restraint are under no circumstances to be utilized in outpatient settings. 
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LIST OF ADVISORY GROUPS OR COUNCILS TO DMHMRSAS_. 

Mental Health Advisory Board 
Quality Improvement Council 
Joint Advisory Committee:on:Select Services for Elder Persons·. . 
Maine Advisory Committee 
Consumer Advisory Board 
Several Mental Retardation Advisory Committees 
Consumer Advisory Council 
Children's Advisory Committee 

.. - ..,-.. 



Q1C lvffi:tvIBERSHIP LISTING 

AROOSTOOK 
PROVIDER 

Anderson, Wanda 
CTC of Aroostook 
P.O. Box 4116 
Presque Isle, ME 04769 

Davidson, Wes 
Exec. Di rector 
AMHC 
1 Vaughn Place 
Caribou, ME 04736 

******** 

FAMILY 

Bernaiche, Philip 
8 Johnson Street 
Houlton, ME 04730 

Tardif, Lloyd 
97 13th Avenue 
Madawaska, ME 04756 

******** 

PARENTS 

Grenier, Denis 
South Street 
Houlton, ME 04730 

Will an, Marsha 
3 Third Ave 
Ft Kent, ME 04743 

******** 

Caron, Peter 
Maine Family Home Program 
P.O. Box 310 
Eagle Lake, ME 04739 

Glick, Susan 
Community Living Association 
RRl, Box 281 
Houlton, ME 04730 

Cana van, Pat 
54 Maple Grove Road 
Presque Isle, ME 04769 

Jandreau, Catherine 
RR 3, Box 248 
Ft. Kent, ME 04743 

Cyr, David 
Northern Maine Medical Center 
143 Main Street 
Fort Kent, ME 04743 

Mill house, John 
Psychological Services 
22 Park Street 
Presque Isle, ME 04769 

-Dunleavy, Jim 
125 Cedar 
Presque Isle, ME 04769 

LaFramboise, Lisamarie 
PO Box 1075 
Presque Isle, ME 04769 

1 
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QlC 11EMBERSI-IlP LISTING 

AROOSTOOK 

CONSUMER 

Dub, Andrea 
9 Lower Main Street 
Ft. Fairfield, ME 04742 

Touissant, Maria 
31 Brookside Park 
Fort Kent, ME 04743 

******** 

COMMUNITY-AT-LARGE 

Baietti, Dana 
Aroostook Battered Womens Project 
421 Main Street, Suite2 
Presque Isle, ME 04769 

Foss, Jim 
Aroostook County Jail 
15 Broadway 
Houlton, ME 04730 

******** 

Number of QIC Members in AROOSTOOK 

Freeman, Anne 
PO Box 42 
Grand Isle, ME 04743 

Beamis, Frank 
Harding Law Office 
429 Main Street 
Presque Isle, ME 04769 

Madore, Debra 
87 Pine Street 
Presque Isle, ME 04769 

Munn, Brenda 
5 Columbia Ave 
Caribou, ME 04736 

Carter, Mim 
Speech Pathologist/Public Schools 
PO Box 25 
Oakfield, ME 04763 

Waddell, Don 
MSAD #1 
PO Box 1118 
Presque Isle, ME 04769 
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Qlc MEMBERSHIP LISTING 

NORTHEAST 

PROVIDER 

Brooks, Bonnie-Jean 
Exec. Di rector 
OHI 
2BFreedom Parkway 
Hermon, ME 04401 

James, Stephen 
Exec. Director 
Hope House 
179 Indiana Avenue 
Bangor, ME 04401 

******** 

FAMILY 

Bean, Emily 
881 Ohio Street 
Bangor, ME 04401 

Piper, Sharon 
RFD 1, Box 5300 
Levant, ME 04456 

******** 

PARENTS 

Ci resol i, Sue 
411 Old County Rd., Apt 8 
Hampden, ME 04444 

Moore, John 
114 Somerset Street 
Bangor, ME 04401 

******** 

Bubar, Kathy 
Exec. Di rector 
WINGS for Children and Families, Inc 
29 FranklinStreet 
Bangor, ME 04401 

King, Dennis 
President 
The Acadia Hospital 
PO Box 422 
Bangor, ME 04402 

Coombs, Mary Ann 
8 Moosehead Blvd. 
Bangor, ME 04401 

Kelly, Cary 
PO Box 35 
Garland, ME 04939 

Edwards, John 
Exec. Di rector 
Washington County Psychological 
Associates 
P.O. Box 29 
Machias, ME 04654 

Pickering, Jr., Joseph 
Exec. Di rector 

3 

Community Health & CounselingServices 
PO Box 425 
Bangor, ME 04401 

Diskus, Carol 
PO Box 92 
Harrington, ME 04643 

Leeman, Ann 
PO Box 356 
Hancock, ME 04640 



QIC MEMBERSHIP LISTING 

NORTHEAST 

CONSUMER 

Barnes, Jeff 
174 Main St., Apt. 511 W 
Bangor, ME 04401 

Sc.ott, Elizabeth 
3~5 Union Street 
Bangor, ME 04401 

******** 

COMMUNITY-AT-LARGE 

Comstock, Arthur 
Vice President 
Fleet Bank 
193 Main Street 
Orono, ME 04473 

Higgins, Mary Alyce 
Vice President 
Guilford Industries 
PO Box 179 
Guilford, ME 04443 

******** 

Number of QIC Members in NORTHEAST 

Buxton, Janet 
C/0 NOE 
29 Franklin Street 
Bangor, ME 04491 

W r i g ht , Ly di a 
201 Husson Ave N-7 
Bangor, ME 04401 

Fishwick, Nancy 
University of Maine 
School of Nursing 
Dunn Hall 
Orono, ME 04469 

Mosher, Donna 
Employee Assistance Program Champion 
Industries 
TreadwellAcres 
Hermon, ME 04401 

Gall ant, Cheryl 
Pen. County Jail Administration 
85 Hammond Street 
Bangor, ME 04401 

Weil, Jane 
P.O. Box 22 
Steuben, ME 04680 
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QIC MEMBERSHIP LISTING 

KEN-SOM 

PROVIDER 

Duby, Lynn 
Crisis & Counseling Center 
99 Western Avenue 
Augusta, ME 04330 

Shaw, John 
Ke'nnebec Va 11 ey Mental Center 
149 North Street 
Waterville, ME 04901 

******** 

FAMILY 

Austin, Claire 
RFD 1, Box 5380 
Skowhegan, ME 04976 

Works, Carole 
Reynolds Road, Box 5440 
Winslow, ME 04901 

******** 

PARENTS 

McCall, Janice 
279 Northern Ave 
Augusta, ME 04330 

Weeks, Melody 
23 Gagnon Road 
Fairfield, ME 04937 

******** 

Hebert, Ron 
Youth & Family Services 
P.O. Box 502 
Skowhegan, ME 04976 

Van Eeghen, V.P., Em 
Healthreach Network 
P.O. Box 1566 
Waterville, ME 04903 

Potter, Penny 
3 Fairview Avenue 
Augusta, ME 04330 

01 i va res, Susan 
PO Box 66 
Pittsfield, ME 04967 

Monaco, Phil 
Mid-Majne Medical Center 
30 Chase Avenue 
Waterville, ME 04901 

Weiss, Richard 
Motivational Services, Inc. 
114 State Street 
Augusta, ME 04330 

Wilson, Mal 
Rt. 4, Box 5600 
Sidney, ME 04330 

Tiernan, Carol 
15 Rowell Street 
Madison, ME 04950 

5 



QI\.., i.v.1.EMBERSHIP LISTING 

KEN-SOM 

CONSUMER 

Carignan, Liz 
1 Carroll St 
Waterville, ME 04901 

PeJ l eti er, Diane 
18 Woodman Lane 
Monmouth, ME 04259 

******** 

COMMUNITY-AT-LARGE 

Bartlett, Mary 
Director 
Health & Welfare Services 
16 Cony Street 
Augusta, ME 04330 

Leupold, Karen 
Sanfield Living Center 
47 Maine Street 
Hartland, ME 04943 

******** 

Number of QIC Members in KEN-SOM 

Kingdom, B.E. 
77 Gage Street, #4 
Augusta, ME 04330 

Glusker, David 
28 Pearl Street 
Augusta, ME 04330 

Marion, Sarah 
Director 
United Way of Mid-Maine 
21 Armory Road 
Waterville, ME 04901 

Tel fare, Bernadette 
RR 3, Box 887 
33R Dartsmouth Rd 
Skowhegan, ME 04976 

Lawlor, Susan 
Family Violence Project 
P.O. Box 304 
Augusta, ME 04332 
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~-- ✓ d1EMBERSHIP LISTING 

COASTAL 

PROVIDER 

Aho, David 
Waldo County Substance Abuse 
Waldo County General Hospital 
Northport Avenue 
Belfast, ME 04915 

Handel, Tom 
Exec. Di rector 
Mobius, Inc 
PO Box 574 
Damariscotta, ME 04543 

******** 

FAMILY 

Hieri, Myrtle 
39 Back Searsport Road 
Searsport, ME 04974 

Vaccaro, Connie 
Box 1530, Rural Route 2 
Monroe, ME 04951 

******** 

PARENTS 

Farrar, Terry 
" RR #4, Box 4643 

--.--·-~Belfast, ME 04915 

Ward, Brenda 
RR 1, Box 648 
Morri 11, ME 04952 

******** 

Chandler, CEO, Grete 
Shoreline Community Mental Health 
Services 
19 MiddleStreet 
Brunswick, ME 04011 

Mitchell, Jeffrey 
Mid-Coast Mental Health Center 
P.O. Box 526 
Rockland, ME 04841 

Steinmetz, Robert 
HC 33, Box 314A 
Spruce Head, ME 04859 

Nelson, Nancy 
.PO Box 62 
Friendship, ME 04547 

Conner, Pat 
MidCoast Hospital 
1356 Washington Street 
Bath, ME 04530 

Peterson, M.D., Linda 
Pen Bay Medical Center 
32 Pearl Street 
Camden, ME 04843 

Sturtevant, Dave 
143A Meadow Cross Road 
Topsham, ME 04086 

Pease, Mari 
RR 2. Bpx 514 
Lincolnville, ME 04349 

7 



Qlc ME:rvIBERSHIP LISTING 

COASTAL 

CONSUMER 

Barstow, Holly 
8 Fredrick Street 
Rockland, ME 04841 

Prescott, David 
20 Bog Road 
Rockland, ME 04841 

******** 

COMMUNITY-AT-LARGE 

Hanscom, Lucile 
153 Russell Avenue 
Rockport, ME 04856 

Sacks, Julian 
RR 1, Box 1090 
Whitefield, ME 04353 

******** 

Number of QIC Members in COASTAL 

Green, Brian _ 
Rockland Social Club 
South Main Street 
Rockland, ME 04841 

Hemminger, Helen 
Tedford Shelter 
49 Cumberland Street 
Brunswick, ME 04011 

Tupper, Jolene 
Albion Road 
Box 204 
Unity, ME 04988 

Moore, Paula 
HC 61, Box 280B 
New Harbor, ME 04554 

Imes, William 
First Parish Church 
9 Cleveland Street 
Brunswick, ME 04011 

8 
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QIC MEMBERSIDP LISTING 

WESTERN 

PROVIDER 

Chudzik, Lucy 
Area IV Mental Health Services 
Coalition 
100 Pine Street 
Lewiston, ME 04240 

Monier, Alan 
Rumford Group Home 
346 Pine Street 
Rumford, ME 04276 

******** 

FAMILY 

Jones, Carole 
97 Goff Street 
Auburn, ME 04210 

Peterson, Tim 
3 Judy Street 
Lewiston, ME 04240 

******** 

PARENTS 

Brooks, Carol 
494 Riverside Dr. 
Auburn, ME 04210 

******** 

Essex, Nancy 
Manager Program Support 
Tri-County Mental Health Services 
1155Lisbon Street 
P.O. Box 2008 
Lewiston, ME 04241 

Rowe, Robert 
New Beginnings 
436 Main Street 
Lewiston, ME 04240 

LeRi che, Fred 
2 Merton Blvd 
Lewiston, ME 04240 

Morris-Arsenault, Karen 
86 Bailey Ave 
Lewisotn, ME 04240 

Guagenti, April 
Director 
Evergreen Behavioral Health 
1 Hospital Ori ve 
Farmington, ME 04938 

Vurgeson, Tom 
St. Mary's Hospital 
PO Box 291 
Lewiston, ME 04243 

Parella, Susan 
457 Blanchard Street 
Rumford, ME 04276 

Whittemore, Kimberly 
PO Box 135 
So. Hi rman, ME 04080 

9 
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Qh.., :tv1EMBERSHIP LISTING 

WESTERN 

CONSUMER 

Cooper, Fred 
PO Box 296 
Buckfield, ME 04220 

White, Cheryl 
q6 Sumner Road 
W. Paris, ME 04289 

******** 

COMMUNITY-AT-LARGE 

Laban, Kerry 
New Directions 
PO Box 253 
E. Wilton, ME 04234 

Miclon, James P. 
26 Western Ave 
So. Paris, ME 04281 

******** 

Number of QIC Members in WESTERN 

Hebert, Cynthia 
15 Elm Street 
Jay, ME 04239 

Marcoux, Larry 
Director 
LA Area Counsel on Transition 
100 Pine Street 
Lewiston, ME 04240 

Thomas, Joy 
Mt. Blue Health Center 
PO Box 329 
Anson, ME 04234 

MacDonald, Dale 
97 Pierce Street 
Lewiston, ME 04240 

Mel nt ire, Ma rt i 
Sexual Assault Crisis Center 
PO Box 6 
Auburn, ME 04212 



Qi-.., n-iE11BERSHIP LISTING 

CUMBERLAND 

PROVIDER 

Berman, M.A., LMSW, Harvey 
The Spurwink School 
899 Riverside Street 
Portland, ME 04103 

Nielsen, Henry 
Exec. Di rector 
Community Counseling Center 
343 ForestAvenue 
Portland, ME 04101 

******** 

FAMILY 

Barrett, Donna 
11 Two Lights Terrace 
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107 

Robinson, John 
304 Chandler's Wharf 
Portland, ME 04101 

******** 

PARENTS 

Brink, Laurie 
145 Braintree St 

· Portland, ME 04101 

Rand, Richard 
10 Winslow Road 
Gorham, ME 04038 

******** 

Brannigan, Joseph 
Exec. Di rector 
Shalom House, Inc. 
One Post Office Square 
P.O. Box 560 
Portland, ME 04112 

Popenoe, Ph.D., MPH, Ellen 
Maine Medical Center 
22 Bramhall Street 
Portland, ME 04102 

Daniels, Debra 
47 North Street 
Yarmouth, ME 04096 

Fairbrother, Cheryl 
PO Box 483 
Westbrook, ME 04092 

Morrison, Jane 
Exec. Di rector 
Ingraham Volunteers 
P. 0. Box 1868 
Portland, ME 04101 

Tarpinian, Michael 
Exec. Di rector 
Youth Alternatives 
P.O. Box 596 
Portland, ME 04112 

Marshall, Ric 
21 Cunner Lane 
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107 

Goranites, Rosemary 
4 Friar Lane 
Cumberland Center, ME 04021 



QIC 11EMBERSHIP LISTING 

CUMBERLAND 

CONSUMER 

Berman, M.S.Ed, Jack 
43 Highland Road 
So. Portland, ME 04106 

Lamb, Georgi a 
84 Westbrook Gardins 
Westbrook, ME 04092 

******** 

COMMUNITY-AT-LARGE 

A 11 en, Cynthia 
RR l,Box 2380 
West Baldwin, ME 04091 

Ladd, Donald 
66 Brigham Street 
So. Portland, ME 04106 

******** 

Number of QIC Members in CUMBERLAND 

Craig, Roy 
37 Casco Street, Apt. 206 
Portland, ME 04101 

Casler, Grace 
259 Woodford Street, Apt. 1 
Portland, ME 04103 

Robinson, David 
Dirigo Management 
45 Exchange Street 
Portland, ME 04101 

Green, Virginia 
150 Spring St. Apt. 8 
Portland, ME 04101 

Hames, Larry 
Arnie Hanson Center 
65 India Street 
Portland, ME 04101 



QIC JY1E!v1BERSHIP LISTING 

YORK 

PROVIDER 

Gean, Donald 
Exec. Director 
York County Shelters, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 20 
Alfred, ME 04002 

Pendleton, Carl 
Exec. Di rector 
Sweetser Children 
50 Moody Street 
Saco, ME 04072 

******** 

FAMILY 

Dyer, Bob 
8 Pinewood Road 
Kennebunk, ME 04043 

Ultsch, Barbara 
PO Box 7101 
Ocean Park, ME 04063 

******** 

PARENTS 

Day, Mary 
PO Box 81 
Gorham, ME 04038 

Sanborn, Diane 
RR #5, Box 284 
Gorham, ME 04038 

******** 

Mc Dona 1 d, Paul 
Milestone 
P. 0. Box T 
Old Orchard Beach, ME 04064 

Percy, Susan 
Exec. Di rector 
Creative Work Systems 
120 Exchange Street 
Box 206 
Portland, ME 04010 

Gardner, Jean 
P.O. Box 95 
York Harbor, ME 03911 

McDowell, Steven 
318 Ferry Road 
Saco, ME 04072 

McGeachy I I I, Edward 
President 
Southern Maine Medical Center 
P.0.Box 626 
Biddeford, ME 04005 

Sabo, Sherry 
Exec. Di rector 
Counseling Services Inc 
P.O. Box 1010 
Saco, ME 04072 

Levine, Anne 
47 Ricky Hi 11 Road 
Saco, ME 04072 

Mclarnon, Beth 
104 Hamlyn Drive 
Wells, ME 04090 

13 



Ql\.- ME:MBERSHIP LISTING 

YORK 

CONSUMER 

Beaulieu, Richard 
425 Main Street, Apt C 
Saco, ME 04072 

Schmidt, Priscilla 
2.7 Highknoll Drive 
So. Berwick, ME 03908 

******** 

COMMUNITY-AT-LARGE 

Arenstam, Ed.D., Michael 
York County Mental Health Support 
Group 
2 LymanAve, Unit 11 
Saco, ME 04072 

Tryon, Richard 
Community Support Services 
P.O. 363 
Main Street 
Biddeford, ME 04005 

******** 

Number of QIC Members in YORK 

Beaver, Andrea 
3 Grandview Drive 
Old Orchard Beach, ME 04064 

King, Russell 
71 School Street 
Sanford, ME 04073 

Picard, Ronald 
510 Boom Road 
Saco, ME 04072 

Love, Marjorie 
Caring Unlimited 
P.O. Box 590 
Sanford, ME 04030 

14 



QIC Iv1EMBERSHIP LISTING 

AUGUSTA MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE 

PROVIDER 

Knapp, Debra 
CSI 
PO Box 1010 
Saco, ME 04072 

~ ·, Ct,i vis fav'vi) 
KvMC.., 

******** 

FAMILY 

Perry, Laura 
43 Academy Street 
Hartland, ME 04943. 

CONSUMER 

Dawn 
98 Taft Ave 
Auburn, ME 04210 

Saucier, Brian 

~,/Vlt 

Augusta Mental Health Institute 
P.O. Box 724 
Augusta, ME 04330 

******** 

COMMUNITY-AT-LARGE 

Bruno, Joseph 
Gould Health Systems 
PO Box 508 
Augusta, ME 04330 

Morris, Chief John 
Waterville Police Department 
Waterville, ME 04901 

Number of AMHI QIC Members 

Pellegrini, Linda 
KVMHC 
66 Stone Street 
Augusta, ME 04330 

Schaeffer, Gloria 
126 Western Avenue 
Box 245 
Augusta, ME 04330 

DesRosiers, Gerard 
PO Box 724 
Augusta, ME 04330 

Kingman, Bob 
c/o JBI 
175 Running Hi 11 Road 
S. Portland, ME 04106 

.. 

Rasmussen, Ph.D., GaryI 
RR 5, Box 6215 
Garland Road 
Winslow, ME 04901 

Sirois, Cindy 
RFD lA, Box 1330 
Gardiner, ME 04072 

Lopes, George 
Ten Riverside Ridge 
Windham, ME 04062 

McKelvy, Mary J~an 
Mid Maine Medical Center 
30 Chase Street 
Waterville, ME 04901 

1 



(.. __ 1viEMBERSHIP LISTING 

BANGOR MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE 

PROVIDER 

Hoguet, Jo Dolly 
PO Box 738 
Searsport, ME 04974 

Williams, Pricillia 
98 Cumberland Street 
B'angor, ME 04401 

******** 

FAMILY 

Fortier, Patricia 
PO Box 44 
Guilford, ME 04443 

******** 

CONSUMER 

Allen, Christine 
PO Box 778 
Millinocket, ME 04462 

Vallie, Virgil 
c/o Mary Adair 
Kilkenney Mental Health Center 
8 Union Street 
Ellsworth, ME 04605 

******** 

COMMUNITY-AT-LARGE 

Croce, Bob 
Box 451 
East Holden, ME 04429 

Number of BMHI QIC Members 

Quimby, Ph.D., Lucy 
277 State Street, Suite 2A 
Bangor, ME 04401 

Parent Juliet 
Rt. 1, Box 475 
Orrington, ME 04474 

Bard, Mike 
1st Street, Apt 108 
Bangor, ME 04401 

Pelletier, Lynn 
PO Box 926 
Bangor, ME 04401 

Grover, Nancy 
47 Kennebec Road 
Hampden, ME 04444 

St.Germaine, Sandra 
319 West Broadway 
Bangor, ME 04~01 

Pederson, Joan 
187 Fourteenth Street 
Bangor, ME 04401 

Shahaway, Mary Lo 
Rt. 1, Box 690 
Sangervi 11 e, ME 04479 

2 



MISSION AND GOALS OF JOINT ST ANDING COMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND HUMAN 
SERVICES IN REVIEW OF MENTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT: 

1. Provide a review of the five recent deaths (Haynes, Cunningham, ':)o ~
Pulsifer, Bechard, and Lee cases) to determine the circumstances of 
those tragedies, define what led up to them, and to relate the findings 
to an analysis of the mental health delivery system. 

2. Determine what policies were in place, but not followed, and what ·> o \--<-
policies are needed to establish accountability and safety. 

3. Review what has been done to address problems previously identified. ) c( "--

4. Review and recommend the need for disciplinary action if appropriate.) O i c.. 

5. Review laws around confidentiality issues and ascertain changes to · >. o(,. 
better protect the public if necessary. '-

6. Ensure positive changes for future directions including review of ) 
contracts between the Department and mental health service providers, o(C.. 
and accounta.bility for services rendered to those in care of the Dept. 

7. Review any relevant legislation for consideration by the 118th ) 
Legislature including but not limited to, issues surrounding violence 'D { c_, . 
of some mental health clients toward the public, public safety, 
treatment for noncompliant patients, and commitment laws . .. 

8. Finish date of September 1, 1996. 



ANIJREW KETTERER 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 

Telephone: (207] 626-880] 
FAX: (207] 287-3145 

STATE OF MAINE 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

6 STATE HOUSE STATION 

AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0006 

September 19, 1996 

The Honorable Angus King 
Office of the Governor 
One State House Station 
Augusta, Maine 04333 

Dear Governor King: 

REG[ONAL OFF[CES: 

84 HARLOW ST., 2ND FLOOR 
BANGOR, MAINE 04401 
TEL: (207) 941-3070 
F.u: (207) 94l-3075 

59 PREBLE STREET 
PORTLAND. MA[NE 04101-30[4 
TEL: (207) 822-0260 
FAX: (207) 822-0259 

You have asked for our advice concerning appropriate procedures to be 
followed in the event that the Joint Standing Committee on Health and Human 
Services asks officials and employees of the Augusta Mental Health Institute and the 
Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation and Substance Abuse Services to 
appear before the Committee to answer questions related to the events leading up to 
the death of Wrendy Hayne. It now appears likely that a multi-million dollar 
lawsuit will be filed seeking damages for the death of Ms. Hayne. Various 
provisions of the Maine Tort Claims Act, 14 M.R.S.A. §§ 8101 et seq., dictate the 
manner in which such a suit can proceed. 

Because claims against the State itself (including AMHI and the Department) 
and claims against state officers or employees in their official capacity are barred by 
the doctrine of sovereign immunity, plaintiffs' primary recourse will be to assert 
claims for damages against individual state officials and employees in their personal 
capacities. While there are various limitations on the amount of any damages that 
might be awarded against state employees personally on state law claims, the 
potential liability of state officers and employees on federal civil rights claims is not 
subject to any statutory limitation. Moreover, the State is not·obligated to 
indemnify an employee in whole or in part for any judgment that may be entered. 
14 M.R.S.A. § 8112. In addition, even if the State wanted to indemnify a state officer 
or employee, it is our understanding that there are no funds available to indemnify 
state officers or employees in the event that a judgment were entered which 
exceeded $300,000. 

We do not mean to suggest any view about the merits of any claims that 
might be brought. We have not individually evaluated the potential claims that 
might be asserted against any state officer or employee in their personal capacity, and 
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our preliminary view is that the state officers and employees who are potential 
defendants have strong defenses. However, where a state employee is faced with 
multi-million dollar claims of liability in a high profile case, such claims cannot be 
taken lightly, particularly where the employee's personal assets are at risk in the 
event that plaintiffs prevail. 

In any such lawsuit, as to both state and federal law claims, employees of the 
State are entitled to be represented either by attorneys from this office or by private 
counsel paid for by the State. 14 M.R.S.A. § 8112. We do not believe, however, that 
this office could represent a state officer or employee in their personal capacity with 
respect to a legislative inquiry. 

Under these circumstances, we believe that any state official or employee who 
is asked to answer questions concerning the facts that may be at issue in a suit 
arising from the death of Ms. Hayne should be advised of his/her right to legal 
counsel and the State's obligation to pay for private counsel to protect their interests. 
Those officials and employees should be advised to consider whether to seek the 
advice of private counsel before answering any questions posed by the Committee in 
light of the possibility that responding to questions in a public forum could affect or 
compromise the employee's ability to mount a successful defense of any civil action 
that may be filed. 

I trust this information is responsive to your inquiry. 

Sincerely, 

~TT~ 
Attorney General 

cc: Jeffrey Butland, Senate President 
Dan Gwadosky, Speaker of the House 
Joan Pendexter, Senate Chair 
Michagl,J;it:zp.atrickp House,Chair ... 
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ANGUS S. KING, JR. 

GOVERNOR 

STATE OF MAINE 

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 

1 STATE HOUSE STATION 

AUGUSTA, MAINE 

04333-0001 

September 20, 1996 

Senator Joan Pendexter,Chair 
Representative Michael Fitzpatrick, Chair 
Members of the Health and Human Services Committee 
Joint Standing Committee on Health and Human Services 
State House - Room 436 
Augusta, Me. 04333 

Dear Sen. Pendexter, Representative Fitzpatrick and Committee Members: 

Throughout the summer, Commissioner Peet and her staff have appeared almost weekly 
before the Joint Standing Committee on Health and Human Services in order to review policy 
and management concerns about the mental health system in Maine raised by the Committee 
following the tragic murders allegedly committed by Mark Bechard and Harold Pulsifer. 
Commissioner Peet and her staff have engaged openly in policy dialogue and provided all 
documents that the law allows them to provide, totaling thousands of pages. They have sought 
the guidance of the Attorney General's Office, and even the courts, in order to assure that their 
voluntary disclosure of sensitive patient-related information has been as extensive as the law 
allows. They have worked very hard to listen to the concerns voiced by the Committee and to 
engage in a constructive dialogue about our ongoing efforts to improve the delivery of mental 
health services in Maine, both within institutions and in the community. 

The assumption throughout this process was that the Committee would conclude its work 
no later than September 1 and provide recommendations to the Department on needed changes in 
delivery of mental health services. The Committee has continued on beyond September 1. Last 
Friday, some members of the Committee indicated that they would like to extend these hearings 
past October 1 and now want to interview state employees about the facts involved in the 
murders. Clearly, this would take the hearings from the realm of policy discussions to a new 
phase of a fact-finding, quasi-judicial process, including cross-examination of employees about 
factual matters which are likely to become the subject of a lawsuit against the State and 
individual employees. 

Yesterday afternoon, the Attorney General advised that any state employee subjected to 
this type of questioning must be provided with individual counsel at state expense. Furthermore, 
during the past week, the Bums family has indicated its intent to bring suit with regard to this 
matter. In light of this development and the advice of the Attorney General, it is clear that the 
Committee must now confront the responsibility to provide individua:_l state employees with 
counsel and establish clear procedural guideline~,r the conduct of sue_~ an investigation. 

-0\ 
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The Attorney General has warned the Committee in the past about the legal ramifications 
of this type of factual investigat_ion. Among these concerns are pre-trial publicity that may 
adversely affect the State's prosecution of Harold Pulsifer for the murder of Wrendy Hayne and, 
to a lesser extent, the prosecution of Mark Bechard'sjudge-tried case. Additionally, there is the 
risk that the proposed new course for the Committee will almost certainly impair the ability of 
both the State of Maine and of individual state employees to defend themselves against the likely 
suit by the Burns family by forcing employees to answer questions when the Committee and the 
employees are laboring under the limitations of partial facts and without expert guidance, both 
medical and legal. 

Finally, there is a serious question about the authority of the Committee to undertake this 
type of investigation without specific legislative authorizing action under Title 3, sections 421 
through 474 setting for the powers and procedures of Legislative Investigating Committees. The 
full Legislature reviewed the request of Senator Pendexter for full legislative investigation and 
subpoena powers for the Committee in connection with these matters and refused the request by 
defeating S.P. 777, "Joint Order Granting the Joint Standing Committee on Health and Human 
Services the Authority to Act as an Investigating Committee" just two weeks ago. If the 
Committee abides by the sentiment of the full Legislature, they would not embark upon a course 
as an investigating committee without authorization. It is my understanding that the Committee 
lacks the appropriation to support the expense entailed in such an investigation, given the need to 
provide individual counsel to all witnesses. 

Members of the Department, AMHI staff, and Commissioner Peet have cooperated fully 
in the Committee's work thus far, subject only to the limits imposed by Maine's confidentiality 
statutes. Based upon the Attorney General's advice, it now appears prudent to pause in these 
proceedings to assess their future course to assure the development of all relevant facts while 
protecting the rights of those involved. This Administration has nothing to hide in connection 
with this matter; as you remember, I requested an independent investigation of the Pulsifer 
matter within days of its occurrence, and the Department has implemented many of the 
recommendations arising from that investigation. The leadership of AMHI has been replaced, 
changes in clinical staff are being made and numerous policies have been modified. 

If it is the Committee's intent to conduct further investigations, some specific authority 
for such action should be established, the full legal ramifications should be assessed, and then the 
procedures and policies necessary to guide such a process be clearly defined. This is especially 
true in light of the counsel of the Attorney General and the Legislature's explicit refusal to grant 
such powers (by rejecting S.P. 777) within the past two weeks. 

Commissioner Peet has detailed her vision for the creation of a stable and inclusive 
mental health system in Maine. We have convened a Mental Health Task Force to further build 
on this vision and provide additional insights, and they are scheduled to provide their report to 
me in two weeks. If the Committee remains true to its original intent, it will provide the 
Commissioner with its substantive recommendations about needed upgrades to the mental health 
system as well. 



I urge the Committee to make its policy recommendations as soon as possible and stand 
ready, as always, to work with the Committee to improve Maine's mental health system. 

cc: Jeffrey Butland, Senate President 
Dan Gwadosky, Speak.er of the House 



OUTLINE FOR DISCHARGED MEDICAL RECORDS 

-
DOCUMENT MANDATORY OPTIONAL 

105 Discharge Summary 
107 Multidisciplinary Discharge Summary 
110 Initial Assessment I 
110 A Initial Assessment II 
Blue Paper 
205 Psychiatric Evaluation 
215 History and Physical Examination 
220 Psychological Testing 
225 B (3N Only) Multidisciplinary Assessment 
227 Abnormal Involuntary Movement Scale 
228 PPD Testing 
230 Dietary Assessment 
231 A-D Initial Rehab Screenings 
260 Psychosocial Assessment 
265 Psychiatric Update 
301 A-C Treatment Plans/Reviews (Child/Adolescent) 
301.1 Treatment Plans (Adults) 
400 A Physician Admission Orders 
400 D Physician Admission Orders (Detox) 
400 Physician Order Sheets 
500 Consultations 
600 Progress Notes 
600 A Nursing Daily Flow Sheets 
601.1 Rehab Weekly Notes 
610 Medical Transfer Note 
800 Lab/EKG/EEG/ECG/MRI 
805 HIV Consent for testing 
1000 A Med Sheets 
1000 B Med Sheets 
1005 Visual Obs Sheets 
1005 A Seclusion and Restraint 
1005 B Seclusion and Restraint 
1102 Consent to Smoke 
1105 A AMA Discharge 
1106 Consent to Treat 
1107 Consent to Medicate 
1108 Consent to Photo 
1112 Managed Care 
1114 Utilization Review 
1115 Release of Information 
1116 Verbal Communication Consent 
1117 Confidentiality Statement 
1140 ITV Forms 
1160 Visitor's List 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X (for 3N) 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
Miscellaneous X 
Patient Valuables Envelope X 
Mandatory documents need to be in the medical record. Optional documents may or may not be in the 
medical record depending on the circumstances of the admission. 
n:\worddocs\fonns\mroutlin.doc 
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BOARD OF VISITORS 
STATE PSYCIDATRIC~NSTITUTES 

. ~ 
A duly appointed body made up of interested lay people including consumers and 

providers constituted in an oversight capacity, function as a Board of Directors. The 
Superintendent will be an ex-officio member of the Board. · 

Appointing authority: 

Governor's Office 

Reports to: 

Governor's Office 
Commissioner 
Legislature 

Primary Responsibilities: 

• Semi-annual review of treatment programs 

• Annual review of the budget 

• Annual review of total quality management 

• Quarterly review of quality assurance indicators 

• Monthly review of delinquent medical records status 

• Ongoing review of environment of care 

• Ongoing review of staffing patterns re: specific problem areas 

• Timely review of all serious incidents 

• Interview hospital staff on a randomized but regular schedule 

*Sub-committees of the Board can assume functions and report to the Board as a whole 

S:\Debbie\brdvis.doc 
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MENTAL HEALTH RECORDS: THE 
PROTECTIVE VEIL OF CONFIDENTIALITY 

By Elliott L Epstein, Esquire and Susan E. Oram, Esquire 

The law zealously guards mental health 
records from the prying eyes of outsiders by 
cloaking them in a veil of confidentiality. 
This cloak of confidentiality is considered 
vital to the effectiveness of mental health 
treatment. Mental illness still carries a pub
lic stigma, and the afflicted cannot be 

, expected to either seek treatment from, or 
disclose their darkest secrets to, a psy
chotherapist without the assurance that they 
will be shielded from the risk of public 
humiliation, opprobrium and discrimina
tion. 

Yet the information disclosed by a pa
tient in treatment can, at times, be relevant, 
useful, and even life-saving to others. 
Under what circumstances can this infor
mation be disclosed to those who would 
benefit from it? What can attorneys do to 
effectuate disclosure? At the same time, the 
impressions, observations and opinions of 
the treating mental health practitioner can, 
if made available without safeguard to the 
patient, be harmful to the patient's health 
and detrimental to the treatment process. 
Under what circumstances can this infor
m~tion be withheld by the practitioner from 
his own patient, from the patient's parent 
or guardian or from litigants who seek to 
discover it? This article offers Maine 
mental health providers, and the attorneys 
advising them, guidance on these issues 
based upon an analysis of state and federal 
statutes and regulations regarding confi
dentiality. 
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A. THE ST A TUTORY REQUIREMEiVfS 
OF CONFIDENTIALITY 

The primary Maine statute which man
dates confidentiality, 34-8 M.R.S.A. § 
1207, provides that "(a)II orders of com
mitment, medical and administrative 
records, applications and reports, and facts 
contained in them, pertaining to any client 
shall be kept confidential and may not be 
disclosed to any person .•.. " (emphasis 
added). The provision applies not only to 
the Department of Mental Health and 
Mental Retardation and to state mental 

Elliott L. Epstein, Esquire 

hospitals, but to any agency "licensed or 
funded to provide services falling under 
the jurisdiction" of the Department.' While 
sweeping in scope, the non-disclosure 
mandate of section 1207 is narrowed by a 
series of enumerated exceptions, which are 
discussed below. Unlawful disclosure of 
mental health records may not only subject 
the provider to potential loss of Ii censure' 
but can result in the imposition of criminal 
penalties ofup to 364 days in prison and a 
S2,000 fine upon an individual, and as 
much as a $10,000 fine upon an organiza
tion.1 

Elliott L. Epstein is a partner in the firm 
of Isaacson & Raymond in Lewiston. Mr. 
Epstein received his Bachelors Degree 
from Georgetown University in 1969 and 
graduated cum laude from the University 
of Maine School of law in 1978. He has a 
varied trial practice, which includes per
sonal injury, malpractice, divorce, com
mercial, real estate and criminal litigation. 
He also serves on the Advisory committee 
on Civil Rules and the Maine Bar Journal 
Editorial Committee. 



A federal statute. 42 U.S.C. § 290EE-3, 
and regulations promulgated under it,' 
also make confidential any records relat
ing to drug abuse or prevention programs 
that are conducted, regulated, or "directly 
or indirectly assisted" by the federal gov
ernment. A similar statute, 42 U.S.C. § 
290 00-3, mandates confidentiality for 
records relating to federally-assisted alco
hol abuse treatment programs. The defin
ition of a "program" under the federal reg
ulations is very broad. including anyone 
who provides "alcohol or drug abuse diag
nosis, treatment or referral for treatment."5 

Since alcohol or drug abuse, and often 
both in tandem, form a conspicuous part 
of the pathology ofother forms of mental 
illness, and since most drug and alcohol 
treatment and rehabilitation programs 
receive some direct or indirect form of 
federal assistance (as, for instance, from 
grants funneled through state govern
ments), the reach of these federal statutes 
is broad. A practitioner or agency provid
ing substance abuse treatment or referral 
in conjunction with mental health treat
ment for other conditions will need to treat 
the entire patient record as a substance 
abuse record, unless the substance abuse 
portion has been segregated from the rest 
of the record. The federal statutes contain 
exceptions, discussed below, permitting 
disclosure under specified circumstances, 
but the exceptions are fewer and more 
restrictive than under Maine law. Crimi
nal sanctions are imposed for improper 
disclosure of federally-protected sub
stance abuse treatment records, with a fine 
being assessed of $500 fine for the first 
violation and $5,000 for subsequent vio
lations.6 

Susan E. Oram is with the Lewiston firm 
of Isaacson, Raymond & Bonneau. Ms. 
Oram graduated cum laude from Colby 
College and she received her JD.from the 
Vermont Law School. She is admitted to 
practice in Connecticut, Maine and Vir
ginia. 
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B. THE ST A TUTORY EXCEPTIONS 
TO CONFIDENTIALITY 

1. Informed Consent and Statutori(v 
Authorized Disclosures 

Under Maine law, Section 1207 ofTitle 
34-8 permits release of mental health 
records and information, when an adult 
patient, his guardian, if any, or his parent 
or legal guardian, ifhe is a minor, provides 
informed, written consent to such disclo
sure.' Disclosure is also permitted to enable 
a provider to carry out certain statutory 
mandates, such as the reporting of abuse or 
neglect of a mentally ill person to a public 
advocate" or the .involuntary commitment 
of a patient to a mental hospital! It is also 
allowed for insurance billing purposes wand 
for hospital training programs (provided 
any information identifying the patient is 
expunged). 11 Furthermore, limited infor
mation about the patient's physical and 
mental status may be given to his spouse or 
next-of-kin, 12 and more extensive informa
tion about his diagnosis, medication and 
treatment plan may be furnished to a fami
ly member or other person with whom the 
patient lives, upon the caretaker's written 
request, if, without disclosure "there would 
be significant deterioration in the client's 
daily functioning and if the disclosure is in 
the best interest of the client." 13 For 
instance, if the patient requires assistance 
and supervision in taking psychotropic 
medication, a responsible person residing 
with the patient could be apprised of the 
prescription, the dosage, the side-effects, 
and the consequences of failure to take the 
medication. Although the patient must be 
given advance written notice of the disclo
sure and an opportunity to consent, the 
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provider or responsible person may still 
appeal to the Commissioner of the Depart
ment of Mental Health and Mental Retar
dation to obtain permission for release of 
the information if the patient refuses.1• 

In the absence of informed, written con
sent, or of a statutory exception to the rule 
of confidentiality, mental health records 
can only be disclosed under court order, 
subject to Maine Rule of Evidence 503.15 

A subpoena, which may be issued and 
signed by a clerk of court or by a licensed 
attorney, is not a "court order". 16 Therefore, 
any subpoena directing a mental health 
provider to appear and testify about, or to 
produce for copying and inspection, its 
patient's mental health records should not 
be obeyed, until a judge has ordered com
pliance. The target of the subpoena can 
bring the matter to the court's attention 
through a motion to quash. 17 Once the mat
ter is before the court, the judge must deter
mine, both for the purposes of disclosure 
and admissibility, whether the information 
sought is "relevant to an issue of the phys
ical. mental or emotional condition of the 
patient in any proceeding in which the con
dition of the patient is an element of the 
claim or defense of the patient, or of any 
party claiming through or under the 
patient. "1" 

At the threshold, the court should be 
asked to examine the records in camera 
before issuing its ruling in order to avoid 
the unnecessary disclosure of sensitive 
information.1• In a criminal case, the defen
dant will often subpoena the victim's men
tal health record, hoping that it will contain 
some exculpatory material or, at least, 
some ammunition for impeachment of the 
victim. However, in such a situation, the 
patient is not a party to the case and has not, 
either directly or indirectly, presented any 
claim or defense, so the admissibility ofhis 
mental health record is questionable. If, for 
example, the defendant is a controlling, 
manipulative parent or step parent who has 
been accused of physically or sexually 
abusing his child, preliminary disclosure to 
the defendant can be potentially damaging 
to the victim, regardless of the court's ulti
mate ruling on admissibility, because it 
may be exploited by the defendant to tor
ment or intimidate the child. 

The court must perform a similar analy
sis when ruling on a request for a disclo
sure order of substance abuse treatment 
records pursuant to federal regulations. The 
review must be in chambers or in some 
other forum which insures confidentiality, 
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and the court must balance the need for 
information against the potential for injury 
to the patient, psychotherapist-patient rela
tionship and the treatment service.20 The 
patient and the person in possession of the 
records must have an opportunity to re
spond in writing and an opportunity to 
attend the hearing on the request for 
records. 21 Unless and until the court issues 
an order compelling disclosure, the pro
vider cannot even disclose or confirm the 
identity of the patient as someone who has 
received substance abuse treatment from 
the provider and should refer to the patient 
in pleadings and at hearing as "John Doe" 
or by a similar anonymous moniker.'2 

C. THE TARASOFF EXCEPTION TO 
CONFIDENTIALITY 

There probably exists a common-law 
. exception to the rule of confidentiality for 
threats made by a patient against a third 
party, when the mental health provider 
believes that the patient poses an imminent 
threat of serious physical harm to a third 
person. Indeed, a tort action would likely 
lie against the provider, if the target of the 
threat was killed or seriously injured by the 
patient, and the provider had failed to warn 
the target or the authorities. The seminal 
case on this issue was Tarasojf v. Regents 
of the University of California, decided in 
1976,'3 in which the defendant murdered 
his victim two months after confiding his 
intention to do so to his therapist. The 
Supreme Court of California held that "the 
public policy favoring protection of the 
confidential character of patient-psy
chotherapist communications must yield to 
the extent to which disclosure is essential 
to avert danger to others" and that the "pro
tective privilege ends where the public peril 
begins."H Although the issue has not been 
directly addressed by Maine's courts, the 
Law Court assumed, without discussion, in 
Hewett v. Kennebec Valley Mental Health 
Center, 15 that the plaintiff had a cause of 
action against a mental health provider for 
failure to warn (although it held that her 
claim was barred by the statute of limita-
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tions). Moreover, a rule of the Department 
of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, 
albeit without apparent underlying statuto
ry authority, states that "( c )onfidentiality 
may be violated if there is clear and sub
stantial reason to believe that there is 
imminent danger of serious physical harm 
inflicted by the (patient) ... upon anoth
er."16 

D. STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES 
FOR RELEASE OF RECORDS 
BASED UPON, INFORMED 
CONSENT BY AN ADULT 
PATIENT 

Under both the Maine statute" and fed
eral statutes,'8 an adult patient, provided he 
is competent, can give informed, written 
consent to the release of his records to him
self or a third party. I fhe is incompetent, he 
should have a court-appointed guardian or 
a person with a power of attorney who can 
provide that consent. I fhe is competent, but 
mentally ill, the situation is cloudier. The 
constraints which mental illness impose 
upon the comprehension of a competent 
adult and his ability to furnish informed 
consent necessitate a careful exercise of 
judgment by the treatment provider. The 
statutes and regulations provide little guid-. 
ance as to the level of understanding that 
will suffice to constitute informed consent 
by a mental health patient. They do, how
ever, discuss at length the procedural pre
cautions to be taken before records are 
released to the patient himself or to a third 
party. 
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Under Maine law, any health practition
er may deny a patient access to his own 
records, if the practitioner "believes that 
release of the records is detrimental to the 
health of the patient ... . " 29 In that event, 
the treatment records must be made avail
able to the patient's authorized representa
tive, to his guardian, or to a person desig
nated by a durable medical power of 
attomey.10 

The disclosure process for mental health 
records is more guarded than that for ordi
nary health care records, which are rou
tinely photocopied and sent directly to the 
patient. Upon admission to a facility or pro
gram, a mental health patient must be 
advised as to how he can see and obtain 
copies of his record.3' The record must be 
reviewed under the supervision of the chief 
administrative officer ( or his designee) of 
the facility or program.3

' Where there is a 
"reasonable concern of possible harmful 
effect to the recipient," the clinical director 
(or his designee) must supervise the 
review,n presumably to answer questions, 
clear up misunderstandings and monitor 
the patient's reactions. When the client is 
unable to review his record at the mental 
health facility, the record can be certified 
and sent to a mental health professional of 
the patient's choice, who will supervise the 
review.H The review must take place with
in three (3) working days after a request for 
review is made. 35 

When the records are to be released to an 
agency or individual not involved in the 
patient's treatment or supervision, the 
patient is entitled to be advised of the nature 
of the information to be released, his own 
right to review the record, the identity of 
the party to whom disclosure will be made, 
the purpose to which the information will 
be put, the length of time during which dis
closure will continue, and his right to 
revoke his consent at any time.36 

Substance abuse treatment records re
leased to either the patient, or to a third 
party with the patient's consent, must, by 
federal regulation, bear a warning which 
informs the recipient of the confidential 
nature of the disclosure.37 The regulations 
provide a special consent form which must 
be used, and a standard release for medical 
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records will not suffice. (A copy of the ap
propriate release form follows this article 
as an addendum).3' Even after release, the 
records cannot be used to investigate a 
crime or prosecute a criminal matter 
against the patient, unless a court has 
ordered that the records can be used for that 
purpose.w Unlike Maine law, the federal 
regulations do not give the provider any 
discretion to withhold records from the 
patient himself if he requests them, and 
there is no requirement that the patient 
review the records in a supervised setting. 

E. ST AND ARDS AND PROCE-
DURES FOR RELEASE OF 
RECORDS BASED UPON, 
INFORMED CONSENT BY A 
MINOR PATIENT 

If the patient is a minor, his mental health 
records can be released to a parent ( or a 
guardian or custodian).-") While the parent 
will usually be entitled to obtain the child's 
records, the right to do so is not automatic 
or universal and is constricted by several 
statutes and regulations. Under various cir
cumstances, the provider is either permit
ted or mandated to withhold the mental 
health records from a parent. 

Maine Bar Journal 

I. Dntg and Alcohol Abuse Treatment 
Under Federal Law 

Under federal law, when a minor is treat
ed for drug or alcohol abuse, his records are 
withheld from his parents, unless he con
sents to their disclosure or the program 
director detennines that he lacks capacity 
to make a rational decision about disclosure 
and that the infonnation is relevant to 
reducing a substantial threat to his life or 
health.' 1 

2. ,vfental Health, Dntg and Alcohol 
Abuse Treatment Requested by a 
Minor Under ,vfaine Law 

Under Maine law, any minor has the 
right to request his own mental health treat
ment or treatment for substance abuse:2 

The statute does not limit or restrict the age 
at which a minor can request mental health 
or substance abuse treatment without his 
parent's consent.'3 A minor seeking such 
services is considered financially responsi
ble for their cost:'' Therefore, the provider 
should not inform a parent that the minor 
has sought abuse treatment in order to 
obtain insurance coverage for the treatment 
without the child's permission. A minor 

who is treated. at his own request, for abuse 
of alcohol or drugs, or for emotional or psy
chological problems, has a right to confi
dentiality, even as against his own parents, 
unless the practitioner feels that failure to 
infonn the parent or guardian would jeop
ardize the health of the minor or seriously 
limit the practioner's ability to treat him:5 

3. Emancipated Minors 

A minor 16 or older may obtain an order 
of emancipation from a District Court, if a 
judge detennines that he is self-supporting, 
sufficiently mature to assume responsibility 
for his own care, and it is in his best interest 
to do so . ..,; Ifa minor is emancipated, he has 
the same right of confidentiality as an adult, 
even as against his own parents. Thus, his 
mental health records cannot be released to 
his parents without his infonned, written 
consent. 

4. Children of Divorced or Separated 
Parents 

It is not uncommon for children to re
ceive mental health counseling or psycho
therapy during a family crisis such as a 
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divorce. In the course of the treatment, a 
child may reveal to his therapist infonna
tion that is relevant to the divorce action, 
particularly with respect to the issues of pri
mary residence and visitation. The thera
pist may be reluctant to release the infor
mation to one or both of the parents for fear 
that use of the infonnation will be detri
mental to the child and to the therapeutic re
lationship. Can the therapist ever properly 
refuse to release the records? 

While divorce decrees are generally 
required to contain a provision making all 
health-care records available to both the 
custodial and non-custodial parent, the 
divorce court may deny access to either 
parent if"that access is found not to be in 
the best interest of the child or that access is 
found to be sought for the purpose of caus
ing detriment to the other parent."47 Where 
a minor patient is the child of divorced or 
divorcing parents, the provider should 
request a copy of the divorce decree or any 
order pending divorce to ascertain whether 
either parent has been denied the right of 
access to minor patient's records. 

In addition, when the minor has been 
born out of wedlock, there may be an order 
allocating parental rights in either a pater
nity proceedint~ or in a proceeding by the 
Department of Human Services to obtain 
support from a non-custodial parent. 49 

Since the primary focus of the proceedings 
brought by the Department of Human Ser
vices is to establish a child support obliga
tion, the parents may be unaware of the 
parental rights provisions of the order. 
Therefore, the provider should obtain a 
copy of the order before making a decision 
to release records. 

5. Disclosures Which Constitute an 
"imminent Danger" to the Minor 
Patient 

Finally, a rule of the Department ofMen-

PORTLAND 
3 71 Fore Street, Ste. 202 
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ta! Health and Mental Retardation states 
that a provider may refuse to disclose a 
minor patient's mental health record to 
"legally responsible parents, guardians or 
custodians," where access of such persons 
to the record would create "documented 
danger to the physical or mental well 
being" of the patien t. 50 It is unclear whether 
this regulation addresses the likelihood of 
"danger'' arising from the untrustworthiness 
of the parent, guardian or custodian as 
opposed to the potential hann resulting 
from the ultimate disclosure ofinfonnation 
to the patient himself. In any event, the rule 
offers some justification for a provider to 
refuse access to an abusive, exploitative or 
inept parent whose possession of the infor
mation might harm, rather than help, the 
minor patient. 

F. PENAL TIES FOR WRONGFUL 
REFUSAL TO RELEASE 
RECORDS 

The provider is at risk for wrongful with
holding of records from adult or minor 
patients, or from third parties whom they 
designate, although the risk is not as seri
ous as for wrongful disclosure. A civil 
penalty of up to $25 may be assessed for 
wrongful refusal to release records, and an 
additional penalty of S 100 a day may be 
levied for each day the records are wrong
fully withheld.51 

G. CONCLUSION 

Mental health providers need to exercise 
considerable care in releasing patient 
records. Wrongful disclosure can subject 
the provider to criminal sanctions and 
license suspension, and can be damaging 
to the patient's health and to the therapeutic 
relationship. Wrongful withholding of 
records, after a proper request has been 
made for their release, can also result in the 
imposition of civil penalties. Maine and, to 

BANGOR 
99 Franklin Street, Ste. 304 

PATENT & TRADEMARK.ATTORNEYS · 
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a lesser extent, federal, statutes and regula
tions vest discretion in providers to deter
mine when disclosure is appropriate. That 
discretion must be used wisely to insure 
that the patient's mental health needs are 
weighed against the rights and needs of 
others, especially the right of the public to 
be protected from peril, and the need of 
the patient's parents, guardian or others 
charged with his care to have access to 
infonnation that will assist them in keep
ing him safe and healthy. 

ADDENDUM 

(b) Sample consent fonn. The following 
fonn complies with paragraph (a) of this 
section, but other elements may be added. 

I. I (name of patient) } Request 
} Authorize: 

2. (name or general designation of pro
gram which is to make the disclosure) 

3. To disclose: (kind and amount of infor
mation to be disclosed) 

4. To: (name or title of the person or orga
nization to which disclosure is to be made) 

5. For (purpose of the disclosure) 

6. Date ( on which this consent is signed) 

7. Signature of patient 

8. Signature of parent or guardian (where 
required) 

9. Signature of person authorized to sign 
in lieu of the patient (where required) 

I 0. This consent is subject to revocation 
at any time except to the extent that the 
program which is to make the disclosure 
has already taken action in reliance on it. 
Ifnot previously revoked, this consent 
will tenninate upon: (specific date, event, 
or condition) 

(c) Expired, deficient, or false consent. A 
disclosure may not be made on the 
basis of a consent which: 



(I) Has expired: 

(2) On its face substantially fails to 
confonn to any of the requirements set 
forth in paragraph (a) of this section; 

(3) ls known to have been revoked; or 

( 4) Is known, or through a reasonable 
effort could be known, by the person 
holding the records to be materially 
false. 

(Approved by the Office of Manage
ment and Budget under control num
ber 0930-0099) 

Notice to accompany disclosure. Each 
disclosure made with the patient's 
written consent must be accompanied 
by the following written statement: 

This information has been disclosed to 
you from records protected by Federal 
confidentiality rules (42 CFR part 2). 
The Federal rules prohibit you from 
making any further disclosure of this 
information unless further disclosure 
is expressly permitted by the written 
consent of the person to whom it per
tains or as otherwise permitted by 42 
CFR part 2. A general authorization 
for the release of medical or other 
information is NOT sufficient for this 
purpose. The Federal rules restrict any 
use of the information to criminally 
investigate or prosecute any alcohol or 
drug abuse patient. 

'34- M.R.S.A. §§ 1207-A. 360 I. 
'34-8 M.R.S.A. §91207.1203-A(l)(C). 
'34-8 M.R.S.A. §1207(4); n-A M.R.S.A. 

§§1252(2)(0), 1301(3)(E). 

'42 C.F.R. Part 2. 
'42 C.F.R. §2. l l(b). 
'42 U.S.C. §290EE-3(f), 42 C.F.R. §2.l(f). 
'34-8 M.R.S.A. §1207( I). 
'34-8 M.R.S.A. § 1207( 1)(8); 5 M.R.S.A. §§ 1950 

(I)( 8 ), ( C); Section IX())( I )(b ), Rights of Recipients 
a/Mental Health Services. Maine Department of 
Mental Health Mental Retardation (January I, 
l 995)(hereafter referred to as "Rights of Recipients".) 
Copies of the Regulations can be obtained fromthe 
Department of Mental Health. 

'34-8 M.R.S.A. §1207(1)(8); 34-8 M.R.S.A. 
§3861 et seq.; Section IX( I )(e), Rights of Recipients. 

"34-8 M.R.S.A. § 1207( I )(E); Section IX(l)(f), 
Rights of Recipients. 

"34-8 M.R.S.A. § 1207( I )(F). 
"34-8 M.R.S.A. § 1207(1 )( D); Section VIIl(J)(l Xd), 

Rights of Recipients. 
"34-8 M.R.S.A. §1207(5); Section 8(4), Rules 

Governing the Disclosure of Information Pertaining 
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to Mentally Disable Clients (effective August I 5, 
1995). Such information is limited to "diagnosis, 
admission to or discharge from a treatment facility, 
the name of any medication prescribed. side effects of 
that medication, the likely consequences of failure of 
the client to take the prescribed medication, treatment 
plans and goals and behavioral management strate
gies." 

"34-8 M.R.S.A. § 1207(5)(8); Section C, Rules 
Governing the Disclosure of In(ormarion Pertaining 

to Mentalzv Disabled Clients. 
"34-8 M.R.S.A. § 1207( l )(C). 
"M.R.Civ.P. 45(a)(3). 
"M.R.Civ.P. 45(c)(3)(A)(iii). 

"M.R.Evid. 503. 
"Wright and Miller, Federal Practice and Proce-

dure, §2458 & n.8 ( 1995). 
'°42 C.F.R. §2.64. 
"42 C.F.R. §2.64. 
"42C.F.R. ~2.13. 
"Taraso!Jv. Regents of the University a/Califor

nia, 551 P.2d 334, 83 A.L.R.3d 1166 (l 976). 
"TarasoJJ. 551 P.2dat347. 
"Hewett v. Kennebec Valley Mental Health. 557 

A.2d 622. 624 ( Me. 1989). 
"Section IX(J)(3), Rights o( Recipients. and Sec

tion IX(J)(3). Rights a/Recipients a/Mental Health 
Services Who Are Children in Need o_(Treatment 
( November I, 1995)(hereafter referred to as "Rights of 

Child Recipients"). 
"34-8 M.R.S.A. § 1207( l)(A). 
"42 U.S.C §290EE-3(b), 42 U.S.C. §290DD-3(b). 
"'22 M.R.S.A. § 1711-8(2). 
"'22 M.R.S. A.§§ 1711-8(3)(8), (Cl. 
"Section IX(C), Rights of Recipients. 

"Section IX(K)(2), Rights of Recipients. 
"Section IX(K)(3), Rights of Recipients. 
"Sections IX(K)(4), (5), Rights a/Recipients. 

"Section IX( Kl( I), Rights of Recipients. 
''Section IX( E), Rights of Recipients; Section 8(2), 

(3), Rules Governing the Disclosure of Information 
Pertaining to Mentally Disabled Clients. 

"42 C.F.R. §2.32. 
"42 C.F.R. §2.31. 
"42 U.S.C. §290EE-3( c), 42 U .S.C. §290DD-3(C). 
"'34-8 M.R.S.A. §1207(l)(A). 
"42 C.F.R. §2.14. 
"19 M.R.S.A. §902. 
0 19 M.R.S.A. §902. 
"19 M.R.S.A. §905. 
"19 M.R.S.A. §§902, 905. 
"15 M.R.S.A. §3506-A(4). 
"19 M.R.S.A. §752(6)(8). 

"19 M.R.S.A. §214. 
"19 M.R.S.A. §281. 
'°Sections VIl(K)(3)(a), (bl, Rights a/Child Recip

ients. 
"22 M.R.S.A. § 1711-8(8). 

HAVE YOU HEARD? 
ROBERT A. LASKOFF, announces the 

fonnation of LASKOFF & ASSOCI
ATES, ATTORNEYS-AT-LA W(formerly 
Lasko ff & Sharon) at I 03 Park Street, 
Lewiston. 

There is a group of Maine 
Lawyers who are willing to help 
lawyers who may have a 
substance abuse problem. 
Confidentiality and Anonymity 
assured. 

If you or any attorney you 
know, needs help, please call: 

William B. Cote 786-3173 
Foster A. Stewart 791-1236 
David Kee 1-800-639-2905 

or 469-3507 
John Harrington 223-4939 
Jonathan Reitman 729-0511 
Gregory B. Brown 761-5662 

or 627-4613 
Jack Clifford 865-6122 
Jessie Gunther 943-2894 
Pamela Lawrason 829-3379 
John McElwee 498-6566 
Win Stevens 947-4501 

lawyers 
Concerned 

For 
lawyers 

MSBA 
Substance Abuse 
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40 STATE HOUSE STATION 

ANGUS S. KING, JR. 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 

04333-0040 
GOVERNOR 

June 10, 1996 

The Honorable Joan Pendexter 
Chair, Health and Human Services Committee 
State House Station 
Augusta, ME 04333 

Dear Senator Pendexter: 

MELODIE PEET 

COMMISSIONER 

As per your request, please find a copy of the Department's Critical Incident Review of 
the case involving Mark Bechard attached. Please feel free to contact me if you have 
questions. Otherwise, we look forward to seeing you on the 21st. 

Katie Fullam 
Assistant to the Commissioner 

NUSTED CS RECYG.ED P.-\PER 

PHONE: (207) 287-4223 (Voice) (207) 287-2000 (TTY) FAX: (207) 287-4268 



DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND MENTAL RETARDATION 
CRITICAL INCIDENT REVIEW 

Events Leading to Review 

On January 27, 1996, Mark Bechard, a resident of Waterville, Maine and a recipient of 
mental health services form Kennebec Valley Mental Health Center, forcibly entered a 
convent in Waterville, where he allegedly severely beat four elderly nuns, killing two 
of the victims. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this review is to ascertain whether a relationship existed between this 
event and the adequacy of clinical services, to determine whether there was evidence of 
any clinical deficiency, and to identify areas for clinical and systemic improvement. 

Process 

Kennebec Valley Mental Health Center conducted an internal review of the clinical 
services received by Mark Bechard prior to the incident in Waterville. This review 
consisted of a clinical review of outpatient and hospital records, and a special event 
meeting involving KVMHC community support, case management, and emergency 
staff. Additional information was obtained from crisis staff from the Department of 
Mental Health Crisis Stabilization Unit. Records from private therapists that Mr: 
Bechard had seen over the course of years were unavailable for review. The clinical 
review was completed on February 8, 1996. 

The results of the KVMHC review were shared with the Director of Community 
Clinical Services of the Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, who 
discussed its content with Karen Mosher, Ph.D., Clinical Director for Adult Services at 
KVMHC. The recommendations is this report reflect a synthesis of this information 
and information drawn from ongoing departmental studies of community services. 

It is understood that much of the information contained in the review of clinical 
services is confidential and cannot be addressed in this document. 



Results of Clinical Review 

The clinical review process by KVMHC showed no evidence of failure to meet current 
standards of practice. A major weakness of the system of rare was the emergency 
services phone relay to Mid-Maine Medical Center, which deactivated during a power 
outage and did not redeploy when power was restored, making it impossible to contact 
KVMHC during the night of January 27, 1996. The KVMHC report also identified 
several clinical areas which, while not deficient by current standards of care, could be 
improved. These included expansion of coverage by community support services, 
improved organization of crisis and emergency services, and intensification of intra
agency communication between service providers. 

Dr. Mosher concluded that there was no evidence of negligence on the part of KVWIC 
and that the tragedy could not have been predicted or clinically prevented. Plans are in 
place to resolve the problems with the phone system, and KVMHC procedures have 
been amended to enhance intra-agency communications. Dr. Mosher has requested 
consultation with the Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation to address 
the expansion of community support services, and to re-evaluate policy and procedure 
regarding supported housing. 

The departmental evaluator found that the KVMHC review was thorough and candid, 
and concurred with the conclusions and recommendations in Dr. Mosher' s report. 

Departmental Review 

The conclusions of the clinical review clearly point to several areas of weakness in the 
current system of mental health services. These areas had largely been previously 
identified by DMH&MR, and targeted for reorganization as part of the Local Service 
Network plan. 

Improvements indicated by the systemic review include: 

1. Reorganization of regional crisis services to include a single 24-hour crisis line, 24-
hour mobile crisis response, a wider range of crisis residential alternatives able to serve 
people having more acute difficulties, and improved collaboration with police and 
rescue services. 

2. Evaluation and expansion of case management services to include intensive case 
management options for individuals having special needs. 

3. Expansion of regional community support and case management services to provide 
evening and weekend coverage. 



4. Evaluation and expansion· of rehabilitation services to include supported housing, 
employment, and supported education. 

Departmental Plan 

In the absence of evidence of negligence, one can only speculate as to whether 
alternative services or improved communications could have in any way altered the 
tragic events of January 27. We can, however, identify ways in which we can improve 
the supports available to people with psychiatric disorders, attempt to mitigate the risk 
of harm to or by these citizens, and improve systemic responsiveness when a crisis 
presents. It is hoped that the present tragedy may signal the urgent nee<l for prompt 
collaboration to move toward more comprehensive community services. 

Systemic issues are being addressed as follows: 

1. It is of utmost importance that the public receive the message that the violent 
episode that occurred in Waterville is not attributable to or characteristic of people 
having psychiatric diagnoses. Due to de...,'1)ly ingrained misconceptions linking 
mental illness to violence, events such as the one in Waterville invariably elicit 
public fear and outcry against people having psychiatric disorders. DMHMR has 
an ethical obligation to provide public education, and to resist reactionary demands 
for the institution of coercive treatment and segregation of people having psychiatric 
disorders. 

2. D:MB.1vfR staff will be meeting with Dr. Mosher at KVMHC on March 6 to 
document that the clinical concerns outlined above have been addressed, and to plan 
further consultation regarding community support services, crisis response, and 
supported housing. 

3. Providers of crisis and emergency services in the Kennbec-Somerset region are 
convening to establish a comprehensive, integrated crisis response system. The 
current plan includes 24-hour crisis line capacity, 24-hour mobile crisis response, 
crisis residential services with the capacity of intensive staffing and wrap-around· 
services, peer warm lines, and crisis homes. This system will have the capacity to 
serve adults and children having mental illness, mental retardation, and substance 
abuse concerns. This plan requires a collaboration between all area providers of 
crisis services, and will include a complete evaluation of licensure, policy, 
procedure, and certification requirements that impact crisis services. 

DMHMR plans further collaboration with the police department and the Department 
of Public Safety to improve coordination of crisis response, and to explore options 
to establish improved protocols for response to mental health crisis within the 911 
system. 



4. Currently, a comprehensive study of case management service throughout the state 
of Maine is in process at DMHMR in collaboration with the University of New 
England. Preliminary results of that study indicate a need for reorganization and 
expansion of services in order to provide the needed continuity of care. nMHMR 
staff will be meeting with area providers to examine organization strategies sand 
funding needs to see that evening and weekend case management and community 
support services become available. 

DMHMR is also exploring options for establishing intensive case management 
services by redeploying state employees to intensive continuous treatment teams. 
These teams would provide specialized services to people with complex needs such 
as multiple disabilities, assault or criminal histories, or trauma/abuse survivors. 
Low client-to-staff rations, extended hours of service, and availability of specialized 
treatment modalities would ensure high intensity and rapid response of service. 

5. The evaluation of rehabilitation service in the Kennebec-Somerset region is 
complicate by the large number of different providers involved in employment, 
housing, and educational services. DMHMR staff will be providing consultation to 
KVMHC as requested regarding the policies and procedures in their supported 
housing programs. Outreach to other providers is in progress. 

6. The Department will establish clear protocols for crisis/disaster reporting, response, 
and review, including guidelines for the involvement of community agencies and 
emergency services. 



10SEPH M. O'DONNELL 
'"EPHEN .J. O'DONNELL 

aOHN D. PELLETIER 
POLLY REEVES 
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ERNEST L. GOODSPEED 
( I 9 I 7-1 994) 

Jane Orbeton, Esq. 
Maine State Legislature 
Office of Policy & Legal Analysis 
State House Station 13 
Augusta, I\IIE 04333-0013 

LAW OFFlCES OF 
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IO SUMMER STREEf 

. AUGUSTA, MAINE 04330 

June 20, 1996 

P.O. BOX 785 

AUGUSTA, MAINE 04332-0785 

TELEPHONE: (207)622-6 I 61 
FAX: (207) 626-0942 

RE: Release of Kennebec Valley Mental Health Center Records 

Dear Jane: 

As I discussed with you on the telephone, I have reviewed the reports made by the Kennebec 
Valley Mental Health Center in response to the incident that occurred in Waterville involving the murder 
of two nuns. I understand from you that the Health & Human Services Committee is requesting access 
to these documents. 

I am unaware of any statutory or contractual authority that would compel production of any 
records of the Kennebec Valley Mental Health Center. The Kennebec Valley Mental Health Center is 
willing to cooperate with the Committee to the greatest possible extent; however; we have determined 
that most of the records are confidential under 34-B M.R.S.A.§ 1207 which provides that "all orders of 
commitment, medical and administrative records, applications and reports, and facts contained in them, 
pertaining to any client should be kept confidential and may not be disclosed by any person". None of 
the exceptions in the confidentiality statute authorize the release to the Committee. 

The Kennebec Valley Mental Health Center also has an interest in and a right to keep 
confidential actions and records relating to peer and policy reviews. After reviewing the records and 
conferring with staff, I have determined that the enclosed two pages of records relating to the telephone 
system are neither confidential under 34-B M.R.S.A.§ 1207, nor are they peer or policy review materials. 

Notwithstanding our position that the other records cannot be released, the Kennebec Valley 
Mental Health Center is more than willing to discuss with the Committee its views on how the delivery of 
community services for people with mental illness can be improved. To that end, either John Shaw, the 
Director, or other staff are available and willing to participate at Committee hearings with the 
understanding that no confidential information regarding the patient will be provided. 

SJO/jmb 

CC: Christopher Leighton, A.AG. 
John Shaw 

,~erely yo_11~,_" ( r· Y~\lJ ( f\ JJ;·i 
St~ {ciDoJo: i 

·-.....J ·✓ 



KENNEBEC V .ALLEY i\i1ENT AL HEAL TH CENTER 
SPECIAL EVENTS INFORivL<\TION 
ONCO~fivfUNICATIONSFATLURE 

JAJ."\fUARY 27th and 28th, 1996 

1. KV]vfH:C's telephone system transferred over to KVMHC's answering service 
located at Mid-:Mame Medical Center at 4:30 p.m. Friday, January 26, 1996. 

2. KVi\1HC's last call transferred to the answering service was at 11:16 p.m. on 
January 26, 19%. 

3. Albert (Buster) ?vfcLellen of Crisis Stabilization contacted Paul.Theriault -
KV?vfHC's Director of Emergency Services at approx:imately 9:00 a.m. on -
Sunday, January 28, 19% informing Paul th.at KVlvfHC's emergency calls were 
not being answered by the answering service. 

4. Paul Theriault contacted John Shaw, Executive Director and informed him of the 
problem and was told to contact Lorna Bradstreet, Director of Operations and 
have the problem fixed immediately. 

5. Paul called Lorna at approximately 9:15 a.m. on Sunday, January 28, 1996 and 
reported the problem. 

6. LDma responded to the emergency and the phones were operational by 10:00 a..m. 

on Sunday, January 28, 1996. 

Kennebec Valley Mental Health Center's after hours telephone calls are automatically "\ 
forwarded to the answering service located at the Seton Unit oflvfid-Maine Medical Cenrer 
through a call divertor located in the basement of KV?vfHC. This is activated by engaging 
a switch located at the rec...'1)tion desk in the main lobby ofK'VNfHC. This switch was 
engaged properly and calls were forwarded-until there was a power outage. When there is 
a power outage greater than a flicker the call divertor, which is electrical, will shutdown 
and fail to forward :KV},.,!HC's calls directly to the answering service. This shutdown did 
occur sometime after 11:16 p.m. on Friday, January 26, 1996. The system as it curreil;1fy 
is setup does not have the capability to rectify itself and correction needs to be done 
manually. - . 

Central Maine Power Company has been contacted to try to establish a time when the 
power went may of out in the location of the office and they have no way of tracking this 
information. C!vfP was also asked when calls began coming into their office and was told 
that the calls began coming in early Saturday morning and continued all day and night 
CMP is unable to determine exactly when the power went out that caused this failure in 
~fHC's telephone equipment 



KVN.IHC's telephone communications company (Northstar Communications) has been 
contacted to rectify the problem of losing the capability of forwarding calls to the 
answering service in the event there is a power outage. 

KVN.IHC is looking into further options regarding the current telephone system to insure 
that all calls are responded to in a timely fashion regardless if emergent or not 

KVMB:C M1l be wooong wi:tb. the answering service to insure that this problem does not 
occur in the future. We Juve established check in procedures ~ith the answering service to 
assist in this matter. 

KVN.IHC is moving aggressively regarding the above matters and will have implementi.tio~ 
of insuring this problem does not occur again. In the interim, the Director of Operations 
has established check in times with the answering service every half hour when the 
answering service is responsible for taking KVMHC's telephone calls. 

ADDE:NTiillvf 

K\ij\;.IHC has not received any complaints regarding the capacity to respond to calls 
forwarded to the answering service in the past. 

KVN.IHC's answering service, in the past, has contacted the emergency services staff 
and/or the Director of Operations to report that they hadn't rec,.,,oived any calls for a period 
of time and they were con~"'ITI.ed that the phone lines may not be connecting. This 
procedure did not happen on Sarurday, January 27th or SID1.day, January 28th. This is not 
a written procedure for hanclling power outages but an understood procedure that the 
answering service took upon themselves to implement The answering service is more than -
willing and capable at implementing any procedures that KVMHC puts into place to insure 
that this problem does not.happen again. 

sp.wps 



Testimony to 
The Honorable Members of the Joint Standing Committee on Health and Human Services 

By John D. Shaw, Jr. L.C.S.\V., Executive Director 
Kennebec Valley Mental Health Center 

July 26, 1996 

My name is John Shaw. I am pleased to come before you today to assist in the evaluation and assessment 
of the mental health system in Maine. I hope I may bring an interesting perspective in that I have worked 
for almost thirty years in the human services field. My experience includes work in psychiatric hospitals, 
non profit agencies, youth corrections, in state government as Director of Licensing for Maine's D:t\lIH and 
for profit corporations. At this time, I serve as Executive Director of Kennebec Valley ?vlental Health 
Center. I have also been a consumer of state funded mental health services in this state and have family 
members who have struggled with mental illness. I am licensed independently in the State of :.\iiaine as a 
Licensed Clinical Social \Vorker. 

Objectivity is hard when a spectacular event that reinforces societal stereotypes of mentally ill people has 
taken place. You deserve credit for fighting the urge to respond impulsively and raking the time to look 
objectively at your tJ.sk. Csing data is an important process in an objective systems revi.ew. It may be 
helpful to have some data on the population served. This may give you a sense of the number of people 
your decisions will touch. It is estimated that about 1 % of the population throughout the world suffers 
from schizophrenia. In Maine that would be about 12,000 people .. -\nother L 2°0 to 1 % suffer from 
manic depressive illness (6,000 people), other biologically based mental illnesses effect another 1 °10 to 2% 
of the population (12.000 people). serious depression is the largest psychiatric diagnosis in the United 
States affecting 10% to 15% of the population during their lifetime. suicide is the second largest killer of 
teenagers behind drunk drivi.ng, the divorce rate in America is 50°,o. It is estimated that serious substance 
abuse effects up to 10% of the population during their lifetime, over 90<% of people in jail for vi.olent 
c1ime were abused as children. By rough calculations. your decisions will affect 30,000 people who need 
or are using mental health services at any one time. Of note, the Consent Decree has about 3,010 class 
members, almost 40°-'o do not have a diagnosed biologically based, major mental illness. 

We live in a society which values independence and self-determination. We have struggled to accept the 
need for mental health services as part of the human condition. In .'.\.laine, the legislature needed to pass 
law requiring insurance companies to cover mental health services. :\lore legislation had to be passed to 
ensure there is the same level of insurance coverage for mental illnesses as there is for other biologically 
based illnesses. Twenty-five years ago, a vice presidential candidate had to drop out of a national race 
because he had been a recipient of mental health services. More recently, a presidential candidate suffered 
a drop in his approval rating when he admitted receiving counseling after he lost his brother in an 
automobile accident. Regulation and law regarding confidentiality and client rights has been a natural 
outcome of this societal condition. in an attempt to protect those who seek mental health services from 
discrimination as a result of this kind of stigma. 
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As you evaluate our current system it is important to understand the philosophical forces which have 
influenced its design up to this point. As government funding tightened in the 197O's, institutions started 
to be seen as abusive places which unnecessarily removed people's rights to freedom and self
determination as a result of their mental illness. As states moved to de-institutionalize there was national 
concern that people with mental illness would be discriminated against. For years doctors had been 
prescribing treatments including overly long and restrictive hospitalizations, shock treatments and 
medications with limited positive effects and damaging side-effects for people strug___cling with the challenge 
of mental illness. More generally, there was a pervasive sense that a mentally ill person inherently had bad 
judgment as a result of their illness and, therefore, could not and should not be allowed to make decisions 
the rest of the so called "normal" people could make. 

The client rights movement gathered force throughout the country in the late 197O's and sought to provide 
SOQle balance so the rights of recipients of mental health services were not trampled on by well meaning 
service providers and others. These rights were published in Maine in 1984, and became a central core to 
the state operated licensing process for contracted mental health providers. Since that time, along with 
financial auditing, they have remained a central part of the Department of Mental Health's oversight 
mechanism for providers. Rights violations were also used as the core of the class action suit which 
resulted in the Consent Decree which has driven the development of our mental health system for the past 
seven years. 

1bis has resulted in a community based system in which all services are voluntary. Unless a person is 
determined by a physician to be a danger to self or others, there can be no mandate for any person 
residing outside an institution to receive any service if they are not willing to. That is the same for people 
with mental illness as it is for you and me. The Rights documents goes so far as to require client signature 
indicating they have been informed of the risks and benefits of service before the service is delivered to 
ensure that people are not unduly coerced. This is law and our policies reflect law. 

Now, with the occurrence of a number of high profile murders, the pendulum may be swinging back 
towards a primary concern for public safety. The difficult challenge will be to prevent a return to the 
convenient structures and prejudices of the past. 

A classic Maine guiding principle is "If it ain't broke don't fix it." I have agreed with this philosophy, but 
have struggled with how we define what's "broke." This is where the need to be objective in the heat of 
the moment is particularly challenging. There is no question that many things in the mental health system 
can be improved. Before we redesign, however, we should objectively evaluate the current system to 
determine if adequate safeguards are in place. 
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Let us first ask the question if there has been data, not singular spectacular incidents, that would give rise 
to concern, has there been an increase in violent crime that can be tied to management of people with 
mental illness in the community? Of the twenty-five to thirty murders committed in the State of Maine 
each year, how many are being committed by people receiving services as part of a community based 
mental health system? \Vnat is the incidence of violent crime with this population nationally? Without 
data, there can be no assurance that significant change is needed. 

That is not to say, however, that systems cannot be improved. Let us look at what is being done currently 
to safe guard the community and the many thousands of people using community based mental health 
services. I will start by outlining for you what is available in our catchment area. I will also try to state 
what the strength and weaknesses of each system may be from my point of view. 

The bottom line is hospital services. In our area they are supplied by . ..\.ivfHL Kennebec Valley _0.1Iedical 
Center and :tvlid-?v1aine Medical Center. Without this safety net community based services are impossible. 
as there is no safety net to catch those who are dangerous to themselves or others. These services are very 
restrictive and expensive, however, and there is constant pressure to use less restrictive, less costly 
services. Concern comes when there is not enough capacity to meet need. Negotiations between private 
hospitals and Di'vIH to create community hospital based involuntary beds which would allow A1vIHI to 
downsize are undeiway. The private hospitals coordinate activities with themselves and the community 
through the KeDJSom ?vlental Health Council. This Council is comprised of consumers. family members, 
providers, state personnel and other stakeholders. Its primary mission is to assure service coordination as 
well as create and improved se1vi.ces. 

Next in the continuum is the crisis/emergency service system. This system is open twenty-four hours a 
day, 365 days a year. In our area, three organizations have responsibility for different aspects of its 
implementation. The agencies are: Crisis and Counseling which provides mobile services for adults and 
children and a crisis residence for adults in Somerset County; the state run Crisis Program which also 
provides mobile services and a crisis residence for adults in Kennebec County: and :finally, Kennebec 
Valley 1vlental Health Center which provides emergency evaluations in hospital emergency rooms. All 
systems can make determinations as to whether clients pose a risk to themselves or others. 
Hospitalization, however, can only take place through a doctor's order. These systems coordinate through 
the Ken/Som Council and have a "systems alert" for those clients who are felt to be a potential risk. The 
strength of this system is a variety of services available to respond, so if one system cannot respond 
another can. There is also a menu of services so that different needs can be met in different ways. These 
systems share a common clinical supervisor. The weakness of the system is the lack of a hot line, the lack 
of a single point of entry, the need to actively work on coordination issues on an ongoing basis. At times~ 
issues of capacity are of concern when it is particularly busy or when there is lack of available hospital 
beds. In Augusta, there has been a long-standing positive relationship with the Augusta Police 
Department. Similar relationships have more recently been established with Waterville Police Department, 
the Kennebec and Somerset County Sheriff Departments. 
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Medication Clinic services are also key to a community based system. The central location for these 
services is Kennebec Valley Mental Health Center which serves over 900 clients in Augusta and 
Waterville. There is also a substantial private practice and primary care component here too because there 
are far more than 900 people who want and need psychiatric medications. Psychiatrists are at a premium 
in our area so we use a number of psychiatrists that also work in the hospitals. Recently we have 
employed a nurse practitioner with over twenty-five years experience at A.1vIHI. She is independently 
licensed to prescribe medications. DNlli funds a discounted medication program to assist clients who 
struggle to pay for expensive medications. Recipients of medication clinic services who have a severe and 
prolonged mental illness are seen by an agency community support worker prior to seeing the nurse or 
psychiatrist so medication reaction, compliance and general issues of well-being are addressed. If 
medication compliance is an issue, it is then thoroughly discussed and communication is made to the 
client's full-time community support worker, if they have one. with proper information release, for follovv 
up. Lastly, we run a Clozaril case management program for those who have this drug prescribed. The 
Clozaril program is not designed to track medication compliance. Clozaril is a new drug which could have 
life threatening effects if white blood cell counts are not monitored. This program was specifically set up 
to ensure regular blood testing for Clozaril recipients. The blood test cannot tell whether someone is taking 
ClozariL only if there is a problem with their white blood count which could have a life threatening effect. 

The strength of this system is that it is efficient and well managed. Because most state supported clients 
use this system. coordination is less of an issue, however. it has many weaknesses. \faine has no medical 
school, so psychiatrists are very expensive and difficult to recruit. \ledication compliance is a major issue. 
because most medications have negative short and long-term side effects ancl at times, limited 
effectiveness. .-\t any one time we estimate that 10% to 15% of our community support clients are 
struggling with compliance. Some experience psychosis and have violent thoughts. The ovenvhelming 
majority of these folks have been adequately dealt with through Community Support Services, Emergency 
Services, hospital and criminal justice systems. 

A majority of chronically mentally ill people have Community Support Services from one of four 
agencies in our area; Kennebec Valley Nlental Health Center, HealthReach, Catholic Charities Nfaine and 
Motivational Services. These services are delivered in people's homes, boarding homes, the community 
and, if necessary, in agency offices. Services include case management, skills training, counseling, 
activities of daily living and general support. Frequency of service is tlexible according to need. These 
services are coordinated through the Ken/Som Council. There is a single point of entry, thel-800 number 
to gain access through a coordinated intake system. There are weekly Monday and Thursday meetings of 
supervisors, and crisis and emergency services, supported by a licensing approved information release, to 
discuss potentially troublesome cases. Community Support Services do an excellent job of case 
management and counseling for those who do not require intensive services. They are limited, however, 
in addressing the service needs of those who require intensive supervision and structure. Underlying all of 
these systems is the voluntary nature of all services. 
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For those people with specific mental illness diagnosis, who are difficult to engage, HealthReach has 
developed an Assertive Community Treatment or ACT team. This team's job it is to assertively pursue 
treatment resistant clients and provide case management, medication and counseling services to them even 
if they are refusing service. This is technology that could go along way towards intervening with difficult, 
potentially dangerous clients. Drawbacks are that they still operate under a voluntary structure and the 
diagnostic categories they serve are limited. 

There are three general types of housing services in our area. First, are structured group homes which 
provide 24 hour stat1ing and structured milieus. These are voluntary programs designed for those clients 
with higher supervision needs. Because they are voluntary, however, not all clients who may ideally 
benefit from such a setting do so. These services are primarily offered in our area by Motivational Services 
with the recent addition of Kennebec Valley .Mental Health Center. Second, are boarding homes which 
prqvide 24 hour supervision, but are not designed specifically for people with mental illness. They provide 
a limited structured milieu. :Vfany clients in boarding homes receive community support and other services 
from mental health agencies voluntarily. The third type of housing program is designed to specifically 
address housing, not service need. These programs supply housing units and rent.al assistance to people 
with mental illness. Because these programs have a civil rights underpinning designed to reduce 
discrimination in housing for people suffering from metal illness, there is no. and cannot be, any sefvice 
requirement attached to them. Kennebec Valley \'Iental Health Center is the sole supplier of these 
apartment units in the area. .\Ioti.vational Services and Kennebec Valley .\Iental Health Center offer 
housing and rental assistance programs and are coordinated through the Ken/Som Council. 

There are also a variety of day and vocational support sefvices supplied by :\Iotivational Services, the 
hospitals, VocRehab and Kennebec Valley lvlental Health Center to assist clients in greater levels of 
community integration than just living outside the hospital. Day programs are designed for those who can 
benefit from structured activities, activities of daily living and occupational therapy types of services. At 
the other end of the spectrum are employment services for those who could benefit from supported 
employment situations. Because the emphasis has been on downsizing hospitals, the active development 
community integration strategies which can make living in the community meaningful for consumers, has 
yet to receive the state's full attention. Kennebec Valley Iv!ental Health Center has recently embarked on 
bringing a Fountain House style vocational clubhouse program to }Aaine using revenues from fund raising 
to support the effort. 

Outpatient mental health and substance abuse sef\.i.ces are offered by Kennebec Valley :tviental Health 
Center, the two hospitals, Catholic Charities Maine, HealthReach and Crisis and Counseling. Demand is 
high for these services with most agencies maintaining waiting lists. :tvfany clients seeking this service 
require financial assistance. 
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I hope this overview has been helpful. I am aware that it is a complex system that takes more than just a 
brief description to understand. I will be happy to take questions at this time to help clarify some of what I 
have discussed. Once again, I want to thank you for your time and interest in improving the mental health 
system. 



Clozapine Monitoring 

Background 

Protocols for Monitoring the 

Utilization of Psychotropic Medication 

Clozapine use in Maine, as elsewhere, remains tightly monitored by the drug 
manufacturer, Sandoz, in accord with FDA standards. These standards were established 
due to the high incidence of lethal side effects to the medication, the most common of 
which is suppression of white blood cell count. 

Sandoz Protocol 

In order to begin a trial of clozapine: 

1. The person must be fully informed of the risks, potential benefits, and alternative 
treatments, and the person or guardian must consent to the medication trial. 

2. The person must receive, at a minimum, screening laboratory studies consisting of 
a complete blood count, and must have a white blood cell count (WBC) of3500 or 
greater. The blood sample must be obtained no more than 7 days prior to 
beginning clozapine. Baseline liver function tests and EKG are recommended, 
especially in individuals having related medical conditions. 

3. The person must be registered by the treatment provider with the Clozaril National 
Registry, which is operated by Sandoz, and must receive a rechallenge number. 
Without a rechallenge number, no pharmacy can fill a prescription for clozapine. 

4. Sandoz requires documentation of compliance with the FDA standard via specific 
forms (A through D), with signed copies shared between the prescriber, the 
pharmacist, and Sandoz. 

Due to the high incidence of side effects, clozapine is begun at a low dose and advanced 
gradually. The Sandoz standard titration begins with 25mg and increases the dose by 
25mg daily as tolerated. The usual therapeutic range is 400-800mg daily in divided doses, 
though this varies considerably from individual to individual. 

Once clozapine is begun, the person taking it must have a WBC drawn weekly for as long 
as s/he remains on the drug. The WBC must be above 3500 in order for the person to 
receive his/her prescription. The pharmacy will only dispense a one-week supply of 
clozapine, though it is common to provide people with an extra several days' supply in 
case they are delayed in getting their blood tests for some unavoidable reason. 



In practice, clinics have been authorized by Sandoz to dispense the week's clozapine 
supply at the time the person presents for his/her blood test. The results of the.blood test 
are checked within 24 hours, and reported to the pharmacy by the prescriber. If the WBC 
has fallen below 3500, the person is also immediately notified. As long as the WBC 
remains between 3000 and 3500, the person can remain on the drug but WBC must be 
checked twice weekly. If the WBC has fallen below 3000, clozapine is discontinued 
immediately and the WBC is followed closely. Whenever clozapine has been 
discontinued, it is recommended that the person continue to have weekly WBC checks for 
one month. 

AMHI Protocol 

The AMHI protocol for clozapine administration is appended. It appears to conform to 
the FDA standard although there are some minor differences in titration schedules. 

Medicaid Pharmacy Claims Utilization Review Process 

Protocol Development 

D1v1HMRSAS has requested pennission from the Department of Human Services (DHS) 
to access Medicaid claims history information regarding the use of psychotropic agents. 
Once approval is obtained, the Department will be able to access the comprehensive 
database currently in use for utilization review at DHS. It is anticipated that 
D1v1HMRSAS will be able to request specific reports from the DHS database by 
September 1, 1996, and to receive data by October 1. 

DHS strongly advises that DWIMRSAS structure the utilization review (UR) process 
similarly to the one at DHS. The DHS UR process is conducted in order to inform and 
educate prescribers. Providers have responded cooperatively to the UR process, which 
has prompted only a few letters of complaint since the institution of OBRA '90. 

Proposed Uses for the Psychotropic Medication UR Process 

I. Identification of prescribers of psychotropic medications. This will inform the 
Department's efforts to design and implement training, consultation, and support for 
primary care physicians and nurse practitioners who are prescribing for people having 
psychiatric disabilities. This need is particularly pressing in rural areas having few 
psychiatrists, and in the treatment of the geriatric population. 

2. Tracking the number of individuals taking clozapine, risperidone, and other high-cost 
medication regimens. This will inform projections of needs and costs for regional 
planning and consent decree compliance. This could also be used as a vehicle to 
inform physicians of less costly drug regimens that are likely to be equally effective. 

3. Identification of individuals taking medications having potentially harmful drug 
interactions. 



4. Identification of poly-pharmacy, including multiple medications within a single class 
and same or multiple medications from different prescribers. ··· 

5. Correlation of medication class with appropriate diagnosis (e.g., identification of 
individuals taking neuroleptics who do not have a diagnosis that suggests the presence 
of psychosis). 

6. Identification of individuals taking excessive doses of medications. 

7. Identification of regional or facility-specific prescribing patterns ( e.g., nursing facilities 
using haloperidol for sedation). 

8. Identification of individuals who have been maintained on a given dosage of a 
medication for a lengthy period of time. 

Clinical Follow-up 

When UR reports reveal patterns suggesting irregularities in prescribing practices, the 
prescriber will be contacted regarding the data, and will be provided with information and 
suggestions for alternatives, and further consultation will be offered. DRS uses a 
committee of pharmacists and physicians to intervene in more challenging cases involving 
clinical practice issues. 

It will also be possible to use these data to target high_ risk individuals in order to monitor 
whether they have filled their prescriptions. Norms will be developed to identify patterns 
of erratic use, which will then trigger outreach efforts to determine whether an individual 
is deteriorating clinically. However, in clinical practice, this is not an adequate means to 
ascertain patterns of medication use, as people can fill a prescription but not follow 
through with taking the medication, 11 double up 11 on doses or otherwise take the 
medication irregularly. Also, the fact that a person is taking medication as prescribed does 
not insure that s/he is doing well clinically, as most people do have periodic exacerbations 
of their difficulties even while taking medications. Clinical follow-up, in most ca_ses, will 
reveal if a person is having difficulties, and will include ongoing assessment of medication 
use. Thus UR surveillance cannot substitute for good clinical follow-up, and good clinical 
follow-up obviates the need for UR surveillance; neither can fully address the dilemmas 
posed when an individual simply does not want mental health services and medications. 
Utilization review will therefore be closely linked with outreach case management efforts 
for high-risk individuals, and with specialized clinical approaches designed to engage 
people who are choosing not to enter treatment. 



APPENDICES 

A. AMID Clozapine Protocol 

B. Review of Clozapine Side Effects 
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Each individual unit will collect ::ind evaluate medication emfmcident reports and forward action 
ofco~on in writing to the Medication lnffl'Uctor, who is respcnsible for monitoring medication 
error/incident reports hospital wide. ··· 
Toe Medication In:it.ru1Jt.or will coordluatc th.is QA proces~ and keep appropriate records. The 
Medication Instructor sends a report to the Patient Care Committee, coordinators of Quality 
Assurance and Nurse Manager. 
The Mediation error/incident ~port ·will be reviewed monthly at the Patient Care committee meeting 
by the Medication Instructor. 
The Chairperson of the Patient Care Committee will forward any recommendations for procedure or 
policy intervention to the Executive Committee of the Medical Staff for action. 

CLOZARIL 

a. The physician who wishes to prescribe CLOZARIL can call the CLOZARIL National Registry 
(l-800-448-593&) tCI obtain a Rechallenge Clearance Authorization Number-(RCAN) for that 
patient. The Patient Safety A-Ssunlllce (form C) Vvill be completed and the top copy of the thf01'art 
foni1 .... ill be forwarded to Sandoz. The physioic.n retains one copy ::ind a third copy will ~ sent to 
the Pharmacy witll the order to start CLOZARIL in that patient. (Tne physician may prefer to mall 
form C to the CLOZARIL National Registry rather than telephoning for the: infonnation. Sandoz 
will return form C with the RCAN. 

b. Within seven days prior to receiving CLOZA~1 a blood sample roust be obtained for a baseline 
CBC and differential count. IF the WBC count is /3500/trui, a RCAN is obtained and there are 
no other medical contraindications; CLOZARIL therapy may begin. (Medical contraindications 
include myeloproliferative disorden oI" simultaneous ~ with other agems having si we-Unown 
potential to suppress bone marrow functions,) 

c. Whc;o the. i.nitial CLOZARIL ordor i~ to ~ filled by the pharmacy, a copy of form C and V/BC 
count report form must accompany the order before the drug can be dispensed. (WBC count 
reporting form is also known as fonn LJ when used for a single patient; form E when used for 
multiple patients.) 

d. The physician may follow the dosage titration ~commended by Sandoz: or choose another titration 
schedule. CLOZARIL should be increased in increments of 100 mi or less to avoid adverse ~ffectS. 

e. Subsequent weekly fillings will depend upon ph.annacy's receipt of an order written for tha:t 
dispensing !Uld n. form D or E, with 3.n ~ptablt WBC value (obtained within seven days). If the 
WBC count is not perfonned the drug v.ill not be dispensed If the bloqd is not drawn within eight 
days since the la.st draw, the drug will be; ~movc;u from lhi; wll-[U, 

f. The pharmacy obtains a. copy of ea.ch of the lab result, on the same day as the blood is analyzed. 
The information is entered into the pharmacy computer, showing up to seven consecutive weeks of 
WBC counts for each patient so that downward WBC trends can be identified. Also on file in the 
computer is a current List of CLOZARlL patients, those discharged on CLOZARIL and those in 
whom CLOZARIL was discontinued. 

g. The pharmacy is to be notifiedimmediately of any changes in dosage. Borrowing of CLOZA.RIL 
from one p~<.nt for u~ in 11,llOthcr pisticct i11 cot allowed. If cluingcs OCQw' during houm when the 

phannacy is closed, p~scription via.ls with a minimum number of tablets of each strength are 
readily available in the pharmacy. · 

h. Responsibility for monitoring of the WBC counts rests with the attending physician, to watch for 
abnormalities or downw~ trends of\\'BC which could indlcate a pending agranulocytosis. The 
WBC counts will also be monitored by -pharmacy. Should a downward trend be identified, the 
phamiacist will contact the attending physician (or the covering physician/physician extender). The 
Clinical Director will also be notifiM. 

i. Actions to ~ taken with decreasing \llBC/Granulocyte are available via protocol. 
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j. When a CLOZARIL order is discontinued for any reason, the WBC count will be monitored weekly 
fur fuur conscoutlvc week.Ii followwg the ~ntinuaucc ofCLOZARIL, . 

k. All CL0ZARIL orders will be dispensed on the ~e day eactPwcek. Dosage cb.anges-·oc~g-on 
other days will be tllleci inuned.iateJy. 

I. Following completion of CLOZARIL dispensing, weekly reporu will be sent to the following: 

(t) Clinical Director: Current CLOZARIL patient list, a li!{t ofWBC. count for 11.ll 
CLOZARIL patients, including recently discontinuod patients; 

(2) Oirect0r ofHospit:ll S11rvices: Cu.rrent CLOZARIL pGiiont list; and 
(3) Quality Assuran~ Dlrcctor: Current patient list, WBC counts and this week's dose of 

CLOZARIL for _c.ai..h pll-tic;nt. 

If a patient is admitted to AMHI on CLOZARJL and brings along a. supply of the drug, that supply may be 
used until it-can be obtained from the A.\1!-Il pharmacy, The medication may be administered if processed 
through the AMHl Phannacy to confirm proper rn~ and do.sagi.-:. Tho Clinical Director and the pharmacy 
must be notmed on the next business day so as to proeeu the appropriate paperwork with Sa:c.do:z. If the 
newly admitted patient has been on -CLOZ.A..RIL but did not bring along a supply, the Clinical Direct.or 
must bv notified lx:forc any medication i:.a.n ~ ~rnovc;d from t;b.Q plw.rmaoy. Once tM sta.rt up IJll 

CLOZAR.ll.. is approved by the Clinic.u Din::ctor, a pharmacist must then be notified prior to receiving the 
ct.rug. 

FOOD AND DRUG INTERACTIONS 

8-:h r.ll:scipli.nt: c.a.rrit=s :1ixi;i.li'- ~sporutlbilili~ ~gaming food and drug interactions. To assun: an 
optitnum level of therapeutic care it is essential that our approach bo interdisciplinary 3.11 follows: 

Dietician: 
Completes initial screening and performs ongoing a.ssesmie:nt 
Makes food/dietaI)· modificarion.s based on assessment 

Phan:nacist: 
Reviews all phy5ician orders fur potential food/drug lmeiactl.ons 
Put labels on medication bottles with special instNction.s to alert license_d staffi'med techs. 
Notifies dietician in the event of a med order that will have significant food/drug interactions 

Nunin1: 
Coordinate• iD.fonnatioo from dieticiw12nd p~ist to assur-. that appropri:ae medications Wld 
diet~ received 
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July 16, 1996 

constance Kalinowski, M.D. 
State of Maine 
Department of Mental Health 
state House station #40 
Augusta·, ME 04330 

Dear or. Kalinowski: 

A SANDOZ 
Appendix B 

This letter is in foflow up to your telephone conversation 
of 07/16/96 with one of our professional associates, at 
which time you requested information regarding the use of 
Clozaril® (clozapine) and the occurrence of agranulocytosis. 

The adult bone marrow contains the precursors of all mature 
hematologic cells found in the peripheral blood. Mature 
cells are believed to originate from a single cell type, the 
pluripotent stem cell, which give rise to two kinds of 
multipotent stem cells. Beyond the multipotent level, 
development is directed by htllD.oral stimulatory factors, such 
as interleukins and colony stimulating factors, and the stem 
cell is then committed to develop into erythroid, 
granulocyte-monocyte, lymphocyte or megakaryocyte lines. 

The total number of peripheral leukocytes (white blood 
count) is maintained between 4,000 and 10,000 cells/mm3 by 
the complex system of pluripotent and committed stem cells 
in the bone marrow. In the event of infection, this number 
will increase substantially through the release of cells 
from endothelial surfaces, bone marrow reserves and enhanced 
rate of proliferation. 

Leukopenia is defined as a decrease in the white blood count 
(WBC) to less than 3,500 cells/mm3 • It can be ··- , 
drug-induced or caused by a number of other factors such as 
severe infection, myelodysplastic syndromes, or congestive 
splenomegaly. A differential cell count will determine the 
levels of specific leukocytes from which a diagnosis such as 
neutropenia or agranulocytosis is possible. 

The term agranulocytosis implies a complete absence of 
granulocytes (neutrophils, basophils and eosinophils), but 
is generally used to indicate an absolute neutrophil count 
(ANC) -bands plus granulocytes- below 500 cells/:mm3. 
Agranulocytosis can result from a decreased production of 
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granulocytes, a destruction of the circulating cells, or a 
combination of both. Depending upon the stage of development _ 
at which cell destruction occurs, the clinical picture of 
drug-induced agranulocytosis is quite different. 

Agranulocytosis has been estimated to occur in· approximately 
0.1% of patients receiving conventional neuroleptics, (i.e., 
about one patient per thousand). Pre-marketing experience 
with Clozaril has shown the risk of agranulocytosis to be 
between 1-2%, while post-marketing experience {since 
February 1990) has observed the risk.to be 0.6% (0.9% in 
females and o.4% in males). The early European experience 
with Clozaril was marred by a number of fatalities in 
Finland.which occurred due to an unobserved drop in white 
blood cells often while Clozaril treatment was continued. 
Recognition of this effect and implementation of procedures 
to monitor the white plood count has proven effective in 
limiting fatal outcomes of this reaction. 

Although the exact mechanism of Clozaril-induced 
agranulocytosis is unknown, there does not appear to be a 
cross-reactivity to other agents (Bauer et al 1994). 
Extensive studies are under way to identify the underlying 
mechanism and predict which patients are at a greater risk 
of developing Clozaril-induced agranulocytosis. Some 
investigators are analyzing the role of Clozaril metabolites 
in bone marrow supression while others are examining 
irnmunogenetic markers to identify a possible susceptibility 
gene for Clozaril-mediated agranulocytosis. 

Most, but not all, cases of Clozaril-induced agranulocytosis 
have occurred between six and eighteen weeks of therapy. 
Statistical studies have shown that the mean nUlllber of days 
in the development of agranulocytosis from the initiation of 
Clozaril therapy was 79 days, with the minimum time being 29 
days and the maximum being 335 days. Our studies also 
observed differences in time to agranulocytosis between 
males and females on Clozaril therapy. The mean number of 
days for males was 98, whereas in females this was observed 
to be 65 days. These observations were derived from a 
total of 63,682 patients (September 1993) exposed to 
Clozaril in the United States. Nevertheless, patients_ 
should be considered at risk throughout treatment as the 
development of agranulocytosis does not appear to be related 
to daily or cumulative dose. cumulative dosage does not 
appear relevant since, as previously mentioned, most cases 
have occurred relatively early in the treatment period. 

From our patients exposed to Clozaril therapy, we have 
observed that 24% of patients had a drop in WBC from the 
baseline, 1.8% developed a WBC below 3500/mm3, 1.7% had a 
WBC between 200 □ -3000/mmJ or granulocytes between 
1000-1500/mmJ, O .-6% had a WBC below 2000/mm3 or granulocytes 
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between 500-1000/mm3, and 0.6% had granulocytes pelow 
500/nun3. since the introduction of Clozaril to .the U.S.-·· 
market, there have been 728 reported cases of leukopenia, 
464 cases of agranulocytosis and 13 deaths due to 
neutropenic infections secondary to Clozaril-induced 
agranulocytosis. 

There is no pattern to the development of agranulocytosis in 
the cases studied thus far. Most patients experience a 
gradual decline in WBC over a period of weeks, ultimately 
resulting in agranulocytosis. While in others the loss of 
granulocytes may be rapid, reaching the level of 
agranulocytosis in only days. In either case, timely 
intervention is the key to both complete hematologic 
recovery and avoidance of mortality. 

Because of the substantial risk of agranulocytosis in 
association with Clozaril use, which may persist over an 
extended period of time, patients must have a blood sample 
drawn for a WB~ count before initiation of treatment with 
Clozaril, and must have subsequent WBC counts done at least 
weekly for the duration of therapy, as well as for 4 weeks 
thereafter. The distribution of Clozaril is contingent upon 
performance of .the required blood tests. 

Treatment should not be initiated if the WBC count is less 
than 3500/mm3, or if the patient has a history of a 
myeloproliferative disorder, or previous Clozaril-induced 
agranulocytosis or granulocytopenia~ Patients should be 
advised to report immediately the appearance of lethargy, 
weakness, fever, sore throat or any other signs of 
infection. If, after the initiation of treatment, the total 
WBC count has dropped below 3500/mm3 or it has dropped by a 
substantial amount from baseline, even if the count is above 
3500/mm3, or if immature forms are present, a repeat WBC 
count and a differential count should be done. If subsequent 
WBC counts and the differential count reveal a total WBC 
count between 3000 and 3500/:mm.3 and a granulocyte count 
above 1500/mm3 1 twice weekly WBC counts and differential 
counts should be performed. 

If the total WBC count falls belo~ 3000/mm.3 or the 
granulocyte count below 1500/mm3, Clozaril therapy should be 
interrupted and patients should be carefully monitored for 
flu-like symptoms or other symptoms suggestive of infection. 
Clozaril therapy may be resumed if no symptoms of infection 
develop, and if the total WBC count returns to levels above 
3000/l1Ull3 and the granulocyte count returns to levels above 
15DO/mm3. However, in this event, twice-weekly WBC counts 
and differential counts should continue until total WBC 
counts return to levels above 3500/mro.3. 
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If the total WBC count falls below 2000/mmJ or the 
granulocyte count falls below lOOO/ro.m3, bone marrow 
aspiration should be considered to ascertain granulopoietic 
status. Protective isolation with close observation may be 
indicated if granulopoiesis is determined to be deficient. 
should evidence of infection develop, the patient should 
have appropriate cultures performed and an appropriate 
antibiotic regimen instituted. 

Patients whose total WBC counts fall below 2000/mm3, or 
granulocyte counts below 1000/'!Dll\3 during Clozaril therapy 
should not be re-challenged with Clozaril. Patients 
discontinued from Clozaril therapy due to significant WBC 
suppres•ion have been found to develop agranulocytosis upon 
re-challenge, often with a shorter latency on re-exposure. 
To reduce the chances of re-ch~llenge occurring in patients 
who have experienced ~ignificant bone marrow suppression 
during Clozaril therapy, a single, national master file will 
be maintained confidentially. 

Granulocyte-colony stimulating factor (G-CSF) has been 
successfully used in the management of neutropenic fever 
from chemotherapy exposure. This has spurred an interest in 
the possible use of G-CSF in drug-induced agranulocytosis. 
Some recent studies have suggested that G-CSF can shorten 
the duration of Clozaril-induced agranulocytosis if given at 
the onset of neutropenia. This is of special importance 
because Clozaril-induced agranulocytosis causes prolonged 
bone marrow supression, often lasting 12-20 days. The use 
of G-CSF will also lessen medical costs by accelerating 
marrow recovery and shortening acute hospital stay. 

With the obvious advantage of weekly WBC monitoring and the 
serious consequences of undetected agranulacytosis, Sandoz 
has felt an ethical responsibility to ensure 100% enrollment 
of all Clozaril treated patients in a blood monitoring 
system, As you may know, at the time of its introduction, 
the distribution of Clozaril had been restricted to a 
national home health care company who satisfied the Clozaril 
package insert requirements of weekly white blood cell 
counts and dispensing. The labeling for Clozaril has now 
been revised to allow other 11 system.s 11 for patient treatment 
in a more traditional manner. In addition, although we 
initially insisted that the blood sample be obtained through 
venipuncture, we now view finger stick as a viable 
alternative for the monitoring of the patient's white blood 
count. By mutual agreement, physicians and pharmacists will 
form "systems" for white blood cell monitoring that will 
satisfy the package insert requirements for distributing 
Clozaril. Providers may contract with outside companies, 
such as Caremark, Inc. or they may develop their own systems 
to ensure that the once-a-week white blood cell counts are 
performed, that patients receive no more than a one-week's 
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supply of drug at each dispensing and that patierits 
discontinued from the drug receive a minimum of _four weeks 
of follow-up blood tests. Patients will·be enrolled in a 
national registry to ensure that those withdrawn from the 
drug do not receive it again. If you should.have any 
questions regarding this new use of other "systems" for 
patient treatment, please call 1-800-448-5938. 

Clozaril is an atypical antipsychotic agent which has 
demonstrated superior efficacy in treatment-resistant and 
treatment-intolerant schizophrenic patients. In clinical 
trials Clozaril was found to be significantly more effective 
than neuroleptic drugs in controlling both positive and 
negative· symptoms of schizophrenia. Due to its unique 
phannacologic profile, Clozaril appears to have a more 
specific mechanism of action than traditional neuroleptics. 

· This specificity has ~esulted in a virtual absence of 
extrapyramidal side effects, no confirmed reports of tardive 
dyskinesia, and no significant prolactin elevation. Clozaril 
has been approved for use only in the management of severely 
ill schizophrenic patients who fail to respond adequately to 
standard antipsychotic drug treatment. 

Patient response to Clozaril is highly individualized. In a 
few cases, improvement has been rapid and dramatic. Most 
patients, however, experience more modest progress. Medical 
studies have shown that JO% of patients improved after six 
weeks of Clozaril therapy. After six months of treatment, 
symptoms improved in more than 60% of patients. The 
benefits of Clozaril therapy must, however, be weighed 
against certain risks. Clozaril therapy is associated with 
a 1% to 2% incidence of agranulocytosis, a potentially 
dangerous blood disorder, which, if caught early, is 
reversible. Mandatory weekly white blood cell (WBC) counts 
and weekly drug dispensing has provided an efficient means 
of detecting agranulocytosis. 

We hope the information provided proves helpful. Thank you 
for your interest in Clozaril. 

Michael B. Krassner, M.D. 
Senior Associate Director 
Medical Services 

MBK:pm:140858 
Enclosures 
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Definitions of Leukopenia, Granulocytopenia and Agranulocytosis 
and ~uggested Clinical Management 

PROBLEM PHASE I WBCCOUNTS CLINICAL TREATh1ENT PLAN 
(cu mm) FINDINGS 

l. Monitor patient closely. 
Patient may or may 2. Institute twice-weekly \VBC 

WBC 3,000 - 3,500 not show clinical t=ts wi tll diff erential.s, ii 
Mild Leukopenia Granul~,,,, sympu,ms. such as: deemed approp~ by 

1,500 or higher let:hargy, fever, sore attending physician. 
throat, or weakness 3. C1oz.aril therapy may continue 

1. Discontinue Cloz.ari.l at once. 
Moderate Leukopenia WBC 2.000 - 3,000 Patient may or may 2. Institute WBC ~ with . 

not show clinical differentials every day. 
Gran ulocytopenia G.ranulocytes symptoms. such as: 3. Increase surveillance. consider 

. l ,CXXJ - 1,500 lethargy, fever. sore hospltalization 
.. 

.. throat. or weakness 4 . Clozaril therapy may be 
reinstiruted after nonna.lizarion 
ofWBC••. 

1. Discontinue Oozaril at onet:. 
2. Plac: patient in protective 

Severe ~kopen.ia WBC below 2,000 Patient may or may isolation in a medical u.nit 
not show clinical with modern facilitie:s. 

Severe G ranulocyropcnia Granulocytes symptoms, such as; 3. Monitor patient daily until 
500 - 1,000 lethargy, fever, sore WBC and diff erenti.al counr.s 

th.roar, or weakness retUrn to normal (about 2 
wee.ks on average) 

4 .. Cloz:aril must not be ~. 
1. Consider a bone m.ar:row 

No symptems of biopsy to determine if 
illfcction progenitor cells are present. 

2. Ccnmlt with hematologut or 
Gwiu.J.ocytc, OR other specialist tO deti::mrine 

A granulocytosis below . treatment . 
a:ppropmte - regimen 

soo Definite evidence of . including antibiotics. 
infection, such as: 3. As always, avoid the use of 
fever, sore throat, concomiwit medic;tiotU with 
lethargy. \Vea kncss, bone marruw suppmsing 
malme.skin potential. 
u.lc:ration. etc. 4. Clozaril must nm. be remrr.ed. 

• GranulocyteS =s .Baiicis & Polymorphonuclear leukocytes . 
• • WBC count comide:red nonnal when it reaches 3,0CIJ/cu mm with nonnal differential 

CL0-19T 

TOTAL P.10 



JOHN D. SHAW, Jr. L.C.9.W 
Ex~lve Ol(eator 

August I, 1996 

The Honorable Joan M Pen.dexret 
Toe Honorable Michael J. Fitzpatrick 

149 Noffl1 Sltlll!t - W11tervat., Maine 04901-4900- (207) 873-2136 

Honornblc MMlbe.ra of the Joint Standing Committoc, on Health and Human Sexvices 

Thank you for the opportunity to address the Co.nunittee wt week. Given the constraints we arc opera.tin& under, 
I hope I was holpful in assisting your understanding of tl\e community based mental health system in greater 
dtrtail. 

I am cnclos.ing the matorials you requested at that time, mcluding th~ job description for the Clozaril Case 
M13.nagor &td ittte-rprctiw guidelines relating to the issues in question. I have also included our copy of the 
Medicaid regulations which, along with the job description, ps:ovide most of the ~tten guidelines for the 
program's operation. 

It is my understanding, you also hsve que:8tions regarding whothe.r ow- agency requires Clozarit recipients to have 
a Commwlicy Support Worker. Karen K.. Mosher Ph.D., our Clinical Director for Adult Serv.iCe8, has responded 
in a memo to that issue with detail about our procedure and client statistics ~Lating to that issue. Also included is 
a clarification, as a result of last week's dis.cussion, on the procedures used to Cil.">W'C client receipt of medications. 
Our seru1e is that a mo.re aggressive pursuit of cllCJJ.t.s coerces them and m.fringes on their rights. 

I plan to attend your meeting this Friday at 9:30 a.m.. Ptovidiog public information is an important pact my 
respon.ilibillties at the Mental Health Center. I respectfully request. that we make an effort to be conscioUB of the 
titrt.~ rtccdcd to botl1 ~cpare £01: and tc:stify before the committee. 

Sinoercty, 

John. D. Shaw, Jr., LC.S. W 
Executive Dlrecr.or 

IDS:jpr 



KENNEBEC VALLEY NIENT AL HEAL TH CENTER 

MEMORANDUM 

To: John D. Shaw, Jr., T..C.S.W. 
Executive Director 

From: Karen Mo~hcr, Ph.D. ~ 
Clinical Director For Adult Services 

Regarding: Clozaril Case Coordination Statistics 

Date: July 30, 1996 

Per your request, as of this date: 

Sevenly one (71) clients receive Clozaril Case Coordination through Kennebec Valk,)' 
Mental Health Center, 

Of these seventy one (71) clients, sixteen (16) do nm. have a Community Support Worker. 

Of these sixteen (16), nine (9) have not provided us with another contact ~rson, eith~r. 

The Cloza.ril Case Coordinator has been working regularly with these nine (9) clients as 
well as with I.heir prcscribers lo have I.hem name a contact person or accept a Community 
Support Worker. In the event that one of these individuals misses their blood work or 
needs assistance following up, a Community Support Worker from Kennebec Valley 
Mental Health Cent(.,'f is assigned to contact or find the client and offer assistance on an 
as needed basis. We have not, however, made having a Community Support Worker or 
another contact person a requirement for obtaining the medication or the case 
coordination. 



KENNEBEC VALLEY :MEN'T AL HEAL TH CENTER 

PROCEDURAL: INTERPRETATION UPDATE CLARlFICA TION 

SYSTEM: Clinical 
PROORAM: Community Suppon 
AREA: Clozaril Case Coordination 
SPECIFIC: Insuring that weekly blood samples are drawn 
EFFECTIVE DA TE: April 30, 1994 

The Clozaril Case Coordinator (CCC) maintains a record of all clients receiving Clozaril 
case management. 

This record includes the client's name, address, and phone number. 

The record also includes the name of the client's Community Support Worker (CSW), the 
responsible community suppo11 agency or another chost!Il contact person who can assist 
the client in getting their blood sample drawn if there is a problem. 

In the event that a client does nol get their blood work done as scheduled, the CCC 
contacts the client tu find out what happened. 

If there is a problem with the client obtaining the blood work, the CCC problem solves 
with the client. The CCC calls the CSW or contact person if the client needs additional 
assistance in getting the hloodwork done. 



KENNEBEC VALLEY tvffiNT AL HEAL TH CENTER 

PROCEDURAL: INTERPRETATION UPDATE CLARIFICATION 

SYSTEM: 
PROGRAM: 
AREA: 
SPECIFIC: 

Clinical 
Community Support 
Clozaril Case Coordination 
Ensuring that the consumer receives wet:k ly medication from a pharmacy 
(with prescription). 

EFFECTIVF, DA TE: July 29, 1996 

This procedure is intended Lo insure that consumers are able Lo get their medication from 
the pharmacy, that all of the necessary procedures have been completed, and the 
medications are made available to the consumer. It is not specifically intended to check 
up on whcth<:rr or not clients are picking up their medication. However, the CCC does get 
that infom1ation when 1,;alling the pharmacy the next week. When the CCC calls wHh a 
weeks blood levels the pharmacy tells the CCC if someone did not pick up their 
medication the prior week. In that circumstance, the CCC follows up with the client, 
CSW or contact person Lo ascertain what has happened and to try to get the client back 
on their medication. The prescribing psychiatrist is also informed and makes a decision 
as to how the medication is restarted if the person has been off it for a period oflime. 
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) Policy No: 2474 

POSITION TITLE 

Clorazil Case Coordinator 

General Description! 

Monitor and coordinate services specific to consumers who are 
receiving the medication Clorazil. 

Responsible to: 

Regional Director where Clorazil case coordination is occurring. 

specific Duties: 

1. Ensuring that weekly blood samples are drawn. 

2 • 

3. 

Ensuring that the consumer attends appointments 
prescribing physician. 

with 

Ensuring that the consumer receives weekly medication from a 
pharmacy (with prescription) and for maintaining detailed 
individual consumer records as required by KVMHC clinical 
records procedures and Medicaid Regulations. 

4. coordinating the receipt of the results of the white blood 
cell counts with the consumer's physician and pharmacy and 
communicating any noticeable change in patient status or 
behavior that may be observed either during visual or 
telephone contact with the consumer. 

5. verification of the consumer•~ Medicaid eligibility on a 
monthly basis. 

6. Notification to the pharmacy if or when a physician 
discontinues prescribing Clorazil for consumer. 

7. Making arrangements for the receipt of Clorazil if the 
consumer is ~ransferred, on vacation or traveling. 

8. Provide consumer and family education about Clorazil, the 
monitoring process and possible side-effects. 

9. Developing consumer support groups for those consum~rs who 
are receiving ClorBzil. 
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Policy No. 2474 Page 2 

,Requirements: 

1. Possesses an A~sociates Degree in Human services or 
experiential or academic equivalent. 

2. Is eligible as an "Other Qualified Mental Health staff 11 as 
defined by the Bureau of Mental Health Standards. 

3. Where applicable to a discipline, hold licensure 
certification or registration to be eligible for such. 

4. Have training or experience in the health care field to the 
extent of understanding laboratory reporting procedures and 
pharmacy procedures and an awareness of relevant situations 
and roles within a pharmacological monitoring and 
coordination sy~tem. 
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John It Mc:Kcmo.n, Jr. 

Go1•,rnor 

TO: 

FRo-t: 

SlBJECT: 

UJR/JY1il 

STA TE Of MAINE 
DEPARTMENTOFHUMAN SERVICES 

AUGUSTA. MAINE 04333 

September 10, 1993 

eau of Med I ca I Serv I cas 

Cl ozar II Mon I tori ng 

Attached Is the flnal rule,. Chapters II &. 111,, e 16, Clozarll 
Monitoring Services In the Maine Madlcal Assistance Manual. 

hne ~heehan 

CommlssitN1u 

The fin.el rule describes covered services, el lglbll lfy criteria and 
procedures, approved staff, cllnlcal records, utll lzatlon review, reimbursement 
and bll ling lnsn-uc-tlons. A hearing was held on August 11, 1993 and comments 
were accepted untl I . August- 23, 1993. 

If you have· any questions regarding this pol Icy, please cal I your Provider 
Relatlons Spoclal 1st. 

EJlrc/dms 

Atteichmerit 
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Mon.it;lng Ser~l,99s 10/ l/ 1993 

16.01 DEFINITIONS 
o b ;,i-l'l. ,r7~ rll:°•· \:-:i : ·. · - _· ,':. _, ,1 • ~-: .. •:.; ,..,_t,;. ~ •, •. ':,~\ ; ; · ·.:•,:· . ·• .. · . 

1
.• • 

· 16,-01-1. · Cl ozar 11 an<f It• s generl c equl val e·nt are med I cat! ons used In 

16.01-3. 

tti e irea 'fment of manta I 11 I ness. . 

. , MC?!'l I tor Ing Is ... ffl~ sy·st~~tl c pr~!>S .used. to assure the 
sa'fefy o1 en f ndlv I dua I ·recel v Ing th.e med I cat! on Cl ozar 11 or 
I ts generl c equ Ivel ent. · · · · · · 

.Side Effects are secondary, usually undeslrable, effects 
experlencea by an Individual receiving the medication 
Cl azar 11 or I t-s generl c eq u lv.isl_ent._._ 

16.02 alGl81LITY FOR SERVJCES 
.. ; .. ~ 

An I nd Iv f dua I may be 
th I s po I I cy I f he or 
RequlrErTlents and the 

,, 

found e·t lglble to receive ·.services as set forth In 
she meet-s the following· general ~dlcald Ellglblllty 
specific Medl96ld Ellglbll lty Requirements. 

' . . 

A. General Medicaid El lglbf I lty R~ulrenents 

1 •. Categorically Needy Medicaid recipients, whose ellglblllty Is 
sh own on i"h e Med I ca I EI I g I b 11 I ty Card as 1-'M, CX"' 

2. Medi cal ly Needy recipients, whose ellglblllty Is shown on the 
Medi ca 1·d card as Ml. · . · · '. · . · · 

It Is the responslbll lty of 1he provider to verify an lndlvldual 1 s 
ellglbll lty for Medi cal Assistance prior to furnishing services by 
,request Ing the l.ndl v I dua I to. present. h Is or her f.Aedl cal Ell gl bl 11 ty Card 
on each occasion that servl ~s are pi-ovl ded •... '. . . . .. 

. ~-•. Specific Medicaid Elfglbll lty R~ulrements 

.. : ' The, ·1nd1v·ldual ts currently_ rec"ieving'·i!'~ medication Clozarll or Its 
::·· \"':·· :iJenerlc equivalent or'wll l be re·celvlng the medication 1tlthln 30 
: 1 ii~ : i _,, .d ~ s '. . ·. ' , . ~ . . :. . . . , .. , , : 

16 .03 a JG 18 IL ITY PROCEDURE 

El"lglbl I lty for Clozarl I monlta-lng· services wll I be determined by the 
monitoring provider. The· proced~re tor determining ellglblllty for 

. _Cl oz ar I I mon I to- Ing Is as fol I ow s: 

A. Individuals who may be ellg!'b.le for Clozarll monitoring inay be 
referred_by any source, such as~ physician, nurse, other heal1h or 
mental health provider, parent, guardian or public and private 
community agency. 

., . 



MAINE tEDICAL MSIST,eNCE MANUAL 

OfAPTER 11 . ,· 

Section 16 Cl ozarll Monl tor I ~g Serv Ices 1 p7 t/-1993 

16.03 ELIGIBILITY PROCEDURE (Con 1t) 
. l. 

B, 
I i ~' : 

... '•; 

C. If the lndlvldual Is not currel')fly recel_vlng ~dl_cal Assistance, 1tie 
prov Ider w 11 I . refer 1'he t nd Iv l'~ual. t_o· _a ·r~g I onal. : off Ice of the Bureau 
of Income Mal ntenance to detenn ! ne t I Mncl el 'el I gl b 11 I ty for 
Medi cel.d. . . 

16.04 OJVEREO SERV JCES 

Cloza,-11 monltcrlng services are oov·ered services when provided by staff 
meeting the criteria stated Jn 16.05-1. 

.. .. 
A provider must provide the services dlscrlbed In 16.04 CA and B) and may 
provide or faclHta"te access to CC).· 

A. Case coordination which Includes: 

1. ensuring that ~eekly blood s8"11p(es are.drawn; 

2. ensuring th,at the cons1n1er attends al I appointments wl1"h the 
prescribing physician; 

3. ensuring 1'h-at the const.mer recelves·weekly medl'ci,tlon from a 
phannacy (with prescription); 

{NOTE.:} M::DICATION MAY BE MAILED TO THE CONSUr-ER 
.. 

4. malni'alnln9 detalled Individual consumer records ~s described In 
16.05-2 Ct lnlcal Records; 

5. coordinating the receipt of the• results of the white blood eel I 
counts wrth the consumer's physician and pharmacy and ccmmunlcate 
any not! ceab I e changes ,r n 'j)atJent status or beh ~ I or th at may be 
observed ·during etffler visual° or phone con-tact with the ·pa"tten-t; 

6. verlflca1'1on of the consuner 1 s Medicaid ellglbll lty monthly; 

7. notlflca-tron to the pharmacy If or when a physician discontinues 
proscribing Clozarll for a consllller; 

8, making arrangements for the'rocelpt of Clozarll If the consumer 
Is tnmsferred, on vacatl on or triNel I n9. 

B. Consumer and fan I ly educa1"1 on abou-t Cl oz ar I I, the men I tori ng process 
and possible side effects. 

' .. ,...--- - . ··~· ' 
/r.: ,c. Consumer support groups , 

"-....._ ... - __ ) 
---·-----·· 

.. 
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w.'1NE t-EDI CAL ASS IST~CE "MANUAL 

ffiAPTER. 11 

e, oz~r 11 Mon! tcr Ing Serv I C8S 1o7 f719~ 

. Cl ozarll mon I tori ng may be prov I ded by th~ foll owl ng Hpproved 
s-taf f: · . ·- :: 

Stat f who are prov I ding Cl oz ar: 11 mon I ta- Ing serv Ices fOf' Ma I ne 
rest'de.nts frcxn a I ocatl on outs I de of the Sta"te · of Mal ne must be 
11 censed _by .,prof_ess I on In. acoor.~iine;e -«Ith _State Law In the State 

II . , , , , , , . • •• · . . ·, ; ,, ,, ;,-,(,,.., · • 

In w_hlch tti~~-~re loca'ted. · .. , i: ·. . . ' , 

. Coples of all professlonal·· licen~s or certificates held by the 
.. · .. -.. ,::~--·: staff. ··prov·! ~I n_g·:·ll\on !'.tori ng' -~r/1 ces .. sh.al I b~ on. f 11 e w I th the 

Division of Medical" Cl alms 'Rev.tew. 

A. Physician - A physician must have a current and v~lld 
phys I cl an I s 11 cense fr_ooi the Mal ne Board of Regl strati on of 

. Med_l cl ne, _,or the Mal ne Board of Osteopath I c Medi cl ne. 

B. Physician Assistant - A physician assistant must have 
comp I eted an appropr, ate tral nl ng. progran that h_as been 
approved by the Board of Reg! strati on In el ther Madi cl ne o; 
Osteopa1hy and passed any competency exam I natl on requl red by 
this board. Before being pennlttod to practice, such person 
must obtain a certificate of qual lflcatlon·trcxn· the Maine 
board and, et least bl-annually, a certificate of 
reg I str~tl on. 

C. Pharmacist - A pharmacist must be currently and val Idly 
I lcensed as a reg! stared phannac_l st through the Board of 
Ccmml ss·Ioners of 1tle Profession of Pharmacy. 

D. Psydlol ogl st - A psycho I ogl st must be JI censed as a 
psychologist by the Maine State Board of Examiners of 
Psychology In acccx-dance with 32 t\R~S-~.,.Cha.pt_er .56. 

' .. 
E. Nurse Practitioner - A nurse practitioner, nurse mldw'lfe, or 

spec I al lz ed nurse practl ti oner must be a graduate of both an 
accredited nursing progra-n and either a certified nurse 
practitioner progr~ wl1h special lzatlon In an appropriate 
field or nurse midwife program and m_ust ho.Id a current Maine 
11 cense, 

F. Registered Nurse - A registered nurse must be currently and 
val Idly llcensed as_ a registered professional nurse by the 
Maine State Board of Nursing. 

G. Social Worker - A social worker must hold a Master's degree 
rrom an accredited school of Social Work and be I lcensed by 
the Maine State Board of Social Work Llcensure In acCO('dance 
with 32 M,R.S.A., ())apter 83, Section 7001~ as documented by 
written evidence fran such Board, or be qualified and 



MAINE M:DICAL ASSIST~Cc ~UAL 

OiAPfER 11 

Clozarl I MonFtcrl ng Ser.vices 

16.05 Professional and Other Qual It led Staft CCon't) 

H. Licensed Clfnlcal Professional Counselor - A licensed 
cllnlcal professional :counselor must be

0 "1l.censed es .. such by 
the Mal ne Siate Board of Counsel l'ng Professionals Llcensure 
In eccordance w I th 32 M. R. S. A.;' Olapter 119, .··as_· documented by 
wrl t"ten ev I de nee from that BoBrd. ·· 

_Quallfled Mental Health Staff- Other qualified mental 
staff ere staff mElllbers of 'ft\e Bureau· of Mental Heal 'th 

'er a mental health cl fnl~ .. or. contracting ageocy who heve 
appropriate education, training and experience In mantel 
health disciplines or behavlcral sciences as defined by the 
Bureau of Mental Heal th and who are approved by the Bureau of 
Mental Healitl as documented ,by' o l.etter on fJfe:"wtth the 
Bureau of Madi cat· Services. 

16 ,05-2 Cl I nl cal Records 

,. 

There sh al I be a spec If le record for each ex>ns·umer wh I ch shat I 
Include but need not be llmlted to: 

A; The ex>n~mer·'s name, address, blrthdate. and Medicaid ID 
nUTiberj\__Com()~1Jl'L ~) · < • .ee 

B., '!tie name of tt,•~~(,-,echc.J ~l)'.','l,\Cl\-\10\ 

C. ''!tie lndlvld~•I lzed Clozarll ~Ing pion;(?(~ 

D. any commun I catl on to or frorn the phy·;·jci;·,;-;-~~ ~/ • 
. . 'cS ~ ~ 

E. record of the whl'te blood eel I counts;~ LA\. ~l.k 
~ 

f. documentation of any medical Incidents or adverse side 
effects. -

16.05-.3 Qual tty Ass;ural!c~ 

The protocol for'Clozarll monlta-lng required by Sandoz wll I be 
s-rrlctly adhered ·to by pr?vl_ders of Clozarll monitoring services. 

, 
The qual lty assurance 1unctfon for Clozarll monltorfng services 
w 111 be the responsl b 111 ty of each entl 'ty in keep Ing w I th the Ir 
Internal rev la~. pol lcfes. The Bureau of Medlcal Services 
Div! ston of Surve_! l,lance_an.d_ Utl l..lzatl.on .. BJwlew w I 11 also monitor 
qua I lty essur·an·ce._ -·-·· - .... 

16.05-4 Survell lance and Utll lzatJon Rev!e't( 

A. The Division of Survelll6nce and Utll lzatton Review monitors 
the medical services provided and determines the 

_approprl~teness and necessity of the services. 
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MA I NE ..e DI C>J... ASS I sr ~ CE ~UAL 

OiAPTER 11 

Cl az._a_r 11 Mon I tc:r Ing ~rv 1 ces 

16.05-4 Survel I lance and' Ut.1 I IZlltlon Review CCon't) 

B. The Department and Its professional advisors regard the 
malrttenance of adequate trea1ment aod service records as 
essential In s·ubstantlatlng the del Ivery of qual lty care. In 
addition, providers should be aware thot treatment and 
servl ce records ore key documents used tor post-payment 
reviews. In the absence of proper and completo records, no 
p~yment ~Ill be made and payments previously made may be 
rocovered In accordance w I th Ch apter I of the Ma I ne t-bd I ca I 
Assistance Manual. 

C. Upon request, itle provider ~ust furnish to the Depar'fment of 
Human Services, wl1tlout additional charge, the records, or 
cop I es thereof, c:rir'respond Ing to and substantl atl ng serv 1 ces 
bllled by tho provJdor, 

D. The Department expects th at records and other pert! nent 
Information wlll be transferred, upon request and with the 
parent, legal guardian or custo<llan 1 s slgnod releas~ of 
Information, to other cllnlclans Involved In the patient's 
c.are. 

RE I M3URSEM:NT -·-----
Reimbursement wll I be made for Clozar!I Monitoring Services and wll I be 
the lower of: the providers' usual and cust011ary fee; or tho crnoun1' 
listed rn Chapter Ill, Allowances fer ClozarI1· Monitoring Services. 

In accordanco w I th Chapter I of the Mal ne Mad I ca I Ass I stance Man ua I, It 
Is the responslblllty of the provider to seek payment from other third 
party payors prior to bll ling the Medical Assistance Program for a 
renderod servlco. 

16.7 BILLING INSTRUCTIONS 

BIi ling must be accompllshed In accordance with the Department's "B11 llng 
fnstrl.lctlons foe- the HCfA 1.500 Cl elm Form." 



JOHN D. SHAW, Jr, LC.S.W. 
E.xeevtl'lt Dlre<;'\Or 

Auamt 8, 1996 

The Honorable Joan M. Pendexter 
The Honorable Michael J. Fitzpatrick 

1-'9 NOl'lh Stfeet - WaterviUe, Maine 04901-4900 -(207) 873•21~ 

Honorable Members of the Joint Standing Committee on Health and Human Services 

Please find enclosed the information you requested, in writiog. from Kennebec Valley Mental I lcalth 
Center at the Joint St.In.ding Committee on Health and Human Services, last Friday, August 2, 1996 .. 

If you require any further information, please do not hesitato to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

c4k~ 
~ 

John D. Shaw1 Jr., L.C.S.W. 
Executive Director 

JDS;jpr 

enclosure 



COORDINATIVE SERVICES MEETING 

Confidentiality Agreement 

As a member of the Coordinative Services Meeting I will be reviewing 

and/or obtaining information related to in:lividuals with persistent and often 

severe emotional handicaps. This information is confidentlal and is protected 

by Federal and/or State statute. I understand that information obtained 

through the Coordinative Services Meeting is to be used only to facilitate the 

delivery of services to the ln:ilvidual client. 

If it should be brought to the attention of t.hls canmittee that I have 

inappropriately used information, the appropriateness of my continued 

participation on the COOllllittee will be reviewed. 

DATE: 

MEMBERS PRESENT: 

1. 12. 

2. 13. 

3. 14. 

4. 15. 

5. 16. 

6. 17. 

7. 18. 

8. 19. 

9. 20. 

10. 21. 

11. 22. 

Form# 700 



CSMTG.TX'J' 

COORDINATED SERVICES MEETING 

DATE AGENCY PRESENT OR --- ------·--- -------
**•CLIENT NAME 

ISSUE/A'/' RTSK BEHAVIOR -----·--

RF.$~0NSF. NEEDED Y N /BY WHOM _______ , __ _ 
-------···· ·--· ----- ---

***C.LlENT NAME 

-·---· ·-----
RESPONSE NStU~D Y N /BY WHOM 

***CLIENT NAME 

IS5UE/hT RTSK Rr.llAVlOH 

R~G~ONSE NEEDED Y N /LlY WHOM ---- ... ---
.... ----· ... ------

k**CLil:i.:NT NAMF. --------=-- ·-·----- ----
Hi~UF./A1' n.TSK DEllAVlOH ________ _ 

/BY WHOM -----

~age l 



KENNEBEC VALLEY MENTAL H~ALTH CENTER 
EME~GENCY ALERT PROCEDURES 

The Kennebec Valley Mer,tE11 Heelth Center has bw systems meeti!":g~. 
per week~ Hond~ys a 9 a.m. in Augusta and Thu~adays@ l p,m. in 
Waterville, where manager$ of ~rea mental health agPncies (HRN: 
MOC□ ! C ~ C, KVMC! CC/ME, KCCSP, AMHI & KVMHC> give alerts and 
rec@iv@ 3l~rts on con~um~r~ who are in crisis. See enclosed forms. 
The risk factors are discussed and ~here a re~ponse is needed the 
person who needs t~ respond is notified by the appropriate manager. 

The KVHHC emergency staff ~ KCCEP crisis int~rvention staff are 
pre~ent ~t these meeting£ and take the respon~\bility t~ pass d~ong 
the necessary information to their respective staff members. 

If a crisis or ~n alert ~,·ises between meetingsi the community 
support .,,.,o:1::er-s alert the i<vMl-iC emerge,·,cy 1-Jorke,~ anci i<CCSF', if 
appropriate, and the e~~rgency H~rkers pa~~ the al~rts on through 
their respective staffs. The KVMHC emergency staff & ~CCSF ~taff 
alert each other as well a~ ether ag~nci~~ ~lerting specific N~rk~~s 
en ~henges in con~umer's m~ntal h~alth ~tatus. 



· KENNEBEC VALLEY MENTAL HEAL TH CENTER 

PROCEDURAL: INIERPRETA TION UPDATE CLARIFICATION 

SYSTEM: Clinical 
PROGRAM: Community Support 
A REA: Clo:r.aril Case Coordination 
SPECIFIC: Insuring that weekly blood samples arc drawn 
EFFECTIVE DA TE: May 16, 1994 

Eosming that weekly blood samples arc drawn. Depending upon the pharmacy that a 
client selects, the CCC sets each client up with a day of the week on which to have their 
blood drawn and a day for them to pick up their medication. The CCC gets all of the lab 
work for clients using a specific pharmacy by noon of the specified day. The CCC 
highlighls any client who doesn't have their lab work and first checks with the lab to sec 
if its available. The CCC then calls the pharmacy, gives them the levels, and tells them 
who is missing. If the CCC doesn't have the lab work by the next morning, they start 
calling the client, the CSW or the contact person in order to get them taken care of. If 
necessary, someone goes out to check with the clicnl. The CCC also lets the pham1acy 
know to tell the client to get in touch with them if they show up expecting to get their 
medication. 



KENNEBEC VALLEY MENTAL HEAL TH CENTER 

CLOZARlL STA Tl ST I CS 

With.in a period of 54 weeks, July 1995 through July 1996 a review of our r~cords shows 
that of the approximately 3500 White Blood Count lah results thal the agency monitored, 
for between 58 and 73 individuals in any given week, there were: 

I 

Twenty five (25) incidents where lab work and medication were 1 day late 
Five (5) incidents where lab work and medication were 2 days late 
Two (2) incidents where lah work and medication were 3 days late 
Three (3) incidenL<; where lah work was delayed one week, but the individuals said they 
had enough medication 

One ( l) individual who had 2 week long skips and 1 ten clay skip. This individual 
refused the lab work and was not dispensed medication. 
One (1) individual who had 10 week long skips, once for a five week period. This was 
an individual who was moving in and out or the area and who could not be located for 
long periods of time. 



ANGUS S. KING, JR. 

GOVERNOR 

STATE OF MAI:--l"E 

DEPARTMENT OF 

MENTAL HEALTH, MENTAL RETARDATION, 

AND SUBSTANCE ABCSE SERVICES 

40 STATE HOUSE STATION 

AUGUSTA, MAI:--l"E 

04333-0040 

SITE VISIT 
KENNEBEC VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER 

MELODIE PEET 

COMMISSIONER 

The Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation and Substance Abuse Services will 
undertake a site review of the Kennebec Valley Mental Health Center. Sites reviews of this type 
are consistent with the Department's mandate, i.e. to monitor the practices of licensed and 
contractual agencies and fit well within the usual and customary practices of state departments of 
mental health. The review will focus on broad clinical and programmatic issues. It is specifically 
not a re-opening of any past case or situation nor a clinical incident review of any present case or 
situation. 

Among the issues to be reviewed are: 

• The treatment planning process: how are treatment plans developed, reviewed, 
updated, amended; how do treatment plans follow diagnosis, level of functioning, 
clinical assessment, does it address issues of risk management; are there clear goals 
and objectives. 

• The intake process: how are cases assigned, what information should be gathered 
in the intake, how are intakes reviewed. 

• Record keeping: Does the record reflect the client's progress, is it up to date, it is 
complete and comprehensive. 

• Treatment: Does it follow the treatment plan, is it coordinated among the various 
care givers, is it consistent over time. 

• Crisis management: What procedures are followed if someone is in crisis, who is 
responsible, what services are offered to the client. 

• Policies and Procedure: Are there clear policies and procedures for such clinical 
issues as: risk management; medication prescribing, administration, and 
monitoring; coordination of treatment; assignment of cases; treatment planning; 
record keeping; clinical incidents. 

• Clinical incident review process: What are the policies and procedures for 
clinical incident review; what should a review contain; how should it be written; 
what records and reviews are kept. 

• Coordination of treatment: How does the agency coordinate treatment if the 
client receives services from another agency, from a private practitioner. 

• Trauma: How is this being dealt with in the intake process, the treatment planning 
process, the actual treatment; what level of training do clinicians have regarding 
the assessment, evaluation, and treatment of trauma. · 

• Medication: What are the policies- and procedures for the prescribing, 
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administering and monitoring of psychotropic medications. 
• Medical coordination: How are consumers' medical treatment coordinated with 

psychiatric and psycho-social care. 

The review will be conducted by Department staff and will consist of at least two people: an 
experienced, professional clinician and a psychiatrist. The reviewers will want access to: 

• Clinical records 
• Policies and Procedures 
• Incident reports 
• Key clinical personnel 
• Board members 
• Consumers 
• Other information as appropriate 

Prior to the review, the Department staff will discuss with KVMHC administration who will be _ 
interviewed. All policies and procedures should be made available and clinical records will be 
randomly selected. It is expected that the site review will take one to two days. 

:\kvmhc-review 
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OVERVIEW 

On September 27 and 30, 1996, the Department of Mental Health,Mental Retardation, and 
Substance Abuse Services (DWIMRSAS) conducted a site review of the Kennebec Valley 
Mental Health Center (KVMHC). The members of the review team were: -

• Kenneth Dym, MSW ............ ,Program Manager for Nlental Health Services 
• Cathy Bustin Baker .......... , .... Director, Office of Consumer Affairs 
• Richard Fortier, M.D ............. Consultant to D.MHMRSAS 
• Reid Scher, MSW ..... •,:;;·: ........ Team Leader, Mental Health Services, Region I 
• Joan Smyrski, MA'._..~·:::· .......... Program Director, Crisis Services 

Mr. Dym chaifed the review team: 
. . . . . 

This site review :was requested by-',the Commissioner of the Department of Mental Health, Mental 
Retardation, and Substance Abus{S-eivices. The review was. designed to be a programmatic, 
administrative, and clinical assessment.of KVMHC. This review was not a licensing review nor 
was it intended Jo replace or supersede the licensing review. Additionally, the review did not re
open, or re-fbcus 0~, the investig~tion of any past incident or case. 

The methodology used by theteam is outlined on the attached sheets describing the nature of the 
review. The review team met with the following people: 

-~·-:-:"•-• 

:~I.:}: .. • Psychiatrist from KVMHC 
:~i1~lkit,L~.~~;,r-.c,•:· ,J.he·executive team, including John Shaw, executive director, Karen Mosher, 
·tt};ft;if(~1~i;,s'iPh.D., Neil Colan, Ed.D., Loma Bradstreet, and Robert Long 

··:~r;::::~::;:;" .. Clinical and program staff, including the assistant director of CSP, two CSP 
workers, the director of Emergency Services, two emergency service workers, two 
residential staff, two outpatient clinicians, a community support worker, and two 
emergency services workers. 

• Over 20 clients, representing various parts of the agency, including: residential, 
emergency services, CSP, medication services and outpatient. Both men and 

(o-. 
: A.-r--,..,. ... • · 
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The team reviewed the following written material: 

• Twenty (20) charts randomly selected froni pre-determined categories: clients on 
clozaril, clients also being seen at other agencies, clients who have utilized crisis 
services, clients for whom trauma is an issue, clients who representthe "typical" 
recipient of services at KVMHC. ..:.:.._-- ----

• Policies and Procedures 
• Various clinical forms 
• Clinical incident reviews 
• Strategic Plan, 1995 - 1997 
• Medication Clinic Design Project 
• Annual Report, 1994, 1995 

FINDINGS 

Uniformly, the staff the review team met with appeared ope~ forthright, non-defensive, and 
interested in improving the quality of care d_elivered to the~lierits of the Kennebec Valley Mental 
Health Center. Staff acknowledged from the outset difficulties in inter-agency coordination, 
-availability of psychiatric time, risk management protocols and' procedures, and clinical incident 
review procedures. These points wil(be detailed in the report. However, it should also be stated, 
over the past 12 to 18 months KVMHC has initiated an extensive internal review and is currently 
in the process of implementing a number of administrative and programmatic changes designed to 
ameliorate some of these situations. This too wiU be detailed in the report. 

Client rep()rtI: The review teafu riiet with clients in a variety of formats: individually, in groups; 
with a single r£'e.mbecofthe revievtteamand with pairs of reviewers. Consumers generally had 
positive things t~: say,~bo~tthe progr~s. One person who attends a day program, stated 
"coming here'makes'm(fee}safe;" another said, "without this place, I would be dead;" a third 
said that_therapy had be'~11L"Yery_helpful" in helping her control some of her aggressive impulses; 
and a:fourth claimed thaf she had fewer hospitalizations since she had been attending programs at 
Kv;MHC. Every person-said they were, for the most part, satisfied with the services and the 
prqgram. They thought staff was responsive, listened to them, and communicated well. 

_··,:'.t:;i·?i\ _; ·•,· 
QnJh~.Qther han~ almost every client felt they did not have enough time with the physician. 
Apjfo_iiitirienfs.jvere either spaced too far apart and/or they were too short. (One client did say, 
ho~iv~r;~ep~nding on the her situation, the psychiatrist would spend as much time as necessary). 
One person commented that he stopped talcing medications at one point and no one asked why. 
He thought this should have been a "red flag" to alert staff to potential problems. Another said if 
he ever misses a blood work for the clozaril, he always receives a phone caII from a case manager 
within 24 hours. 
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Approximately half the clients spoken to reported having sqme additional or other services 
provided elsewhere, e.g. private psychiatrist or a different agency. However, no one stated they 
felt this to be a problem. In one group of five clients, in which three people received their 
medication from a private psychiatrist, all said the coordination of treatment appeared to be OK. 
At the same time, only a few clients stated they received any education regarding their medication. 
Most said they received some information from the pharmacy. KV1vIHC staff state that each 
client does receive a written statement explaining their medications. Cle<lfly, this is not sufficient. 

The clients' response to the crisis response system appeared mixed. Everyone had a telephone _
number they knew to call if they were in crisis. In fact, most had two or three numbers, but no 
one could say with any precision why they would use one crisis number as opposed to the other -
or what each crisis/emergency program was designed to do. A few clients stated that if they were 
in a crisis, they could directly call their therapist or psychiatrist and that this had been extremely 
useful. Some said they were given a telephone number to call ~ a "hotline" -- and that he did not 
use it because he did not like the anonymity of the telephone. Although not stated overtly, it did 
appear as if clients felt it took too long for a crisis worker to respond to a phone call. One person 
mentioned 10-15 minutes, another gave an example of 45 minutes. Also, clients did not like the 
system in which they called a crisis number and then had to wait for a return call. They would 
have preferred to speak directly with the worker. 

Three clients from a residential facility were interviewed. All three reported strong satisfaction 
with their apartments and felt comfortable in knowing staff were available when needed. All three 
openly stated they initially had fears of leaving Aivllll. Yet they appreciate having the privacy of 
their own room coupled with the opportunity to socialize. 

Finally, to a person, clients were ·extremely bothered and disturbed by the stigmatization of people 
with mental illness_: This especially came up regarding the murder of the two nuns. They felt this 
event, and the attending media/political coverage, unfairly placed all people with mental illness, 
and especially those in the Waterville area, under a spotlight which only led to further 
discrimination .and. stigmatization. 

- . -

- -

Crisis management: The emergency services provided by KV:-.-H-IC is 7 days a week, 24 hours a 
day'. -The director of eIIJ.ergency services estimates they have 1800 - 2000 contact hours per year 
and)iverage four to five ·adults per day. This is an area which requires significant improvement -
no(n€!Cessarily because the staff appear to be poorly trained or lacking in experience and not 
because the.pr~gra.m appears to be poorly administered. Rather, the overall crisis response 
systeinis fragmented, not sufficiently integrated, and woefully under-resourced, especially in 
psychiatric time and coverage. This emerged clearly, as stated above, when clients stated they 
were not sure which number.to call and which number was for what service. 

KVMHC emergency service staff are based in the local hospital's emergency room. Although 
they have a good enough working relationship, control clearly lies within the emergency room. 
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For a physician to see a client often takes a long time. In addition, psychiatrists are not on call for 
face-to-face contacts, although they are available by telephone. Consequently, a person in crisis 
is generally not immediately seen by a psychiatrist. In addition, if a client of KV11HC is seen in 
the emergency room "after hours," the physician or emergency worker does not have access to 
the client's records even though (for Waterville) they are in a building across the street. Nor is 
any of this information computerized. So the emergency room staff (including the-physician) is 
working either by memory or without any records. Once the client is discharged from the 
emergency services there is not sufficient follow-up. Emergency services does not have the 
capacity to function as a short term crisis unit and it is not. always clear ifthe person is picked up 
immediately in the KV11HC programs. Furthermore, there continues not to be any systematic/'· 
way to insure the person will immediately be seen for a psychiatric evaluation. An individual seen 
in the emergency room will receive a referral to the mental health center, but to the intak~ ~orker 
and not necessarily to the psychiatrist. The lack of post crisis follow-up, coupled with minimal 
efforts in the area of crisis prevention, represents a major problem for crisis management services. 

The emergency services staff also appears under-resourced. At times, only one person is on 
coverage. Clearly, therefore, if two crisis occur at the same time, one person potentially has to 
wait an inordinate amount of time. Or if a person in crisis has to be seen by hospital staff, who 
might also be otherwise occupied, there could be a longwait. The emergency services director 
recognized this problem, realized people in crisis, were kept waiting, but had no immediate 
solution. In addition, within the emergency services, there are no staff specifically trained in 
working with children and adolescents. Families are always involved if a child enters the 
emergency room, but the lack of trained personnel is a serious gap. In addition to requiring 
training in handling children in crisis, the director of emergency services felt his team needs 
training in the treatment of substance abuse and trauma. The staff has no experience with 
advanced directives and minimal experience developing crisis prevention plans. 

Other apparent problems within the emergency services include: 

• barriers of collllnunication between state and private workers 
• barriers of com.rnunication between workers from different agencies 
• issues of confidentiality especially when multiple agencies are working with the 

same clienf 
• Diversionary funds are controlled by state crisis workers, not by the emergency 

services workers. Again this leads to fragmentation 
,:. · • somewhat as an aside, as it does not directly bear on the services provided by 

-· .. KVMHC, apparently the crisis bed unit also has no psychiatric coverage 

I' 
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In concluding this section, it need be emphasized that the problems with the crisis/emergency 
system appear to be system-wide rather than specific to KVNIBC. The problems seem to be 
twofold: 

• Multiple agencies are involved (including the emergency room of the hospital) 
leading to a lack of coordination and integration. 

• A severe lack of psychiatry, thereby not allowing clients, in crisis, to receive 
immediate medical assistance 

Psychiatry and 1\iledication management: KV1-ll-IC does not have a medical director; nor do 
they have a full time psychiatrist. KVMHC does, however, employ a full time nurse practitioner 
who can prescribe medication. Still, psychiatric coverage/consultation is available no more than 
half the time. This is problematic, for it prevents clients from seeing psychiatrists in a timely and 
sufficient manner. The psychiatric/medication clinics are quite high volume with four patients 
scheduled per hour. For people who are stable on medications, this is not necessarily a problem. 
But to allow 15 minutes to conduct an assessment on a new client, or to work with a client in 
crisis, is not sufficient. The lack of psychiatry in the crisis seryif.eS has been detailed above. The 
problem also occurs during the normal intake process. A non-medical clinician conducts the 
screening interview and then triage the client to the appropriate services, e.g. clinic, community 
support. There is no input or review from a psychiatrist ( or from a multi-disciplinary team) 
regarding the decision. Finally, there does not appear to be an adequate system by which 
psychiatry and clinical staff communicate with each other. For example, a community support 
worker stated he mainly knows about medication changes if a client informs him. Psychiatrists do 
not appear to be readily available for immediate.medication evaluations and adjustments. 

The executive leadership is aware ofthe problems detailed above. Recently, KVNIHC hired a 
psychiatrist to work 2 additional half-:days per week. And the child and family program has been 
able to secure child psychiatry services: John Shaw, executive director, states KVNIHC has been 
attempting to hiring additional psychiatrists for a considerable period of time, but without good 
success. And indeed, this is a severe problem in many parts of the state. 

Regarding the administration of medication, the clozaril clinic seems to be working well. There 
ar~ clear procedures for responding to low white blood counts (both the patient and the prescriber 
are called) and for)Jon-compliance with lab work (the patient, or other responsible person is 
called, as is the-_phai-macy). In addition, KVMHC is just in the process of instituting an entirely 
new proce_dure °for their medication clinic. The new procedures are designed to improve 
monitonng, streamline the triage process, and improve communication among all the providers. 
Two nurse managers have been hired to oversee the program which should provide more clinical 
and administrative oversight. 

,; 
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Intake process: The current intake process is fragmented and of varying quality. KVMHC has 
proposed a "single point of entry" and envisions a uniformed admissions process so that 
regardless what service component the individual is seeking ( e.g. community support, outpatient 
services, medication management) the process will be uniform and thus, more expedient. They 
plan to have three levels of intake: standard (one to two weeks); urgent (one to thre; days); and 
emergency (immediate). Intake forms have been redesigned and appear to be mofe-' 
comprehensive than in the past. However, questions regarding sexual and,'physical abuse are not 
present in the new forms. · · 

Community support services: As with a number of other programs at KVNIHC;_conimunify 
support services is undergoing changes. They are considering a new structure whereby they 
would be adding staff (a program manager and several support workers), expanding the outreach 
component and providing more extended evening and weekend coverage. Case loads are 
approximately 17 - 20 clients per worker. · 

As with risk management and crisis services, howev.er, c'ommunity support is fragmented and 
lacks overall coordination. Four agencies provide these services to the same geographical area, 
sometimes to the same person. Neither clients nor staff were ·able to say why someone received 
services from one agency and not from another. At present there is a long waiting list for 
services, not just at KVNIHC, but at aU four agencies. This is extremely problematic: 

1. People potentially are not receiving necessary and appropriate services. 
2. Not providing community support services, places an undue burden on other parts 

. : of the system, most notably crisis management, emergency services, and 
psychiatric assessment and monitoring. 

3. It ~e:verely limits the service system's ability to provide adequate, up-to-date, risk 
management 

4. Peopfe may easily be "slipping through the cracks." 
·.:::

4 _.-::·t;~:-.L'·'."':.'"'"-:' 

Several areas identifiedm'\vhi6h staff required additional training were: suicide prevention, 
trauma, treatment plan development, mental status formulation, and risk management. There 
appears to be little contact between community support and outpatient services, and between 
community support and substance abuse services. This leads to the question: how much clinical 
presebce, back-up and'sophistication exists within the community support program. Also, the 
Qqmjrii.mication between community support workers and the psychiatrist, seems undefined and 
i1~~af2TI1erfdo,es not appear to be any systematic way by which community support workers 
arid:p_&c_hiatrists discuss cases. 
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Risk management: An improved risk management system, according to the executive team of 
KVMI-IC, remains a priority for the center. At the heart of the risk management program, to 
repeat what has been stated above, must be available psychiatry. In addition, staff could be 
clearer on what to do in crisis, or potential crisis, situations, i.e. which emergency team to access, 
how to secure a psychiatric assessment, what are the protocols to follow if someone is in crisis, 
etc. Also, for risk management to be successful, there must be adequate and sufficient 
communication. In an area with multiple agencies, this can be problematic, for information can 
almost never be shared fast enough. This is true, even though there are regularly scheduled 
coordinating meetings among the agencies to discuss high risk cases. (What this team was not 
able to ascertain -- due to time constraints -- was the effectiveness and thoroughness of this multi
agency meeting. Possible follow-up questions would include: do all the agencies attend [including 
the state crisis workers], how many cases are regularly reviewed, upon review of a case, how is 
accountability determined and monitored, what is the follow-up for cases reviewed, what is the 
level of clinical sophistication in the assessment of these high risk cases.) Finally, throughout the 
charting, there appeared to be a lack of good, helpful mental status examinations. For a number 
of charts, there was no mental status available, either at intake or at the 90 day summaries. A 
number of staff upon being interviewed did not appear to, have a clear, structured way to assess 
high risk clients -- or what precisely to do once they were identified. 

Child and family services: This program, which is actually a component of outpatient services 
treats primarily a non-psychotic, non~DMH population. It has a contract with DBS and does 
treat a good deal of children with _h.istories of abuse and. trauma. A child psychiatrist works with 
the program, although there is not nearly sufficient time. Over the last six months, the program 
has expanded from being clinic based into the community. Currently, they have a number of 
people working directly in the local schools and in some local health facilities. Although there is 
ostensibly no waiting list, in that everyone upon first contact receives an appointment date, a 
client can wait a fairly long time before he/she is first seen. A telephone triage is completed at 
first contact to determine if the caller is in an emergency situation or not. If so, he/she would be 
seen more inimediately~/:~:vM:l{C is· attempting to shorten the wait time by providing referrals to 
other agencies or practitiohets' and by hiring additional staff. According to the director of this 
service, they cannot hire s:ufficiently fast enough. 

Outpatient services: This program is designed to provide outpatient therapy services to adults in 
tlie '\Y aterville an_d Augusta areas. Waiting lists average about three to four weeks. There is a 
sfrqng focufon Hrief treatment and staff are considering moving from a specialist approach to a 
mc>re generalist model. Currently, the program is undergoing an internal review with the attempt 
to improve the coordination of referrals, shorten the waiting list, review program development, 
and identify systemic issues. Outpatient services does not appear to be well integrated or 
coordinated with crisis and community support services. 
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Substance abuse services: In response to a perceived need, especially within the dually 
diagnosed population, KVMHC is in the process of developing a more comprehensive substance 
abuse program. They have three or four staff who are licensed and experienced in substance 
abuse counseling, one of whom also has an MSW. A day treatment program is being proposed 
and apparently will be ready to begin in the near future. The program will have thre~ levels of 
intensity and will serve some individuals who have a dual diagnosis. The.new intake form, 
developed for all new clients to KVNlHC, has a section on substance abtiii'e and according to the 
clinician interviewed, the number of referrals through this mechanism has been steadily increasing. 
In addition, at a weekly meeting in which clinical and CSP.staff review all new cases, the questiqn 
of substance abuse is continually raised. At the same time, according to staff, substance abu~e}' 
treatment and prevention, needs to be more fully integrated within CSP programming and case 

. . ' . 

management. 

Special events/clinical incident review: KVMHC maintains a special events committee, with 
three levels ofreview (depending upon severity). This appears adequate ... The center maintains 
records of special events, keeps some statistics regarding category of incident, and annually 
summarizes them in a report. Three special events reports were reviewed. In each case, the 
report was quite short and obviously just a quick summary of a larger discussion. There appeared 
to be adequate representation among the participants, e.g. medical director, clinical director, 
clinicians), but the reports themselves were virtually lacking in detail as to what might have led to 
the incident or what steps or intervention should be taken subsequent to the incident. For 
example in incident #040596, it st~tes reco~e!].dations_were made, but does not spell them out. 
Accordingly, it does not state what changes should be made to the treatment plan. Even though 
more detailed accounts may be within the peer review process, the treatment plan, with future 
recommendations, should be included in the incident review. 

Policy and pro_cedures,manual: The policy and procedure manual seemed reasonably organized, 
coherent, usefut 'arid'~omplete. The section on coordination of services contained solid 
guidelines:· The intake process appeared clear and the manual does contain a section on risk 
management. The medication guidelines appeared sufficient. There were provisions for no
shows. In particular, the guidelines for clozaril appeared comprehensive. Notably missing from 
the manual were sections on levels of care or criteria for admission or discharge, e.g. under what 
circumstances should a person be referred to individual, group or family therapy; or what are the 
levef§f_care protocols for discharge from a particular program. In addition, it would be helpful if 
the.miidelinesiricluding more timelines, i.e. what is the time period under which something must 
be completed: , 

I' 
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Chart reviews: The team reviewed approximately twenty charts. For the most part, charts 
contained all the "proper'.' information: intakes, treatment plans, progress notes, 90 day summaries 
medication sheets, etc. An important exception, however, was the lack of a formal, complete 
mental status, especially at the 90 day review. Treatment and service plans contained multiple 
goals and objectives and were all updated on a quarterly basis. Progress notes contained content 
for each client record and each record contained recent updates of assessments. They had the 
necessary signatures and were consistent with the requirements. · 

The greatest area of concern was the extent to which the records reflected an ongoing assessment 
of the clients' status, without containing goals for, or evidence of, forward movement in clients'· 
lives. With some exception, the great majority of goals rei~ted to symptom reduction, such ·as a 
decrease in depression or a general statement such as an increase in activities in the community to 
decrease social isolation. From a rehabilitative perspective; there was little in the records to 
indicate a direction toward a positive change in individual's lives outside of a general lessening of 
discomfort. 

The records frequently recorded a limited amount of change. Goals for clients were frequently 
carried forward from quarter to quarter, sometimes for years with little change. This occurred 
largely due to the fact that goals tended to be ongoing symptomatic and life issues that were not 
detailed enough to be responsive to the Hmited changes achieved by the client. It is also due to 
the lack of goals that related to specific quality of life and rehabilitative issues such as 
employment, that are amenable to being broken out into specific steps that can be measured and 
regularly re-assessed. · 

Another major concern relates to progress notes. While they contained content pertaining to each 
client contact.and were responsive to client crises, the progress notes were frequently a statement 
of how the client is_ doing at· that point in time. There is often little or no indication of the work 
being done with thedient or efforts of the client to achieve progress or change. Rather the notes 
are a type of"mini-assessment" and status report . 

.. -.:-. -.-·, .. _ .· .. · .... ,_ . 

There is a sameness tothe t;~atment plans. They are basic, complete, but unimaginative. 
Whereas they contain some important information, they do not really document change. In 
addition, they are not detailed enough. The plans do not list measurable, quantifiable goals and 
objectives. For example, a plan might say, "will work towards increasing activities in her life and 
add some structure."·'- Instead, the plan should list some clear objectives about which activities she 
wilfadd to her life and what specific steps she will take to achieve this goal. Another example: a 
tre~fn1ent.plrui·:sfates, ''will discuss the impact of current life changes on her mood." By itself, this 
is a qu~stionabfe goal for it is not clear how discussing the impact will bring about any desired 
changes or what the changes are. Is the goal to discuss or is it to ameliorate a painful situation. It 
is not clear. The treatment plans need to better define the specific nature of the problem and, 
incrementally, what steps will be taken to resolve the stated problem. In addition, the progress 
notes, while up-to-date, did not often reflect back to the treatment plan. 



Often, when charts demonstrate this form of sameness and static quality, they indicate a lack of 
consumer involvement in the development of the treatment plan. What does the individual really 
want, how does he/she see him/herself proceeding, what types of steps need to be undertaken to 
achieve any particular goal? Discussing impacts, monitoring medication, attending therapy are 
staff issues -- not usually the concerns of the clients. Treatment plans need to more,accurately 
reflect the actual, real, and current, bio-psycho-social needs of the indivi~_al. · 

,, .......... . 
'·-·~ 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMA1ENDA TIONS 

Many of the problems noted above are not "new" to the staff and executive management team at 
the Kennebec Valley Mental Health Center. To their credit, they began developing new 
approaches and systems 12 to 18 months ago. Some, like the medication clinic, the_unified intake, 
and the increased emphasis on substance abuse treatment are just beginning. Over time, these 
should make a difference in the overall quality of care delivered by the agency .. In addition to the 
those mentioned, the agency must immediately address problems of risk management and 
assessment. 

Other issues appear "larger" than just this agency. For example, the need for an increased 
psychiatric presence is a state-wide problem (indeed it is problerri in many rural and semi-rural 
areas throughout the entire country). Yet it is one that mus~ be addressed if comprehensive crisis 
and outpatient services are to be delivered. Also, the problems posed by multiple agencies doing 
the same or similar work, e.g. case management and crisis intervention, go beyond KVMHC's 
individual capacity to solve. 

Some of the issues raised are hardly unique to KVY!HC. In mental health centers throughout the 
country, treatment plans, especially for clients who have long term problems, often have a static, 
non-changing quality, month after month, year after year. Inno way should this serve as an 
excuse, or imply that treatment plans of this ilk are sufficient. They are not. KVMHC must 
provide the requisite supervision and training to staff, to make sure they can competently develop 
and implement meaningful treatment plans. 

In addition, the following recommendations are offered: 

1. Working in conjunction ';Vith DrvIHMRSAS and other community organizations, 
KVMHCmust increase the amount of available psychiatric time. Psychiatrists 

. must be mo_re involved in the intake process, crisis intervention, and emergency 
services. Not to offer immediate psychiatric assessments, evaluations, and 
interventicn1sto an individual in crisis, is provide less than adequate crisis services. 

2. Working in conjunction with DivfHMRSAS, the entire crisis management program 
must be re..:defined. Presumably with the recently issued RFP for crisis services, 
some of the problems mentioned will be addressed. KVMHC's staff should 
become more familiar with techniques such as advanced directives. They must 
develop a far greater expertise in the development of crisis management plans. 

·: This is true, not only for the emergency staff, but for all workers. 
Working in conjunction with D111Th1RSAS, and other involved agencies, an 
improved system of case management, and community support must be developed. 
The current system is unwieldy and cumbersome. Structurally, it guarantees 
breakdowns in communication, prevents coordinated and integrated care, leads to 
fragmentation of treatment. 

4. Working in conjunction with DivfHMRSAS and other local agencies, KVMHC 
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must address the problem of waiting lists. No doubt this is a complicated issue, 
involving multiple agencies, reimbursement structures, and shortages of resources. 
Nevertheless, long waiting lists are unacceptable and must be dealt with in the near 
future. 

5. A risk management program must be implemented immediately. Staff must know 
how to assess danger and what to do if someone is at risk. Most immediately, 
intakes, 90 day summaries, and other assessments must contain an adequate and 
useful mental status. The risk management program must include a system for 
tracking, so that staff is continually aware ofthe clients' mental status and 
bio/psycho/social condition. _ .... 

6. Many of the clients spoken to stated their only source of medication education 
came through their pharmacy. This is not sufficient. KVN!HC should develop and 
initiate a program whereby clients are regularly educated about their medications. 
Clients should be aware of what medications they are taking and at what dose. 
They should know what symptoms the medications are being prescribed for and 
what the medications are designed to ~o. Additionally, clients should be aware of 
any side effects, interactions with other medications ( or foods, etc.) And finally, 
clients should know precisely what to do if they are experiencing side effects which 
are too extreme or uncomfortable. 

7. As noted above, treatment planning must involve consumers more. The goals and 
objectives must be realizable and reflect real needs. There must be much greater 
specificity. If additional training is required, KVMHC should provide it. 

8. The intake forms should include a section on trauma and physical and sexual 
abuse. Correspondingly, intake workers, and most likely all staff, need to become 

. · more aware ofthese issues -- how to ask the proper questions, what to do with the 
· information, how 'to formulate and implement an appropriate treatment plan. 

9. · Staff consistently identified certain areas in which additional training is necessary: 
risk°management, 'trauma; substance abuse, suicide prevention. KVN!HC should 
provide'this traininfas soon as possible. Training by itself, however, is not 

0

st1:ffiden(; These are issues and areas of concern that require continual, on-going, 
monitoring ·and_si.ipervision. This is especially true for the community support 
programs whicfr"often serve those at highest risk. Case managers must receive 
good clinical supervision. There must be a clinical presence in the provision of all 
services. 
Substance abuse assessment and treatment should be more integrated into the 
community support programs and into the outpatient services. Training and on-
going supervision is probably required in the area of dual diagnosis. 
The policy and procedure manual should include sections on levels of care for all 
services. Specifically, the agency should maintain criteria for admission, continued 
stay, and discharge. 

12. The clinical incident review should be fuller, more complete, and richer in detail. 
A review should contain, at a minimum: a description of the incident, the events 
leading up to the incident, relevant historical material ( e.g. past behaviors of a 

!' 
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similar nature), the client's mental status at time of incident, treatment plan at time 
of incident (including medication), clinical intervention at time of incident, 
proposed interventions and treatment plan, and implications, if any, for agency 
policy or in working with other clients. 

13. Immediately, KVWfC must develop a system by which clients' records are 
available, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to emergency service workers (including 
emergency room physicians and physicians on call). In Waterville, the buildings 
are literally across the street, so access to client charts should hot pose any 
problem. Even for Augusta, only 25 - 30 minutes away, the distance is not 
prohibitive. For emergency services to treat the client without access to his/her 
most immediate history -- including current medication and medication history -- is 
inadequate treatment. It can lead to poor, uninformed decisions. Why keep up-to
date charts if they cannot be used in emergency situations? 

14. The Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation, and Substance Abuse 
Services should re-visit Kennebec Valley Mental Health Center in approximately 
six months to review their proposed program and administrative changes. 

15. KYW-IC has begun a QA/QI system, although it is in its early stages. This should 
receive strong support from the agency's administration. Included in this should 
be regularly scheduled client satisfaction surveys and measures. 

To conclude, the Kennebec Valley ~ental Health Center offers a full range of outpatient and 
crisis services. There is an awareness of some of the areas which need improvement and they 
have begun to develop strategies and programs to address these problems. Staff uniformly 
appeared excited about the changes and welcomed the new approaches. Staff were also quite 
candid about what they thought still needed to be done. As stated, they appeared open and non
defensive, willing to discuss new suggestions and alternative ways of programming. KVWfC has 
begun to make major changes. Yet, as this reports indicates, there is much more to be done. 
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Al'I' ORDER CREATING THE MAINE TASK FORCE ON MENTAL HEALTH 

WHEREAS, a comprehensive, effective community-based system of care for Maine 
citizens with serious mental illness is essential for the well-being of all the people of the State of 
Maine; and 

WHEREAS, the development and operation of such a community-based mental health 
system will occur within parameters established by legislative policy, financial constraints and 
legal obligations; and 

WHEREAS, in developing this system within these parameters and defining the 
appropriate role of state institutions within that system, it is desirable to involve participants \Vith 
a wide variety of perspectives, 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, Angus S. King, Jr., Governor of the State of Maine, do hereby 
establish the Maine Task Force on Mental Health. 

Purpose 

The Task Force's charge is to make recommendations on how best to serve the needs of 
Maine citizens with serious mental illness through the development of a community-based 
system of care. 

To carry out the purpose of the Task Force, the members shall address the following 
goals: 

• identify strategies to support the implementation of the, 
mental health system plan developed during the past year; 

• improve the interconnections between the judicial and 
correctional systems and community-based agencies; 

• explore options for integrating consumers of mental 
health services into community settings; 

• discuss the needs of stakeholders, including consumers, 
family members, providers and community members 
within the mental health system; 



• define the appropriate role for state hospitals, and 

• develop a plan to move from bridge to permanent funding 
for community systems of care 

To carry out the purpose of the Task Force, the members shall use the best information 
from all sources and in a variety of forms including data and information about existing services 
throughout the state; expert input regarding state-of-the-art mental health systems throughout the 
country; existing financial and client profile data; as well as data and information developed by 
the Task Force. 

Membership 

The Task Force shall be composed of no more than 21 members drawn from mental 
health constituent groups and broader community interests. The role of all members is to serve 
and represent the best interests of the State as a whole. 

The Speaker of the House and President of the Senate will appoint a member from the 
House and Senate respectively. All other members shall be appointed and serve at the pleasure 
of the Governor. The Task Force shall disband upon the discharge of its duties outlined below or 
October I, 1996, whichever occurs earlier. 

The Chair of the Task Force shall be designated by the Governor and the Commissioner 
of the Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation. 

Timeline for Recommendations 

The Task Force shall make its recommendations to the Governor no later than October 1, 
1996. 

Meetings 

The Task Force shall meet as often as necessaryto complete the assigned duties. All 
meetings shall be open to the public and held in locations determined by the Task Force. 

Staffing/Funding 

The Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation shall provide staff to the Task 
Force, within existing resources. Public members may be compensated for reasonable travel 
expenses by the Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation upon demonstration of 
need. 

Effective Date 

The effective date of this Executive Order is May 20, 
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RECOMMEND A TIO NS 
TASK FORCE ON MENTAL HEALTH 

The Task Force on Mental Health has been charged with making recommendations on 
how best to serve the needs of all Maine citizens with serious mental illness through the 
development of a community-based system of care. Members were asked to serve and to 
represent the best interests of the state as a whole. The Task Force endorses the "Final 
Consolidated Plan for Implementing Settlement Agreement to the AMHI Consent Decree", 
submitted by DMHMRSAS on May 3, 1996 ("the Department's Plan"), as a template for 
providing mental health care to all who need the services. This Plan is a shift in the culture of 
mental health service delivery toward an integrated system driven by the needs of the consumers 
and their families, and stressing broad participation in decision-making, access, coordination, and 
accountability. As the Task Force developed its recommendations, all members focused on 
providing a continuum of care for people with mental illness: strong community support 
programs including crisis response, case management, single point of entry, outpatient services, 
rehabilitation and job training, housing and transportation as well as the availability of institutional 
care. 

Our recommendations speak to the Governor's charge to: "make recommendations on 
how best to serve the needs of Maine citizens with mental illness through the development of a 
community-based system of care. To carry out the purpose of the Task Force, the members shall 
address the following goals: 

• Identify strategies to support the implementation ·of the mental health system plan 
developed during the past year; 

• Improve the interconnections between the judicial and correctional systems and 
community-based agencies; 

• Explore options for integrating consumers of mental health services into community 
settings; 

• Discuss the needs of stakeholders, including consumers, family members, providers and 
community members within the mental health system; 

• . Define the appropriate role for state hospitals; and 

I 

• Develop a plan to move from bridge to permanent funding for community system of care." 

This report is organized into three sections: Community systems necessary to meet the 
needs of stakeholders, including children; interconnections with the judicial and correctional 
systems; and fin~ce recommendations, including a plan to move from bridge to permanent 
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", 
funding. A fourth section, which represents a minority report in variance from the majority of the 
Task Force members appears at the end of this report, before the "Appendix". The guiding 

. -
principles which were used in developing recommendations serve as organizers- for the first 
section of the report. · 

AN INTEGRATED COMMUNITY-BASED SYSTEM OF CARE 

FOCUS The system must focus on the needs over the individual's life span, with the 
objective of fostering recovery and independence. Mental illness is often episodic, 
therefore, treatment and services must be provided on a timely basis and be flexible in 
nuinber, duration and intensity.- · 

• Priority must be given to establishing service parity across age groups - children, 
adolescents, adults, and the elderly. 

• Treatment programs must be developed which recognize the long-term impact of trauma 
( emotional, physical, sexual, neglect) , and its relationship to mental illness. 

• Treatment programs must be developed which recognize the long-term impact of 
substance abuse/addiction and its relationship to mental illness. 

• A priority must be given to providing affordable access to psychiatric services in all parts 
of the state. 

• Crisis services, tailored to each major age group, must be available throughout the state 
and available on a timely basis. 

• Core services (single-point of entry, crisis services, case management, housing, 
psychosocial rehabilitation, outpatient services) must be available in all parts of the state 
and be able to be accessed within reasonable periods of time, according to service 
standards developed and monitored by the State. 

• Individual evaluations must be comprehensive in nature and include, without limitation, 
psychiatric status, medical status, dental needs, immunization, spiritual condition, and 
living circumstances. 

STATE ROLE The State of Maine has an historical and continuing responsibility for 
assuring that all individuals whose safety is in jeopardy or whose basic needs cannot be 
met, due to mental_ illness, have a system of services and supports which facilitate their 

. recovery and independence, while assuring their civil rights. 

Adults 

• The State must provide care, in an appropriate facility, for two distinct adult populations: 
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I. the forensic population, committed to State care through order of the Court; and, 

-
2. those people needing a safe place for rest and recovery, during limited periods of 

time when their needs cannot be met in a community setting (the "safety net 
population"). The majority of the Task Force agrees that given the physical plant 
limitations and the difficulty of converting the existing Augusta Mental Health 
Institute (AMHI) and Bangor Mental Health Institute (BMHI) facilities, a specific 
timetable must be established to close AMill first and BMHI second, while 
simultaneously expanding community-based acute care beds and mental health 
services. AMHI should be closed no later than 10/1/97 and BMHI no later than 
10/1/2000. 

In order to implement the closure of AMIIl and BMHI, the following steps must 
be taken. 

A) Evaluate the need for crisis care beds by updating, by 2/1/97, the prior 
hospital studies (completed in 1992) analyzing the need for acute psychiatric 
inpatient care. Such an evaluation must be done on a regular basis to assure 
that the system continues to meet the needs of consumers. 

B) Develop, by 7 /1/97, a statewide network of community-based crisis 
services, including hospital and residential care beds as set forth in the 
Department's Plan. 

C) Expand the appropriate range of accessible community-based services 
throughout the state by 7 /1/97, as set forth in the Department's Plan. 

D) Transfer all patients who are clinically determined not in need of hospital 
care to appropriate community settings by 7/1/97. 

E) Close AMHI by 10/1/97 and serve the needs of the forensic and safety net 
populations by: 

I. obtaining any necessary approvals to allow the transfer to B:MHI, on an 
interim basis, patients and vital programs that cannot otherwise be 
served in the community; and/or, 

2. providing long-term and acute care beds, run by DMHMRSAS, by 
leasing space in underutilized hospitals throughout the state. 

F) Evaluate, by 7/1/97, the long-term options for serving the needs of the 
forensic and safety net populations. Such options include replacing the existing 
physical plants with one or more new or rehabilitated facilities located in the 
state, either operated or overseen by the Department. 
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All consumers 

1. By 7/1/97, develop a plan to fund and develop such facilities by 
10/1/2000. 

2. Close HMHI by 10/1/2000 and provide services in new facilities. 

• The State must actively promote a statewide system of residential long-term care. 

• As elements of the State system, all providers (including both service providers and 
operators of acute care crisis facilities) must operate according the standards established, 
published and monitored by· the State (including, for example, a sys.tern of best practices, a 
protocol for seclusion and restraint, and opportunities for access to the outdoors). Crisis 
facilities must adhere to an no-reject, no-eject policy. A grievance policy must be 
established and maintain~, to ensure consistent service quality throughout the state. 

• -A two-tier system of care is unacceptable. Sufficient resources must be allocated to meet 
the needs of all people with mental illness, not just people included in the AMHI class. 
Such funds must be distributed equitably and effectively to all regions. 

• The State must provide access to AMHI recreational facilities for Augusta-area mental 
health agencies and consumers. 

Children 

• The State must plan and develop a system of in-state facilities and services to serve the 
needs of children and adolescents. Treatment of seriously mentally ill children and 
adolescents outside of the state is not acceptable in a family- and community-centered 
continuum of care. In addition, existing services should be adequately funded. 

PLANNING System planning at all levels must be a collaborative effort, engaging 
consumers, family members, parents of children, providers and the larger community. 

• The Quality Improvement Councils (QICs) are a good model for fulfilling the goal of 
collaborative planning and ongoing quality review. 

• The Regional Director will monitor the QICs to assure that all stakeholder interests are 
being adequately represented by the QICs, as intended by statute. 

• Outreach and education are key elements of the role of the QICs and should be 
emphasized. 

', I 

• The QICs must ensure that communication among contracting agencies and network 
elements is adequate and ongoing (e.g. _establish a mailing list of contracting agencies and 
networ~ elements, provide copies of agendas, minutes). 
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• Recognizing the importance of consumer and faniily input to the QICs, !_ransportation to 
QIC meetings must be ensured for those wishing to attend. 

Children 

• Develop an immediate response approach to a situation by creating/enhancing 
family-centered iri-home stabilization services and longer term family supports. 

• Institute training and support to allow parents to become their child's case manager. 

• Form public/private partnerships (including parents of children with special needs) to 
develop strategies ensuring broad coverage of community and family-based behavioral 
health services . 

. ACCESS Regardless of their'legal or financial status, all persons needing services must 
have equal access as close to their home of choice as possible. 

• Transportation must be recognized as an essential service and provided for in programs 
and budgets supported by the State. 

• Core services must be provided in each region, including single point of entry, crisis 
stabilization services, community-based crisis beds, access to a State facility as a safety 
net, case management, medication management, and rehabilitation services (including 
consumer organizations, vocational training). These services must be structured and 
delivered in a manner appropriate to each region, recognizing that needs and service 
capacity differ in each region. Money should be allocated to each region to support 
demonstration programs. 

• Ability to pay and/or legal status must not be the sole factor is providing service delivery. 

Children 

• Create a gateway to services that eliminates the need to fill out volumes of forms for every 
service provider, and assures timely access to necessary services. The use of a 
Management Information System and comprehensive intake procedures in the Local 
Service Networks provide an arena for this process. 

• Increase access and availability of case management or service coordination for families 
that cannot be their own case managers. 

• Institute a policy of inclusion. The ultimate decision regarding whether a child and family 
receive help must be determined by the issues they present, not by a predefined category 
for labels and services. Available funding must support the service decision, not drive it. 
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• _ Establish, by Executive Order, a policy declaring that no child shall be removed from the 
custody of his or her parents in order to get needed services. 

CHOICE The individual consumer, in collaboration with his or her individually-selected 
team (which may include family, friends, clinicians), must be responsible for the 
development and ongoing evaluation of the treatment and recovery plan. 

• Advance directives (statement of beliefs, medication choice, designated advocate, choice 
of service provider and location, terminal illness plan) must be aggressively encouraged as 
an integral part of the individual service plan. Copies of advance directives must be 
maintained with the case manager, psychiatrist, and client-designated treatment team 
leader. 

• Information about the range of service and treatment options ( e.g. medical options, 
support groups) must be made available so informed choices can be made by the 
individual. ' 

RECOVERY Because of the shame attached to mental illness, consumers experience an 
acute loss of the sense of self and dignity. Therefore, an adequate range of opportunities 
for meaningful activity and personal growth must be an integral part of each individual's 
treatment and recovery plan and must be available throughout the state. 

• As a priority, the State must significantly increase the financial support provided for 
rehabilitation programs and supports. Currently only approximately 5% of the State's 
mental health expenditures are spent on recovery. Additional investment would improve 
an individual's chance _of becoming independent and avoiding further State expenditure for 
acute care. 

• As an integra:1 part of increased State support for the recovery process, active outreach 
efforts must be made to educate the business community and seek commitments for job 
opportunities for those individuals seeking independence. 

• The State should create a transitional funding program to provide incentives and support 
for people who would otherwise lose their benefits due to earned income. 

EFFECTIVE The system at all levels must be adequately funded, well-managed, and 
responsive in order to be effective. · 

• Since the State spends a significant amount of money on the mental health system, it is 
essential that data be developed in order to determine the extent of the population to be °' 
served, the needs to be met, and system improvements needed. An analysis must be 

1 

conducted annually to measure the effectiveness of the investment made. Effectiveness of 
all programs, including derrionstration grants, must be measured in terms of client 
outcomes (e.g. reduced homelessness of people with mental illness, improved quality of 
life, incr.eased income). 
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• The State must define standards and establish a system for training mentl11 health workers 
to assure that adequate skills are available throughout the community service network. 
Such training should be interactive and should include consumers in all levels of training. 

• The State, along with all service providers, should assure the quality and consistency of 
mental health services available in the community network by increasing the wage levels of 
programs supported by State resources, with the specific objective of reducing the 
turnover of community case workers and crisis workers. 

• While it is important to assure that consumers have a choice of service providers, it is also 
µnportant to control duplication of services in order to minimize the administrative cost of 
duplicative services, which drains dollars from direct services. 

• The State must reexamine its own administrative structure to provide for greatest 
. efficiency. 

• Effective management of the system must not overshadow the importance of consumer 
choice and collaboration among providers. 

• The system exists to serve the needs of consumers, and standards for response must be 
defined for each service and monitored by the State for compliance. 

• The State must determine a measure to establish that the system is adequately funded. 

Children 

• Provide for a more equitable distribution of workloads among case managers. 

CONFIDENTIALITY The individual's treatment record and choice to use services 
provided by the system is a private matter and confidentiality must be assured at all levels. 

• As the State develops and improves its management irifonnation system, it is essential that 
consumer confidentiality be assured at all levels. While patient infonnation may be 
included in analysis of the system ( e.g. the number of patients with mental illness who 
received rehabilitation services and were placed in jobs at a certain wage level), individual 
names and client-identifying infonnation are not necessary and must not be identified in 
the analysis developed. 

LIVING CHOICE Every individual has the right to live and heal, without prejudice, in 
·1 

the community of his/her choice anywhere in the state. · 

• Funds to develop and support community living options are limited at all levels of 
govefl11!1ent. Proactive efforts must be made to reexamine the cost elements of providing 
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such housing, with aggressive efforts and new strategies employed to reduce costs when 
funds could be better allocated to serve more people ( e.g. reexamining b_uilding 
requirements). ~ · 

• The State must develop a plan for assuring a range of community living options 
throughout the state and avoid concentrations of housing in individual communities or 
neighborhoods. 

• Every consumer discharged from any facility must be placed in decent, safe and affordable 
housing. The State must develop a housing voucher program to assure that individuals 
are able to live in stable environments as they heal and move toward independence. 

INTERCONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE JUDICIAL, CORRECTIONAL, and ~NTAL 
HEALTH SYSTEMS 

Testimony provide by Chief Justice Wathen, Judge Courtland Perry, Commissioner Joseph 
Lehman, and law enforcement officials Richard Mears and Peggy Kelly formed the basis for the 

following recommendations. 

• The State shall enforce Public Law 431, which states that "a person with serious mental 
illness may not be detained or confined solely because of that mental illness in any jail, 
prison, or other detention or correctional facility unless that person in being detained or · 

. serving a sentence for commission of a crime." Included in P .L. 431 are strategies for 
preventing imprisonment of persons with serious mental illness in addition to cooperative 
planning procedures and planning provisions. · 

• The Department of Mental Health shall develop policies and procedures to meet the 
treatment needs of persons who have serious mental illness and are incarcerated in local 
and state correctional and juvenile facilities. The Legislature shall allocate resources 
necessary to implement such policies and procedures. 

• DMHMRSAS shall work with the criminal system to develop policies, procedures, and 
resources to ensure cross-system training regarding mental illness and substance abuse 
among criminal justice, police, mental health and other agency personnel, (i.e. hospital 
emergency room staff, homeless shelter workers, and crisis intervention staft). 

• DMHMRSAS will ensure that judges have prompt access to professional expertise in 
mental health and substance abuse issues in order to have appropriate information to use 
in the dispositions of cases. 

• Funding shall be provided to ensure that pretrial evaluations of criminal defendants and 
presentence information and recommendations will be provided to the court system when 
appropriate. 
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• DMHMRSAS will assure that each QIC has at least one representative with knowledge of 
the criminal justice system in its membership. 

• DMHMRSAS will streamline regulation of private mental health providers to the greatest 
extent possible. 

FINANCE AND BRIDGE FUNDING 

• DMHMRSAS must be made the "lead" agency for decisions related to the financing of 
mental health, mental retardation, and substance abuse services for both adults and 
children. Furthermore, Medicaid resources to pay for these services, including "seed" 
money, should be transferred to the control of DMHMRSAS. 

• Develop incentives for businesses to provide all employees with health insurance. 

Children 

• Develop reimbursement strategies to support the use of technology for providing 
professional consultation in rural areas. 

• • Develop recommendations regarding costs and funding for increased children's services. 

• Increase allocations to children's services as a commitment to prevention that will ease the 
pressure ori the adult system in the future. 

• Dedicate new allocations to increasing community supports for children and their families. 

• Create flexible funding to address the needs of children. Encot~rage and expand existing . 
local case review committees as natural forums for making these decisions with families. 

• Replace the current practice of contracting for prepackaged services with a 
family-centered system of care in which specific services are purchased from the widest 
possible range of vendors to meet particular needs of individuals and families. 

• Reduce Medicaid dependence by ensuring payments by private insurance carriers for all 
services which are reimbursable through Medicaid. 

• Create a standard reimbursement form for all services. Payment should be made by one 
entity in each Local Service Network, simplifying the process, ensuring prompt payment 
for services and providing local accountability. 

• Ensure that pooled state funds are available cross-departmentally and make the use of 
funds sufficieµtly flexible to address the needs of children whose needs are not the sole 
jurisdiction of one state agency, or whose needs are otherwise not being appropriately 
~ddressed through usual state government procedures. 
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Bridge Funding 

• The State must have a long-tenn philosophical and financial commitment to improving the 
mental health system while concurrently maintaining the existing system. 

• The State must plan for the capital investment of developing one or more State-supported 
facilities to replace AMlil and BMI-Il. 

• Any savings from downsizing or closing AMI-Il and BMHI must stay in the mental health 
system and not be recaptured to the State's General Fund and reallocated. 

• The Task Force has not established that the resources available ($17.9 million available 
now and which will recur in the next biennium and an additional $6.9 million available now 
and which will not recur) ~e adequate to fund a statewide system of community-based 

-services. The community services as identified and prioritized in the Plan which will most 
effectively reduce hospitalization at AMI-Il and BMHI, as well as in community-based 
hospitals, must be identified, prioritized, funded and implemented as soon as possible. 
Additional resources must be requested from the Legislature if necessary since transfer of 
patients from hospital to community-based services will not result in federal 
disproportionate share hospital payments but may, for Medicaid-eligible clients, be 
covered by Title XIX Medicaid reimbursement. 
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MINORITY REPORT - GOVERNOR'S MENTAL HEAL TH TASK FORCE 

A State "Mental health system must provide .assistance in a brief crrsis; periodically or 
over a lifetime, depending on the individual consumers need i_ 

The Majority report fails to adequately address the needs of clients who need 
hospitalization at critical points in their lives. 

Maine's two state mental health institutions, AMHI established in 1840 and BMHI in 1901, 
provide in-patient and outpatient services to over 2000 consumers per year. These services include 
acute and long term inpatient psychiatric care, out-patient psychiatric and medical assessments and 
evaluation; day hospital programs; administration and dispensing of prescription drugs and the 

- attendant medical supervision that is- most often required (particularly important for the uninsured), 
crisis intervention, and referral services for clients and community providers. These services, as 
configured,- are not replicated in the community. There is no assurance that services equal or 
better than those now provided at the state's institutions will exist in the communities at any 
reasonable date certain. 

2 

DMHMRSAS'S May 3rd 1996 AMHI Consent Decree Implementation Plan proposes 
development of 14 additional short-term crisis beds statewide and 38 total community hospital-based 
acute involuntary beds in the AMHI catchment area. It is speculative, at best, to presume that these · 
community-based services proposed by DMHMRSAS will be in place and viable by the proposed 
AMHI closure date of 10/01/97. The other presumption the report makes is that the development 
of these community-based services will diminish and/or replace the need for the types of 
services being provided by the two state hospitals. Without substantiating the viability and 
the actual impact of the loss of these services it is premature to propose closure of either 
facility as a means to an end. 

We believe that the demand for beds at AMHI/BMHI must be depressed for a minimum of six 
months and be correlated with the development of new and/or additional services in the community 
prior to any savings transferred for other uses. The Court must be convinced needed expansion of 
community-based services has occurred and has resulted in reduced demand at AMHI and BMHI. 

No one knows the quality or the quantity of services presently available in Maine. 
Consequently a precipitous event such as the proposed closing of state institutions could have not 
only disastrous consequences on the ability of the community system to provide appropriate services 
to those who will need them but will also, as recent experience has shown, increase the likelihood of 

. tragic consequences that otherwise would have been avoided. 

Please turn to the next page 
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Maine's State hospitals are treatment facilities, not residential facilities. 

A presumption in the Majority report is the notion that state hospitals simply provide a 
residence for persons with mental illness. The Majority mistakenly concludes that once community 
seNices are on-line the inpatient population at AMHI can be dischargE?,d and AMHI closed. In fiscal 
year 1995, AMHI had 388 admissions, and BMHI had 300 admissions", belying the presumption of a 
static, residential population with non-reoccurring episodes of mental illness. The majority of people 
who are treated at both hospitals have "placements" just like most Mainers: they live in apartments 
and homes, with family and friends, or already reside .in group homes or supported living 
arrangements. Another segment of this population inhabit homeless shelters, correctional facilities 
and the streets, in part because of the lack of community supports and seNices. But it is also the 
episodic nature of certain mental illnesses, compounded by substance abuse, resistance to 
medical and psychiatric treatment, and other factors, that often complicates and inhibits 
effective and successful treatment. It is this same characteristic that can defy community 
treatment, pharmacological advancements and short-term hospitalizations, resulting in a need 
for treatment facilities like AMHI and BMHI. 

' 

These hospitals actively treat patients with serious mental illness. These individuals require the 
most resources of any patient group about 1/2 of whom will take longer than thirty days to recover to 
the point of safe discharge. Research currently being done in this area indicates that patients in state 
hospitals are significantly more ill than patients in the second level of care at community hospitals. 
The AMHI patient mix is about 50% acute and 50% chronic. BMHI seNes an inpatient population that 
is approximately 25% acute and 75% chronic. 

AMHI serves a population base of about 800,000 people. The AMHI admission rate, until last year, 
was double that of BMHI. The demand for acute care services provided at AMHI is more than double 
it's northern counterpart . As of 10/25/96, there is a waiting list of fourteen people from a single 
southern Maine facility awaiting admission to AMHI. This admission demand emphasizes the ongoing 
need for continuing a quality inpatient mental health service for two-thirds of the state's population 
until such time there are viable alternatives. 

At least a quarter of the people admitted to state hospitals are unpredictable to the point of 
dangerousness to themselves or others. They need intensive psychiatric care. People are admitted In 
all cases at AMHI and to a lesser extent at BMHI, when all other less restrictive community treatment 
interventions have either failed or are insufficient to properly care for these persons. 

There are three major populations of mental health consumers for whom State facilities 
may be the most appropriate providers of care: 

1. Forensic-for persons adjudicated as not criminally_ responsible for crimes committed while 
mentally ill. 

2. Acute voluntary and involuntary patients, for whom community hospitals and crisis beds are 
inappropriate placements. 

3. Long-term acute voluntary and involuntary patients. Community hospitals and crisis beds are 
designed for s~ort-term acute care of thirty days or less and for rapid reentry to less 
restrictive community settings. Consumers who need a safe and secure place for recovery and 
treatment and who may require stays longer than thirty days are members of this population. 
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The safety net role played by State Government in the delivery of these services is crucial in 
determining the entire landscape of mental health services in Maine. The removal of AMHI and BMHI 
from the array of available services will seriously compromise the continuum of _care in our State . 

. -
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It is critical to u·nderscore the importance of state-operated facilities as an alternative to the 
private sector. Publicly funded services delivered by the private sector within the parameters of 
billable Medicaid hours, profit margins, or hospitalization determined by insurance policies is not 
always the most effective way to treat mental illness." Though the public sector should be cognizant of 
costs, it has the ability to allow treatment of those individuals who need recovery within an 
environment not driven by the bottom line. 

"Although alternative treatment settings allow diversion of many types of patients from state 
hospitals, ·expanded community-based services and alternative inpatient beds have not diverted some 
patient subgroups, including recidivists and patients with behaviors that present risks in other settings. 
Plans for meeting the clinical needs and behavioral challenges posed by such patients must be part of 
any further deinstitutionalization or prlvatization efforts." (Psychiatric Services 47:255-262.1996) 

Maine_ must envision a continuum of mental health care that offers an array of services 
to consumers and includes in that array state facilities as a choice for consumers. 

Mentally ill Maine citizens deserve to be treated as close to their home communities as possible 
with full access to respectful high quality acute psychiatric care. 

Having two state hospitals is a necessity, not a luxury. Maine is the most rural of the New 
England states and has more land area than all of the others combined. When it was realized that a 
large number of patients at AMHI were from the northern part of Maine, BMHI was established. The 
policy makers at that time recognized the therapeutic value of patients being treated as close to their 
homes as was possible. It is difficult to believe that the philosophical resolve and financial resources 
in 1901 was somehow greater than today. 

An article that appeared in the New England Journal of Medicinem suggests that a state must 
provide 15 involuntary psychiatric beds per 100,000 population if adequate community services are 
available. If adequate community services are not available than the state must provide for 31 beds 
per 100,000. That means that Maine should be supplying 390 involuntary beds, including the forensic 
population. Only 2 states have less beds than recommended - Vermont which has slightly less and 
Puerto Rico which has 7 per 100,000 but despite a remarkably supportive family structure, has not 
been able to close its state hospital. Maine is now approaching 13 beds per 100,000 as it closes the 
social learning unit at AMHI. No State has closed its last functional state hospital with the exception of 
Rhode Island, which merged its state hospital with a general hospital funded by the state and 
continues to deliver the service. 

Research currently under peer review and submitted for publication shows a need for a .
minimum of 100 involuntary beds and a maximum of 175 for AMHl's catchment area. The department 
is currently only attempting to set up 38 beds. Before AMHI is allowed to reduce or eliminate their 
services to this population, we must make sure these 100 beds are available in the community. 

The Majority ~eport conflicts with the A.M.H.I. consent decree in at least three important 
areas. The consent decree requires that: 
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I. Clients be served in their catchment area. To transfer AMHI patients to BMHI shoutd'AMHI 
close is a usubterfuge" as AMHI Consent Decree Courtmaster Rodman has suggested, and flies in the 
face of a consent decree that establishes community-based treatment as a baseline; 

1.1 Transport to BMHI from AMHI catchment area is more costly ih time and money so 
that patients will not seek treatment. The consequences of not seeking treatment 
because of these barriers necessarily means people becoming more ill before seeking 
treatment. Consequently the recovery is longer. 

2. Adequate communify services must be available in the community before discharge to that 
community. Success of community-based services, in part, can be measured by a decline in 
admissions at either State hospital; 

3. Funding must be available in the catchment area for the full range of services including 
essential hospital services whether by community hospitals or state hospitals. Before closing of either 
state institution we must first determire it's impact on the community mental health system. A 
premature closing removes this specialized hospital care from the full range of services that may later 
prove to be S(?rely needed but not available. 

RECOMMENDATIONS; 

It is critical to remember that it was the poor condition of the entire Maine mental health system 
that caused events to occur which lead to the AMHI Consent Decree. As Maine citizens we have 
witnessed all too often the consequences of allocating resources that were too little too late. The 
consequence of this omission has resulted in tragedies occurring yearly in our communities, spanning 
one administration to another, irrespective of political affiliations. 

Downsizing should only occur consistent with a measurable and incremental reduction 
in the need and demand or utilization for the services provided by these facilities. We further 
suggest that this data be evaluated at specific intervals, and downsizing occur predictably as 
demand milestones are evaluated and achieved. Empty beds are a clear indicator that 
hospital services are no longer necessary, and downsizing is appropriate at that' time. 

Those services must be designed to reduce the demand for hospitalization while 
ensuring high quality care. Therefore, tf1e State must have a long-term philosophical and 
financial commitment to improving the mental health system while concurrently maintaining 
the existing system. Additional moneys allocated by the Legislature (17.9 million) and a 
reinvestment account established by statute are positive steps in funding a comprehensive 
community-based mental health system. 

This administration has an opportunity to create a fully responsive system of mental health, on_e that 
reflects and addresses the needs of Maine's mentally ill. This system should be: ·, 

of measurable high quality; 

appropriate to meet the needs of Maine's citizens; 

dynamic in its operation so as to be able to change as in.dividual needs 
and/or regional circumstances shift; • · 
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_operated upon a sound economic basis, relatively free of the delete'~ious 
influence of the change and chances of politics. 
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We firmly believe the implementation of the following recommendations will resolve most if not all of 
the fundamental weaknesses that have undermined nearly all previous planning efforts. 

1. Initiate a full and' objective mental health systems analysis rigorous enough to withstand scrutiny of 
people with opposite view points, free of obvious conflicts of interest and that guarantees 
"disinterested results". 

1.1 Analyze the prevalence and incidence of different types of mental health and related 
problems, by Mental Health Region (MHR). 

1.2 Examine the service need implications of the problems, in terms of types and quantities of 
service required by each MHR. 

1.3 Identify the service gaps-t~e types and amounts of services consumers are currently 
receiving compared to what they need and ideally should be receiving. 

1.4 Analyze the ways in which problems and service needs are distributed across the different 
populations of people. 

1.5 Determine the budgetary and other resource implications of closing the gaps. 

2. Define the consumers, what services do they need, and what services does the Mental Health 
Region (MHR) offer them? 

2.1 Collect demographic information by MHR of.age, race, sex, education, income level, and 
the severity and nature of the mental disorder. 

2.2 Determine the services that specific consumers need. Conduct a "pattern-of-use" study. 
Compare who uses which services with who needs the services to determine the availability 
and accessibility of those services. 

3. A detailed profile of public and private providers must be.compiled in each MHR. 

3.1 Assemble data on the percentage of staff focusing on inpatient, outpatient, residential, 
education, prevention, and individual consultation/therapy; the numbers and types of clinicians 
providing which services; and the mix of private versus public vendors. 

3.2 Collect data on staff-patient ratios, staff turnover, and service consistency can provid~ 
valuable information on how efficiently a program is operating. 

4. A comprehensive analysis and listing of funding sources must be completed. 

Knowing the answer to this question will allow the DMHMRSAS and legislators to determine 
strategies to change the mix of revenues or to target certain sources to maximize the 

revenues. 
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4. 1 For each agency identified in number three, above, determine the percentage of th~jr1
;· 

budgets derived from state, federal, or local municipal allocations, grants, third-party insurers, 
client payment, or federal reimbursements. 

< 

5. Determine by MHR, what happens to the consumer as a result of the service? 

It does· not matter how inexpensive or well-run a program is if it does not have any effect on 
the consumer. 

5.1 Client outcome and satisfaction with services- Determine each consumers ability to get 
along in daily life by determining their abilities to: buy groceries, write a check or use an A TM 
machine, ask for help, use a phone and public transportation, take medications (where 
appropriate) achieve the level ofsocial skills necessary to make friends and get along with 
others. Determine the presense /degree of psychiatric symptoms if any. 

6. Conduct a detailed cost analysis of the full range of services in each MHR. 

If costs can't be measured they can't be managed. 
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The legislature must have an idea of the money required to accomplish a goal if they (we) are to make 
responsible decisions. 

6.1 Compute the cost per unit of service for each agency by MHR. 

6.2 Determine the cost per episode and cost per outcome. 

6.3 Compare the cost of services delivered in a variety of settings and agencies to find the 
most effective and efficient methods of service delivery. 

CONCLUSIONS 

' By proposing the closures of AMHI and BMHI, the State is abandoning its role as the only 
source of long term inpatient psychiatric care that is provided regardless of the ability to pay 
Precipitously closing the two institutions at a date certain does not keep faith with the needs of 
persons with mental illness. 

State Government is in a period of change where all state agencies are required to put all 
programs under the discipline of strategic planning and performance budgeting. The 
recommendations in this report include; a determination of consumer needs across the State; a fact 
based comparison of performance measures; a comprehensive cost analysis and detailed profiles of 
available and needed services. Only after examining this quality information will we be able to build a 
comprehensive mental health system for Maine. This fundamental information so necessary fo(, 
strategic short and long term mental health planning has been sadly absent up to this time. 

"Those who 9annot remember the past are condemned to repeat it ... George Santayana" 

'.. Mental Health Financing and Programming- National Conference of State Legislatures 
:~ AMHI and BMHI Admissions and Census -.Historical Data-Maine Department of Mental Health 
111 

New Er:igland Journal of Medicine, Guderman-1984. 
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OFFICE OF 
NO. 10 FY 95/..2.6. 
DATE May ?Q, J996 THE GOVERNOR 

AN ORDER C~ATING THE MAINE TASK FORCE ON MENTAL HEALTH 

WHEREAS, a comprehensive, effective community-based system ofcim, for Maino 
citizens with serious mental illness is essential for the well-being of all the people of the State of 
Maine; and 

WHEREAS, the development and operation of such a community-based mental health 
system will occur within parameters established by legislative policy, financial constraints and 
legal obligations; and 

WHEREAS, in developing this system within these parameters and defining tho 
· appropriate role of state institutions within that system, it is desirable to involve participants with 
a wide variety o~perspectives, 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, Angus S. King, Jr., Governor of the State of Maine, do hereby 
establish the Maine Task Force on Mental Heahh. 

Purpose 

The Task Force's charge is to make recom.mendations on how best to serve the needs of 
Maine citizens with serious mental illness through the development of a community-based 
system of care. 

goals: 
To carry out the purpose of the Task Force, the members shall address the following 

• identify strategics to support the implementation of the 
mental health system plan deYeloped during the past year; 

• improve the interconnections between the judicial and 
correctional systems and community-based agencies; 

• explore options for integrnting consumers of mental 
health services into community settings; 

• discuss the needs of stakeholders, including consumers, 
family members, providers and community members 
within the mental health system; 

,// 



' • . define the appropriate role for state hospitals, and 

• develop a plan to move from bridge to pennan~nl funding 
for community systems of car~· · 

To carry out the purpose of the Task Force, the members shall use the best infonnat!on 
from all sources and in a variety of fonns including data and infonnation about existing services 
throughout the stato; expert input regarding state-of-the-art mental health systems throughout the 
country; existing financial and client profile data; as well as data and infonnation developed by 
tho Task Force. 

Membership 

The Task Force shall be composed ofno more than 21 members drawn from mental 
health constituent groups and broader community interests. 1be role of all members is to serve 
and represent the best interests of the State as a whole. 

' 
' The Speaker of the House and President of the Senate will appoint a member from the 

House and Senate respectively. All other members shall be appointed and serve at the pleasure 
of the Governor. The Task Force shall disband upon the discharge of its duties outlined below or 
October I, 1996, whichever occurs earlier. . 

The Chair of the Task Force shall be designated by the Governor and the Commissioner 
. of the Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation. 

Tlmeline for Recommendations 

The Task Force shall make its recommendations to the Governor no Inter than October I, 
1996. 

Meetlne~ 

The Task Force shall meet as often as necessaryto complete the assigned duties .. All 
meetings shall be open to the public and held in locations determined by the Task Force. 

Stalline(Fundine; 

. The Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation shall provide staff to tho Task 
• Force, within existing resources. Public members may be compensated for reasonable travel 

expenses b>' the Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation upon demonstration of 
need. 

EITe.;tlYe Date 

The effective date of this Executive Order is May 20, 
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Jane Holt deFrees, CHAIR 

Senator Chuck Begley 

Beverly Bustin 
'American Federation State, County, Municipal Employees 

William L. Caron, Jr.* 
Public Member 

Maxy Anne Chalila 
Maine Municipal Association 

. Debbie_ Dembski 
Consumer of Oxford Hills for Resources and Education 

Zahira Du Vall 
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Representative David Etnier** 

Pat Hunt 
United Families for Children's Mental Health, Inc. 

Susan Joyce 
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Dennis King 
Public Member 
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Public Member 
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Maine Hospital Association 
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Carl Pendleton** 
Sweetser Children's Services 
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Public Member 
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* William Caron and Joel Rekas were unable to fully participate in the process due to personal 
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**Representative Kyle Jones was replaced by Representative Etnier. Lynn Duby was replaced by 
Carl Pendleton. \ 
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INTERCONNECTIONS AMONG THE JUDICIAL, C~AL JUSTICE AND/ , 
MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEMS 

.. . 
The interconnections subcommittee convened several times during the summer months 
to meet with representatives from the judicial and correctional systems. Chief Justice 
Wathen, Judge Courtland Perry, Commissioner Joseph Lehman, and law enforcement 
officials Richard Mears and Peggy Kelly provided excellent testimony. 

While approximately 6-8% of persons with mental illness are incarcerated in jails 
throughout the state of Maine, ~ennebec County has susWned a 10% rate. The 6-8% 
figure is reported nationally. The following points of contact between criminal justice 
and mental health systems yield. particular issues that should soon be addressed. 

INITIAL CONTACT 

Issues: 

· • Many of the mentally ill individuals with whom the police come into contact are not 
accepted at any placement other than the jail. They are often rejected by specific 
facilities or programs as: too dangerous, not sick enough, too sick, suffering from 
drug/alcohol addiction, or failing to meet specified treatment criteria. As such, real 
alternatives for diversion may not exist or be perceived as inaccessible. 

• Despite research data to the contrary, there is a general public perception that most 
mentally ill persons are violent and dangerous. The police officer may share the 
public's rrtisperception. or be influenced by the public's fear. 

• Dispositions for persons with mental illness may be a low priority to the police. 
Oftentimes seriously mentally ill people are inappropriately channeled by the police 
into the criminal justice system. 

Recommendations: 

• Have a 24-hour referral/evaluation/diversion (R.E.D.) program available to the 
police. 

• J]tilize special teams (e.g., specially trained civilian personnel or specially trained 
police personnel) to respond to calls regarding mentally ill persons in the community. 

• Since the mentally ill may be denied treatment due to the hardship imposed on the 
police in transporting these individuals to the mental health providers, it is 
reco_mmended that mutual agreements for the transport of mentally ill persons be 1 
worked out between local agencies, including: the police, hospitals, crisis centers, .\ 
parents, and mental health providers. ·, 

• Since co-morbidity of the mentally ill offender is an increasing problem, it is 
recommended that treatment facilities should not refuse a referral because of the 

. comorbidity of the referred pers~:m. 
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• Police officers should be trained to enhance their recognition and identification of' 
, the seriously mentally ill. Training should assist the police officers in: 

~ 

- differentiating between mental and physical illness 
- being aware of available resources for this population, and 
- identifying co-occuning alcohol/drug/mental health disorders. 

INTAKE INTO CORRECTIONS 

Issue 

• · Those admitted to jails or prisons often may not receive adequate or timely screening 
for mental health needs, and those who are in need of services are rarely diverted 
into appropriate mental health or substance abuse facilities or programs. 

Recommendations: 
' 

• Individuals admitted into a jail will receive professional and timely mental health 
screening, preferably within four hours, but no longer than within a twenty-four-
hour period. · 

• Families should be involved in screening as soon as possible in order to assume 
that the fullest range of relevant information is available. 

• Specific laws and procedures need to be reviewed to determine which . 
confidentiality protections promote the well-being of persons in the criminal justice 
system, and which ones inhibit needed services. Available need to know data 
should be retrievable both within and across service systems. 

• All jails should have access to immediate detoxification, substance abuse, and 
mental health services when needed. Incentives need to be developed and be 
available for inter-agency collaboration for serving clients with multiple needs. 
Medicaid costs get cut off for pretrial and other brief incarcerations. There should be 
financial incentives for community mental health centers to provide mental . 
health services (including screening) to local jails. Funding sources to jails should 
consider mental health services equivalent to other medical services in regard to 
reimbursement for those services. 

• Cross-training and/or orientation programs need to be offered for mental health and 
criminal justice professionals. 

CORRECTIONS SERVICES 

Issues 

• Although mental health services to persons with mental illness who are incarcerated 
are legally mandated, the delivery of these treatment services is inconsistent and, as 
such, persons with mental illness may be at risk of substantial physical and/or 
psychological harm. Inmates are subject to decompensation and resuJtant 



psychiatric crisis ·as a result of the extremely stressfuJ ·environment inherent in/' 
correctional facilities. 

,. . 

• Failure to document and communicate d:isis information and responses 
increases the likelihood that the inmate who has mental illness will harm himself or 
others after shifts change. Crisis workers will respond to jails and collaborate with 
jail personnel about _crisis management. 

• Many persons with mental illness are aJso alcohol or substance abusers. 
Individuals experiencing co-morbidity frequently are only treated for one of these 
two very serious problems, whereas successful intervention requires help for both 
concerns. 

Recommendations 

• Corrections has an obligatj_on to provide housing options which will protect inmates 
assessed, on a case-by-case. basis, to be at risk of physical or psychological harm by 
pro\'.iding: 

- observation 
- support 
- protection 
- centralized mental health services 

• Crisis intervention needs to be immediately accessible 24 hours a day. 

• All crisis intervention activities need to be documented in writing and 
communicated across shifts. 

• Jails should create mental health service responds utilizing current community mental 
health resources. These professionals should spend adequate time in the jail and 
should provide linkage for inmates with mental illness through community based 
providers. 

• Drug and alcohol services should be integrated with mental health services to those 
individuals with comorbidity. 

• Special populations (i.e., deaf, developmentally disabled, and cultural and ethnic 
minorities) should receive services appropriate to their needs. These services should 
accommodate for barriers to treatment such as, but not limited to, language 
differences, sensory impainnents, and/or cultural differences. 

• Correctional officers need to be trained to: 

- identify signs of emotional disturbance 
- access the appropriate resources available 
- inform clinicians in a behaviorally specific manner about what led the officer to 

suspect mental illness 

\ 
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COMMUNITY LINKAGES· 

Issues 

• Between 42 and 58% of people who have mental illness have been arrested at least 
once. The large majority of inmates identified in correctional facilities as having 
mental illness are released with no formal plans or arrangements for community 
mental health services. Due to the large number of people regularly entering and 
leaving the jail, jail release procedures tend to· be chaotic. 

• There is no advocate for the offender with mental illness who makes certain that 
he/she receives essential services upon release. In addition, no one is responsible or 
accountable for the continuity of mental health services between the community 
and correctional facilities. 

Recommendations 

• The rights of the mentally ill should be expanded to include the need for 
continuity of care by expanding the definition of the treatment system to include 
law enforcement, probation, courts and correctional facilities. 

• Correction facilities should be held accountable for dev~loping collaborative 
relationships with community based mental health services. 

• Any release plan should be reviewed and agreed upon with the offender, the family; 
when appropriate, the defense attorney, probation, the court, and involved mental 
health services. 

• The release/transfer plan should be developed by the offender, mental health and 
criminaljustice staff, to include: 

.- appointments with community mental health providers 
- prescriptions and/or medications 
- family involvement 
- housing arrangements 
- transportation 
- entitlement plans 

Those advocating for mental health services for offenders with mental illness who are in 
jail should make presentations at conferences for county officials, judges, professional 
organizations, and civic groups, and seek support for holding statewide conferences 
focused on meeting the needs of this population. 

\ 

Academic institutions should develop a curriculum to train individuals to possess the : 1 

professional skills to work with persons with mental illness within the jail settings. 
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MAINE TASK FORCE FOR MENTAL HEALTH 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

REGARDING SERVICES FOR CHILDREN 

< 

BACKGROUND 

For over a decade Maine has developed the framework for a state-of the-art system of care 
coupled with the development of a 'broad array of services. While the system was created in 
response to their needs, it is not consistently available for far too many Maine families. Due to a 
variety of administrative and statutory limitations, the system lacks the ability to .reach its 
maximum potential for providing quality- services for children and families. A fundamental 
change in policy is needed. 

/ 

The following findings and recommendations are based on testimony and other input from 
parents of children with emotional, behavioral, mental health and/or developmental issues, as 
well as others who work in a child serving capacity (mental health professionals, law 
enforcement, education, clergy, and representatives of the community-at-large.) These findings 
are strongly reinforced by the. following publications: Commission on Children who are in Need 
of Supervision (Report to the 114th Legislature, March 1989); Violence Among Children, 
Adolescents and Young Adults in Maine -Parts I and II (1994); Focus Group Results: Parents of 
Children With Special Needs (DeSisto,1995); United Families' Report to the 117th Legislature 
(1996.) Task Force on Adolescent Suicide (Report, 1996); and Legislatively Mandated Children's 
Service Plans ( 19 86-1996) 
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ST A TEMENT OF POLICY 
*********************** 

The strength, core and central focus for Maine's system of family and children's services must be family 
centered. Child and family "centeredness11 must be measu.red by sound public policy, good legislation, 
efficient administration, and every interaction of those providing care. While preventing family 
dissolution must be a goal of such a system, to do so must never be at the expense of children's safety. 
Family centered means a strong commitment by.all those involved to enhancing the quality of family 
life; families have the best knowledge of their strengths and needs, and are our most important resource. 
Professionals are valued consultants who help families.reach their goals. On an individual basis this 
means they ask, "How can I be of service?" What do you need?'. On a public policy level this mandates 
that all program decisions are made with predominant consumer input and continuous feedback, all 
funding decisions are based on strengthening families and including them, and all planning is truly a 
partnership. This is our definition of a responsive and responsible QUALITY system of care, one that 
Maine can be proud of, now and in the future. Such a system supports the efforts of the Children's 
Cabinet and the Healthy Families / Healthy Start model of care. · 

A FAMILY CENTERED system of care has the following- attributes and benefits: 

- Programs are cost effective. 

- Parents are actively inve·sted in improving outcomes for their children and themsel\'.es. 

- Independence and personal responsibility are increased because of a true partnership of rights and 
:esponsibilities. 

-The vast majority of services occur where families live, play, and ·work. 

-Positive outcomes are easier to measure because they involve particular actions and specific changes. 

-Expensive out of home and institutional placements are the exception, not the norm. 

-Services are prompt and based on need at the time. The system has a no reject/ no eject policy. 

-Dollars and services follow the child and family throughout their time of need and are not confined to 
program b·oxes, labels, and categories. Services are individualized and flexible for each child and 
f~mily. No two services are ever quite the same just as no two people are the same. 

-Quality assurance is customer based. 

-Financial incentives for expensive institutional/out of home placement are reduced or eliminated. 

The following Findings and Recommendations are a beginning step in establishing this future direction 
for Maine's children and families in need of services. 
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FINDINGS and RECOMMENDATIONS 

Maine's system of care for children is fragmented. Conflicting requirements of funding sources and 
state agency responsibilities do not support a system of care, instead they make children and families fit 
into arbitrary categories and qualifications for services and frequently do not meet the actual identified 
needs of children, families and (?are givers. The result is a system that all too often is confusing, 
inequitable, challenges tlte integrity of families and is wasteful of precious resources. 

I - CONFUSION 

access 
In order to get help, families must comply with a nwnber of community agencies' practices and 

procedures. Information is not available which maps a route for families to take in order to get the help 
they are seeking and there is no defined single point of entry. Families are required to repeatedly tell 
their stories in order to see if the sough(after service lies behind the door upon which they are knocking 
-- opened to th~m only by their ability to meet established criteria. 

Recommendation: Create a gateway to services tlzat eliminates the need to Jill out volumes of forms 
for every service provider and assures timely access to necessary services. The use of a Management 
Information System and comp re/tensive intake procedures in the Local Service Networks provide an 
arena for this process. · 

labels 
Children qualify for differing levels and types of service based on their diagnosis not on the 

strengths and needs of the individual child and family. Frequently children are labeled in-order to 
access funding. 

Recommendation: Institute a policy of inclusion. Tlze ultimate decision regarding whether a child 
and family receive ltelp must be determined by the issues they present, not by a predefined category of 
labels and services. Available funding must support the service decision, not drive il 

reimbursement 
The current system of reimbursing for: services is c_omplex. Procedures for requesting payment 

involve mu_ltiple parties, forms and processes resulting in payments being delayed and families losing 
trusted caregivers. This creates excessive administrative expenses for agencies. Such service 
interruptions and loss of providers do not promote the continuity of care which is vital for children and 
their families. 

i 
Recommendation: Create a standard reimbursement form for nil services. Payments slzould be mad,e 
by one entity in each Local Service Network, simplifying tlze process, ensuring prompt payment for 1 

services and providing local accountability. 
Develop reimbursement strategies to support tlze use ofteclmofogy for providing professional 

co1zs1J..ltatio11s in rural areas. · 
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II - INEQUITABLE RESOURCES ,,, 
State funding for services ,vi thin the Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation and Substance 
Abuse Services has remained disproportionate between-children and adults. Additionally, when 
Children's Services assumed responsibility for ALL children with special needs (mental health/ 
developmental) relative funding remained constant,even though the number of children increased 
and their presenting issues were more complex. The "flat" funding which has prevailed for the 
children's system has not been responsive to the level of need which Maine's children and families are 
experiencing, and in actuality is a decrease. 

Within Children's Services (DMHMRSAS) the department's funding is inequitable based on population 
labels. The 1994 Legislative transfer ofresponsibility for children with developmental issues from the 
Bureau of Mental Retardation to the Bureau of Children with Special Needs came with promises of 
funding and staff to follow. Those promises were not fully honored, leading to an enormous drain on 
already insufficient resources for children. - a sad disservice to all children. 

Standards for workloads allowing for quality service delivery vary sharply within the department's 
programs for ~hildren. For example case loads for case managers/ service coordinators for some 
populations have a ceiling of 15, while others are responsible for 60 or more, as waiting lists abound. 

Recommendations: Support DMHMRSAS in making children an equal priority with the other 
mandated population gro_ups it serves. 

Increase allocations to Children's Services as a commitment to prevention that will ease the 
pressure on the adult systems in the future. 

Dedicate new allocations to increasing t:omin.Unity supports for children and their families. 
Increase access and availability of case management or service coordbzationfor families that 

cannot be their own case managers. 
Institute training and support to parents to become their own case manager. 
Provide for nwre equitable distribution of workloads among case managers. 

The fact that families in Maine are frequently forced to confront the option of relinquishing custody of 
their children in order to access necessary services is, at best, appailing. Having a broad array of 
services available to children who are in state custody, and unavailable to equally needy children 
whose families are seeking assistance, continues to undermine the value of preventing family 
dissolution. The voluntary agreement option which was designed to address this problem and is 
adrniniste~ed by the Department of Human Services (DHS). This option is humiliating and demeaning 
to families and reflects the tragic status of the avaifability of children's services. The process for 
obtaining such an agreement is lengthy, and children continue to get sicker as a result of the prolonged 
wait for services, and the worry they experience about the uncertainty of their future. This agreeinent 
represents an unfortunate use of Department of Human Services (DHS) resources. 

\ 
·\ 

Recommendation: Establish. by E"tecutive Order, a policy declaring that 110 child slwll be removed 
from lite custody of !tis or her parents in order to get needed services. 

Transfer the projected level of State and Federal resources necessary to fulfill tlte intent of 
Alaine's legislation wlziclt currently mandates voluntary custody from DHS to the Cltildren 's Services 

.· line iii tlte DftfHJl,fRSAS budgel 
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III - CHALLENGES TO FAMILY INTEGRITY 
Some children enter state custody as a result of the symptoms/ behaviors of brothers .. sisters or others 
who ~ave mental health needs. Parents, (even though they may be desperately seeking services for the 
child) are often perceived as unable to control this behavior, therefore unable to keep the "healthy" 
siblings out of jeopardy. This situation results in children's removal from families through no fault of 
their own, and fosters the potential for future serious mental health problems for the family. 

Recommendation: Develop an immediate response approach to the situation by creating/ 
enhancing family centered in-home stabilization services and longer term family supports. 

Maine's educational system is inappropriately saddled with the responsibility of being the gatekeeper to 
many services for children with special needs, including the most restrictive and intensive forms of 
mental health treatment. Frequently diagnostic and treatment decisions made by the system are in direct 
conflict with recommendations made by mental health professionals and families. This situation only 
tends to prqduce frustration between tne families and schools. While waiting for systems to be 
responsive to their needs, youth often see their only option as "droppiryg out". 

Recommendation: Create pooled flexible funding to address tlte needs of cltildren. 
Provide increased funding for alternative education opportun_ities. 

Encourage and expand existing local case review committees as natural forums for making tltese 
decisions with tlte families. 

Provide appropriate education to all teachers regarding cltildren 's mental health. 

Many times Maine's parents are responsible for the safety and actions of their children without adequate 
laws to support them, and protect their children, in this task. It is important to recognize the 
ineffectiveness of the system for children and youth who have runaway or are homeless; have been 
repeatedly aggressive or assaultive; have been habitually truant; are not being consistently served by 
systems; will not accept services which keep them safe or are in families at risk. 

Recommendations: Revisit tlte work of the CHINS Commission. (see page 1) 
Increase support for primary prevention, early identification & bzterveiztion, crisis stabilization 

and transition efforts. 

IV - WASTE OF RESOURCES 
The current system offers a limited array of services that often do not meet the needs of children but 
continue to be utilized because they are the only options available. This uses expensive resources 
without producing the desired positive outcomes. Often these services are bundled in such a way as td

1 

require that a family access all services in order to obtain the one or two they need, creating more was.te. 
The "one-size-fits all" nature of most services misses the i11ark for many families. 

Recommendations: Replace the current practice of contracting for pre-packaged services with a 
family-centered system of care ill ,wlticlz specific services are purclwsedfrom tire widest possible 
range of vendors to meet particular needs of iltdhitdua!s and families. 
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Medicaid, a_Federal / State program, is Maine's largest single health care payor, and is under the 
jurisdiction of the Department of Human Services. Currently Medicaid funds a wide rnnge of mental 
health/developmental services for which DMHMRSAS pays the state share. Medicaid resources are 
heavily and disproportionately invested in expensive out'of home/ out of state placements and 
psychiatric inpatient hospitalization. Children enter hospitals and specialized treatment settings at costs 
which often exceed $250,000 per child, per year and often stay longer than necessary simply due to a 
lack of community based, family centered options. While families who live in closest proximity to 
services which are provided in bordering states should be able to choose those services, children are 
frequently placed in treatment options outside of Maine due to laws which do not allow for them to be 
held in secure facilities in-state. Funds wasted in excessive use of institutional placements are better 
spent in a managed system of care with family centered services and appropriate financial incentives to 
keep children in their own homes and communities. The responsibility for financing and developing a 
system of care are lodged in two separate departments of state government. Unfortunately, 
DMl-IlvfRSAS has statutory authority for developing systems of care while having little control over 
Medicaid expenditures (DHS). ' 

Recommendations: Develop and support treatment options and transitional facilities wlziclz will 
support Maine's children in returning to their state, communities and families. 

Reduce Medicaid dependence by ensuring payment by prlvate insurance carriers for all services 
wlziclz are reinibursable through Medicaid. _ 

Develop incentives for businesses to provide all employees with health insurance coverage 
Develop a mechanism making DMHMRSAS the major gatekeeper and resource manager for 

children's Medicaidfunded behavioral lzealth services. This may be accomplished through the use of 
statutory changes and/or expansion of existing administrative agreements between DHS and 
DMH1l1RSAS. 

Managed care will play a larger, and eventually dominant, role in the provision of behavioral health 
services for all of Maine's citizens. Many existing private managed care plans are notorious for their 
capitation, co-insurance requirements and other limitations on behavioral health in particular. These 
practices ignore the tremendous potential for a public - private partnership of mutually· investing in the 
long tem1 cost avoidance benefits of coverage for preventative, family centered support services as an 
integral part of generally accepted health insurance coverage. 

Recommendation: Form a public /private partnership (including parents of children with speci((/ 
needs) to develop stmtegies ensuring broad coverage of community and family based be!raviora/ 
/te((/f!r services. 

1\1aine's agencies can begin to lead the way to a more hopefuljilture 
for its children by ensuring that their policies and procedures 

strengthen and support Jam ilies. 
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ANDREW KEJTERER 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 

Telephone: [207] 626-8800 
FAX: (207] 287-3145 

STATE OF MAINE 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

6 STATE HOUSE STATION 

AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0006 

June 6, 1996 

State Senator Joan Pendexter - Senate Chair 
Representative Michael Fitzpatrick - House Chair 
Joint Standing Committee on Human Resources 
Sj:ate House 
Augusta, ME 

REGIONAL OFFICES: 

84 HARLOW ST., 2ND FLOOR 

BANGOR, MAINE 04401 
TEL: (207) 941-3070 
FAX: (207) 941-3075 

59 PREBLE STREET 

PORTLAND, MAINE 04101-3014 
TEL: (207) 822-0260 
FAX: (207) 822-0259 

Dear Senator Pendexter, Representative Fitzpatrick and members of the Committee: 

Enclosed is the report of the Review Team which was charged with 
investigating the death of Wrendy Hayne. As you know, both our Department and 
the Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation were initially precluded 
from circulating the report due to the provisions of Title 34-B MRSA §1207. Section 
1207 provides that "All orders of commitment, medical and administrative records, 
applications and reports, and facts contained in them, pertaining to any client shall 
be kept confidential and may not be disclosed by any person .... " 

All interested parties as defined by statute agreed to the release of the full 
report. An Assistant Attorney General of this Department went to court on June 5th 
to request judicial authorization for its release. Following a hearing, the Court 
granted our request. For your added information, also attached is a copy of the 
Order submitted to and signed by the Court. 

Prinll'd on Rc1,:ycll'd Paper 

Sincerely yours, -

Andrew Ketterer 
Attorney General 



ST A TE OF MAINE 
--1 

KENNEBEC, ss. 

IN RE: REPORT OF INDEPENDENT 
REVIEW TEAM 

) 
) 

MAINE DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT SEVEN 
DIV. OF SO. KENNEBEC 
CIVIL ACTION 
DOCKET NO. 

) ORDER AFTER HEARING 
) 

Through Petition dated June 4, 1996, the Commissioner of the Department of 

Mental Health and Mental Retardation, Melodie Peet, has asked this Court to 

authorize release of the confidential report of the Independent Review Team. As 

noted in the Commissioner's Petition, the Independent Review Team, chaired by 

Don McDowell, President of Maine Medical Center, contains significant amounts of 

patient-identifying information and thus release of the full report is allowed only to 

those individuals or entities deemed to have access to such information pursuant to 

34-B M.R.S.A. § 1207. The specific request of the Commissioner is that the full 

report be released to the Legislature's Health and Human Services Committee, the 

Committee with legislative oversight of both AMHI and the Department of Mental 

Health. 

Appearing before the Court were Christopher C. Leighton, Assistant Attorney 

General, representing the Commissioner; Janice and Donald Burns, the mother and 

stepfather of Wrendi Hayne, represented by Eric Mehnert, Esquire; and Pasquale J. 

Perrino, Esquire, representing Harold Pulsifer. 

After reviewing this Petition with the parties, it is th·e Court's understanding 

that the parties are waiving any possible procedural defect with this Petition and are 

agreeable to this Court entering an order allowing the release of this report to the 

Health and Human Services Committee. The Court is also persuaded that there is 

good cause for the release of this report to the Committee in order to further its 



work.il.S the Legislative Committee charged with legislative oversight of both AMHI · 

and the Department of Mental Health. In addition, both Mr. Perrino and Mr. 

Mehnert, on behalf of their clients,1 have agreed to waive any right their clients 

have to confidentiality in this report and are agreeable to the general release of this 

report to each other and the media. 

THEREFORE, based upon the above, the Court hereby enters the following 

order: 

1. Pursuant to 34-B M.R.S.A. § 1207(1)(C), the report may be released to 

the members of the Legislature's Health and Human Services Committee; 

2. Similarly, the report may be released to Eric Mehnert, Esquire, and 

Pasuale J. Perrino, Esquire. The Department of Mental Health, or the Attorney 

General's Office, is directed to provide this report to the aforementioned attornies 

first, then to the Committee, and after providing these parties with a reasonable 

time to review the report, DMH or the A~torney General's Office may release the 

report to the media; and 

3. Any patienf-identifying information regarding patients other than 

\Vrendy Hayne or Harold Pulsifer is to be redacted and is not subject to release 

absent further order of this Court. 

Dated: 
COURTLAND D. PERRRY, II 
JUDGE, MAINE DISTRICT COURT 

1 :Nir. Parrino has submitted to the Court the written release of Harold Pulsifer's mother, Avis 
Swift, legal guardian of Mr. Pulsifer, in which Ms. Swift consents to the release of the report to the 
legislative Health and Human Services Committee. 
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Report to Commissioner Melodie Peet, 
Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, 

Regarding the Review of the Death of Wrendy Hayne 

INTRODUCTION 

This report bas been prepared by a team appointed by Commissioner Melodie 
Peet of the Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation. The Independent 
Team was asked to review the recent death of Wrendy Hayne, a patient of the Augusta 
Mental Health Institution. The members of the committee are: 

Dr. David Moltz - Medical Director, Shoreline Community Mental Health Services 
~s. Nancy Thomas, Resident Advocate, Pineland Center 
Major James O'Farrell - Department of Corrections 
Ms. Fran Vanecek - Retired Director of Nursing, Bangor Mental Health Institute 
Mr. Don McDowell - President, Maine Medical Center (Chair) 

The Team wishes to thank the employees of the Department and Augusta Mental 
Health Institute for their total cooperation during this most difficult review. It was 
obvious that the incident had affected all those involved very deeply and being asked to 
recount the details was very distressing, but the Team felt responses were candid and 
they painted a reasonably clear picture of the issues surrounding the most unfortunate 
event. 

In this report we will begin by stating the "charge" that was given to the 
Committee by the Commissioner. Then we will describe the process used, make some 
general comments, report the Team's findings and end with several recommendations. 

The charge to the Committee was made by Commissioner Peet at the first 
meeting of the Team on April 17, 1996. It was 

~ -
.., Charge: The Independent Review Team is charged with investigat-ing the 

circumstances surrounding the death of Wrendy Hayne. In particular, the 
Review Team will focus upon the following issues: 

• adequacy and quality of care and treatment which was 
rendered or should have been rendered in this case; 

• the adequacy of the facility's security system; 

• the adequacy of staff coverage on the two units in question at 
the time of the incident. 



-1 - At the April 17 meeting, the Commissioner added the desire of the Department 
to afso receive any recommendations that the Team may believe appropriate as a result 
of their review. It should be noted here that the charge deals explicitly with the 
"circumstances surrounding the death of Wrendy Hayne". It did not include a review of 
care in general nor did it include general issues of security and staffing. The Team's 
review dealt exclusively with the charge as presented. 

The process of review centered on interviews, record review and policy review. 
Specifically, the Team met on April 17, April 24, May 2, May 9, and May 15. Individual 
members of the committee met with interviewees on other occasions to review specific 
issues for the Team. Interviews with employees were usually held with a member of the 
appropriate union present and a representative of the Department present. At the 
meeting on April 17, the Team met with the Commissioner, other members of the 
Department and a representative of the Attorney General. At the meeting on April 24, 
the Team met with senior administrative and clinical leaders of AMHI and toured the 
facility, with emphasis on the areas critical to the event. At the meeting on May 2, two 
members of the Team met with AMHI patient advocates and the entire Team met with 
nine members of the care teams assigned to Ms. Hayne and Mr. Harold Pulsifer. On 
May 8, two members of the Team met with the mother and stepfather of the deceased, 
along with her attorney and a friend. On May 9, the Team met with ten members of the 
AMHI staff, both clinical and service. On May 15, the Team met with one clinical staff 
member but spent the majority of the day outlining this report. Minutes were kept of 
these meetings but they are not in detail as each member of the Team maintained 
detailed notes. To aid in understanding the sequence of events, we have attached a 
chronology as the team understood it (Exhibit A). 

In addition to the interviews, individual members of the Team reviewed in detail 
the institutional medical record for Ms. Hayne and Mr. Pulsifer. Also reviewed were the 
~pplicable policies of the institution, the AMHI Consent Decree, Rights of Recipients of 
Mental Health Services, all relevant incident reports of the institution relating to either 
Ms. Hayne or Mr. Pulsifer, and staffing and acuity documents. 

We would recommend that this report be shared with the parents of Ms. Hayne 
and with the involved employees at AMHI prior to its release, in part or totally, to the 
public . 

... 
... 
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FINDINGS: CONCERNING TREATMENT 

This section reports findings related to the first item in the charge to the team: 
"Adequacy and quality of care and treatment which was rendered or should have been 
rendered in this case." Because most of the information on which the findings are based 
is protected by confidentiality, this section will consist primarily of the team's findings 
and conclusions, without the specific information from which they have been derived. 
For purposes of clarity this section will be divided into findings related to the treatment 
of Wrendy Hayne, those related to the treatment of Harold "Peter" Pulsifer, and those 
related to treatment issues concerning their relationship. 

It should be noted that, while we believe that these findings and conclusions are 
significant, it is impossible to state that any of them, separately or together, contributed 
directly or causally to the outcome. 

CARE AND TREATMENT OF WRENDY HAYNE 

1. High quality of care and treatment. Overall, the Review Team was extremely 
impressed by the care and treatment of Ms. Hayne. She benefitted from a skilled and 
committed staff who were clearly devoted to her welfare and well-being. Her unit staff, 
including the psychiatrist, had worked together for many years, and her treatment team 
offered supportive and consistent treatment planning and care. Because she was on 
involuntary status, there were frequent reports to the court on her clinical status and on 
her treatment plan, which was therefore subject to careful review. Medication was 
appropriate and helpful, and over the past five years, as a result of medication and the 
treatment by clinical staff, her condition had improved in very significant ways. Ms. 
Hayne's staff was aware of the negative aspects of her relationship with Mr. Pulsifer, and 
individually and as a group they repeatedly attempted to intervene for her security and 
protection. 

2. Lack of notification concerning change in status. We found one deficiency in Ms. 
Hayne's care. On April 2, 1996 it was ordered that Ms. Hayne have 1:1 staffing 
whenever she left the unit. This was for her protection, following an incident with Mr. 
Pulstter on that date. On the afternoon of April 4 the 1:1 coverage was discontinued, and 
replaced with 1/2 hourly check-ins. It is clear both from the record and from interviews 
with staff that this change was at Ms. Hayne's request, and out of concern that she not 
be punished for Mr. Pulsifer's behavior. However, this change was made without 
notifying Mr. Pulsifer's unit staff, and without notifying Ms. Hayne's mother, who was her 
guardian. By policy, the guardian is to be notified of any changes in privilege level, and 
it appears to the Review Team that this was such a change. In addition, if Mr. Pulsifer's 
staff had been notified, they might have made compensatory changes in his status to 
increase their level of observation and monitoring. 
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~ Although the Review Team believes that this was a significant deficiency in Ms. 
Hayne's care, we wish to reiterate that this occurred in the context of a long and very 
positive course of treatment. 

3. Lack of support for family. Although it is not directly related to Ms. Hayne's 
care, the team was concerned that there was no support offered to Ms. Hayne's family by 
clinical or administrative staff following her death. The family was notified of her death 
in an impersonal manner, and in spite of long involvement of her family with the 
treatment staff, that notification was their last contact with AMHI. 

CARE AND TREATMENT OF HAROLD PULSIFER 

4. Lack of effective -treatment planning. Although Mr. Pulsifer improved clinically 
over the course of hospitalization, he appears to have reached a plateau, with little 
improvement or change over the past 1 1/2 years. Treatment was stymied by his refusal 
to participate in treatment planning or discharge planning. His treatment staff believed 
that without his participation no plans could be made, so he lived in the institution in a 
kind of limbo, with no clear direction for treatment or discharge. Because his status was 
voluntary, there was no requirement for court review, which might have challenged this 
lack of direction. 

Staff opinion as to Mr. Pulsifer's clinical status was diverse and inconsistent; some 
appeared to feel that he could be discharged in spite of bis reluctance, while others felt 
that he would decompensate clinically if forced to live on his own. He appeared to 
benefit from the structure of the institution, and he clearly did not want to leave; 
however he refused to participate in any of the activities that were part of that structure, 
unless Ms. Hayne was also participating. This stalemate was reinforced by the 
perception of the treatment staff that if "backed into a corner" he could become violent. 
The result was that he was very much left on his own, and in effect dictated the terms of 
his stay at the institution. 

5. Failure to meet the requirements of the Consent Decree. The AMHI Consent 
Decree states: "The superintendent shall require that any voluntary patient whose 
treatment and discharge plan has not been reviewed during any six month period by the 
Maiye District Court or pursuant to this subsection, be examined by two AMHI 
psychiatrists or psychologists who are not directly involved in the patient'-s treatment. If 
either of these examiners determines that the patient objects to hospitalization or does 
not require further hospitalization, the superintendent shall require that discharge or 
involuntary commitment proceedings be initiated, whichever is appropriate given the 
examination findings."(Par. 148) The Decree goes on to require, in paragraph 149, that 
if these examiners find the person to be appropriately admitted and not objecting to 
hospitalization, the superintendent shall retain an independent psychiatrist not employed 
by the Department to examine the patient to address appropriateness of hospitalization. 
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"" Although the record reflects regular assessments done by psychiatrists assigned to 
Mr. Pulsifer's unit, the Review Team found no record of any examinations by 
psychiatrists or psychologists not involved in his treatment. A note by his treating 
psychiatrist from October, 1995 stated that Mr. Pulsifer was clinically able to leave but 
was refusing discharge, and that a referral had been made "to hospital administration" for 
guidance because of implications in regard to the Consent Decree requirement that 
patients who are clinically able to leave be discharged. However, there is no record of 
any action being taken in response. 

In January, 1996 the case was referred by treatment staff to the Director of 
Community Mental Health Services in the Department of Mental Health and Mental 
Retardation, as one of a number of cases presenting difficulty in discharge planning. 
However, the cases were apparently referred to her as a group, and she never met with 
Mr. Pulsifer, or considered his case separately from the group of 15 cases of which he 
was a part. This may have been because he refused to meet with her; this is not clear. 

. It is not known whether these referrals were specifically aimed at meeting the 
Consent Decree requirement quoted above. In any event, the necessary examination did 
not occur. It is very possible that if this requirement of the consent decree had been met, 
the treatment impasse described in the previous finding might have been avoided. 

6. Turnover of psychiatric staff. In January, 1996 Mr. Pulsifer's unit was closed and 
he was transferred to another unit. However, a number of staff transferred with him, 
and this change was probably less important in terms of impact on his treatment than the 
frequent changes in psychiatrists on his treatment team. Because of difficulty recruiting 
staff psychiatrists, especially in this time of uncertainty about AMHI's future, the 
administration has relied on temporary locum tenens psychiatrists, who may stay for as 
little as 2 weeks or up to 6 months before moving on and being replaced by another 
temporary psychiatrist. From October, 1995 to April, 1996 Mr. Pulsifer had five different 
psychiatrists in charge of his care. This is in marked contrast to Ms. Hayne's unit, which 
benefitted from having the same psychiatrist throughout her stay. As a key member of 
the treatment team, the psychiatrist sets the tone and direction of treatment. In the 
Review Team's opinion, these frequent changes in psychiatric staffing allowed Mr. 
Pulsifer's treatment to remain diffuse and unfocused. For example, if a clear decision 
had l?_een made to press a treatment issue, or to set a date for discharge, Mr. Pulsifer 
mig1'.t have gone along with it. Alternatively, he might have decompensated or become 
violent, as the staff feared; however then at least his status would have been more clear. 
A different plan would have resulted, such as change to involuntary status, transfer to a 
closed unit, or changes in medication; in any event, a clear treatment plan would have 
emerged. In the absence of psychiatric leadership, no such decision was made, and his 
treatment remained unfocused and without direction. 
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7. -1 Lack of oversight or consultation. Related to the lack of direction noted above is 
the absence of effective consultation when treatment was stalemated. Referrals for 
guidance on the issue of discharge status are discussed in finding #5, above. In addition, 
referral for clinical guidance is appropriate when treatment is not progressing for any 
reason. However, Mr. Pulsifer's case was not brought to the attention of the Clinical 
Director for consultation and direction until the situation had escalated, only a few days 
before Ms. Hayne's death. Input would have been more useful long before, when 
treatment and discharge planning were at a standstill. 

CARE AND TREATMENT RELATED TO THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
MS. HAYNE AND MR. PULSIFER. 

8. Failure to anticipate danger. When the relationship between Mr. Pulsifer and Ms. 
Hayne first developed, some staff felt that it was positive for each of them to become 
close to another person. However, over the course of a year Mr. Pulsifer's behavior in 
relation to Ms. Hayne became progressively more possessive, controlling and dominating. 
Although she continued to seek him out at times, Ms. Hayne frequently complained to 
her treatment staff about threats that he made to her. Her staff also noted behavior that 
they characterized as "stalking". Although Ms. Hayne was not necessarily reliable in her 
reporting, her treatment team increasingly saw evidence on their own of Mr. Pulsifer's 
obsessive, angry and controlling behavior. 

Mr. Pulsifer's treatment team also had evidence available to them, including their 
own sense of danger if he was pushed or confronted, and his controlling and dominating 
behavior when involved in work projects on the unit. These observations could have 
alerted them to the need for effective action. However Mr. Pulsifer's team members, 
including on at least one occasion the psychiatrist in charge, limited their interventions to 
warnings and voluntary restrictions on his interaction with Ms. Hayne. When threats and 
incidents were reported to Mr. Pulsifer's unit, he was typically questioned by his 
treatment staff, and sometimes restricted to the unit overnight, until the treatment team 
could meet the next day; but no definitive or effective action was taken in response to 
these incidents (In November, 1995, following an incident, a plan was developed to limit 
visits to Ms. Hayne's unit to specified hours with staff supervision; however Mr. Pulsifer's 
cooperation was limited, and in any case this did not affect their interaction off the 
unitJ Even after the last incident, several days before Ms. Hayne's death.?-the only 
practical consequence for Mr. Pulsifer, beyond warnings and instructions to keep away 
from her building, was the doctor's order for hourly check-ins. 

The relationship demonstrated a pattern which is classic for cases of domestic 
abuse, including possessive, dominating and controlling behavior by Mr. Pulsifer; fear 
and yet continuing involvement by Ms. Hayne; escalation over time in these patterns; 
and minimization by Mr. Pulsifer. Yet this pattern does not appear to have been clearly 
recognized by Mr. Pulsifer's treatment team, and an effective, coordinated response was 
not developed. 
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9. : Failure to develop new responses. As noted above, when Mr. Pulsifer's threats or 
threatening behavior were reported to his treatment team, the usual response was to 
warn or encourage him to change his behavior, with few or no consequences attached. 
Since the threats and behavior continued, it would have been appropriate to reconsider 
these interventions and change them; however this was not done, in spite of the failure 
of the interventions to change his behavior. 

A particularly problematic example of this pattern of warnings without effective 
consequences attached, occurred in the joint treatment planning meeting several days 
before Ms. Hayne's death. Mr. Pulsifer was warned by a treatment team member to stop 
his threatening behavior, and was told that Ms. Hayne's mother, who was her guardian, 
wanted the couple separated and was considering getting a restraining order against him 
(Ms. Hayne's mother has since denied that she made any such statement.). This 
statement of threat to the relationship, without concomitant action to control his 
behavior, may have contributed to the escalation into lethal violence. 

10. Failure to respond to criminal behavior. On many occasions in the months 
preceding Ms. Hayne's death, Mr. Pulsifer's behavior was characterized as "stalking" her. 
This was dealt with within the parameters of the treatment situation; although incident 
reports were written and the Department of Human Services was notified on at least 
four occasions, the police were not involved at any time. This contributed to the 
minimization of the seriousness of the occurrences. If police were involved and charges 
placed, Mr. Pulsifer might have taken the consequences of his behavior more seriously. 

11. Lack of effective communication and collaboration between units. Although there 
were regular reports from Ms. Hayne's unit to Mr. Pulsifer's unit concerning problems in 
their relationship, there is little evidence of an effective working relationship or 
collaboration between the treatment teams. An emergency "joint treatment planning 
meeting" on Mr. Pulsifer's unit was attended by only one staff member from Ms. Hayne's 
unit, and in any event that was held only following the incident several days before Ms. 
Hayne's death. An ongoing collaborative relationship in which both units felt equally 
responsible for managing the relationship and for developing a coordinated response 
does not appear to have existed. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: CONCERNING TREATMENT .. 
Again, it is important to state that none of the recommended changes, alone or 

together, might have prevented the tragic outcome of this case. However, we believe that 
they would all lead to better patient care and treatment. 

1. Develop stability in staffing, especiallv psychiatrists. This is crucial to effective 
treatment, and the current system of rotating locum tenens staffing is inadequate. It may 
be that hiring staff psychiatrists will not be possible until the future of AMHI is decided; 
however every effort should be made to change the present staffing pattern. 
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2. "' Train treatment staff in recognizing and intervening in abusive relationships. 
Rec~gnition of a pattern of abuse as it develops may lead to more appropriate and 
effective interventions. 

3. Respond to criminal behaviors through police and the criminal iustice system. In a 
treatment setting, criminal acts are often responded to as therapeutic issues. This does 
not lead to effective consequences, or encourage individual responsibility for actions. 
This change in approach should be reflected in policies and procedures, and should be 
reviewed by the law enforcement agency having jurisdiction prior to final approval and 
implementation. 

4. Clarify policies and procedures concerning notificatron of guardian about changes 
in status. At least some staff believed that it was not policy to notify the guardian when 
1: 1 supervision was discontinued. This is contrary to the Team's interpretation of 
policies as written. This should be clarified and appropriate training provided. 

5~ Empower treatment teams to take extraordinary steps to protect patients in their 
charge. While few if any staff could have predicted the level of danger that was present, 
many staff, especially the 3-11 p.rn. shift staff on Ms. Hayne's team, felt that she was 
endangered by the relationship and that more should have been done to protect her. 
There should be an explicit policy encouraging any member of a treatment team to 
report directly to the highest level of administration if necessary to ensure effective 
action in situations they perceive as dangerous or potentially dangerous. 

6. Develop more effective wavs for treatment teams to collaborate. This may involve 
regular joint treatment meetings, regular communication between units, or other 
measures. 

7.. Comply with the Consent Decree requirement for assessment of voluntary patients 
in order to determine the appropriateness of continued hospitalization. 

8. Clarify policies for treatment and discharge planning when the individual will not 
participate in planning. It does not seem adequate or appropriate that treatment or 
discharge planning can come to a standstill if the individual will not cooperate in the 
proc~ss. In addition, the Clinical Director or other clinical administrative personnel 
shoaid be formally consulted when treatment is stalemated for this or any-other reason. 

9. Develop policies for providing information and support to family members 
following critical incidents involving patients. This should be included as a standard of 
care. 
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10. ~ - Decide on the future of AMHI as soon as possible. It is not the purpose of the 
Rev.iew Team to make recommendations on what this decision should be. However it is 
clear from our review that an atmosphere of tensfon and uncertainty permeates the 
institution, affecting both patients and staff, and that this will not be resolved until a 
decision is made about the future status of AMHI. In the interim, patients will be 
anxious about their future, it will be difficult to recruit and retain appropriate staff, and 
care and treatment will suffer as a result. 

... 
Jo 
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FINDINGS: CONCERNING SECURITY 

This section reports findings related to the adequacy of the facility's security 
system as it impacted this incident. 

1. AMHI is a relatively open campus, as many patients are free to move from place 
to place without restriction for most of the day. Therefore, there is not a security system 
issue, per se, that impacts directly on this incident as both patients, at the time of the 
incident, were allowed to leave their buildings so long as they maintained contact with 
their unit at pre-set times. 

2. Mr. Pulsifer was reported to have in his possession a set of keys that allowed him 
access to the room in which the incident occurred. This fact indicates a breach in 
security as it is impacted by key control. A basic ingredient in good physical security is 
key control. The control of keys should be a cornerstone of a security system. A tour by 
o:n.e of the team members of the facility on April 24 revealed practices such as leaving 
keys in doors and leaving keys unattended on desks. Discussions with officials indicate 
staff are permitted to leave AMHI grounds with their keys and if they are lost or 
forgotten, they are issued a new or a loaner set. There is little or no effort made to 
recover lost keys. There is no regular process for collecting keys from employees who 
terminate from the institution, meaning that keys are in the community at large. AMHI 
bas developed a new policy and is in the process of re-keying the various buildings. 

RECOMMEND A TIO NS: CONCERNING SECURITY 

It is not clear that access to the locked room would have prevented the incident, 
b_ut we believe the following recommendations will be generally helpful in maintaining a 
safe environment: 

1. There should be an overall review of the safety and security system at AMHI to 
determine whether it is adequate. The Institute does not have a dedicated security force 
at the present time and it may be helpful to assign some existing staff to security 
functions. 

2. There should be major revision of the key control policy (that is in process). The 
policy should cover all locks (security, padlocks, utility rooms, emergency exits, etc.). It 
should provide that all keys are accounted for at all times with a reporting of lost or 
stolen keys immediately. Processes should be in place to determine if security is 
compromised with a lost or stolen key. Employees should be trained in key control in 
that keys should not be left exposed, keys should be kept on the person, and care should 
be exercised to protect keys when opening doors. 



FINDINGS: CONCERNING STAFFING 

This section of the report deals with the issue of staffing of the two units at the 
time of the incident. 

1. Staffing of the units. The Consent Decree's Standards Governing Augusta Mental 
Health Institute section ix at paragraph 202 required that there be 1 MHW for each 6 
patients and 1 Ri~ for each 20 patients. 

Staffing on April 6, 1991 was as follows: 

PSL (Ms. Hayne's unit) census on April 6, 1996: 21 

MHWs required 3.3/ on duty 4 (in compliance) 
RNs required 1.1/ on duty 1 (.1 supplied by NOD, see note) 

One patient on half-hour checks (Ms. Hayne) 

SNU (Mr. Pulsifer's unit) census on April 6, 1996: 26 

MHWs required 4.2/ on duty 5 (in compliance) 
RNs required 1.6/ on duty 1 (.6 supplied by NOD, see note) 

One patient on hourly checks (Mr. Pulsifer) 

NOTE: The Nurse on Duty, who is on call for all six units, is counted as providing the 
fractional amounts of RN time called for by the Consent Decree formula (.1 RN on PSL, 
.6 RN on SNU). This appears reasonable since both these units are unlocked and 
patients are free to leave as they wish as long as they abide by any reporting back 
requirements ("checks") assigned them by their team. Staff on duty confirm that there 
were no indications of any need for additional staff on that day prior to the event. 

After review of the staffing assignments, acuity documents and interviews with 
those on duty on April 6, 1996, it is determined that there was sufficient nursing staff on 
duty on that day to satisfy the requirements of the Consent Decree and the needs of the 
patieRts . .. 
2. Psvcholo!!ist staffing. We also noted that the Consent Decree requires one 
Psychologist for each 25 patients. PSL with 21 patients had none assigned. SNU with 26 
patients had a psychologist who shared his time between SNU and another unit and did 
participate in Mr. Pulsifer's treatment planning. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: CONCERNING STAFFING 

There were no recommendations concerning staffing. 
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Exhibit A 

CHRONOLOGY 

"' 
The followfng chronology is intended only to orient the reader to the sequence of events. 

1982 

1992 

Early 1995 
(approx.) 

Summer 1995 

11/95 

Late 12795 

1/11/96 

4/2/96 
Morning 

4/2/96 
Afternoon 

4/3/96 

4/4/96 

4/6/96 
1:00 p.m. 

1:25 p.m. 

Approx. 3 
hours later 

.. .. 

Wrendy Hayne was admitted to AMHI and remained there except for a brief 
discharge in 1989. 

Harold Pulsifer was admitted to AMHI for the fifth time. 

Ms. Hayne and Mr. Pulsifer's relationship began to develop. 

Ms. Hayne and Mr. Pulsifer were observed yelling at each other on occasion. 
Another patient said they were hitting each other during one incident. 

On at least two occasions, Mr. Pulsifer's unit was notified that he was "stalking" 
and/ or making verbal threats to Ms. Hayne. 

Complaints of "stalking" and verbal threatening continued. Ms. Hayne's staff 
started what they called a "stalking book" in which they documented these 
incidents. Staff devised a plan for Mr. Pulsifer to meet with Ms. Hayne at her 
unit for one hour daily under staff supervision. 

Stone South Upper closed, and Mr. Pulsifer moved to Stone North Upper. 

Ms. Hayne reported that Mr. Pulsifer threatened to hit her if she 
went shopping. His unit was notified, and an order was entered for 
1:1 supervision whenever she was off the unit. 

Incident occurred in which Mr. Pulsifer grabbed a card out of Ms. Hayne's 
hand, ripped it up, and acted in a threatening manner toward her and her 
accompanying staff. 

Joint team meeting was held in which Mr. Pulsifer was instructed to stay away 
from Ms. Hayne's building, and was restricted to hourly check-ins with staff . 

Ms. Hayne's off-unit 1:1 was discontinued at her request, ana replaced with check
ins every half hour. 

A search was initiated when Ms. Hayne did not return for her half
hourly check. 

Mr. Pulsifer was seen leaving a locked storage room where Ms. Hayne's body was 
found minutes later. 

Mr. Pulsifer was found hiding in a bathroom in the same building. 
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May 28, 1996 

Commissioner Melodie Peet 
Department of Mental Health & Mental Retardation 
State House Station 40 
Augusta, Maine 04333 

Dear Commissioner Peet, 

Attached is the report of the Review Team you appointed on April 
12 to review the death of Wrendy Hayne. Each team member has read the 
report and believes it is an accurate summary of our findings and we are in 
agreement on the recommendations. 

We thank you and your staff for cooperating with us during this 
most difficult time. 

Dr. David Moltz Major James O'Farrell 

Ms. Nancy Thomas Ms. Fran Vanecek 

Mr.Don~ 

\pb 
Enclosure 

Office of the President 
22 Bramhall Street, Portland, Maine 04102 (207) 871-2491 



ANDREW KETTERER 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 

Telephone: (207] 626-8800 
FAX: (207] 287-3145 

STATE OF MAINE 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

6 STATE HOUSE STATION 

AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0006 

August 15, 1996 

Sharon Burns, Clerk 
Maine District Court 
145 State Street 
Augusta, ME 04330 

Re: Petition For Disclosure of Confidential Records 

Dear Ms. Burns: 

REGIONAL OFFICES: 

84 HARLOW ST., 2ND FLOOR 
BANGOR, MAINE 0440 I 
TEL: (207) 941-3070 
f..\.x: (207) 941-3075 

59 PREBLE STREET 
PORTLAND, MAINE 04101-30[4 
TEL: (207) 822-0260 
FAX: (207) 822-0259 

Enclosed for filing please find a Petition To Authorize Release of Confidential 
Records and a draft order. Faxes of these document were provided to Lawrence 
Bloom and Eric Mehnert, counsel for Janice Burns, and to Pat Perrino, counsel for 
Harold Pulsifer. I understand that counsel for Ms. Burns are available for the 
proposed hearing date, Wednesday, August 21 at 2:00 p.m., but I have not yet heard 
from Mr. Perrino. Going forward on this hearing depends upon Mr. Perrino 
agreeing to attend as it will be necessary for the parties to waive the procedural 
defects that come with this type of "hurry-up" proceeding. I will let you know if Mr. 
Perrino can attend as soon as I hear from him. 

I will be away on vacation next week. Linda Pistner, Chief Deputy Attorney 
General, will appear on behalf of the state. 

As always, my thanks to both yourself and to Judge Perry for your willingness 
to accomodate the state in this very important matter. 

Sincerely, 

~2-~ 
Christopher C. Leighton 
Assistant Attorney General 

Prin1ctl on Ri!cyd~tl Pupcr 



CCL/eel 
cc: Lawrence Bloom, Esquire 

Pasquale Perrino, Esquire 
Linda Pistner, Chief Deputy Attorney General 
Jane Orbeton, Legal Analyst, OPLA ✓ 
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STATE OF MAINE 
KENNEBEC, SS. 

INRE: Release of Confidential 
Mental Health Records 

) 

MAINE DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT SEVEN 
DIV. OF SOUTHERN KENNEBEC 
CIVIL ACTION 
DOCKET NO.CV-

) PETITION TO AUTHORIZE RELEASE 
) OF CONFIDENTIAL RECORDS 
) 

NOW COMES the Petitioner, Melodie Peet, Commissioner of the Department 

of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, and the Maine Legislature's Health and 

Human Services Committee, represented by Christopher C. Leighton, Assistant 

Attorney General, and whom respectfully requests this Court to order, on a limited 

basis, the release of records otherwise confidential pursuant to 34-B M.R.S.A. § 

1207(1)(C). The good reasons for granting this request are set forth below. 

I. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

On April 6, 1996, Wrendy Hayne, a patient at the Augusta Mental Health 

Institute (" AMHI'') and a class member under the AMHI Consent Decree was 

murdered. As a result of this tragedy, the Legislature's Health and Human Services 

Committee, the Committee charged with oversight of AM~I and the Department of 

Mental Health, undertook a review of the death of Wrendy Hayne. As part of this 

review, the Health and Human Services Committee has requested access to the 

records of Wrendy Hayne, and have been in contact with the personal 



representative of Wrendy Hayne.1 A court order is appropriate to resolve any 

possible legal issues which may be generated as the result of the release of these 

documents from the representatives of Wrendy Hayne to the Committee, and to 

provide access to other documents which may not be part of the Wrendy Hayne file. 

II. ARGUMENT. 

A. The Records of Wrendy Hayne. 

Records of patients at AMHI are confidential but may be released pursuant to 

court order. Title 34-B M.R.S.A. Section 1207(1)(C) states as follows: 

1. Generally. All orders of commitment, medical and 
administrative records, applications and reports, and facts 
contained in them, pertaining to any client shall be kept 
confidential and may not be disclosed by any person, except that: 

C. Information may be disclosed if ordered by a court 
of record, subject to any limitation in the Maine Rules of 
Evidence, Rule 503; 

In the present case, the personal representative of Wrendy Hayne desires to release 

her daughters' record to the Committee. As set forth in the attached draft order, the 

personal representative will determine which documents to tum over to the 

Committee, and the order will further govern the protections afforded these 

documents once they are turned over to the Committee. This order will allow a 

more full release of said records to the Health and Human Services Committee, and 

1 Janice Bums, the mother of Wrendy Hayne, has been named personal representative of 
Wrendy Hayne's estate. She is represented by Lawrence Bloom, Esquire and Eric Mehnert, Esquire. Ms. 
Bums has provided the Department with a release for her daughter's AMHI records. A copy of these 
records have been provided to counsel for Ms. Bums. 
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should better enable them to carry out their important duties in this case. 

B. The Critical Incident Book. 

The Health and Human Services Committee is aware, as are others, of the 

existence of a critical incident book, one that has been named in the press as a 

"stalking" book. This has not been made a part of the record of Wrendy Hayne or 

Harold "Pete" Pulsifer. Rather, is it a record of the unit on which Wrendy Hayne 

was placed.2 Both the personal representatives of Wrendy Hayne, and presumably 

counsel for Harold Pulsifer, desire to have access to this book. Therefore, the 

Petitioner is requesting that a copy of said book is made available to Eric Mehnert or 

Lawrence Bloom, counsel for Janice Burns, to Pasquale Perrino, Esquire, counsel for 

Harold Pulsifer, and to the Health and Human Services Committee.3 Again, the 

draft order reflects the protections that are to be put into place should the court order 

the release of said book. 

ill. RELEASE OF THE INDEPENDENT MEDICAL REPORT 

On August 5, 1996 the Commissioner received the report of the independent 

medical examiners. This report, which is a separate report from the earlier 

2The attorneys for Ms. Burns, and presumably the attorney for Harold Pulsifer, may not agree 
with this characterization. However, resolution of this issue is not necessary for ruling on this petition. 

3Mr. Perrino was contacted by telephone regarding the proposed filing of this Petition. Mr. 
Perrino was very clear that he would objed to any release of the "stalking" book. 
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McDowell commission report4, was created pursuant to paragraph 199 of the AMHI 

Consent Decree which requires this type of review in all instances of serious injury 

or death to a patient. The Commissioner has requested that it be released to the 

Committee, to the personal representative of Wrendy Hayne, and to Mr. Pulsifer's 

attorney. It is not known at this time if these parties have any objection to it being 

made public. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

For the above-stated reasons, this Court should grant an order of disclosure 

pursuant to 34-B M.R.S.A. 1207(1)(C), and should also grant the protections for said 

records outlined in the draft order which is submitted with this Petition. 

Dated: August 12, 1996. 
Christopher C. Leighton 
Assistant Attorney General 
Dir,., Health & Institutional Care Division 
Department of Attorney General 
Six State House Station 
Augusta, ME 04333-0006 
Tel. (207) 626-8540 

4Both reviews were requested pursuant to this provision of the Consent Decree. 
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RECEIVED 
l)TT(")RNEY GENERAL 

STATE OF MAINE 
KENNEBEC, SS. 

MAINE DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT SEVEN 
DIV. OF SOUTHERN KENNEBEC 

SEP 1 6 1996. 

CIVIL ACTION , \J-' 
DOCKET NO. ll~-C\L, ()Yi73 Jf V 'i)-

ORDER AFTER HEL!!f IN RE: RELEASE OF CONFIDENTIAL 
MENTAL HEALTH RECORDS 

) 
) 
) 
) 

By a Petition dated August 15, 1996, the Commissioner of the Department of 

Mental Health and Mental Retardation, and the Legislature's Joint Standing 

Committee on Health and Human Services (117th Legis.) (hereafter "the 

Committee"), have asked this Court to enter an order to authorize release of certain 

confidential records relating to Wrendy Hayne, some of which also relate to Harold 

Pulsifer. 

The Petition addresses three types of documents, all of which contain 

information that is confidential under the terms of 34-B M.R.S.A. § 1207: 1) the 

individual_ patient record. of Wrendy Hayne, maintained by the Augusta Mental 
./ 

Health Institute (" AMHI"); 2) two _independent medical reviews conducted 

following Ms. Haynes' death pursuant to the requirements of paragraph 199 of the 

AMHI Consent Decree; and 3) the critical incident book. 

The Petition was heard on August 21, 1996, at which the following counsel 

appeared: Linda Pistner, Chief Deputy Attorney General, and Katherine Greason, 

Assistant Attorney General, representing Mental Health Commissioner Melodie 

Peet and the Committee; Lawrence Bloom, Esq., representing Ja~~~.ji.nd Donald 

--· - -- ,r·- .. ...... -··"' 
! _- - • •• 
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Burns; Pasquale J. Perrino, Esq., representing Harold Pulsifer; and Thomas Goodwin, 

Assistant Attorney General representing the State in the criminal case against Mr. 

Pulsifer. It is the Court's understanding that the parties are waiving any possible · 

procedural defect with the filing of this Petition in order to allow its hearing on an 

expedited basis. Having reviewed the Petition and having considered the 

arguments of the parties, the following rulings are m.ade. 

A. The Individual Patient Record of Wrendy Hayne. 

Individual patient records of Wrendy Hayne maintained by AMHI during her 

admissions to that hospital have been provided to Janice Burns, the mother of 

Wrendy Hayne and personal representative of her estate. These records, from 

which information concerning other patients has been redacted, have been 

provided to Ms. Burns pursuant to a release that she has given AMIIl. Ms. Burns, 

in turn, wishes to give some part of these records to the Committee. No one present 

having expressed any objection, and the Court having found that there is good cause 

· for release of these records to the Committee in order to further its work, the 

following order is entered as to these records: 

1. Pursuant to 34-B M.R.S.A. § 1207(1)(c) such records as may be provided 

to the Committee by Janice Burns as personal representative, parent, and next friend 

of Wrendy Hayne, may, in her d~cretion, be released to the members of the 
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Committee. These records may be divided into two groups by Ms. Burns or her 

attorneys: 

(a) Records which Ms. Burns is willing to release to the Committee for 

executive session only but no further; and 

(b) Records which Ms. Burns is willing to release to the Committee and to 

the public. 

2. The patient-identifying information contained in docurnei::its described 

in l(a) above is to remain confidential, and the Committee members are not to 

release this information to or discuss it with anyone other than members of the 

' Committee, the Committee staff, any experts retained by the Committee to review 

said patient-identifying information, or o_ther individuals authorized in writing by 

Ms. Burns or by 34-B M.R.S.A. Section 1207 as having access to this information. 

3. Deliberations on any patient-identifying information contained in 
.. 

documents described in l(a) above ~hall be conducted in executive session pursuant 

to the Freedom of Access"Law, 1 M.R.S.A. § 405(6)(F). Individuals present in said 

· executive session shall be informed that information from these records shall not be 

further disclosed outside of said executive session. 

4. Documents described in l(b) above may be released by the Committee 

to the public. 
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5. Nothing in this portion of this order shall be construed as requiring 

the release of any documents by Ms. Burns to the Committee, or by AMHI or the 

Department of Mental Health to Ms. Burns. 

B. The Independent Medical Reviews Undertaken Pursuant to the Consent 
Decree. 

Commissioner Peet seeks an order authorizing her release to the Committee 

of the documents that constitute the independent medical review conducted · 

pursuant to paragraph 199 of the AMHI Consent Decree and prepared by Eastern 

Maine Medical Center and Maine Medical Center. During the hearing, the only 
, 

objection to this request was raised on behalf of Mr. Pulsifer by his counsel, Mr. 

Perrino, who seeks the opportunity to redact information from these documents 

prior to their release. The Burns' requested the opportunity to review these reports 

prior to their release. The Court then directed the parties to file any requests for the 

redaction of information from these reviews not later than 12:00 noon on Thursday, 

August 22, 1996. .1 

Filings were submitted on behalf of Harold Pulsifer, whose counsel sought 

redaction of certain portions of each of these reports, and on behalf of Janice and 

Don Burns. Counsel for the Burns' subsequently agreed to the release of the 

independent me_dical reviews with the redactions requested by Mr. Perrino, while 

reserving the Burns' rights to pursue objections to the redactions. Accordingly, the 
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Court finds that there is good cause for the release by Commissioner Peet to the 

Committee and the public of the independent medical reviews, provided that they 

are redacted as requested by counsel for Mr. Pulsifer. The Burns' retain the right to 

pursue any objections they may have to the redaction of any information from these 

documents. 

C The Critical Incident Book. 

Both Mr. Perrino, on behalf of Mr. Pulsifer, and Mr. Goodwin, on behalf of 

the State of Maine in the criminal case against Mr. Pulsifer arising from Ms. Hayne's 
! 

death, object to the release of the critical incident book in any fashion in which its 

contents may become public on the grounds that the dissemination of this 

information will jeopardize the opportunity for a fair trial. The Court will take the 

request for release of the critical incident book to Ms. Burns and the Committee 

under advisement pending an opportunity for an in i:amera review of the 

document. 

Dated: August 3 0 c~ 1996 . . (2_;.~ kJ-.-_ ~ 
COURTLAND PERRY 
JUDGE, MAINE DISTRICT COURT 
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State of Maine 
Kennebec, s.s. 

~ 

In re: Disclosure of information 
under 34-B M.R.S.A. §1207 

Ci 

Seventh· District court 
Division·of So. Kennebec 
Docket No. AUG-96-CV-173 

SUPPLEMENTAL ORDER 

on August 21, 1996, the court heard the petition· of the 

Commissioner of the Department of Mental Health and Mental 

Retardation, and the Legislative Committee on Health and Human 

Services for the disclosure of information covered by 34-B 

M.R.S.A. §1207. 

The court's initial order was issued on August 30, 1996. 

Remaining for determination is whether there should be disclosure 

of the "critical incident,. or "stalking" book, so-called, and: if 

so, under what conditions. 

The court has undertaken an in camera review of the ~critical 

incident" book., which consists of three hand written pages,. 

The court finds that the Legislative Committee o,.n Health' and 

Human Services is carrying out it~ oversight re~rponsibility in 

connection with _):he Augusta Mental Health Institute and the , 

Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation, and as part of 

the·discharge of that responsibility, it is reviewing the course 

of treatment accorded to Wrendy Hayne, and the circumstances which 

obtained in reference to her care and supervision preceding her 

death on April 6, 1996. The court finds that there are criminal 

charges presently pending against an AMHI patient relative to the 

death of Wrendy Hayne. 

SEP-20-1996 09:39 207 623 9371 94% P.02 
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The court finds that access by the Legislative Committee· on 

Health and Human Services to ~he #critical incident• document is 

necessary to the committee's evaluation of the· care and 

supervision accorded to Wrendy Hayne. The court further · find.s 

that disclosure of the ucritical incident" document to the 

Legislative Committee on Heath and Human Services should. be 

limited to the use by that Cornrni ttee of the document only in 

executive session, in order to preserve the integrity of the 

pending criminal proceeding, and to protect the right of the 

defendant in that proceeding to a fair trial. The court further 

finds that disclosure of the "critical incident" document to 

cou·nsel for the defendant in the pending criminal PX:~ceeding and 

to counsel for the personal representative of the estate of Wrendy 

Hayne is appropriate but should be subject to no further 

disclosure by them. IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED THAT a copy of the 

ucritical incident" or "stalking" book, so-called, shall be 

released to the Legislative Committee on Health and Human Services 

conditioned as follows: the Committee shall use and delibefate 

over the referenced document in executive session only and not 

otherwise, pursuant to Maine's Freedom of Access law, l M.R.S.A. 
/ 

§405{6) (F). Individuals present in said executive session, which 

may include the Committee staff and any experts retained by the 

Committee to review records, shall be informed that· information 

from these records shall not be further disclosed outside of said 

executive session. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT a copy Of the 

referenced document. shall be released to P.J. Perrino, Jr., Esq., 

2 f,. 
·, 
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counsel for the defendant in t.ha. pending criminal proceeding·, and' 
to Eric M. Mehnert, Esq. and Lawrence P. Bloom, Esq., counsel for 

the personal representative of the· estate of Wrendy Hayne·, whose 

use of the referenced document should be consistent with th~ 

intent of this order. 

This order is not intended to predetermine the rig~ts, if 

any, of any person concerning access to or use of the •critical 

incident:~ document in any civil proceeding that may be initiated 

subsequent: to the issuance of this order. Any such further access 

or use may be addressed under 34-B M.R.S .A. §1207. in any such 

civil proceeding. 

ORDERED; the clerk shall enter the follo~~ng in the 

docket:wSUPPLEMENTAL ORDER, dated September 19, 1996, is 

incorporated in the docket by reference. This ent:r:y is made in 

accordance with M.R.Civ.P. 79(a) at the specific direction of the 

court.• 

DATED~ September 19, 1996 

3 

Courtland D. Ff~rry, Judge 
Maine District Court 

L "''"'" '"'."''";,_ *""'"~, ... ,,,,.,.,,.,.,,,-k~,,~""1 ... 'i!~.,.,,,.WiJl¼\,\j,t;;?Jl.l!!AA,$,\2 SEP201995 .l ~-,.-,!•, ..... ~ •. ,~,H·.:'· . " I ·-,~•'·• .. ~• ··,.11··11,,,, ~,,,, • ., 
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· 
1 Somebody did a golden deed, 1

' 

Somebody proved a friend in need. 
Somebody sang a beautiful song; 

Somebody smiled the whole 
day long; 

Somebody thought 11tis sweet to live11
; 

Somebody said 11I'm glad to give11
• 

Somebody fought a valiant fight, 
Somebody loved to shield the right. 

Was that somebody you [ 

WrenJlf Jane JJ,ne 

_llere ~ ~ poe,n.. 

'~he ft:?o~d o/~,,,_eArz.edd '' 

Too many times have I walked this road, 
it's the road of loneliness; 

where it ends nobody knows. 
You could keep walking 

or meet a friend; 
you never know where this road might end. . 

It's the road of loneliness 
far Out of the way . 

and 
everyone has been there or 

will be there 
someday. 



WAIVER OF CONFIDENTIALITY 

Patient's name: £/),;,.,,,,(;/= <J,,u.-- ~;ih'" 
Birthdate: / c/.3 '£' 6 ;:J. 

; j 

Social security number: o 011·- - 7"--1- ~oo 

(/2YES ( )NO 

( i/YES ( )NO 

(vfYES ( )NO 

(0YES ( )NO 

(i/2YES ( )NO 

(v{YES ( ) NO 

(/YES () NO 

t. I, · ,_,, , (patient) or (guardian for or 
personal re u-esentative or the patient Y/Jde-n~~ l;(/,,,,_~e .J 

waive the rights to confidentiaHly provided hy 42 U. :code.290dd-2 and 
regulations promulgated under that provision, and 22 MRSA § 1828 and 34-B 
MRSA §1207, and rules adopted under those provisions, and agree that the Joint 
Standing Committee on Health and llmrnm Services or the I 17th Legislature and 
the joint standing committee or the 118th Legislature having jurisdiction over 
human resources matters (hereinafter referred to as the Committee), may use the 
following mental health records and the information contained in them for the 
purposes and in the manner stated below. 

), 

2. This waiver applies only to the following mental health records and information, 
which I will deliver to the Committee: 

- _ . ..J /-1{,4 ~-- .'LJ:• . ' A. ;/ r . .., ~- ~ M ~ ~ ~ ~ ,=!;Cl~~ /C)?/,q =~~;i:;;:;;~i:?J~q . 
3. I understand that I have the right to review all records prior to their release. I 
will complete such a review prior to delivering any records to the Committee. 

4. I have authorized the release orthese records to me by (the Augusta Mental 
Health Institute) or (enter name of other provider ,,,✓,/& ) 
by executing a separate waiver form on _Llu_.6- /&-. /...9:..9e,. (date), a 
copy of which is attached to this waiver and incorporated hy rererence. 

5. To the extent that the above descrihed mental health records contain information 
regarding alcohol or drug treatment that is protected by 42 C.F.R., Part 2, I 
specifically authorize release of such information to the Committee and use of it by 
the Committee pursuant to section 6 unless I have designated those records for 
confidential review and use under section 7. Unless otherwise allowed by law or 
unless I have expressly authorized further disclosure or alcohol and substance abuse 
records, further disclosure by the Committee is prohibited by 42 C.F.R., Part 2. 

6. Except as provided in section 7, I authorize use of the released records and 
information for the following purposes and in the following manner: 

A. I authorize the Committee to review such records and infonuation in puhlic 
sessions pursuant to 1 MRSA chapter 13, subclrnpter I for the purposes of their 
review of the mental health system and to make copies and release them to the 
public. 

B. I authorize the Commitfoe to use such records and information in drafting a 
report, recommendations and legislation provided that this is clone without any 
direct or indirect rererence to any identifiable mental health.patient (except that 
reference may be made by name to the patient W--1 .e&eo/ ~t:.L.-, 

C. The review of such records and information and all consideration of them must 
be completed by June 30, 1997. 

7. With regard to released records specifically designated in writing by me as 
available for review only in executive session, the following provisions apply: 



,0\'Es ( )NO 

(.;jYES ( )NO 

(0YES ( )NO 

A. I authorize the Committee to review such records and information only in 
executive session pursuant to 1 MRSA §405, sub-§6, paragraph F, and to make only 
such copies of records and information as may be necessary to the work of the 
committee. 

B. I authorize the Committee to use such records and information in drafting a 
report, recommendations and legislation provided that this is done without any 
direct or indirect reference to any identifiable mental health patient. 

C. For the purposes of records subject to this section, the following persons have 
the same access to such records and information as the Committee and have the 
right to he present at executive sessions held by the Committee: nonpartisan staff 
assigned to the committee, mernbei·s of the Office of the Attorney General, up to 3 
consultants retained by the committee for the purposes of their review of the mental 
health system, the patient and patient's guardian or reprcsentativc(s) whose records 
and information arc being discussed, and any person who provided treatment to the 
patient who is invited to the committee session by the Committee pursuant to section 
8. I specifically prohibit any person receiving confidential records and information 
under this section from making any disclosure outside of the executive session. 

D. The review of such records and information and all consideration of them must 
be completed by June 30, 1997. 

8. In the review and consideration by the Committee of records and informa_tion 
under sections 6 and 7, I give permission to all persons who participated in patient 
treatment for ~ ( name of 
patient) at =u:d,¼:~ ~<£1.d.a'Ato discuss 
mental health records ati 1Jati;nformation with the Committee. 

9. This waiver may be revoked at any time by a written revocation. Such 
revocation prohibits further disclosure but does not invalidate any action taken by 
the committee pursuant to the waiver prioir to the date of revocation. Unless 
previously revoked this waiver expires Jurne 30, 1997. 

IO. I authorize a Court to review the released records and information in camera if 
necessary in making a decision to issue a court order pursuant to 34-B MRSA 
§1207,sub-§l,paragraphC. 

Dated: ~· /4,,. /99c:; 

Signature of Patient or patient's rdian o_r Representative: 
V 

/ 

"Olagenl/jowaiv 
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$'[/\TE OF MAINE 
DEPARTMENT OF 

• . MENTAL HEAi.TH, MENTAL RF.TARf)ATION, 

AND SUBSTANCI:: ABUSE SERVICES 

40 STATE HOUSE STATION 

AUGUS"fA, MAINE 
ANGUS S. KING. JR. 0433)-0040 

August 30, 1996 

Senator Joan Pendexter, Chair 
Representative Michael Fitzpatrick., Chair 
Health and Human Services Committee 
State House, Room 436 
Augusta, Maine 04333 

Dear Senator Pendexter and Representative Fitzpatrick: 

2072874220 P.02 

MELODIE PEET 

COIAMlSSIO~EI\ 

Following the death ofWrendy Hayne, the Department asked for an independent review 
of the adequacy of Wrendy Hayne' s medical care at AMI-IT. As is the case when any patient dies 
while in AMlil' s care, the Department requested that the Maine Medical Association provide the 
review. The M}.1A. assigned the review to a committee in accordance with the M:MA' s standard 
procedures. The committee provided its report of the review to the Department, along with a 
consultative report from an additional psychiatrist. These documents together constitute the 
report of the independent review sought by the Department. 

The report of the independent review can be released ifrelease is ordered by a Court. At 
a hearing last week in District Court in Augusta, the Attorney General's office presented to the 
Court a motion on behalf of this Department and your Committee that certain records related to 
Ms. Hayne be released to the Human Resources Committee. The motion included the 
Commissioner's request that the report of the independent review be released. The Court agreed 
to the release of the related information contained in the review. Mr. Pulsifer's criminal defense 
counsel subsequently requested redacting of information that could be harmful to the defense of 
the criminal case pending in relation to Ms. Hayne's death. A copy of the report of the 
independent review as redacted is enclosed. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have further questions. 

cc: Linda Pistner 

PHONE: (207) 287-4223 (Voiccl 

Sincerely, 

~~?"'°~ 
Melodie J. Peet 
Commissioner 

(20il 287,2000 CTT\'l FAX: 

I 
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LASlLRN 
fv\AlNL 

/V\El)l(>'\l. 
CI.NI LR. 
:..~ -;r.\n _:n1 r.n 
n ,:v.:•:"-F.. .\\'11:-E 

t111c11.:C-7 I 

May I, 19% 

Ulrich B. Jacobsohn. M.JJ. 
Medical Dire(:tur 
Depanmcnt of Mental Health 
and Mental Retardation 
State House Station #40 
Augusta. ME 04333 

RE: Wrendy Hayne 
Case# 50575 
,\MHI 

Dear Dr. Jacobsohn: 

DOB: I 0/03196 
DOA. 02/04/89 
DOD 04/06/96 

Slala f- orer,,ic 5'JN~ 
°'3p~rtment o1 

JUL 25 \996 

.•• _ ..... , fl,etv6a\i::n 
'",.lf\'t';I H~h A,__. · 
.. ---•·--

AUG 5 \996 

.. · ,•.,; ., , .. 

This 33 year old female with a diagr.(1sis of chronic undifferentiated schizophrenia was 
a long-time resident of AMHI. Her me!'ltal illness started at age 15 against a 
background of sexuaf abuse at age 5 and a family history uf mldmal illness. Her 
admission to AMHI was pre1.,~pitat~u by a hitch.hiking trip across the country. ln 
.. ddirion to the schizophrenia, sht had a background of ch.-onic anxi~ty and delusional 
thlnkin~ but no ·recorded depression. She \>.·as said to be oriented with an intact 
memory, but of less than average intelligence. 

At lhe time of death her medications were Clozaril 700mg/day, Thorazine 225 · 
mg/day, Dtpakott: 750 mg/day and Thorazine 75 mg pm for agitation. 

She had developed a fnendsrup with.a. male. who is also a patient at AMHI, who was 
described in the notes as being "ery jealous and thrr:atening if she saw any other 

. males .. Because of this. she was only allowed to visit with him w;th direct _continuous 
observation. She herself was on continuous observation until 4/4/96, when that was 
lifted and rcpleccd with half-hour checks. She apparently was urnkr this regimen 

. .. until the d~y of her death, --···· 
The switch from continuous ob~ervation to half-hour checks on 4/4/96. appears to 
have be~n appropriate:, but raises the question of whether tht: visitarion with the male 
fri~nd were still supervised. 
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Wrendy Hayne 
AMHI 

· May I, 1996 

2072874220 P.04 
DMHMRSAS 

We felt that this case warranted review by a s~cond psychiatrist and have asked Dr. 
Edward,!:!. Robinson to arrang~ for review of the records by another psychiatrist. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

·~ 

Franklin E. Bragg, MD .. Chairperson 
(Internal Medicine) · 
Ann M Hanlon. M.D. 
(Family Practice) · 
F.dwa.rd H. Robinson. \1.D. 
(Psychiatry) 

fEB:wld 

cc: Conunissioner • D~1H.M.R 

... 
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Jonathan E. Morris, M.D .. M.P.H. 

Franklin E. Bragg, M.D. 
489 St?.te Stre~t 
Bangor, Maine 04401 

re: Wrendy Hayne 
Ca5c: 59575 
Augu~ta Mental Health Institute 

Dear Dr. Bragg: 

McGnchty Ha!I #425 
216 Vaughan Str2et 

Portland. Maine 0~ l 02 

June 22, 1996 

DOB: 10/03/62 
DOA: 02/04/89 
DOD: 04/06i96 

2072874220 P.05 

Siaie f-oransic Sen·rce 
Capart~nt ot 

JUL 25 19'-lr-

/\ftci considerable time spent reviewing t--·I s. Hayne' s re.cent medical records on-site at 
Lhe Augusta Mental Hea1th lnstitutc (AMHI) and over the past several weeks at home one~ 
her chart material!i were relea~etl to us, we find substantial evidence in support of her 
r~on~ diagnosis or Schizophrenia~ Undifferentiated, Continu\.)US (DSM-TV 295.90). 
However, wi:. no~ thar her history of episodic assaultiveness, family history of Bipolar 
Disorder, alleged promiscuity with a history of childhood sexual abuse, history of the use of 
psychoactive recreational substances, anxiety, and irritability could conceivably suggest 
alternative diagnmes including Bipolar Disorder, Schizoaffcctivc Disorder, Past-Traumatic 
Stre:s.s Disorder, and Substance. Use Disorder. 

Ms. Haync's psychopharmacologic medication regime at the time of her death, while 
not· resulting in the remission of her symptomatology, reportedly was the mo.st efficaciotrs 
combination r~ched afler years or adju$tment. Thi;se medications ~ncluded Clozapinc, 
Valproate, and Chlorpromazine. 

During her time as a patient in the Psychosocial Leaming (PSL) Program,· Ms. Hayne 
clearly received individt1alized, compassionate, and comprehensivt? care from a staff that 
seemed devoted to providing her the best possible trec\tmt:nt. Ms. Hayne wa.s noted to 
exhibit considerable improvement in the areas of social skilb and social interactions while in 
the PSL- env.ironment, although she was. far from being ready for discharge into a less 
restrictive setting such as a cornm\lnity facility at the time of hc::r dtath. 
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Ftanklin E. Br.igg, M.D. 
re: Wrcndy Hayne 
Page Two 

Re=ogni2.ing the clarity of hindsight, outside of Se"vere!y r-..s1ricling Ms. Hayne to her 
treatment unit, we are unconvir.ced that her lrea1:r.e111 1c:am could have nm.her assured her 
.safety at the end. Summarizing her care at AMHI over the years, Ms. Hayne received good 
treatment from a conc.e.rnt.d and commitlc:(j staff. 

(?1 I),,{ . 
t.tt'~</W··I~ 

Edward H. Robinson, M.D. Y/ 

TOTAL P.06 



LAWRENCE P. BLOOM 

ERIC M. MEHNERT 

01 Counsel 

GERALD F. KAPLAN, J.D., M.D.* 

Of Counsel 

"admitted in Pennsylvania only 

HAND-DELIVERED 

LAWRENCE P. BLOOM 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

66 WINTHROP STREET 

AUGUSTA, MAINE 04330 

September 5, 1996 

Senator Joan M. Pendexter 
Representative Michael J. Fitzpatrick 
Joint Standing Committee on Health and Human Services 
State House 
Augusta, Maine 04333 

TELEPHONE (207) 623-1455 

FAX (207) 621-0353 

Dear Senator Pendexter, Representative Fitzpatrick and Members of 
the Committee: 

This letter is transmitted with Volume 9 of Wrendy Hayne's 
medical record and governs the use of Volume 9. 

Enclosed are over 300 documents which constitute Volume 9 of 
Wrendy Hayne I s medical records at AMHI. (These have been bate 
stamped from 3084 to 3409). We are numbering each and every 
document received from AMHI pursuant to our request for Wrendy's 
AMHI records. 

Janice Burns has not executed her right to withhold any 
document. In other words, every document received by her from AMHI 
in Volume 9 is now being released to the Health and Human Services 
Committee. Any copies of original documents that may be missing in 
this transmittal are solely on account of AMHI, not Janice Burns. 

For example, you may recall that I informed the co-chairs last 
Friday that page 1586 of Wrendy's Progress Notes was missing. Our 
staff has informed me that a number of pages are missing which can 
be definitively ascertained. Unfortunately, we have no way of 
telling what pages may be missing from the fourteen volumes we have 
received to date. 



September 5, 1996 Page 2 

With respect to missing Progress Note page 1586, we have just 
received it today. As our file had already been bate stamped, 
Progress Note page 1586 has been bate stamped as 3210-A. Pages 
that we identify as missing, and subsequently receive, will have a 
similar designation with letters. Please note that the enclosed 
bate stamped document, #3211, has been previously provided to the 
Committee and designated Progress Note page 1587. 

For the time being, these documents are being released to you 
pursuant to paragraph 7 of the signed Waiver of Confidentiality and 
only for the purposes of review by the Health and Human Services 
committee in confidential session pursuant to 1 M.R.S.A. §405, sub
§F. As specified in the signed waiver, Janice Burns does not waive 
rights to confidentiality of this document under 34-B M.R.S.A. 
§1207, sub-§1 beyond confidential review by the committee. The 
document, while in the possession of the committee, qualifies for 
the confidential record exception to public records in 1 M.R.S.A. 
§402, sub-§3, paragraph A, i.e., it is not a public record. 

I would be remiss if I did not express our utmost 
disappointment with the news that we received from the co-chairs 
last week seemingly indicating that the Committee's work would be 
ceasing shortly. The Burns have expended much time attending the 
hearings trusting that their daughter's care at AMHI would receive 
a thorough review by the Committee. Likewise, counsel for the 
Burns have spent an enormous amount of time in an effort to aid the 
Committee by attending hearings, having lengthy and numerous 
conversations with Attorneys Oberton, Reinsch, Pistner, and 
Leighton who advise the Committee, and participating in Court 
proceedings. These efforts were expended in reliance upon an 
understanding that the Committee would meet well into the fall. 
Wrendy Hayne was murdered, not because she was a Republican or a 
Democrat, but because she was mentally ill and living in the 
State's custody. She was a victim in April. She falls victim 
again, not to a mentally ill patient, but rather to partisan 
politics. 

Should 
disclosure, 
decision. 

LPB/llc 
Enclosures 

the Burns decide to re-classify Volume 9 
I will promptly inform. lhe Committee 

Very( truly you:r:s✓,.. 7 

for public 
of such a 

., ~-/-;;-:;:,-
<'--,- . / ,f-?'/4:.,-----

'-- / . .,,,, ,,,-...,, 
//'j'J 

__.,, c✓? Bloom 

cc: Don & Janice Burns 
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LAWRENCE P. BLOOM 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

66 WINTHROP STREET 

AUGUSTA. MAINE 04330 

L,._wRENCE P. BLOOM 

ERIC M. MEHNERT 

TELEPHONE (207) 623-1-455 

FAX (:207) 821-0J~:J 

01 Coc,11HI 

GERALD F. KAPLAN, J.D., M.D. • 
01 Coun■ ol 

••dl'fl1ltad 1n P.nnttlw.lU\,ie Ut"ly 

VIA: TELEFAX 

Jane Orbeton, Esq. 
Maine State Legislature 

Septel!lber 13, 1996 

Office of Policy and Legal Analysis 
State House Station 13 
Augusta, Maine 04330 

Re: Wrendy Hayne 

Dear Jane: 

Please find three documents from Wrendy Hayne's medical record 
to be distributed today to the Health and Hwnan Services Committee. 
These are the last three pages in Volume 12. 

The three documents are entitled Sleep/Wake Mani tor Sheet. 
one is dated April 5, 1996 and the other two are dated April 6, 
1996. 

Please note that these documents do not have a bate stamp 
number. As you know, many documents had been sequentially 
numbered. However, due to the extremely high costs incurred in 
copying the almost 3,500 pages in Volumes 1 - 9, the completion of 
the copying (and therefore numbering) project is essentially 
contingent on the longevity of the Committee. 

Most importantly, these documents are being released for 
public review pursuant to §6 of the signed Waiver of 
Confidentiality. Accordingly, Janice Burns waives her rights of 
confidentiality of this document under 34-B M.R.S.A. §1207, sub-§1. 
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Jane orbeton, Esq. 
September 13, 1996 

Page 3/6 Job 428 Sep-13 Fri 08:52 1996 

Finally, I wanted to confirm in writing that Mrs. Burns 
accepts the Cammi ttee' s invitation to them at today's hearing. 
Despite the fact that she had previously released some 300 pages 
(Volume 9) to the Committee for executive session only, she is 
willing to discuss in public session any portion of Wrendy's record 
which is relevant to the Committee's main inquiry. I trust that 
the Committee will avoid public disclosure of extraneous issues 
which are of a sensitive and personal nature and which could be 
unnecessarily embarrassing to Mrs. Burns and a stain on Wrendy's 
memory. I would request that Mrs. Burns not address the Committee 
until I arrive. 

Please forward a copy of this letter to the members of the 
Committee. I thank you for your consideration. 

LPB/llc 
Enclosures 

Very truly yours, 

~A_ 4V~/\\c 
Lawrence P. Bloom 
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ANDREW KETTERER 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 

Telephone: [207) 626-8800 
FAX: [207) 287-3145 

STATE OF MAINE 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

6 STATE HOUSE STATION 

AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0006 

Eric M. Mehnert, Esquire 
Lawrence P. Bloom, Esquire 
Hawkes & Mehnert 
66 Winthrop Street 
Augusta, ME 04330-5506 

September 20, 1996 

RE: Wrendy Hayne - Further Request for Release of Records 

Dear Attorneys Mehnert & Bloom: 

REGIONAL OFFICES: 

96 HARLOW ST., SUITE A 
BANGOR, MAINE 04401 
TEL: (207) 941-3070 

59 PREBLE STREET 

PORTLAND, MAINE 04101-3014 
TEL: (207) 822-0260 

In your letter of September 9, 1996, you submitted a list of "records" which 
you believe should be provided to you and your clients. Below please find my 
formal response to your request. · 

First, and speaking generally, it does not appear that any of the documents 
you have requested formally meet the definition of patient record. This is 
significant, because the release that you provided to this Office, as well as the Court's 
current order regarding release of Ms. Hayne's record, do not necessarily encompass 
documents outside what is traditionally considered to be her record. However, and 
as I have indicated to you orally, this may be a discussion we can avoid at this time 
by providing you with portions of some of the documents that relate directly to Ms. 
Hayne. To illustrate: you have asked for a copy of the Unit Shift Report. This 
report, completed by the charge nurse on each unit for all patients, is a 
communication tool among staff on all shifts. To the extent that it contains 
information directly concerning Ms. Hayne, I propose to make this information 
available to you without deciding whether or not the information is part of Ms. 
Hayne's "patient record".1 I want to make it clear that by providing this information 
to you, we are not in any way waiving the State's ability to raise this issue in any 
future proceeding, i.e., we are not waiving the right to seek to protect 

1 This avoids another trip to the District Court to secure a further order from Judge Perry 
regarding the release of AMHI records. 

Prin1ed on Recycled Paper 
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information deemed confidential pursuant to 34-B M.R.S.A. § 1207 or other such 
statute. We simply hope to facilitate, in a fair way and with an eye to the law, your 
client's access to their daughter's "record". 

1. Unit Shift Report. As indicated above, the portions of this 
document that are relevant to Ms. Havnes on the date of her death will be , 
provided to you. 

2. Patient/Staff Assignments. The documents showing staff/patient 
assignments include the names of all patients on the unit. We will provide 
you with a copy of the patient/staff assignment sheet for Ms. Hayne's unit on 
the date of her death, but with other patient names removed. 

3. Individualized Worksheets. I am not entirely certain what you 
mean by this term. Could you provide a description of what you believe you 
are looking for in this area? 

4. Critical Incident Report. You have already indicated in your letter of 
September 9 that you have a copy of the Critical Incident Report. This report, 
also known as, and misnamed as, the "stalking book", was provided to you in 
a recent proceeding before Judge Perry. 

To be fair, you may be referring to the report that is completed by the Nursing 
Supervisor on duty which provides some record of critical events that occur 
on the ward during that shift. However, it appears this information is 
confidential pursuant to 24 M.R.S.A. § 2510. 

5. O.D. Book. This notebook is maintained by the physician's assistant 
on evenings and nights. To the extent that it provides information about Ms. 
Hayne on the day of her death, it will be provided to you. Information 
relating to any other patients will be redacted. 

6. McDowell Report. I am certain that you already have a copy of this 
report, and you will be receiving nothing further from the Department 
regarding this report. This is because any other documents created by the 
McDowell Committee are not in the possession and control of the State. In 
your letter of August 14 you indicated that you "do not understand" why the 
State will not turn over documents from the participants of the McDowell 
Committee. While the McDowell Committee may have been "appointed" by 
the Governor and the Commissioner, legal authorization for this committee 
is found in the Consent Decree in Section IXG), "Patient Injury and Death", 
paragraph 199. Thus, pursuant to this Superior Court order, this committee is 
defined as an independent committee and thus is not an agency of State 
government. It is my view that I have no more authority than you to 
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request, or require, members of the _McDowell Committee to turn documents 
over to you. 

7. Bouffard, Estabrook, Williams Report. As this report is part of a 
personnel investigation, any documents created as part of this process are 
confidential pursuant to 5 M.R.S.A. § 7070 and will not be released to you. 

8. Peer Review. In your letter of August 14 you indicated that you 
have "no idea" as to how peer review documents are protected. The answer 
is found in Section 3296 of Title 32 which states: 

All proceedings and records of proceedings concerning 
medical staff reviews and hospital reviews conducted by 
committees of physicians and other health care personnel 
on behalf of hospitals located within the State, when such 
reviews are required by state, federal law or regulations or 
as a condition of accreditation by the Joint Commission on 
Accreditation of Hospitals or the American Osteopathic 
Association Committee on Hospital Accreditation are 
confidential and shall be exempt from discovery without a 
showing of good cause. 

Therefore, pursuant to this statute,2 the Department will not be turning over any 
documents or records regarding any peer review conducted by AMHI medical staff 
regarding one of its physicians. 

9. Memos. This request is overly broad. While we can guess what you 
mean by "memos", we do not believe it appropriate to engage in some 
extended search through numerous files outside of Ms. Hayne's patient 
record to find documents which could be categorized as "memos". In 
addition, "memos" that are located outside of Ms. Hayne's record may be 
confidential for any number of reasons. Therefore, unless you can be more 
specific, we will not respond to this request. 

10. Individual Patient Report. We do not understand what you mean 
by this term. It may be that you are referring to the Unit Shift Report, and we 
have already indicated that we will provide you relevant, non-confidential 
information from that report. 

Thank you very much for your patience in this matter. We will begin 
reviewing the documents and providing you with copies of them (under the 

2 See also 24 M.R.S.A. § 2510. 
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conditions outlined above) in the very near future. 

CCL:bjw 

Sincerely, 

Christopher C. Leighton 
Assistant Attorney General 
Dir., Health & Institutional Services Unit 

cc: Katherine Greason, Assistant Attorney General 



ERIC M. MEHNERT 
CYNTHIA M. MEHNERT 

LAWRENCE P. BLOOM 
of Counsel 

HAWKES & MEHNERT 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

66WINTHROPSTREET 

. AUGUSTA, MAINE 04330 

September 20, 1996. 

Senator Joan M. Pendexter 
Representative Michael J. Fitzpatrick 
Joint Standing Committee on Health and Human Services 
state House 
Augusta, Maine~-04333 

Re: Wrendy Hayne 

TELEPHONE (207) 623-1455 
TELEFAX: (207) 621-0353 

Dear Senator Pendexter, Representative Fitzpatrick and Members of 
the Committee: 

Please find enclosed 49 pages from Wrendy Hayne' s medical 
record at AMHI. Janice and Don Burns have spent a great deal of 
time to review, once again, the volumes from which these documents 
have been culled. It is ironic that these documents are being 
given to the committee on a day when the life of this Committee is 
in danger because our representatives allow politics and 
personalities to be the dominating forces~ instead of one's own 
conscience. It is inconceivable that recommendations will issue 
forth today, while the Committee has just begun to receive crucial 
documentation. 

The Burns and counsel have worked extremely hard over the past 
three months to assist the Committee in its inquiry. We are just 
now getting to the heart of the matter, and yet it appears that 
partisan politics, and not a sense of justice, dictate the course 
of this Committee. The mental health system broke down for Wrendy 
Hayne. The political system now abandons her parents. 

These documents are from Volumes 3 - 8. Volumes 3 - 8 were 
reviewed this week by Janice and Don Burns who believe these 
selected documents would be of more interest to the Committee than 
the 2300 pages that constitute the entirety of Volumes 3 - 8, 
especially in light of talk that the Committee's investigative 
phase may be ending any day. 
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We are prepared to turn over to the Committee next week 
selected portions, or all, of Volumes 1 and 2. Selected portions 
will be turned over if the Burns are able to re-review those 
volumes and choose pages which will aid the Committee's inquiry. 
Should the Burns be unable to conduct a further review of these two 
volumes, we will transmit the 739 pages which make up those 
volumes. Additionally, it is our hope, depending on the longevity 
of the Committee, to be able to share relevant portions of Volumes 
10 - 14 at some point in time. 

The review of Wrendy' s medical records has been extremely 
taxing, both physically and emotionally, for the Burns. 
Furthermore, it is not a comfortable process for the family to 
release documents for public review. However, the Burns have 
subjected themselves to the process so that the Committee's 
investigation can be thorough and its recommendations based on all 
of the facts. · 

The Committee went to Court to obtain the so-called "Stalking 
Book. 11 One wonders if any portion of the recommendations was based 
on this just-released document, released for Executive Session 
only. How can recommendations be complete, even if only the larger 
systemic problems were the focus, with out examination of the 
memoranda which Commissioner Peet, in her September 13 letter to 
the Committee described as "documents of internal communication 
between staff at AMHI" and which relate "to the care and treatment 
of Harold 'Pete' Pulsifer, and to the care, treatment and death of 
Wrendy Hayne"? This Committee has impressed us with its hard work 
and dedication well beyond the legislative session and straight 
through the summer. The Burns have placed their faith in you, 
their elected representatives, to see that the systemic issues 
within AMHI are addressed. Your efforts and time are appreciated. 

The documents being released today can be released for public 
review pursuant to §6 of the signed Waiver of Confidentiality. 
Accordingly, Janice Burns waives her rights of confidentiality of 
this document under 34-B M.R.S.A. §1207, sub-§1. A listing of the 
individual document numbers is attac d to this letter. 

LPB/llc 
Enclosure 
cc: Don & J~nice Burns 
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Pb ysicians Psyql!i.a,t:fit Progress Notes 

The patient's care and condition is reviewed today in preparation of 
continuing titration for a Clozaril trial. · Patient denies any discomfort. 
Condition is• essentially unchanged from last note on brief examination. 
Schedule is continued with a· target of 300 mg. at two weeks time. 

WILLIAM NEVINS, F.N.P. / 
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Patient Name: --------·-----Medical Record Number 

DATE Til1E TYPE_ I 

10/12/93 8 am MD 

------

No changes. Remains delusional, auditory hallucinations, 

apisodes of acut anxiety and agitation but not agressive 

or assaultive. Follows directions participating in a mi·-

nim1n11 of activities. 

WBC of 10/6/93 = 10500 

Clozaril, 700 mgs/day 

Thorazine and Depakote renewed. 

---=----.:.__- - __!... _______________________________ _ 

PHHCY = Pharmacy 
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SRC = Single Room Care 
COR = Constant Observation 
Rst.= Restraint 
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DATE I TIME I TYPE 
1-r 

-----
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I I Ms. Hayne on Thursday, when the incident in the bridge 

occurred. This patient sounded quite anxious and upset. - ·--------
He wished to know why he was not allwed to come to the 

!]nit to visit our patient. He expressed his regret --~---,:._ __ __:,_ _____ ..;,;;;,t;'-,, ___ _ 

--' -· 
__ I __ i __ _ 

I· - -

for having asked her to go off grounds with him, he ----
did not realized how ill she was. We informed him that 

we felt he was unwise having taken her out without in-

faming anyone on the staff but we did not hold him 

re3.p_onsible for her attempt to jump. We expressed to 

__ I _____ l _____________ rnm_· __ t_h_a_t_-_o_u_r.:;..p_a_t_1_· e_i_1t_1_-1a_s_n_o_w----'q::...m_·_t_e_a_nx_i_o_us __ a_n_d_-:_1e_...;;p;...r_e _______ _ 

I I - :f_~rr2d he would abstain from seeing o~ meeting her for 

----"-----'---....;.. ____ t_h_e_t_irn_e_b_e~i-·ng. }!e asked to meet with me to speak but 

I stated it would be better that he speaks to his own 

I doctor. He his doctor felt it necessary he would --'----~-----!---------------. I communicate with me. Patient seemed to be relieved and 

1· 

I 

I ----·------··__,__ __ ____ , __ .. 
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AUGUSTA MENfAL HEALTH INSTITUTE 
P.O. Box 724 

Augusta, Maine 04332 

HISTORY OF INTERVAL UPDATE 

•TAKEN BY: 

DATE OF BIRTH: 

CITIZENSHIP: 

LEGAL STATUS: 

SOCIAL SECURITY t: 

MEDICARE#: 

MEDICAID i: 

ADDRESS PRIOR TO ADM.:· 

SOURCE .,-OF ·:rNCOME: 

L. Clifton Graves, LSW 

10/13/62. 

u. s •• 

District Court committed for up to 
six months, starting on 2/24/93. 

007 -5 4-592 6. 

None. 

None. 

N.A. 

None. 

AMOUNT OF INCOME: None. (Note: Family provides spending money 
and items but Ms. Hayne has no. personal 

incane. Shewould be eligible for Medicaid and ssr outside of AMHI.) 

DATE INFORMATION WAS OBTAINED: 

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: 

PATIENT'S MARITAL STATUS: 

NEXT OF KIN: 

GUARDIAN: 

GUARDIAN AD LITEM: 

The month of February, 1g93_ 

1. AMHI 
2. conversations with 
3. conversations with 
4. conversatoins with 

father. 

Never married, 

Janice Burns, Mother 
155 High St. 

chart, 
Ms. Hayne 
her mother. 
her step-

south Portland, Maine 04106 
Phone#: 207-799-9586. 

Janice Burns, 
Address as above.· 

N.A. 

PRESENTING PROBLEM: Ms. Hayne had been in Portland on short~-
leave in February of 1989, when she 'was 

admitted to P-6 for •uncontrolable behavior.• This led Ms. Hayne to be 

Page 1 



HAYNE, 
MR. t: 
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DOA: 
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. ~Q.E.R.M \ 
AUGUSTA MENTAL HEAL TH INSTITUTE 

P.O. Box 724 
Augusta, Maine 04332 

HISTORY OF INTERVAL UPDATE 

, "rea:lmitted to AMHI on emergency involuntary papers from, P-6. She has spent 
almost all of the period from August, 1980 to the present as an AMHI patient. 

PRESENT ILLNESS: The onset of the current mental illness was 
noted by Ms. Hayne's mother to date, prior 

to age 15. A steady and marked deterioration and abiltiy to function was 
noted at about age 15. 

Ms. Hayne has made a good deal of progress 
in the past year on the Social Learning 

Program. She has, in the past, been· a regular user of single room care. 
Since transferred to Social Learning Program, she has not needed that 
modality, She is increasingly able to assist us in managing her behavior. 
Elopnent is a periodic issue, however, for most of the time Ms. Hayne is 
cooperative with regular check-in times, 

PREADMISSION SITUATION: 

FAMILY HISTOJU: 

As hated this ~atient has been an almost 
continuous AMHI patient since 1980. 

rs as outlined in initial history, which is 
included in the chart. 

BIRTH AND EARLY DEVELOPMENT: Ms. Hayne was born full term "in a difficult 
induced birth." Her birth weight was 

reported to be six pounds,· three ounces. Developnental milestones are 
reported to be normal with walking noted at approximately ten months and 
reportedly Ms, Hayne was a bright child but not particularly outgoing and did 
not make friends easi l_y. 

EDUCATIONAL HISTORY: 

dropped out of school. 

Reportedly wrendy did well in school until 
the 10th grade. In the 10th grade she 

OCCUPATIONAL HISTORY: Ms. Hayne has a very limited work history. 
At age 12 and 13 she did some baby 

sitting, She has worked as a phone solicitor for approximately two months and 
has done "sane odd jobs" and 'tummer work." There is no significant work 
history since the onset of her illness. 

MILITARY HISTORY: 

RESIDENTIAL HISTORY: 

Institute since 1980. Her 
specifically around Portland. 

,Page 2 

None. 

Ms. Hayne has been 
resident of the 

family home is in the 

an almost continuous 
Augusta Mental Health 
Cumberland county a:,:-1:!a, 
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HISTORY OF INTERVAL UPDATE 

• LEGAL INVOLVEMENT: 

RELIGION: 

MEDICAL HISTORY: 

healthy and presents no 
occasioned by her tobacco 
effects. 

Ms. Haye is currently D.istrict court 
committed for treatment. 

No noted issues regarding religion. 

See Medical summary, included in th'is 
chart. In essence Ms. Hayne is 

substantial medical problems other than 
use and its potential, injurious, long 

quite 
those 

term 

ETOH, DRUG AND TOBACCO USE: Ms. Hayne does smoke. Her family reports 
that _Ms. 'Hayne has smoked since age 13 and 

used various drugs since age 14. Drug abuse is not a noted problem since 
transfer to the Social Learning Program. 

HISTORY 9_F _ _?.~US_E: There is ·a rep<:>rt at age five that Ms. 
-• .,... Hayne and her brother Aaron were sexually 

molested by a stranger in a "nearby abandoned building." 

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS: 

library. Ms. Hayne makes 
enjoys her family's visits. 

COMPREHENSIVE HISTORY OF 

Ms. Hayne enjoys poetry and often has 
a poetry book that she has taken out of the 

only limited use of available activities. She 
Ms. Hayne often dresses in a flamboyant manner. 

EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS: The noted onset of this patient's illness 
was in high school. From 10th grade on 

there wa:s a noted deterioration. Involvement with steet drugs is reported. 
There is note of her being-"kidnapped" and "sexually molested" at age five and 
this may have had an impact on emotional problems and development. 
Step-father, Jim Emerton, is described as physically abusive and alcoholic in 
previous histories. 

ASSESSMENT AND 
SOCIAL WORK PLAN: 

Strengths, Assets and 
Liabilities: Ms. Hayne enjoys reading poetry. She 

enjoys· dress and makeup. She is friendly 
and polite when making requests and has some intermittent insight into her 
illness. Her impulsively leaving the hospital and hitchhiking is her biggest 
liability at '"this point. 

Page 3 
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Identified Needs: · Continued support for the patient and her 
family. Continued care plan which may need 

to include assurances regarding involuntary care and realistic· discharge 
planning. 

Determination of Need for 
Family Involvement: The family is this patient's sole 

source of income. Her mother is her 
guardian. Ms. Hayne looks forward to family visits and to visits home. The 
family needs support and assurance as they fear that no care system other than 
continued involuntary stay at AMHI will be safe for their daughter. 

Social Work Plan: The guardian is clear in stating that 

care other 
residence 
planning. 

she is not comfortable with any level of 
than court canmitted involuntary' stay and as there is no community 
provi~ing involuntary care; there can be no active discharge 

The Treatment Plan and 
LGnt3..:•fier-=rii=Goa 1--Transi-ti on 
to the Community: The primary means of working on that goal 

is to inform the family of gains that the patient has made and what potential 
there is for community care will continue to provide opportunity for support 
if social skills building work-"the tea group" and other settings on the 

LCG:ls . ~ 
ward. & 
d & t-3/2/93 L. Clifon Graves, LSW 

Page 4 
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· INDIVIDUAL TREATMENT & DISCHARGE PLAN 

PROBLEM: 114 Delusions. 

GOAL/DISCHARGE CRITERIA: Wrendy will make. no statements (asking if head is 
attached) by end of 90 days. 

OBJECTIVE:/ Wrendy will state once daily that she knows that her head is 
attached by end of 90 days. 

TREATMENT INTERVENTIONS: Dr. Veregge, will prescribe antipsychotic 
medication for the purpose of extinguishing Wrendy's delusional thinking 
regarding her head. He will meet with her for 10 minutes each week to discuss 
her treatment, i.e., benefits and side effects of medication. 

~ ··~ .,. ·- -RESPONSIBLE PERSON: Dr. Veregge. 

START DATE: 4/12/91. 

TREATMENT INTERVENTION: William Lajousky will assure Wrendy that her head 
is attached when asked, . during morning meeting and all other daily 

interactions. cu. 0ic fl (orz) ) _ _ . 
~ ·. ,, .-, .....:- . 

RESPONSIBLE PERSON: William·Lajousky. 

U· t7icK{oa/t1a5W 
START DATE: 4/12/91. 
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PROBLEM: 

INDIVIDUAL TREATMENT & DISCHARGE PLAN 

#9 Poor grooming and hygiene. 

GOAL/DISCHARGE CRITERIA: Wrendy will select and wear one clean outfit each 
day by end of 90 days. 

OBJECTIVE: Wrendy will select and wear one clean outfit every other day by 
end of 30 days. 

TREATMENT INTERVENTIONS: Kim Evans , MHW .I will encourage 
Wrendy each day ·in her grooming and selection of clothes. 
privileges will be contingent upon her compliance. 

START DATE: -4/12/91. 

and supervise 
Her (Wrendy' s) 

TREATMENT INTERVENTION: William Lajousky will verbally praise Wrendy when 
she is appropriately groomed and dressed each morning during our morning 

meetings. lLJ· @,cK(ord; · 
. RESPONSIBLE PERSON: .. William Laj'ousky Jr. · 

L). 0,-c K (-orz/, ~0 
START DATE: 4/12/91. 
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It started at approximately 10 A.M. today, when I was notified that the 
patient had run away from the staff escorted g~oup in transit from an activity 
for treatment. by heading down some side stairs. Subsequent search of the area 
and the grounds were conducted without success. I called the home of the patient's 
guardian/mother, Janice Burns, notified her of the patient's de?arture, including 
that it had been reported to me that she was appropriately dressed for the outside 
Winter weather, that I believe an APB should be initiated. Mrs .. Burns agreed 
and it was done. Over the next few hours an intense amount of interest and 
manpower was injoined in the search, until Mrs. Burns called me back at approximately 
1:30 to tell me that the patient had called her from Longfellow Square in Portland. 
Mrs. Burns attempted to locate Wrendy there, but could not find her. Sh.e further 

reported that she had called the Portland Police, and had been unable to obtain 
their help in the search. I asked that AMHI a·uthorities contact Portland Police 
to reiterate an APB and help with the locating of the patient if possible. 
Sometime thereafter Mrs. Burns called again to say that Wrendy had resurfaced 
again at her Grandmother's home int.he Portland area, was in an agitated, distressed, 
and psych~!~<_:yt1;!,te._ Refused to accompany her to t_he hospital for examination. 
Mrs. -Btrrns ha-cr·cal-led P::.6 t6 illicit their help and advice, and they recommended 

that she be brought to the Emergency Room. I recommended same and agreed to 
call her bact shortly when I had explored Administrative sources for other possi
bilities of transport and/or evaluation. Subsequently I discovered that the 
phone number that Mrs. Burns had given me to her mother's home was incorrect, 
so I called the Portland Police Department to explore with them what to do or 
if they had any knowledge of the situation as it existed. The police represen
tative reported to me that Mrs.· Burns had just called to report that she was 
enroute to Maine Medical Center, Emergency Room, with the patient. Sometime 
again afterward, Mrs. Burns called, indicating that they were not in fact on 
their way to the hospital, and had been awaiti~g.,!lloreinformation from me. 
I further ·exhorted the Burns' -to ask for n~lp fr~r'1."oc·a1 Police Department 
if they felt that the patient-was by· the nature of her behavior, presenting 
a danger to herself or others, which in my opinion she may well, for the patient 
to be brought to the Emergency Room to be evaluated for need for emergency involuntary 
hospitalization and transport to AMHI. Mr. Burns grudgingly agreed, hoping 
to find another way of hel~ing his step-daughter, and asked if I would' phone 
in a presciption to a neighborhood pharmacy for a PRN medication. I did so 
by calling CVS at Pine Tree Shopping Center, at their recommendation ordered 
Thorazine 100 mg. every four hours, PRN for agitation times three. I then called 
back the Burns', notified them that this prescription was being pr'epared and 
renewed with them their options and my recommendations that they have the patient 
transported either by themselves or by the police to the emergency room . 

Wil Ham Nev't'nJ', 

WN/ew 
r-2/3/89 
t-2/6/89 

i.: 11Pv-' 7/7(:. Medic.::il Q"r~rr-l Fnrm 

.. \~ 

~k~,J\ 
William SullivanJ.M.D. ~ 
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PSYCHIATRIC REASSESSMENT 

This young woman was transferred from the Young Adul~ Treatment Program, 
where she was· admitted on 2/4/89. She has been· in the hospital on and off, for 
many years. She will be se~n for treatment-plan review on 10/11/90, when her 
parents can be here to participate. 

She has been on Clozapine for the past several months, and has improved 
dramatically. Previously, she would be unaware of her surroundings, would go 
around the ward unclothed, would get into fights, and had a number of 
persecutory ideas. These are not all clear, as yet (see below). 

She was originally assigned to the "Blue" Team, headed by the physician 
extender. However~ her parents objected to this, and she was recently switched 
to the "Red" Team, ,:hich I direct. 

MENTAL STATUS EXAMINATION: She appears her chronological age, is not so 
emaciated as she had been in past years, makes 

good e.y.~ ·cmtract, _c;1.nd 1.s~. ap.propria:tely dresse_d and groomed. Motor activity 
i.s not unusual. There is no tremor nor other uncontrolled activity. She is 
fairly attentive during the interview, tries to be cooperative, and shows no 
unusual mannerisms. She gives the impression of being impatient, however. 
Flow of thought is somewhat constricted, but response time is prompt. Verbal 
production is also constricted, but there is no loosening of associations. 
Speech is clear, coherent, goal-directed, in a soft voice, with no language 
deviations. Mood is euthyrnic; ,she gives the impression of insouciance. Affect 
is somewhat blunted. She denies frank hallucinations. She has the idea that 
her head is being squeezed, that others are going to eat her alive, or are 
eating he~ alive. She often has a feeling of parts of her body falling off. 
There are no feelings of ··th~ught insertion or extraction, ·no ·ob-sessions nor 
compulsions. She denies suicidal and homicidal ideas. -Sensorium is clear, 
orientation correct in the three spheres. Remote and recent memory are 
difficult to assess. I have the impression that there are large gaps in her 
distant memory, however, probably due to her illness. She was unable to sit 
still for tests of retention and recall and any of the tests of intellectual 
functioning. An effort will be made to get formal testing for her. Insight 
and judgment are partially preserved. 

She has a guardian to make treatment decisions for her. 

STRENGTHS & ASSETS: She has a supportive family. She presents well 
physically, and is capable of some warmth. 

-DIAGNOSIS: Schizophrenia, Undifferentiated, Chronic. 

(Cont'd) 
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No problems other than those on the present problem list are noted. Her 
treatment pla~ from Stone South Middle is being continued unchanged until her 
treatment-planning review. 

r&t-10/5/90 

DONALD BYERS, M.D./pcb 
Clinical Director 
Adult Treatment Program - SSU 
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PATIENT NAME;... .. • WRENDY HAYNE 
MR i: 59575 
UNIQUE i: 105101 

0120~ 

UNIT: SLP AUGUSTA 
TEAM COORDINATOR: Michael Gilbert, MHW III 

.ADM DATE: 2/4/89 
DATE OF CONFERENCE: 11/18/92 Augusta, Maine 04332 

MASTER PROBLEM LIST 
____________________________________ Page 2 of 3 
'PROBLEM 
#5 - Leaving ground~ without 

permission. 
DATE: 2/15/92 

#6 - Poor eating skills. 

DATE: 11/18/92 

#7 - Needs remindeis to 
dress accordingly for 
the weather. 

DATE: 11/18/92 

#8 - •I'm bored.• 

DATE: 11/18/92 

PRIORITY· CODES: . 

AS EVIDENCED BY-
A. Called guardian from Burger King on 

2/15/92 for a ride back to AMHI. 
B. Hitchhiked to mother's house on 

4/1/92. 
c. Hitchhiking on stone street, 4/17. 
D. Hitchhiked to grandmother's house on 

5/20/92. 
E. Continues to attempt leaving as of 

this review. 

A. Eats too fast. 

A. Will sneak out without wearing 
shoes, socks, boots, or jacket 
at times. 

A. "I only look forward to coffee and 
cigarettes." 

B. Spends a lot of time in her bed
room. 

Priority 
Code 1 

Discharge 
Goal Reached 
Restated:.5/27/! 
subsumed Under 
Problem# ---

Priority 
Code 1 

Discharge 
Goal Reached 

subsumed Under 
Problem # __ _ 

Priority 
Code 1 

Discharge 
Goal Reached 

subsumed Under 
Problem# ---
Priority 
Code 1 

Discharge 
Goal Reached 

subsumed Under 
Problem# ---

1. Problem requiring immediate attention/car~. 
2. Problem being referred for treatment. 
3. Problem which is currently being deferred. 
4. Problem is minor and/or does not require treatment. 

continued .... 



i:-IAME: 
MR #: 
UN t: 

HAYNE, WRENDY 
59575 
105101 

UNIT: SOCIAL LEARNING PROGRAM 
TEAM. COORD': DOREEN". McFARLAND, RN. 
ADM DATE: 2/4/89 
CONF DATE: 2/17/93 AUGUSTA 

01219 
t--l i \ f\.\... 

f \ 0 c . 
. . C O N c.D '1}1\1°\-\0\J' 

Be. Rc.\..£.f'-S -~ 
t,10\ ,o 'f p..tJ,\-\\ 

ME~,Ji,SlfFA~TH INSTIT~TE 

P.O. Box 724 

MASTER PROBLEM LIST Augusta, Maine 04332 
Page 1 of 2 ------------------------------------PROBLEM 

#5 Leaving.grounds without 
permission 

DATE: 2/15/92 

#6 Poor eating skills 

DATE: 11/18/92 

#7 Needs reminding to dress 
accordingly for weather 

DATE: 11/18/92 

#8 •I'm bored" 

DATE: 11/18/92 

'PRIORITY CODES: 

SUB-PROBLEMS 
Continues to attempt leaving,~~, ~,·N..,J.__,, Priority 
1/14/93. She hitchiked to PS'i~Iand on Code 1 
~!rh l - i '-I - qi., . -----

A.·· Eats too fast. 

Discharge 
Goal Reached ---
subsumed Under 
Problem# 

Priority 
Code 1 

Discharge 

----

Goal Reached __ _ 

subsumed Under 
Problem# ----

A. Will sneak out without wearing Priority 
shoes, socks, boots or jacket at times. Code __ l ___ _ 

A. •I look forward to coffee and 
cigarettes." 
B~ Spends a lot of time in her bedroom. 

Discharge 
Goal Reached ---
subsumed Under 
Problem# 

Priority 
Code 1 

Discharge 

----

Goal Reached __ _ 

·subsumed under 
Problem# ----

· 1~ Problem requiring immediate attention/care. 
2. Problem being referred for treatment. 
3. Problem which is currently being deferred. 
4.·Problem is minor and/or does not require treatment. 



NAME: 
MR ft: 
UN ft: 

HAYHE, WRENDY 
59575 
105101 

UNIT: SOCIAL LEARNING PROGRAM 
TEAM. COORD·: DOREEN· McFARLAND, RN 
ADM DATE: 2/4/89 
CONF DATE: 2/17/93 AUGUSTA 

MASTER PROBLEM LIST 

o 122 n1-
. 1or..N1\f'... 

C. ·o N F . ·n-,o\.rc 
5£,0 ~\ 

Be Rel-cl\ coP'< "' 
t,101 iO F p._w,\-\\. ~ 

cz.nl:,l 0 
ME~ID:A-flS-ff}!;ALTH INSTITUTE 

P.O. Box 724 

Augusta, Maine 04332 ______________________________________ Page __ 2_ of 2 

SUB-PROBLEMS PROBLEM 
MEDICAL PROBLEMS: 
U Myopia 

12 High-risk medicatio~; 
Clozaril 

DATE: 11/20/91 

As identified by AMHI clinic and is in 
treatment with glasses. 

A. As identified by medical profession; 
is closely monitored through weekly 
blood work, the lab,·Dr. Herminda, the 
clinic team and ~he pharmacy. 
B. Medication renewed weekly if lab 
results permit. 
c. LOW seizure threshold. 

Priority 
Code 

Discharge 
Goal Reached 

subsumed under 
Problem# ----

Priority 
Code 1 ------
Discharge 
Goal Reached ---
subsumed Under 
Problem# ----

#3 smoking while taking birth Resolved. Norplant inserted 12/23/92. 
control pills 

Priority 
Code 

#MXVIII Constipation 

PRIORITY CODES: 

See medical summary of 3/23/92. 

Discharge 
Goal Reached 

subsumed Under 
Problem# 

Priority 
Code 1 

----

------
Discharge 
Goal Reached ---
subsumed Under 
Problem f ----

1~ Problem requiring immediate attention/care. 
2. Problem being referred for treatment. 
3. Problem which is currently being deferred. 
4. '·'Problem is minor and/or does not require treatment. 



BAYNE, WRENDY 

MR #59~75 
UN fl05101 
SOCIAL LEARNING PROGRAM 

AUGUSTA 

013d % N F l O E N i l I\ 1., 
. C W\iHO\.J\ 

£,\.,£.1-\SED - -
-r__JO Be. R coPY (\ 

MENT~ ttEAJ.6~ b,"fS'FJ~TE-~ 
p£.RM\551 

P.O. Box 724 . . 
TEAM CCX>RDIHATOR: Dorene McFarland, RN 
ADMISSION DATE: 2/4/89 

Augusta, Maine 04332 

CONFERENCE DATE: 11/14/95 

ADDENDUM TO ITDP OF 10/16/95 
MASTER PROBLEH_LIST 

_____________________________________ Page ___ of __ _ 

PROBLEM 
#4 Alternation in sleep 

pattern. 
DATE 

# 

DATE 

# 

# 

DATE 

PRIORITY CODES: 
1. ACTIVE 
3. STABLE WITH TREATMENT 

· AS EVIDENCED BY (OPTIONAL) 

2. DEFERRED 
4. INACTIVE 

Priority 
Code _____ _ 

Discharge 
Goal Reached __ _ 

Subsumed Under 
Problem# ___ _ 

Priority 
Code _____ _ 

Discharge 
Goal Reached __ _ 

Subsumed Under 
Problem# ___ _ 

Priority 
Code _____ _ 

Discharge _. 
Goal Reached_· __ 

Subsumed Under 
Problem# ___ _ 

Priority 
Code _____ _ 

Discharge 
Goal Reached __ 

Subsumed Under 
Problem # __ _ 
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SOCIAL LEARNING PROGRAM AUGUSTA MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE 

P.O. Box 724 
TEAM COORDINATOR: Dorene McFarland, RN 
ADMISSION DATE: 2/4/89 
CONFERENCE DATE: 11/14/95 Augusta, Maine 04332 

ADDENDUM TO ITDP OF 10/16/95 

PROBLEM# 4: 
Alteration in sleep patt~rn. 

GOAL/DISCHARGE CRITERION: 
The patient will feel rested and be able to maintain her ADL's. 

OBJECTIVE # 1: 

DMcF/jo 
d 11/14/95 

, t 11/20/95 

Wrendy will feel rested upon awakening. 

INTERVENTION: 
1. R.N. will initiate a baseline to monitor sleep pattern times 
two months to evaluate for further intervention. 

RESPONSIBLE PERSON: Dorene McFarland, R.N. 
START DATE: 11/14/95 

--
INTERVENTION: 

2. Alice Dufresne, MHW will attempt to wake up Wrendy at 8 a.m. 
~or breakfast and meds and attempt to keep her up. 

RESPONSIBLE PERSON: Alice Dufresne, MHW I 
START DATE: 11/14/95 

INTERVENTION: 
3. ·Nursing staff will sit with Wrendy when she is awake and 
functioning to discuss activities to keep her motivated. 

RESPONSIBLE PERSON: Dorene McFarland, R.N./Alice Dufresne, MHW 
I/Dan Truman, MHW. 
START DATE: 11/14/95 

INTERVENTION: 
4 ~ Staff will encourage Wrendy to go to bed at a reasonable 
time, i.e., between 9 and 11 p.m. 

RESPONSIBLE PERSON: 
START DATE: 

Dan Truman, MHW 
11/14/95 

~ l-1-e ..- ....,.____ • cJ'L r T-.:> 

MANUEL HERMIDA, M.D. 
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"This is a treatment plan on wrendy Haynes that was hel\dOon1C?312~/8f •1'~\is ~ 
not _dictated on· that day because I was called away forpell-1-Jli~~ emergency and 
due.to the circumstances on that weekend the team was not sure if it should be 
dictated - post-dated." 



HAYNE,. WRENDY __ 

MR #59575 
UN #105101 
SOCIAL LEARNING PROGRAM 
TEAK COORDINATOR: Dorene McFarland, R.N. 
DATE OF ADMISSION: 2/4/89 

014~4 

AUGUSTA 

P.O. Box 724 

Augusta, Maine 04332 

INDIVIDUAL TREATMENT AND DISCHARGE PLAN 

ADDENDUM 

An error was made in dictating Wrendy Hayne' s treatment plan. The day the 
treatment plan was held was April 4, 1996 at 9 a.m., not March 28 as 
previously dictated. It was an error on my part by looking at' the wrong week 
on the calendar to confirm the date. 

DM/jo 
d 5/1/96 
t 5/1/96 

DORENE MCFARLAND, R.N. 

MANUEL HERMIDA, M.D. 
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MARCH 23 1 1989 

Lengthy interview with the Byrns' today at their request when they called 
this morning. This was tantamount to a treatment planning session that the rest 
of the team was unable to attend due to the abruptness of the meeting. I reviewed 
with the Byrns' the status of instructions/order given by Judge Poulin, in that 
we are awaiting the opinion of the Attorney General's office at the recommendation 
of Dr. Jacobsohn. The Byrns' are unhappy with this and indicated that they had 
different information which later they are hoping to clarify with acting Superintendent, 
Rick Hanley. 

We had a lengthy interview and discussion of Wrendy's condition and agreed 
to: 1. At the request of the Byrns I, Wrendy wi'l r 'he'' reminded for approximately 
a week, that she will after one week's time, not get her $1.00 a day spending 
money unless she attends her 8:30 team/patient's meeting. 2. We agree that medication 
will be tapered at the request of the Byrns' to a regimen of Thorazine 75 mg. 
every 4 hours PRN for severe agitation; Thorazine 100 mg. at 8 and 8; and Moban 
50 mg. at 8 and 8 and 25 mg. at 4 P.M .. The Byrns' indicated that they are generally 
encouraged·.?-.Il..4..J?l~ased with Wrendy' s care but disple~sed with what they feel is 
an cmgottrg prooTein w"ith disappearance of Wrendy' s clothing. We have explored 
at different avenues, trying to effect this problem without any real success. 
They indicated a will to discuss it further with the Superintendent. 

ew 
r&t-3/24/89 

....,,,,- ,./',...,.,.: __ , ri--~--.--1 c:"nrm 

~~-
WilliaSu 11 i van\.; M. D. 



01507 
HAYNE, WRENDY 

/1-59575 

AUGUST 18, 1989 

Team attempted to see Wrendy during team meeting this morning but she 
refused. Her care is discussed and her recent behavior of sleeping more during 
the day was explored. Beside ·the initiation of Benadryl by Dr. Rohm seems most 
likely to have caused her to be sleepy. It is pointed out to me that in the 
transcription for renewal of Moban that the order of the dosages were altered so 
that·a small dose was given at noon rather than at 4 o'clock. I believe this to 
have been a transcription error, find no harm or altered daily dose to have been 
given the patient but I will initiate medication error form. 

I've yet received no word from the Burns' about alternative treatment 
planning meeting times. 

ew 
r&t-8/23/89 

tWH,iA~ NEVINS I F. N. p. 

MILES s IMMOt-.½?, M. D. 



HAYNE, WRENDY 

1159575 

MARCH 16, 1990 

01516 

The patient is interviewed briefly this morning. Pleasant, responsive, 
and cooperative in superficial conversation. - She denies any difficulty with 
the introduction of Clozapine and has, I believe, first acquired her level II 
today. I spoke at length last night with patient's stepfather over questions 
raised during recent visit by the mother and stepfather. • In question is 
whether or not the patient should be receiving 75 mg. I.M. in place of 100 mg. 
PO given the absence of acute psychotic behavior, severe agitation, or 
imminence of harm that would necessitate sedation. I think this is a valid 
point, and though I have told Mr. Burns that I'm not aware that it was being 
given as such, I'ye traced through the old medical record and found that the 
original order was mine. We did discuss that I see no harm for the medication 
to be delivered this way and that the dosage is consistent with that that I 
have treated Wrendy for $0 long in the past. The parents also had questions 
about concurrent use of Thorazine and Clozari 1. I explained that we believe 
and expect that there will be no synergistic effect between the two, and that 
there's no contraindication, but given the accepted practice of monopharmacy 
in the w·i 1-1--to determin_e wh~ther or not Clozari 1 -is an instrument of tnange, 
I'~ s-ur-e th-~t-· iti-s con-~istent with Dr. Simmons plan to eventually taper 
Thorazine. Mr. Burns and I agreed that there was no rush for this to happen 
and I recommended that we speak about this again next week as they expect to 
visit. In the meantime, I will reduce the regular backup I.M. dosage of 
Thorazine, and the PRN I.M. will remain at 75 mg. as an appropriate dosage to 
address acute symptoms specified. Continued Clozaril schedule is prescribed at 
incremental dosages intermit next week with a target dose of 300 mg. in two 
weeks time. 

ew 
r&t-3/19/90 

14 new 7/7G Medical Record Form 

WILLIAM NEVINS/F .N. P. 
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(must be addressographed 
Patient Name: · -------------Medical Record Number ------ UNIT ;Jsz.._ , PAGE 

' PHMCY = Pharmacy -

Form 33 7 Revised 6/90 
. Medical Record Form 

M.D.= PHYSICIAN 
P.E.= PHYS. EXTENDER 
Nsg.= NURSING 
Psy.= PSYCHOLOGY 
S.S.= Social Service 
MHW = Mental Health Workers 
R.S.= Rehabilitation Services 

ary 
Te.~m Conference Note 

SRC = Single Room Care 
COR = Constant Observation 
Rst.= Restraint 
G.T.= Group Therapy 
F. L·= Family Therapy 
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Psy.= PSYCHOLOGY 
S.S.= S9cial Service 
MHW = Mental Health Workers 
R.S.= Rehabilitatiou Services 

TCN = Team Conf erenc N.~te 
SRC = Single Room Care 
COR = Constant Observation 
Rst.= Restraint 
G.T.=- Group Therapy 
F.T.= Family Therapy 
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Medical Record Form 
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S.S.= Social Service 
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SRC = Single Room Care 
COR = Constant Observation 
Rst.= Restraint 
G.T.= Group Therapy 
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UTILIZATION REVIEW NOTE. (11/13/93) -----------~------:.-..:___:__.;_.., _____ ~--·-------· 
Patient needs longer hospitalization. She has a 

diagnosis of Schizophrenia, Chronic Undifferentiated. --------'"'-----'---- ----
___ L ____ ~ _______ S_h_e_i_s_being treated with Clozaril, Ti-:.a.tazi::e 2_,n_d ___ _ 

__ _cl. Eiepakote. She is quite delusional, suffers auditorY: ______ . 

--"----"-----~alluci~ations and as a consequence of these symp-

toms often she had serious episodes of agitation 2~~·-----

acute an_xiety. At these moments she could become 

_ 38_Eessive and even assaultive. She c~n not be treated __ _ 

__ --'-1 ___ ·_·_·.:...r·_-._~_: .. _. -:.--~_-_;;:;cin-;:.;._;a;:;.;n __ 9utpatient basis as she needs almost continued 

____ t__ _ _______ ~upervision as she can not take oroper care of_lierself. ~----

1 LOS= 90 days. 
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ERIC M. MEHNERT 

CYNTHIA M. MEHNERT 

LAWRENCE P. BLOOM 
of Counsel 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

66 WINTHROP STREET 

AUGUSTA, MAINE 04330 

September 27, 1996 

VIA: REGULAR AND CERTIFIED MAIL 

Angus S. King, Governor. 
Office of the Governor 
One State House Station 
Augusta, Maine 04333 

Andrew Ketterer, Esq. 
Attorney General 
State House Station #6 
Augusta, Maine 04333-0006 

Melodie Peet, Commissioner 
Mental Health, Mental Retardation 

& Substance Abuse 
P.O. Box 724 
Augusta, Maine 04333 

Rodney Bouffard, Acting Superintendent 
Augusta Mental Health Institute 
P.O. Box 724 
Augusta, Maine 04333 

TELEPHONE (207) 623-1455 
TELEFAX: (207) 621-0353 

Re: Wrendy Jane Hayne/ Notice of Claim Pursuant to Title 14 
M.R.S.A. § 8107 Maine Tort Claims Act 

Dear Governor King, Attorney General Ketterer, Commissioner Peet 
and Mr. Bouffard: 

The Estate of Wrendy Jane Hayne, Ms. Janice Burns, 155 High 
street, South Portland, Maine, individually and as personal 
representative of the Estate of Wrendy Jane Hayne, and Mr. Donald 
Burns, 155 high Street, South Portland, Maine, individually and as 
step-father of Wrendy Jane Hayne, have retained attorneys Eric M. 
Mehnert and Lawrence P. Bloom, of Hawkes and Mehnert, 66 Winthrop 
street, Augusta, Maine, to represent them and the estate in claims 
asserted belo·.v. 
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The Estate and Mr. and Ms. Burns, as parents, step-parents, 
heirs, and personal representative of Ms. Hayne claim that through 
negligence, malpractice, tortious interference of a fiduciary 
relationship (between the victim and· her legal guardian), 
negligent misrepresentation, malfeasance, misfeasance, fraudulent 
misrepresentation, violation of AMHI policy, violation of state and 
federal law, violation of the Consent Decree, and patients' rights 
violations, Augusta Mental Health Institute, its employees or its 
agents, caused Ms. Hayne's death on or about April 6, 1996. 

Such actions include, without limitation, negligence in the 
ownership and maintenance of a public building; tortious 
interference with a contract; failing to propeYly supervise staff; 
failing to exercise professional judgment; failing to abide by 
policy and law in not obtaining consent from Ms. Hayne's guardian 
for a change in the treatment plan (including without limitation 
the removal of one on one supervision for Wrendy); failing to use 
appropriate care regarding the level of Ms. Hayne's supervision 
after being informed of Mr. Pulsifer's threats to her; failing to 
facilitate meaningful communication between Ms. Hayne's staff and 
Mr. Pulsifer's staff despite the knowledge of Pulsifer's continual 
threatening behavior towards Ms. Hayne; failing to use appropriate 
care regarding the level of Mr. Pulsifer's supervision after being 
informed of his threats to Ms. Hayne; failing to adequately train 
staff; failing to train staff in issues of domestic abuse and the 
subsequent failure to recognize the characteristics of domestic 
abuse and violence in the relationship between Ms. Hayne and her 
killer; failure to adequately train and supervise temporary 
doctors at AMHI; invading the privacy Wrendy Hayne and her mother, 
Janice Burns, and breaching confidential information (by allowing 
union reps access to Hayne's confidential treatment information) 
subsequent to the murder; failing to maintain adequate security 
thus allowing Mr. Pulsifer to obtain possession of a master key 
used to unlock a storage room where he murdered Ms. Hayne; failing 
to change door locks (until after the ~urder) despite the knowledge 
that numerous keys were unaccounted for; failure to follow the 
Consent Decree by neither discharging Mr. Pulsifer from AMHI nor 
providing him a treatment plan; negligent and intentional 
infliction of emotional distress on Hayne's mother, Janice Burns 
and upon Don Burns, in misrepresenting the victim's condition to 
her mother and the negligent infliction of emotional distress upon 
Janice and Don Burns. 
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Furthermore, other negligent actions include, without 
limitation, violation of Restatement of Torts 2nd§§ 319 and 320 
which state: 

Restatement 2nd Torts 

§319 Duty of those in Charge of Person Having 
Dangerous Propensities 

One who takes charge of a third person whom he 
knows or should know to be likely to cause 
bodily harm to others if not controlled is 
under a duty to exercise reasonable care to 
control the third person to prevent him from 
doing such harm. 

§320 Duty of Person Having custody of Another 
to Control Conduct of Third Persons 

One who is required by law to take or who 
voluntarily takes the custody of another under 
circumstances such as to deprive the other of 
his normal power of self-protection or to 
subject him to association with persons likely 
to harm him, is under a duty to exercise 
reasonable care so to control the conduct of 
third persons as to prevent them from 
intentionally harming the other or so 
conducting themselves as to create an 
unreasonable risk of harm to him, if the 
actor; 

(a) knows or has reason to know that he has 
· the ability to control the conduct of the 
third persons; and 

(b) knows or should know of the necessity and 
opportunity for exercising such control. 

The responsible parties we understand are: 

Governor Angus King 
Melodie Peet 
Kathleen Whitzell 
Rodney Bouffard 
Diane Gilbert · 
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Dr. Manuel Hermida 
Dr. Gordon Clark 
Dr. Walter Lowell 
Kathy Guilbault 
CompHealth 

Page 4 

We have information which leads us to believe that the 
following individuals may also be responsible. 

Dr. Small 
Dr. Safier 
Dr. Renshaw 
Lori Hunt 
Bruce Coffin 
Doreen McFarland 
Charlie Steen 
Rita Brandt 
Dr. George Davis 
Dr. Owen Buck 
Dr. Whelan 
Dr. Castellanos 

We understand there are others who are responsible, but their 
names are not available to us at this time. We have not received 
all of the requested information from the state which has claimed 
confidentiality regarding certain patient and hospital records and 
has claimed contractual and statutory prohibitions on release of 
relevant employee information. Additionally, it is believed that 
persons with vital information are reluctant to divulge information 
due to threats of discipline and a fear, engendered by the Attorney 
General's office, of personal involvement and potential liability 
in a lawsuit. 

As a direct and proximate result of these actions by the 
aforementioned individuals and the Augusta Mental Health Institute, 
Wrendy Hayne was murdered by Harold Pulsifer on or about April 6, 
1996. 

The Plaintiffs seek the maximum monetary amounts for the 
tortious acts authorized by Maine Law, Title 18-A M.R.S.A. § 2-804, 
et seq. and 14 M.R.S.A. § 8104-D and § 8105, as damages in the 
amount of $300,000.00 or the full limits of any insurance policies 
which cover this loss, whichever is greater. This does not limit 
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the damages which we will seek to recover for the concomitant 
federal civil rights violations for which we will seek in excess of 
seven million dollars in compensatory and punitive damages against 
the responsible individuals. Further, this does not limit the 
damages which we will seek to recover for violations of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act. 

If you want to discuss resolution of this matter, please 
contact the Plaintiff's attorneys as listed below. 

Since 

' ':--'.<JC.J-~~-,::::;- /,' 

I • en rt,? ,a• 
\ ~~cf,/ -

i ~~/,;.; __ 

I ~wre~ce "''· 0B1 om, Esq. 
' Counsel for Janice & Donald Burns 

cc: Janice and Donald Burns 



PROCEDURES FOR HOLDING EXECUTIVE SESSIONS 
TO CONSIDER CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION 

1. The committee convenes a public meeting. The committee conducts any public 
business it wishes to before going into executive session. 

2. A member moves to go into executive session under 1 MRSA §5, sub-§6, paragraph F 
in order to review and discuss information protected by the confidentiality provisions of 
34-B MRSA§l207, sub-§1. 

3. Three-fifths of the members present and voting vote to go into executive session. The 
vote is recorded. 

4. The committee adjourns its public meeting and goes into executive session. 

5. The committee determines that only persons appropriate to the executive session are 
present. The committee reviews the requirements of the executive session, confidentiality 
laws, procedures for handling confidential documents, and penalties for disclosure. Staff 
distribute confidential materials to committee members and any other persons entitled to 
review them. The committee conducts its executive session business, discussing only the 
matter mentioned in the motion. Members return confidential materials to staff. No 
official committee action may be taken in executive session. 

6. The committee returns to public meeting. Any official committee action is taken by 
motion and vote in the public meeeting. 



Joint Standing Committee Process 

Standard procedure under 3 MRSA §165, requesting information from 
departments and individuals. Could consider confidential information 
in executive session, procedures drawn from Freedom of Access Law, 1 
MRSA § 401 et seq., and investigating committee procedures, 3 MRSA 
§ 411 et seq. Court orders may be obtained on behalf of the committee 
to allow it access to confidential information. The Court would balance 
the private harm against the public interest. Office of the Attorney 
General could provide legal representation. 

Investigating committee procedures could be used if the full legislature 
granted investigating and subpoena power to the committee. Vote of 
the Legislature required on a joint resolution. Process would follow 3 
MRSA §165, sub-§7 and 411 et seq. Court orders could be obtained to 
enforce subpoenas and directions from the committee. A party seeking 
to protect information would file a motion to quash the subpoena in 
Superior Court. A decision of the Court would then be needed for the 
information to be released to the committee. The Court would balance 
the private harm against the public interest. Office of the Attorney 
General could provide legal representation. An investigating committee 
proceeds under statutory rules, must keep a complete record and 
produce a transcript and must pay witnesses a fee and expenses. 

Recent history - Paul Gauvreau, who was the Senate chair of the 
Human Resources Committee during the AMHI heat deaths 
investigation recalls that the Legislature passed a joint resolution 
granting investigating and subpoena power to the committee. He does 
not recall that the subpoena power was used. 



HEALTH AND HUNIAN SERVICES CO~ll\tIITTEE 
~IEE TING JULY 19, 1996 
DECISIONS AT THE MEETING AND TASKS FOR 7/26 i\iIEETING 

l. An opinion was requested from Jane Orbeton on whether the Freedom of Access 
Law allows the committee to guard as confidential any information gathered 
through a toll free telephone line provided to the public by the committee. 

2. Linda Pistner, Deputy Attorney General, representing the office at the meeting 
advised the committee that the Attorney General will assist the committee in 
obtaining the parts of the report done by the Kennebec Valley ::Vlental Health Center 
on the Bechard incident that the Attorney General's Office believes are open to the 
public since the report is in the possession of the Department of Mental Health, 
Mental Retardation and Substance Abuse Services and is therefore subject to 
production under the Freedom of Access Law. To do this, the office will (a) 
complete its own determination of what is confidential and what is open to the 
public in the report, (b) attempt to reach agreement with the attorney for the 
KVNIHC on what may be released, and (c) notify the KVMHC that it intends to 
release the portions that it considers to be open to the public and allow the agency 
the opportunity to obtain a court order to protect from disclosure any portions of the 
report that they believe are not open to the public. This action will help to carry 
through on the request of the committee for the report made by Jane to KVMHC 
and to the Department during June. 

3. The committee agreed to have Jane to send a letter to the Department of Mental 
Health, Mental Retardation and Substance Abuse Services requesting employee 
disciplinary action information resulting from the Hayne murder and subsequent 
investigation, pursuant to 5 MRSA § 7070, understanding that there is a 120 day 
time period that must pass in cases of appeal. Jane needs to research this statute, 
send the request, and provide information to the committee. 

4. The committee voted unanimously to request the Attorney General's Office to 
take the following actions. Linda Pistner, Deputy Attorney General, attended and 
provided information and advice throughout the meeting to the committee. 

(a) Assist the committee in obtaining a waiver of statutory confidentiality of 
patient records and information from Mark Bechard, and whatever court order 
might be required, to permit committee consideration of the records and the 



internal report of the Kennebec Valley Mental Health Center. The 
committee's first choice is to consider this information in a public forum. 
Second choice is a private forum, executive session, pursuant to 3 MRSA 
§165, sub-§7 and 3 MRSA chapter 21. Linda Pistner expressed the general 
agreement of the Attorney General to pursue this for the committee. She 
expressed 2 concerns: (1) that the committee choose a member to approach 
Mark Bechard about signing a waiver as this is a non-attorney task, and (2) 
that if he chooses not to sign and the committee has not obtained subpoena 
power and issued a subpoena, the Attorney General will be unable to make an 
argument for the release of the information as there will be no legal basis on 
which to proceed. Jane will discuss with the chairs who will make the waiver 
request to ivir. Bechard's attorney and the language of any waiver. Jane and 
Linda will work together to ensure that the request, waiver form and any 
court documents express the intentions and accomplish the purposes of the 
committee. 

(b) Assist the committee in obtaining a waiver of statutory confidentiality of 
patient records and information from Wrendy Hayne and Harold Pulsifer to 
permit committee consideration of patient records in public or, if necessary, 
in executive session. The committee also asked for assistance in obtaining 
from the Department and from AMHI an inventory of information that may 
assist the committee as to these patients and the murder and subsequent 
investigations, action and reports. Motion passed unanimously. Linda 
Pistner concerns about who should request the waivers apply here as they do 
regarding Bechard. Linda explained to the committee that state and federal 
confidentiality law may limit the contents of an inventory list. Jane will 
discuss with the chairs who will make the waiver requests to the attorneys for 
Ms. Hayne and Mr. Pulsifer and the language of any waivers. Jane and 
Linda will work together to ensure that the requests, waiver forms and any 
court documents express the intentions and accomplish the purposes of the 
committee. 

(c) Assist the committee in obtaining a waiver of statutory confidentiality of 
patient records and information from the estate of Marlene Cunningham to 
permit committee consideration of patient records and any other information 
prepared by AMHI or the Department as a result of her death, and any court 
orders that may be required. Such consideration to be held in public or, if 
necessary, in executive session. Motion passed, all in favor except 



Representative Fitzpatrick. Jane will discuss with the chairs who will make 
the waiver request to the estate of Ms. Cunningham and the language of any 
waiver. Jane and Linda will work together to ensure that the request, waiver 
forms and any court documents express the intentions and accomplish the 
purposes of the committee. 

5. Copies of information distributed to the committee in past weeks and at the 
meeting will be placed in a file under the name of the committee in the State Law 
Library in Augusta. The public may review the documents there and make copies 
for a nominal charge. 

6. The committee asked Jane to arrange for the following agenda for the next 
meeting, July 26 at 9:30am in Room 228 of the State House: 

(a) Discussions with Kennebec Valley Mental Health Center regarding the 
following: 

Their policy and procedures on medication monitoring (ie for 
clozapine ), the rights and responsibilities of the agency and the 
Department pursuant to their contracts with the Department, the 
provision of community based services (service delivery, staffing, 
supervision of clients and staff, activities, costs), procedures for crisis 
intervention and interaction with municipalities and crisis service 
providers, crisis management, communications with the Department. 

(b) Discussions with the Department about the following: 
Out-of-state placements (numbers, reasons, choices, costs), the role of 
acute care and long-term care hospitals and the role of AMHI, the use 

, of the safety net beds at AMHI, discussion of patient rights and patient 
cooperation and medical programs, LD 1704 and how are services 
being delivered and how will they be delivered in the near future, 
procedures for auditing financial information regarding contracting 
agencies, how the Department monitors contracts for services, 
communications with agencies, any other issues arising from the 
discussions with the KVMHC. 
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AGENDA - MEETING JULY 19, 1996 
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10:00 Linda Pistner, Deputy Attorney General 
Legal issues 

10:30 Julie Armstrong, Chief Counsel, Bureau of Employee Relations 
Restrictions on information pertaining to employees and 
committee discussions with employees 

11 :00 Committee discussion with Commissioner Melodie Peet 
Update on AMHI conditional licensing 
Progress on hiring the clinical director 
Employee matters at AMHI 
Transferring AMHI positions to the community 
Other 
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HEAL TH AND HUMAN SERVICES COMMITTEE 
MEETING JULY 26, 1996 
DECISIONS AT THE MEETING AND TASKS FOR 8/2 MEETING 

1. The committee decided to continue their effort to obtain patient waivers 
to allow review of patient mental health records on Wrendy Hayne, Pete 
Pulsifer, Mark Bechard and Marlene Cunningham. With regard to the 
waiver, the committee still prefers a public session. If not agreeable to the 
patient or patient's family or the court, the committee will proceed in a 
private session, held pursuant to 1 MRSA §405 and Joint Rule 313, attended 
by the committee members, nonpartisan staff, one partisan staff member 
designated by the President of the Senate and one designated by the Speaker 
of the House, up to 3 consultants retained by the committee, a representative 
of the Attorney General, and a person from the union representing any 
employee testifying before the committee, if required by contract or statute. 
The committee intends to speak with employees or providers who cared for 
the patients. The committee intends to write a report, make 
recommendations and may prepare legislation. These work products would 
contain no reference direct or indirect to any patient and would not 
comment directly on specific incidents. Jane and Linda Pistner, Chief 
Deputy Attorney General, will have a waiver ready for the chairs to use in 
approaching the patients and their families by Tuesday evening. Once the 
waiver is signed, Linda will apply for a court order granting access to the 
records. 

2. Unfinished business (see also 3 below): 
Report from Jane on confidentiality of 800 telephone number 
information. 
Report from Linda Pistner on union presence at the McDowell task 
force sessions and on the office's with the attorney for the 
Kennebec Valley Mental Health Center, Steve O'Donnell, about 
release of the center's Bechard incident review. 
Jane will to get crime statistics, particularly data connecting crime to 
mental health status. 



3. The committee asked Jane to arrange for the following agenda for the 
next meeting, August 2 at 9:30am in Room 228 of the State House: 

(a) Beginning at 9:30 sharp, information from the Kennebec Valley 
Mental Health Center regarding the following: 
Their policy and procedures on medication monitoring (ie for 
clozapine) and job descriptions of clozaril case managers. Do all 
clozaril clients have community case managers? 

(b) Discussions with the Department about the following: 
Out-of-state placements (numbers, reasons, choices, costs), the role of 
acute care and long-term care hospitals and the role of AMHI, the use 
of the safety net beds at AMHI, discussion of patient rights and 
patient cooperation and medical programs, LD 1704 and how are 
services being delivered and how will they be delivered in the near 
future, procedures for auditing financial information regarding 
contracting agencies, how the Department monitors contracts for 
services, communications with agencies, any other issues arising from 
the discussions with the KVMHC. Discussion of materials provided 
at the July 26th meeting. Discussion of the Behavioral Health 
Network contract and whether the data base will belong to the State. 
Will anyone else have access to it? Discussion of medication 
management and case management oversight. Is there a required 
protocol on clozaril medication management (blood count and 
compliance)? What happens if a client does not take medication? 
What are the departments procedures for overseeing an agency? New 
hiring and contracting for case managers. 

( c) Discussions with Dick Thompson, State Purchasing Agent, 
regarding sole source contracting and the Behavioral Health Network 
contract. See department note above. The committee asked Jane to 
get information on the Behavioral Health Network: its structure and 
organization, board of directors, budget, members, employees, office 
location, contracts with the department (is there in them an identified 
profit line?). 
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Decisions and Information Requests 
at August 2 Meeting of 

Health and Human Services Committee 

1. John Shaw will provide information on: (1) alert status and emergency procedures; (2) upon 
no-show for clozaril blood count work, how quickly does the agency act, what does it do, what 
are the shortest and longest times until resumption of blood count work and re-entry onto 
medication; 

2. The committee agreed to proceed with requesting patient mental health record waivers. The 
committee agreed, with regard to the circulated waiver: (a) to change paragraph 8 to a general 
category of patient care providers, (b) on paragraph 10 to delete partisan staff, (c) on 
paragraph 9 to require revocation in writing, (d) on paragraph 10 to add "when the committee 
is in executive session, (e) to change in paragraph 9 the "reliance" language, perhaps to 
"pursuant to it" (Jane will try to reach an agreement with Lawrence Bloom, attorney for Mr. 
& Mrs. Burns), (f) change the waiver expiration date to 6/30/97, (g) in paragraph 11 restrict 
court review to in camera. 

3. Questions remain about: 

(a) whether the committee will seek a court order authorizing disclosure, pursuant to 34-B 

§1207, 

(b) whether execution of a waiver under §1207, in waiving confidentiality, makes any records 
turned over to the committee public records under the Freedom of Access Law, 

(c) presence of patient representatives and employee union representatives at any executive 
sessions under Freedom of Access Law. 

4. Questions requiring Jane's attention: 

(a) Can the committee obtain non-patient records from AMHI? 
(b) What is the authority of the committee and the power of a waiver at the end of the 117th and 

into the 118th Legislature? 
(c) With DMHMRSAS, what happens to the database when the Behavioral Health Network 

((BHN) contract terminates? 
(d) Does HMO Law apply to BHN? 
(e) With Linda Pistner, what is the effect on the BHN contract of "approved as to form, by AG" 

and "Rod Bouffard signing for Wayne Douglas."? 
(f) Does BHN require licensing? 

5. DMH&MR&SAS will find out whether the department intends to recoup from BHN funds 
paid by BHN to Dr. Clark. 

g:oplalhs/commttee/hum/dec&infodoc/JO/vmp/ August 6, 1996 
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AGENDA/' 

Health and Human ~~r~ Committee 
Room 436, J 996 

Information from Kennebec Valley lVlental Health Center 
on medication monitoring and community case managers. 

Update from Jane Orbeton and Linda Pistner on progress 
toward obtaining access to patient records and information 

Discussions with the Department of lVlental Health, Mental 
Retardation and Substance Abuse Services regarding: 

Out-of-state placements (numbers, reasons, choices, costs), the role of 
acute care and long-term care hospitals and the role of AMHI, the use 
of the safety net beds at AMHI, discussion of patient rights and 
patient cooperation and medical programs, LD 1704 and how are 
services being delivered and how will they be delivered in the near 
future, procedures for auditing financial information regarding 
contracting agencies, how the Department monitors contracts for 
services, communications with agencies, any other issues arising from 
the discussions with the KVMHC. Discussion of materials provided 
at the July 26th meeting. Discussion of the Behavioral Health 
Network contract and whether the data base will belong to the State. 
Will anyone else have access to it? Discussion of medication 
management and case management oversight. Is there a required 
protocol on clozaril medication management (blood count and 
compliance)? What happens if a client does not take medication? 
What are the departments procedures for overseeing an agency? New 
hiring and contracting for case managers. 

Information about the Behavioral Health Network. 
Discussion of contract between the Department and the 
Behavioral Health Network. 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: Members, Health and Human Services Committee 
FROM: Jane Orbeton, Legal Analyst 
DATE: August 20, 1996 
RE: Committee business 

Since I will be away when you meet on the 23rd, I am writing this memo. It will update 
you on events since the meeting on August 2nd and provide answers to questions posed 
of me at that meeting. 

1. The waiver of confidentiality and court order to enable the committee to discuss 
and use confidential records. 
a. The waivers. A waiver has been signed by Mrs. Bums to permit the committee to 
use patient records of Wrendy Hayne. The waiver allows public use of some information 
and executive session use of any information designated as confidential. When the 
records are delivered to the committee I expect some records to be for full public access 
and some to be restricted for committee executive session only. A clear designation by 
the patient representative will be critical. The waiver is revocable at any time. No other 
waivers have been signed. 
b. The court orders. The Attorney General's Office applied to the District Court in 
Augusta for approval of the waiver of confidentiality of patient records for Wrendy 
Hayne. The application to the court also addresses release of the stalking book. Linda 
Pistner will brief the committee on progress in this area. 

2. Procedures for handling mental health patient records delivered to the 
committee. 
a. Public access information. Patient records that are delivered to the committee with a 
full waiver to permit public access will be copied and distributed to members of the 
committee and to the public. A numbering system for the pages will have to be used on 
the records. No special protections apply to committee use of these records. 
b. Restricted access information. Patient records that are delivered to the committee 
with a limited waiver to permit committee access only will be processed thru the same 
numbering system as the public access documents. They will then be copied for members 
of the committee and others permitted by court order or committee executive session 
procedure under 1 MRSA §405, sub-§6, paragraph F. Copying will be done by 
employees of the Department of Administrative and Financial Services. These employees 
are bound by departmental confidentiality requirements. The original and all copies, 
including any misprints, will be returned to the committee. Access to these copies will be 
restricted. They will be delivered to committee meetings in sealed envelopes and must be 
returned to sealed envelopes at the end of the meeting and collected for safe keeping. 
They will be locked in secure storage at the State House between meetings. 



3. Obtaining non-patient records from AMHI. 
The committee requested records noted on the 3rd page of the submission provided by the 
Department: unit shift report, patient/staff assignments, individualized shift work sheets, 
"critical incident report," "OD" book, the McDowell report, the "Bouffard, Estabrook, 
Williams report," peer review, memos, individualized patient report. The McDowell 
report we have already received. I do not know if these others are public records, or if 
they are available to the committee or protected from disclosure to the committee. I 
asked the Department for these records and Linda Pistner for legal advice on their 
availability. I understand that there may be an objection from another patient. Linda will 
provide up to date information. 

4. The powers of the Legislature and the waiver. 
The 117th Legislature may meet and its members may act up through its last day, 
December 3. The 118th Legislature will be sworn in on December 4, followed by 
adoption of the joint rules and, after that date, appointment of committees. 

5. The Behavioral Health Network contract. 
The Department contract with the Behavioral Health Network specifies that the database 
belongs to the Department, see pages 10 and 11 of the contract. The contract notation 
"approved as to form by the Attorney General" and the signature notation "Rod Bouffard 
signing for Wayne Douglas" have no effect on the legality of the contract. The reference 
to the Attorney General's Office is left over from a previous era. It has no legal effect. I 
understand from the Department that Rod was authorized to sign for Wayne. 

The Behavioral Health Network is a corporation licensed under 13-A MRSA. It would 
need to be licensed as a health maintenance organization only if it were to operate as an 
HMO: providing health care through a network of providers for a prepaid premium. In 
short it would have to obligate itself to provide services for a fixed price to the consumer, 
like an insurance company. My conclusion is that state law does not require the 
Behavioral Health Network to be licensed as an HMO in order to provide the services it 
has undertaken in the contract with the Department. 

The Department has been asked whether they are seeking to recoup funds paid to Dr. 
Clark by BHN under the BHN contract. 

6. Linda Pistner will have information on the following: 
a. The waiver and court order to permit committee use of patient records, paragraph 1. 
b. The legal review of non-patient records, paragraph 3. 
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AGENDA 
HEAL TH AND HUMAN SERVICES COMMITTEE 

MEETING AUGUST 23, 1996, ROOM 228 

9:30am Update from Linda Pistner on the court order waiving 
confidentiality of patient records 

10:00am Update from Peggy Reinsch and Lisa Copenhaver of OPLA 
on issues and questions from the August 2 meeting 

10:30am Update from the Department of lVIental Health, Mental 
Retardation and Substance Abuse Services on the status of 
AMHI and medical staffing 

11:00am Discussions with the Department on patient deaths and 
review of the operation of community mental health 
agencies 



MEMORANDUM 

To: Joint Standing Committee on Health and Human Services 
From: Jane Orbeton, OPLA 
Date: September 4, 1996 
Re: Mental Health Review 

The following information is provided as a result of issues raised at the August 23rd 
meeting of the committee. The next meeting of the committee for purposes of reviewing the 
mental health system is Friday, September 12th, immediately after the committee review at 
9am of the appointment of Lynn Dube as director of the Office of Substance Abuse. 

1. A request was made that all documents distributed to the committee and to the public through 
the committee be pre-screened for confidentiality purposes. Every attempt will be made to do 
this. Prior distribution to legal staff (OPLA and the Attorney General's Office if appropriate) 
will make this go more quickly. 

2. A question was asked about the handwritten memo, how it could be confidential if distributed 
to the committee. 1 MRSA §402, sub-§3 defines public records. In subsection 1 it excepts 
"records that have been designated confidential by statute." A patient could execute a limited 
waiver of rights to confidentiality of records and information so that they are still confidential 
under 34-B MRSA §1207, while granting to the committee access to the documents. These 
documents would need to be discussed in executive session only. A patient could grant a full 
waiver so that records become public and can be discussed in public. The committee should not 
have possession of records when no waiver has been signed by the patient. 

3. A request was made for guidance regarding confidentiality. OPLA staff will be happy to 
provide this. Specific instructions will depend on what types of information we obtain, under 
what types of waivers and court orders. Copies of prior letters to the committee from Jane dated 
July 26th and 31st are a good starting point. 1 MRSA §405 and Joint Rule 313 contain 
provisions on executive sessions and committee procedures for handling confidential 
information. 

4. Linda Pistner agreed to put together a list of non-patient records that are not being released to the 
committee and to list the basis for not releasing each record. 

5. A question was raised about the legal authority of Rod Bouffard to sign the Behavioral Health 
Network contract for Wayne Douglas. 34-B MRSA §1204, sub-§1 grants to the commissioner general 
powers to "perform any legal act relating to the care, custody, treatment, relief and improvements of 
residents of the state .... " This provision includes the power to contract for services. 34-B MRSA §1204, 
sub-§3, paragraphs A and B allow the commissioner to delegate powers and duties to associate 
commissioners and allow the commissioner to empower associate commissioners to further delegate 
those powers. (A copy of the law, as amended this last session, is attached.) If the commissioner has 
delegated the power to contract for services to Wayne, this provision would allow Wayne to delegate that 
power to Rod Bouffard. 



6. Whether the Behavioral Health Network needs to be licensed as an HMO depends on whether BHN 
provides health care services to enrolled participants for a predetermined premium. A copy of 24-A 
MRSA §4202-A defines HMO and sets out those requirements. In the contract with the Department the 
BHN duties are specified in the section entitled III. Service Specifications, which runs for 8 pages and 
contains 20 project tasks (see pages 2 through 9 of the contract). None of the tasks is actual health care 
service delivery. It is my reading that under this contract BHN does not provide health care services 
(medical, dental, or hospital services to prevent, alleviate, cure or heal human illness or injury), does not 
serve enrolled participants and does not charge a predetermined premium. My advice to the committee is 
that BHN is not providing the health care services directly to the consumer, at a prepaid premium price, 
that would qualify it as an HMO and require it to be licensed. A copy of the articles of incorporation of 
the Behavioral Health Network of Maine is attached. 

7. The committee requested that Wayne Douglas provide information about the Department's ownership 
of the BHN contract database and BHN' s not retaining it, which will include a penalty clause. 

8. The committee asked Wayne Douglas to provide information on BHN, the 7 regions, the distribution 
of class members around the state, and assessment rates. 

9. The committee asked Wayne Douglas to speak with the Attorney General's Office about conflict of 
interest, the BHN contract, and Dr. Clark's duties and reimbursement. 

10. The committee requested that Bill Thompson provide information about the AMHI management 
decision, including whether the medical director is a state employee or a contract employee. 

11. The committee requested that Sue Bell report on the funding problems in the Medical Examiner's 
Office. 

12. The committee asked Katie Fullam to provide information on the progress of the Maine Task Force 
on Mental Health, chaired by Jane Holt deFrees, of Rumford. Created by Executive Order dated May 20, 
1996, the task force is required to report its recommendations on the mental health system to the 
Governor by October 1, 1996. A copy of the Executive Order is attached. 

13. Commissioner Melodie Peet has sent to the committee copies of the independent medical reviews 
done after Wrendy Hayne's death by Doctors Franklin Bragg, Ann Hanlon, Edward Robinson, and 
Jonathan Morris. Release of these reviews to the public was authori_zed by Judge Courtland Perry, of the 
Maine District Court. Copies of the reviews are enclosed. They are public documents. 

g/oplalhs/com/hum/cor/8-27hum 



PUBLIC LAW, c. 560 

{5) To be eligible for appointment as asso
ciate commissioner for systems operations, 
a person must have training and experience 
in general management or administration. 

Sec. K-15. 34-B MRSA §1204, sub-§2, 
~C, as amended by PL 1993, c. 410, Pt. CCC, §11 and 
PL 1995, c. 3 95, Pt. G, § 1 1 and affected by §20, is 
repealed and the following enacted in its place: 

C. The commissioner shall appoint the following 
officials to serve at the commissioner's pleasure: 

{l) Associate Commissioners: 

(2) Superintendent, Augusta Mental Health 
[nstitute: 

(3) Superintendent, Bangor Mental Health 
Institute: 

( 4) Superintendent, Pineland Center; 

(5) Director, Mental Retardation Facility: 

(6) Director, Elizabeth Levinson Center: 

(7) Assistant to the Commissioner for Pub
lic Infonnation: 

{8) Assistant to the Commissioner: 

(9) Director, Bath Children's Home. This 
subparagraph is repealed on July I, 1996: 

( l 0) Regional Directors: and 

(l l) Director, Office of Substance Abuse. 

The Director of the Office of Substance Abuse 
must be reviewed by the joint standing 
committee of the Legislature having jurisdiction 
over human resource matters prior to taking 
office. 

Sec. K-16. 34-B MRSA §1204, sub-§3, 
11A and B, as enacted by PL 1983, c. 459, §7, are 
amended to read: 

A. The commissioner may delegate powers and 
duties given under this Title to the associate 
commissioners, bureau directors and chief 
administrative officers of state institutions. 

B. The commissioner may empower the associ
ate commissioners, burea1:1 directors and chief 
administrative officers of state institutions to fur
ther de legate powers and duties delegated to 
them by the commissioner. 

Sec. K-17. 34-B MRSA §1204, sub-§8, as 
enacted by PL 1989, c. 933, §2, is amended to read: 

1492 

SECOND REGULAR SESSION - 1995 

8. Physicians. Employees Department emplov
ees in the classifications of physician 1, II and Ill 
within the Department of Mental Health and Mental 
Retardation are unclassified state employees, as 
defined by Title 26, section 979-A, subsection 6, and 

· are members of bargaining units, subject to Title 26, 
chapter 9-8. An employee in any of these classifica
tions 5fnHl must, as a condition of continued employ
ment, maintain necessary clinical privileges to practice 
medicine in that employee's position as detennined by 
the respective medical staff and the superintendent of 
the facility. Any tennination of employment due to a 
loss of clinical privileges to practice medicine as 
referenced under this paragraph is not subject to the 
grievance procedure under any collective bargaining 
agreement. 

Sec. K-18. 34-B MRSA §1205, sub-§1, as 
amended by PL 1989, c. 73 1, § l, is further amended 
to read: 

1. Establishment. The Office of Advocacv is 
established within the Office of Advocacv 'and 
Consumer Affairs of the department solely to investi
gate the claims and grievances of clients of the 
department, to investigate with the Department of 
Human Services, as appropriate, all allegations of 
adult and child abuse in state institutions and to 
advocate on behalf of clients for compliance by any 
institution, other facility or agency administered, 
licensed or funded by the department with all laws, 
administrative rules and institutional and other policies 
relating to the rights and dignity of clients. 

Sec. K-19. 34-B l\tIRSA §1207, sub-§5, 
~. as enacted by PL 1993, c. 593, §1, is amended to 
read: 

D. By September l, 1994, the department shall 
adopt rules to implement this subsection. The 
rules must include, but are not limited to, an ap
peal process for persons who are denied access to 
information under paragraph B. The appeal 
process must detennine whether the person ~e
questing information is a person who lives W(th 
or provides direct care to a client, whether dis
closure of the infonnation is in the best interest 
of the client and whether denial of access to the 
information will result in significant 
deterioration in the client's daily functioning. 
The commissioner shall appoint an advisory 
committee pursuant to Title 5, section. 12002. 
subsection 1, paragraph A to assist the 
department in the development of the rules. The 
members of the advisory committee are not 
entitled to reimbursement for expenses. or 
legislative per diem. The advisory com~uttee 
must include, but is not limited to, proportionate 
representation from each of the following: 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Members, Joint Standing Committee on Health and Human Services 
From: Jane Orbeton, OPLA 
Date: September 9, 1996 
Re: Confidential Information and Committee Procedures 

In its review of the mental health system, the Health and Human Services Committee will be 
reviewing documents protected by confidentiality laws. This memo briefly explains the 
protections granted by confidentiality statutes and the legal effect of waivers of confidentiality. 
Then the memo discusses committee procedure when reviewing documents for which 
confidentiality has been fully or partially waived. 

I. Confidentiality 
Mental health patient records are confidential under 34-B MRSA §1207, sub-§1, unless the client 
or authorized person has given informed written consent or a court has ordered disclosure. 
(There are other exceptions not relevant to the committee's work.) 

If the client or authorized person has consented to full public disclosure or a court has ordered 
full public disclosure, the records are no longer confidential. They become public records when 
they are held by the committee. The committee may review and discuss them in public 
proceedings and is required to make them available for review by the public. 

If the client or authorized person has signed a partial waiver they have consented to disclosure to 
the committee with some stated restrictions on further disclosure by the committee. If a court has 
ordered disclosure under some restrictions, once again the waiver of confidentiality is only 
partial. In these situations, the records retain some of the confidentiality protections granted by 
the statute. These rights to confidentiality must still be protected. 

II. Committee Procedures 
Committee review of records subject to a partial waiver or a court order of disclosure under some 
restrictions is governed by the terms of the waiver or court order, the Freedom of Access Law (1 
MRSA chapter 13, subchapter I), Joint Rule 313 and whatever procedures the committee adopts. 
Copies of 1 MRSA §405 and Joint Rule 313 are attached. 

The Freedom of Access Law, in 1 MRSA §405, sub-§6, paragraph Fallows the committee to 
meet in executive session to review records for which access by the general public is prohibited 
by statute. 1 MRSA §405 also specifies the procedures for executive sessions. The committee 
must start its meeting in a public meeting. A member must move to go into executive session, 
indicating the precise nature of the business to be considered in executive session. 3/5 of the 
members present and voting must vote to go into executive session. The vote must be held in 
public and must be recorded. As final official actions may not be taken in executive session, the 
public body must reconvene in public session, and take any action by vote in public. Care must 
be taken in this motion and in any discussion not to mention any information that is confidential. 



The statute is very specific that only the confidential matter stated in the motion, and no other 
matters, may be considered in the executive session. 

1 MRSA §405 does not provide a complete description of the committee procedure required for 
executive sessions. Decisions will need to be made within the Health and Human Services 
Committee about who may attend, how information is to be gathered and how discussion is to 
proceed. To the extent that the committee is discussing information covered by a waiver or a 
court order, the committee must abide by any limitations on who may attend the session 
contained in the waiver or order. Anyone attending the session is bound by the same 
confidentiality restrictions and is subject to the same penalties for disclosure as the committee. I 
suggest that each meeting begin and end with a discussion about confidential information and the 
importance of nondisclosure, a warning about the handling of confidential materials, and a 
reminder of the penalties for disclosure. 

III. Handling of confidential materials 
I suggest the following procedures for handling confidential materials. 

At the beginning of the committee's work with confidential materials, members of the committee 
will be asked to sign statements that they agree to review any confidential materials in strictest 
confidence and to maintain their confidentiality. The statement will contain a reminder of the 
penalties for disclosure. Disclosure violates 34-B MRSA §1207 and carries a penalty of up to 
1 year in jail and a fine of up to $500. Disclosure that violates a court order is also 
punishable as criminal contempt of court and may qualify for severe sanctions. 

OPLA will have confidential documents copied using security precautions and will store 
confidential records in a secure place. All materials will have a gold cover sheet giving the name 
of the member to whom they are distributed and displaying the warning that the materials are 
confidential. Members will have access to the materials at work sessions, at the conclusion of 
which the materials will be returned to OPLA. Between work sessions, members may sign out 
materials from OPLA, review them in the State House in a manner and in an environment that 
maintains their confidentiality, and return them the same day before 5pm. Members will be 
responsible for all materials that they sign out. 

At the conclusion of the committee's work on a particular matter, steps must be taken to 
safeguard confidentiality of documents. Joint Rule 313 offers the committee the choice of 
destroying materials, protecting them by some other method or returning them to the person who 
provided them to the committee. I suggest that the safest choice is to have OPLA destroy all 
confidential materials. 

g/oplalhs/com/hurn/corr/9-4hum 



9am 

10am 

11am 

AGENDA 
Health and Human Services Committee 

Meeting September 13, Room 436, State House 

Review of Commissioner Melodie Peet's appointment of Lynn Duby as 
Director of OSA, pursuant to 34-B MRSA §1204. 

§ 1207 requires the Health and Human Services Committee to review the 
appointment of the director of OSA prior to the director taking office. 
When OSA moved from the Governor's Office to the Department of 
Mental Health, Mental Retardation and Substance Abuse Services, the 
committee vote and Senate confirmation were removed from the 
procedure. 

Discussion of the committee's review of the mental health system. 

Review of issues requiring answers or work after August 23rd meeting. 
See attachment, pages 1 thru 24. 

Plan for the committee's work: purpose, report, schedule and completion 
date. See attachment, page 25. 

Plan for reviewing confidential records. See attachment, pages 1 and 2 
and page 26. 

Discussion with Janice Bums, mother of Wrendy Hayne. 



Requests made at the September 17th meeting of the Health and 
Human Services Committee 

1. The committee would like to speak with a person from AMHI to explain 
AMHI patient records. 
2. The committee would like to speak with a person from AMHI to discuss 
key policy and access to the canteen. 
3. The committee would like to speak with the Advocate' s Office, 
specifically advocate Matt Cushner and supervisor Richard Estabrook. 
4. The committee would like a briefing on performance of the different 
agencies working under the Behavioral Health Network contract and 
compliance with Judge Mills schedule in court. 
5. The committee would like Jane to speak with the Department about how 
the committee may begin discussions with employees at AMHI. 
6. The committee would like information from the Department about 
voluntary and involuntary commitments, and AMHI practice and policy in 
their use. 
7. The committee would like information from the Department about staff 
training and development at AMHI. 
8. The committee would like information from the Department and the 
Advocate's Office about relationships between themselves and patients' 
families. 
9. The committee would like to discuss with Linda Pistner and the 
Department the letter of September 13th from Commissioner Peet about 
access to non-patient records. 
10. The committee would like information from the Department about 
AMHI practice and policy and the law on guardian notification. 
11. The committee would like information from AMHI and the Department 
on practice and policy when there is a relationship or safety problem 
between two residents of an institution. 
12. The committee would like from the Department or from Jane a list of 
staff cuts, identifying positions, at AMHI as a result of the Productivity 
Realization Task Force bills. 
13. At the meeting on September 13th the committee asked for a list of top 
clinical staff positions at AMHI and the people who held those positions in 
April. 
14. Requests outstanding from the August 23rd meeting are listed in the 
attached memo dated September 4th. 



AGENDA 
Health and Human Services Committee, September 20 

9:30am, Room 436 State House 

I 

1. Discussion with Linda Pistner of the letter from Commissioner Peet dated September 
13th, responding to the committee's request for records. 

2. Discussion with the Advocate' s Office regarding advocate/family/patient/institution 
interaction, Ric~ Estabrook and Matt Cushner for the Advocate's Office. 

3. Discussion with AMHI about: 
patient records 
key policy and access to the canteen 
voluntary and involuntary commitments 
staff training and development 
guardian notification and consent, according to law, policy and practice 
policy and practice when interaction between 2 patients poses a problem 

4. Discussion with the Department about performance under the Behavioral Health 
Network contract and compliance with Judge Mills' orders in Bates v. Peet et al. 

5. Discussion with Jane Orbeton about: 
procedures for the committee's talking with employees at AMHI 
list of top clinical staff position employees at AMHI in April, 1996 
identification of position cuts at AMHI 
update on outstanding issues from 8/23 meeting 
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STATE OF MAINE 

DEPARTMENT OF 

MENTAL HEALTH, MENTAL RETARDATION, 

AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 

40 STATE HOUSE STATION 

ANGUS S. KING, JR. 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 

04333-0040 
GOVERNOR 

. September 13, 1996 

Honorable Joan Pendexter, Chair 
Honorable :Michael Fitzpatrick, Chair 
Health and Human Services Committee 
State House 
Augusta, Maine 04333 

Dear Senator Pendexter and Representative Fitzpatrick: 

MELODIE PEET 

COMMISSIONER 

As you have requested, the following is a description of the non-patient chart documents 
previously identified for the Committee. 

1. Unit Shift Report: This document is completed by the Charge Nurse on each unit for each 
patient. It records, on an abbreviated basis, critical information that is planned to occur or 
actually did occur for the patient during that shift. It is a communication tool between staff on all 
shifts. It serves a~ the basis for the change of shift report that occurs at 6:45 am; 2:45 pm and 
10:45 pm each day. It is written so that it may be referred to as needed from day-to-day. It is 
maintained in the unit Nursing Office. (This form is labeled: Patient Profile/Pertinent Patient 
Data) 

2. Patient/staff assignments: These forms are completed on each unit by the Charge Nurse or 
designee. The forms list each patient's name and the staff member primarily responsible for care 
of that patient during that shift of duty. It also lists other tasks and the staff assigned to complete 
them each shift. (This form is labeled: .Assignments, and includes a shift designation) 

3. Individualized shift work sheets: These are notes developed by the Charge Nurse that 
summarize the information the nurse received from the off-going charge nurse. This is not a 
designated AMHI form. Most Charge Nurses have approached this information gathering in 
different ways and usually these notes are not retained by the facility but are the personal notes of 
the charge nurse. 

4. "Critical incident report": This report is completed by the Nursing Supervisor on duty on 
evenings, nights, weekends and holidays. It proy~es a "thumbnail" sketch of critical events, such 
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as: fires, high profile incidents, security issues, that may occur which involve patients, staff or 
visitors. It is maintained in the Nursing Supervisor's Office. .. 

5. "OD" book: This "Officer of the Day'' notebook is maintained by the'PA (Physician's 
Assistant) on evenings and nights and is left at the AMIIl switchboard during week days. It is 
used as a communication tool among the three PA' s who work during that time each week. 
Examples of infonnation that might be recorded are information received by telephone on pending 
admissions and calls received by the PA regarding inpatient needs. 

6. Administrator on Call Book: There are designated department heads who act in the absence of 
'\ the Superintendent on evenings and weekends. A composition type notebook serves as the 

. recording document for calls received and actions taken during that time. Administrators on call 
follow-up the next working day to assure issues are addressed. It is maintained in the 
superintendent's office. 

7. McDowell Report: The Commissioner appointed an independent review team, chaired by Don 
McDowell, to examine the issues related to the death ofWrendy Hayne. This report is the result 
of their review. 

8. Bouffard, Estabrook and Williams Report: ·Following issuance of the McDowell Report, the 
Commissioner directed Rod Bouffard, Richard Estabrook, and Don Williams, employees of the 
Department of :MH, MR and SAS to review the issues related to the care and treatment by AMIIl 
staff of Wrendy Hayne and Harold Pulsifer. This report is the result of their investigation. 

9. Peer Review: Three members of AMHI Medical Staff reviewed the issues related to the death 
ofWrendy Hayne and specifically the performance of Dr. Hermida and Dr. Renshaw. There is a 
peer review undertaken whenever a significant issue of medical care is raised. Peer reviews are 
maintained in the Medical Director's Office. 

10. :Miscellaneous Memos: These are memoranda related to the care and treatment of Harold 
"Pete" Pulsifer and to the care, treatment and death ofWrendy Hayne. These memoranda are 
documents of internal communication between staff at AMHI. 

11. Individualized Patient report: This is the same as #1. 

12. Death review report: This is a report completed under an arrangement with the Maine 
Medical Association. A subcommittee designated by that group completed a review of the care 
and treatment and death of Wrendy Hayne. This group reviews every patient death at AMHI. 

Initial review by the Attorney General's Office suggests that the following confidentiality laws 
may limit the availability of the documents for review. 

1. 34 - B M.R.S.A Section 1207 
2. 34 - B M.R.S.A Section 1207 
3. 34 - B M.R.S.A Section 1207 



4. 34 - B M.R.S.A. Section 1207, 24 M.R.S.A. Sectipn 2510 
5. 34 -B M.R.S.A. Section 1207 
6. 34 - B M.R.S.A. Section 1207 
7. Confidentiality issues concerning this report have already been addressed by District 

Court. 
8. 34 - B M.R.S.A. Section 1207, 5 M.R.S.A. Section 7070; 24 M.R.S.A. Section 2510 
9. 34 - B M.R.S.A. Section 1207, 5 M.R.S.A. Section 7070; 24 M.R.S.A. Section 2510 
10. 34 -B M.R.S.A. Section 1207, 24 M.R.S.A. Section 2510 
11. 34 - B M.R.S.A. Section 1207 
12. Confidentiality issues concerning this report have already been addressed by District 

Court. 

I hope this information is responsive to your request. 

MJP/dg 

Sincerely, 

~~ cJ- ~ ~ 
Melodie J. Peet 
Commissioner 



Network 
Total Number of 

Cases 
Number of 
Contacts 

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH NETWORK OF MAINE 
As of 9/6/96 

Completed 
Assessments 

Scheduled 
Assessments Declined Deceased Out of State 

Unable to 
~ 

Aroostook 31 31 12 0 6 O 2 11 

Northeast 146 146 92 0 · 15 1 7 31 

Ken-Som 607 585 302 33 118 11 17 104 

Coastal 367 362 185 4 7 4 3 17 79 

Tri-County 513 486 248 23 93 6 21 95 

Cumberland 740 706 302 11 164 8 19 202 

York 315 259 129 O 41 3 14 72 



Orbeton, Jane 

From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Waterbury, Jamie A. 
Orbeton, Jane 
Peet, Melodie; Spencer, Sandra C.; Douglas, Wayne R. 
Top Clinical Staff at AMHI in April 
Tuesday, September 17, 1996 2:12PM 

The following information is provided as requested: 

Top clinical staff at AMHI in April: 

Director of Nursing 

Clinical Director 

Superintendent 

Kathy Guilbault - Still at AMHI 

Dr. Gordon Clark - No longer at AMHl/or 
Dept. 

Walter Lowell - No longer at AMHI (but 
still employed by DMHMRSAS in different 
capacity) 

If you need further information, please let me know. Thanks. 

Page 1 



Position count at Augusta Mental Health Institute, 1995-97 

PL 368, page 466,467 Part I Budget 
position count 

PL368 Part I Budget 
pages 556, 567 -225 

PL395 Supplemental Budget 
page 680 +11 

PL395 Supplemental Budget 
pages 680, 681 - .5 

PL560 Productivity Realization Task Force bill 
pages 1435, 1436 

PL665 Supplemental Budget 
page 1829 

Position count when delayed actions occur 
at AMHI during fiscal year 1996-97 

-24 

+31.5 

342.5 

4 general fund 
550 other revenue 



· SECOND REGULAR SESSION - 1995 

MENTAL HEALTH AND 
MENTAL RETARDATION, 
DEPARTMENT OF 

Augusta Mental Health Institute 

Positions - Other Count 
Personal Services 
All Other 

TOTAL 

Provides for the allocation of 
funds for 5 Nurse II positions, 
3 LPN positions, one Hospital 
Ward Clc;:rk position, 13 
Mental Health Worker I 
positions, one Clerk Typist II 
position, one Housekeeper I 
position, one Laundry Worker 
I position, one Food Service 
Worker position, 2 Physician 
III positions, one Habilitation 
Aide position, one Psychiatric 
Social Worker II position, one 
part-time Psychologist III 
position and one Carpenter 
position to keep one 15-bed 
unit open through January 31, 
1.997. 

Bangor Mental Health Institute 

Personal Services 
All Other 

TOTAL 

Provides for the allocation of 
funds as a partial offset to a 
deallocation in Part A to 
continue to staff Ward K-1 
through January 31, 1997. 

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL 
HEALTH AND MENTAL 
RETARDATION 
TOTAL 

1996-97 

(31.5) 
441,327 

49,345, 

490,672 

305,670 
57,619 

363,289 

853,961 

Sec. KK-4. Allocation. The following funds 
are allocated from the Island Ferry Services Fund to 
carry out the purposes of this Part. 

1829 

PUBLIC LAW, c.665 

TRANSPORTATION, 
DEPARTMENT OF 

Island Ferry Service Exp. 

All Other 

Provides for the allocation of 
additional funds resulting from 
a General Fund appropriation 
for the Maine State Ferry 
Service. Approximately 
$100,000 must be used for 
ferry maintenance and 
$175,000 must be used to 
reduce the cost of the proposed 
fare surcharge. 

DEPARTMENT OF 
TRANSPORTATION 
TOTAL 

PART LL 

1996-97 

275,000 

$275,000 

Sec. LL-1. Appropriation. The following 
funds are appropriated from the General Fund to carry 
out the purposes of this Part. 

1995-96 

ADMINISTRATIVE AND 
FINANCIAL SERVICES, 
DEPARTMENT OF 

Rainy Day Fund Program 

Unallocated 

PARTMM 

$17,500,000 

Sec. MM-1. 34-A MRSA §1210, sub-§2, as 
amended by PL 1995, c. 368, Pt. K, §3, is further 
amended to read: 

2. Reimbursement. Except as provided in 
subsection 6-A, the department shall, under this 
section, reimburse each county quarterly for each 
actual day served at that county correctional facility 
by: 

A. Persons convicted of a Class A, Class B or 
Class C crime sentenced after March 31, 1987, to 
serve a term of imprisonment pursuant to Title 
17-A, section 1203, subsection l or section 1252, 
subsection 1; and 

B. Persons convicted of a Class A, Class B or 
Class C crime. sentenced after December 31, 
1988, to serve a term of imprisonment pursuant 

';": 

f:.: 
;~~ :~ ~ 



PUBLIC LAW, c. 368 FIRST REGULAR SESSION - 1995 ~ 

MAINE WASTE SUMMARY - MAINE WASTE 
MANAGEMENT AGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY 
Administration - Office of the 
Executive Director Positions - Other Count (16.0) (16.0) 

Personal Services 857,290 852.460 
Other Participating Funds All Other 1,723,860 1,728,690 
• Other Special Revenue Funds Capital Expenditures 14,000 14,000 

Positions - Other Count (3.0) (3.0) 
Personal Services 169,349 167,156 Umbrella Grand Total 2,595,150 2,595,150 
All Other 97,044 100,306 

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL 

Fund Total 266,393 267,462 HEALTH AND MENTAL 
RETARDATION 

OFFICE OF PLANNING Administration - Mental Health 
Office of Planning and Mental Retardation 

Other Participating Funds • General Fund 
• Other Special Revenue Funds Positions - Legislative Count (84.5) (84.5) 

Positions - Other Count (4.0) (4.0) Personal Services 4,603,712 4,561,224 
Personal Services 217,382 215,208 All Other 700,260 719,884 
All Other 100,567 105,287 Capital Expenditures 5,000 5,000 

Fund Total 317,949 320,495 Fund Total 5,308,972 5,286,108 

OFFICE OF SITING AND OFFICE OF ADVOCACY 
DISPOSAL OPERATIONS (MENTAL HEAL TH AND 
Office of Siting and Disposal MENTAL RETARDATION) 
Operations Office of Advocacy - Mental 

Other Participating Funds 
Health and Mental Retardation 

• Other Special Revenue Funds • General Fund 
Positions - Other Count (4.0) (4.0) Positions - Legislative Count (13.5) (13.5) 
Personal Services 205,452 206,748 Personal Services 681,617 678,803 

t;; All Other 835,531 501,672 All Other 28,J 73 28,815 
r--~. Capital Expenditures 7,000 7,000 

,:.;..: Fund Total 709,790 707,618 
.,. Fund Total 1,047,983 715,420 
~-~~ AROOSTOOK RESIDENTIAL 
,/if- OFFICE OF WASTE CENTER 

f . REDUCTION AND Aroostook Residential Center , .. 
:I RECYCLING 
it Office of Waste Reduction and • General Fund 
f"•\ lj'!' Positions - Legislative Count (21.0) (21.0) 

il Recycling 
Personal Services 821,431 824,528 ti£ Other Participating Funds All Other 259,155 270,SIJ 

'T· S,700 ,l. • Other Special Revenue Funds Capital Expenditures 6,000 
Positions - Other Count (5.0) (5.0) 

~!f Personal Services 265,107 : 263,348 Fund Total 1,086,58~ 
:, ~ 
. ' ( ! All Other 690,718 1,021,425 

··t Capital Expenditures 7,000 7,000 AUGUSTA MENTAL HEALTII 
; l • INSTITUTE 
. i :-

Augusta Mental Health Institute -:· _.:;:-t Fund Total 962,825 ,. 1,291,773 
,, ll;" SUMMARY - MAINE WASTE • General Fund 
l i;: Positions - Legislative Count (4.0) ; 

MANAGEMENT AGENCY •!; -~,; . 
Personal Services 139,588 :1 Other Participating Funds All Other 19,906 ·- !:., 

... • Other Special Revenue Funds . . r. Positions - Other Count (16.0) (16.0) Fund Total l 59,49~ .::~ •. 
·J. : Personal Services 857,290 

-· ':.:-, _,. 
852,460 

Other Participating Funds _ :~- ':1) ~ :t:';iii.;,:. 

t· All Other 1,723,860 1,728,690 ~--:: 1. ::·~K: ~:·:.•:,•~: 
Capital Expenditures 14,000 . 1_~/000 

• Other Special Revenue Funds 
(550.0) ~:,,~ J_ !; Positions - Other Count 

Umbrella Fund Total 2,595,150 2,595,150 Personal Services 16,046,3Br~ :t'' 1 

~- -- __ .,. All Other 2,427,967 /·•:. 
. ' 

Capital Expenditures 7 

466 

'. ~=·-:~ ::-:.:::~}-\· 



7 A'f!j;t: .-
·. ~ JlEGULAR SESSION - 1995 

PUBUC LAW, c. 368 

.. 

:..,,._,'·:. 
• General Fund 

'·Fund Total 18,550,053 18,484,827 Personal Services 7,987,652 7,956,373 

~Y-AUGUSTA . 
All Other 1,284,901 1,306,660 

Capital Expenditures 33,876 , 12,605 

~@'[fAL HEALTH INSTITIJTE 

Positions - Legislative Count (4.0) 
- Fund Total 9,306,429 9,275,638 

(4.0) 

positions - Other Count (550.0) (550.0) BATH cmLDREN'S HOME 
Personal Services 16,185,969 16,074,244 Bath Children's Home 
All Other 2,447,873 2,531,972 

Capital Expenditures 75,705 38,336 ; General Fund 
Positions - Legislative Count (18.0) (18.0) 

Program Total 18,709,547 18,644,552 Personal Services 683,692 · 692,046 

All Other 106,201 108,798 

Disproportionate Share - Augusta 
Mental Health Institute Fund Total 789,893 800,844 

• General Fund BUREAU OF CHILDREN WITH 
. ,1 

Personal Services 8,858,783 8,795,649 SPECIAL NEEDS (MENTAL 
•• :j 

All Other 1,328,118 1,373,547 HEAL TH AND MENTAL .;} 
Capital Expenditures 41,795 21,164 RETARDATION) 

Mental Health Services - Child 
Fund Total 10,228,696 10,190,360 Medicaid 

I 
BANGOR MENTAL HEAL TH • General Fund 
INSTITUTE All-Other 2,338,071 2,464,327 

I Bangor Mental Health Institute 

~ • General Fund 
Fund Total 2,338,071 2,464,327 

, 
l7 r Positions - Legislative Count (32.0) (32.0) Mental Health Services - Children 
le Personal Services 1,294,559 1,288,590 

t~ All Other 456,736 464,994 • General Fund 

! Capital Expenditures 10,295 3,753 Positions - Legislative Count (60.5) (60.5) 

Personal Services 2,897,717 2,880,657 

t• Fund Total 1,761,590 1,757,337 All Other 8,861,089 9,330,468 

r Other Participating Funds Fund Total 11,758,806 12,211,125 . • Federal Expenditures Fund 
Positions - Other Count (0.5) (0.5) Other Participating Funds 

Personal Services 9,340 9,586 • Federal Expenditures Fund 

All Other 1,660 1,274 Positions - Other Count (9.0) (9.0) 

Personal Services 456,598 464,388 

Fund Total 11,000 10,860 All Other 4,970,756 5,044,354 

• Other Special Revenue Funds Fund Total 5,427,354 5,508,742 

Positions - Other Count (507.5) (507.5) 

Personal Services 14,505,071 14,452,063 • Federal Block Grant Fund 

All Other 2,246,974 2,291,029 All Other 518,332 518,332 

Capital Expenditures 58,429 21,742 
Fund Total 518,332 518,332 

Fund Total 16,810,474 16,764,834 
SUMMARY - MENTAL 

SUMMARY - BANGOR HEAL TH SERVICES -

MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE cmLDREN 

Positions - Legislative Count (32.0) (32.0) Positions - Legislative Count (60.5) (60.5) 

Positions - Other Count (508.0) (508.0) Positions - Other Count (9.0) (9.0) 

Personal Services 15,808,970 15,750,239 Personal Services 3,354,315 3,345,045 

All Other 2,705,370 2,757,297 All Other 14,350,177 14,893,154 

Capital Expenditures 68,724 25,495 
Program Total 17,704,492 18,238,199 

Program Total 18,583,064 18,533,031 
ELIZABETH LEVINSON 

Disproportionate Share - Bangor CENTER 

Mental Health Institute Elizabeth Levinson Center 

__/ 467 



PUBLIC LAW, c. 368 FIRST REGULAR SESSION - 19' 
', 

Marine Development - Bureau of Provides for the allocation 

All Other 210,000 210,000 
of funds for creation of 
the boat sale conversion 

Provides for the allocation account. 

of funds for allotments Marine Sciences - Bureau of 
necessary to carry out the 
legislative intent of the All Other 100,000 100,000 
seed lobster fund. 

Provides for the allocation 
Marine Development - Bureau of of funds for allotments 

Personal Services 9,500 6,500 
necessary to carry out the 
legislative intent of the 

Provides for the allocation gas tax fund. 

of funds for the upgrade Seafood Market Development 
of one Marine Resource 
Scientist I position to one All Other 5,000 5,000 
Marine Resource Scientist 

Provides for the allocation II position. 
of funds to carry out the 

Marine Patrol - Bureau of legislative intent of the 
seafood market 

All Other 111,000 111,000 development fund. 
Capital Expenditures 39,000 39,000 

DEPARTMENT OF MARINE 
TOTAL 150,000 150,000 RESOURCES 

TOTAL 
Provides for the allocation 

879,500 876,500 

of funds to carry out the MENTAL HEAL TH AND 
legislative intent of the MENTAL RETARDATION, 
watercraft fund. DEPARTMENT OF 

Marine Sciences - Bureau of Augusta Mental Health Institute 

All Other 25,000 25,000 Positions - Other Count (-148.0) 

Provides for the allocation 
Personal Services (1,614,736) 
All Other (32,029) 

of funds for allotments 
necessary to carry out the TOTAL (1,646,765) 
legislative intent of the 
shellfish fund. Provides for the 

deallocation of funds due 
Marine Sciences - Bureau of to the closure of the 

All Other 5,000 5,000 geropsychiatric unit on 
July I, 1996, involving 39 

Provides for the allocation positions, and an 
of funds for allotments admissions unit on March 
necessary to carry out the I, 1997, involving 109 
legislative intent of the positions, contingent upon 
toxin monitoring funds. expanded community 

Marine Sciences - Bureau of 
development A total of_ 
148 positions would be 

Personal Services 10,000 10,000 eliminated. Positions are .' .. t: 
All Other 10,000 10,000 on tile with the Bureau of .. 

. ,; - :-;,,,,;·. 
the Budget. _:.;;"! 

TOTAL 20,000 20,000 
. -·:~.":...., 

Augusta Mental Health Institute 
• • ?,~ • 

....... ,;;:.~,:-
Provides for the allocation Positions - Other Count {-43.5) . · ;(-41:SL: 
of funds necessary to 

Personal Services {1,172,060) ·", (!~!~~ 
carry out the legislative 

All Other {35,298) ''-.:.... : . 5 -:· 
intent of the marine wonn ···~.) ri,:·~ 
funds. 

TOTAL (1,207,358). .~.--:. 

Marine Sciences -"Bureau of 
Provides for the . ·. ~ .. , i 

Capital Expenditures 100,000, · 100,000 deallocation of funds by 

556 



FIRST REGULAR SESSION -1995 PUBLIC LAW, c:·368 

' 

eliminating 43.5 positions . ..,. : .. one Clerk Typist III 
.. 

l 
within the hospital to :,;::.:·. position, one Senior 
reappropriate funds to Administrative Secretary •' 

expand community position to one 
mental health services in Administrative Assistant 
compliance with the :'J ... position, one Account .... ~:~·~ 

Augusta Mental Health Clerk I position to one .; _· :. ·: 

t Institute Consent Decree. --· lnfonnation Systems 
Positions are on file with Support Technician .. ·•·· ... '·· . ; the Bureau of the Budget. position, one Infonnation 

t: 
Augusta Mental Health Institute 

Systems Support 
Specialist position to one -· .. 

Positions - Other Count (-34.0) (-34.0) lnfonnation Systems _,,I~ 

Personal Services (369,713) (782,765) Support Specialist II ... 

position, and the transfer 
Provides for the of one Senior Programmer 
deallocation of funds due position from the Bureau 
to the closing of one long- oflnsurance, training 
stay unit in January 1996, supplies and computer 
involving 34 positions. equipment to enhance the 
Positions are on file with current network system. •I! 

the Bureau of the Budget. 
Accountancy - Board of 

Bangor Mental Health Institute 
Personal Services 2,034 2,034 

Positions - Other Count (-16.5) (-16.5) All Other 1,000 1,000 
Personal Services (205,540) (431,707) 
All Other (47,475) (I 12,799) TOTAL 3,034 3,034 

TOTAL (253,015) (544,506) Provides for the allocation 
of funds to reclassify one 

Provides for the Clerk Typist III position 
deallocation of funds from to one Board Clerk 
the closing of one long- position, Total Quality 
tenn psychiatric unit in Management, and to 
January 1996, involving provide advancement 
16.5 positions. Positions career training for 
are on file with the employees. 
Bureau of the Budget. 

Architects, Landscape Architects, 
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL Interior Designers - Board of 
HEALTH AND ME1''TAL 
RETARDATION Personal Services 2,034 2,034 

TOTAL (1,830,086) (4,181,394) All Other 19,000 19,000 

PROFESSIONAL AND TOTAL 21,034 21,034 
FINANCIAL REGULATION, 

Provides for the allocation DEPARTMENT OF 
of funds to reclassify one 

Administrative Services - Clerk Typist Ill position 
Professional and Financial to one Board Clerk 
Regulation position, Total Quality 

Positions - Other Count (1.0) (1.0) 
Management, career 
advancement training for 

Personal Services 76,550 73,950 employees, dues and out-
All Other 83,860 64,790 

of-state travel. 
Capital Expenditures 50,000 25,000 

Barbering and Cosmetology -
TOTAL 210,410 163,740 Board of 

Provides for the allocation Personal Services 4,068 4,068 
of funds to defray costs All Other 27,586 27,586 
related to the 
reclassifications of one TOTAL 31,654 31,654 
Receptionist position to 

557 
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PUBLIC LAW, c. 395 

Provides for the 
deallocation of funds 
through the transfer of 
funds to the Bureau of 
Marine Patrol as part of 
the reorganization of the 
department. 

Marine Patrol - Bureau of 

All Other 

Provides for the allocation 
of funds through the 
transfer of the seed lobster 
fund account from the 
Bureau of Marine 
Development as part of 
the reorganization of the 
department. 

Marine Sciences - Bureau of 

Positions - Other Count 
Personal Services 
All Other 
Capital Expenditures 

TOTAL 

Provides for the 
deallocation of funds 
through the trans fer of 
one Marine Research 
Scientist II position, 3 
part-time Conservation 
Aide positions and one 
Marine Patrol Officer 
position to the Bureau of 
Marine Development 
This transfers the 
Shellfish Fund as part of 
the reorganization of the 
department. 

Marine Sciences - Bureau of 

All Other 

Provides for the 
deallocation of funds 
through the transfer of the 
Toxin Monitoring Fund to 
the Bureau of Marine 
Development as part of 
the reorganization of the 
department. 

Marine Sciences - Bureau of 

Positions - Other Count 
Personal Services 
All Other 
Capital Expenditures 

TOTAL 

74,780 75,176 

(-4.5) (-4.5) 
(182,579) (182,045) 

(33,916) (34,212) 
(40,622) (40,622) 

(257,117) (256,879) 

(26,210) . (27,497) 

(1.0) (1.0) 
43,368 #,653 
98,914 99,968 
39,421 39,421 

181,703 184,042 

-~680 
' 

FIRST REGULAR SESSION - ,r -

Provides for the allocation 
of funds through the 
transfer of one Marine 
Research Scientist II 
position from the B urcau 
of Marine Development. 
This transfers the Salmon 
Aquaculture Monitoring 
and Research Fund as part 
of the reorganization of 
the department. 

Seafood Market Development 

All Other 

Provides for the 
deallocation of funds 
through the transfer of 
this program to the 
Bureau of Marine 
Development. 

DEPARTMENT OF MARINE 
RESOURCES 
TOTAL 

MENTAL HEAL TH AND 
MENTAL RETARDATION, 
DEPARTMENT OF 

Augusta Mental Health Institute 

Positions - Other Count 

Provides headcount to 
reflect the substitution of 
the closure of the 
geropsychiatric unit on 
July I, 1995 with the 
closure of 15 admitting 
beds on July I, 1996, and 
the substitution of the 
closure of an admission 
unit on March I, 1997, 
eliminating I 09 positions, 
with the closure of 25 
admitting beds on March 
I, 1997, eliminating 98 
positions, contingent upon 
expanded community 
development. A total of . 
137 positions would be 
eliminated. Positions arc 
on file with the Bureau of 
the Budget. 

Augusta Mental Health Institute 

Positions - Other Count 
Personal Services 
All Other 

TOTAL 

(50,514) (51,035) 

151,606 149,890 

(I I. 

··· ''.'::"lf;•-'. 
(22.0) .. . .j• (-0.5) ,,> 

560,263 .. ~-..:.-- •( (1,101),:f/ 

297 ,; .• >> ;· },10.i:~/ --.. ·l 
--5-60-,-56_0 __ •:·ri,, ·-,.,.; 

Jf/TQ-' -: 



riJis'I' REGULAR SESSION· 1995 PUBLIC LAW, c. 395 

Provides funds to adjust a PROFESSIONAL AND 
previous deallocation to FINANCIAL REGULATION, 
reflect the elimination of a DEPARTMENT OF 
total of 21.5 positions in 

Administrative Services -fiscal year 1995-96 and 
t 44 positions in fiscal year Professional and Financial 

.t• 
Regulation 

r~ 1996-97, rather than the 
43.5 positions originally Positions • Other Count (2.0) (2.()) 
planned, within the Personal Services 61,250 62,000 

"-
hospital to reappropriate 
funds to expand Provides for the allocation 
community mental health of funds to establish 2 
services in compliance Information Systems 
with the Augusta Mental Support Technician 
Health Institute Consent positions as part of the 
Decree. Positions are on reorganization of the 
file with the Bureau of the department. These 
Budget. · positions will serve as 

Bangor Mental Health Institute 
technical support for the 
department's computer 

Provides clarification that users. 

a previous deallocation of Banking • Bureau of 
funds from the closing of 
one long-tenn psychiatric Positions - Other Count (-1.0) (-1.0) 
unit in January 1996 Personal Services (33,500) (34,000) 
involving 16.5 positions 

Provides for the reflected position funding 
for 6 months with deallocation of funds 

headcount authorized for through the elimination of 

9 months. Positions are on one Bank Examiner 

file with the Bureau of the position as part of the 

Budget. reorganization of the 
department. 

Freeport Towne Square 
Licensing and Enforcement 

All Other 96,085 97,094 
Positions - Other Count (-0.5) (-0.5) 

Provides for the allocation Personal Services (12,500) (13,000) 
of funds through a transfer 

Provides for the from the Pineland Center 
special revenue account to deallocation of funds 

establish the Freeport through the elimination of 

Towne Square workshop one part-time Clerk Typist 

as a separate III position as part of the 

organizational structure. reorganization of the 
department. 

Pineland Center 
Licensing and Enforcement 

All Other (96,085) (97,094) 
Positions - Other Count (1.0) (1.0) 

Provides for the Personal Services 33,250 33,800 
deallocation of funds 
through a transfer of All Provides for the allocation 

Other to establish the of funds to establish one 

Freeport Towne Square Pharmacy Inspector 

workshop as a separate position to regulate a 

organizational structure. business that has greatly 
expanded. This is part of 

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL the department's 
HEALTH AND ME!'ffAL reorganization. 
RETARDATION 
TOTAL 560,560 -0-

Real Estate Commission 

Positions - Other Count (-2.0) (-2.0) 
Personal Services (48,500) (48,800) 

681 



>N-1995 

4,670 

(4.0) 
87,085 
29,046 
20,310 

136,441 

17,216 

32,497 

(4.0) 
182,04S 
59,212 
40,622 

281,879 

Marine Sciences - Bureau of 

All Other 
Capital Expenditures 

TOTAL 

Provides for the allocation 
of funds to transfer 
allotment from the 
Division of Community 
Resource Development to 
the Bureau of Resource 
Management. This brings 
the dedicated accounts 
into alignment with the 
General Fund accounts. 

Marine Sciences - Bureau of 

All Other 

Provides for the allocation 
of funds to transfer 
allotment from the 
Division of Community 
Resource Development to 
the Bureau of Resource 
Management. This brings 
the dedicated accounts 
into alignment with the 
General Fund accounts. 

DEPARTMENT OF MARINE 
RESOURCES 
TOTAL 

MENTAL HEAL TH AND 
MENTAL RETARDATION, 
DEPARTMENT OF 

Augusta Mental Health Institute 

Positions - Other Count 
Personal Services 
All Other 

TOTAL 

56,035 ~ 

Provides for the 
deallocation of funds 
through the elimination of 
the following positions: 
one Assistant to the 

143S 

erv1 
one Carpenter Supervisor, 
one Medical Records 
Administrator, one 
Rehabilitation Services 
Director, one Nurse 
Manager, one Chief 
Operations Officer, one 
part-time Clerk Typist Ill, 
one Custodial Worker!!, 

17,588 · 
12,500 

.. 30,088 

34,838 

-0-

(-17.0) 
(527,083) 

(527,083) 

35,000 
25,000 

60,000 

69,983 

-0-

(-24.0) 
(730,023) 

(22,795) 

(752,818) 



PUBLIC LAW, c. 560 

one part-time Food )") 'c}-
Service Worker, one ~J' 
Housekeeper II, one 
Institutional Custodial ~ 
Worker, one Locksmith, j 
one Medical Secretary, 
one Payroll Supervisor, 
one P 

ours or 2 Clerk Typist 
III positions pursuant to 
plans submitted to the 
Productivity Realization 
Task Force and approved 
by the Governor. Also 
deallocates funds from the 
elimination of one 
Habilitation Aide 
position, one Mental 
Health Worker III 
position, one Mental 
Health Worker V position, 
one Nurse I position, one 
Nurse II position, one 
Psychiatric Therapy 
Instructor position, one 
Habilitation position, 5 
intermittent Mental 
Health Worker I positions 
and one intermittent 
Nurse II position effective 
September 30, 1996 to 
maintain a reserve 
capacity for acute 
admissions until adequate 
community alternatives 
arc in place. 

Bangor Mental Health Institute 

Positions - Other Count 
Personal Services 
All Other 

TOTAL 

Provides for the 
deallocation of funds 
through the reduction 
from full-time to part-time 
one Personnel Officer 
position and one Clerk 
Typist II position, and the 
elimination of the 
following positions: one 
Account Clerk II, 9 
Mental Health Worker I, 
one Mental Heal th 

(-38.5) 
(363,703) 

(363,703) 

(-38.5) 
(942,651) 
(36,567) 

(979,218) 

1436 

SECOND REGULAR SESSION - 1995 

Worker II, 3 Nurse I, 3 
Nurse II, 6 Nurse III, one 
Nurse IV, one 
Switchboard Operator, 
one Psychiatric Social 
Worker I, one Psychiatric 
Social Worker II, 2 LPN, 
one Custodial Worker II, 
one Custodial Worker III, 
one Laborer II, one Safety 
Officer, one Physician 
Assistant, 2 Ward Clerk, 
one Assistant Team 
Leader. one 18-hour-per
week Clinical Dietitian, 
and one part-time 
Psychiatric Nursing 
Instructor pursuant to the 
plans submitted to the 
Productivity Realization 
Task Force. 

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL 
HEALTH AND MENTAL 
RETARDATION 
TOTAL 

PROFESSIONAL AND 
FINANClAL REGULATION, 
DEPARTMENT OF 

Insurance - Bureau of 

Personal Services 

Provides for the allocation 
of funds for the 
reorganization of one 
Principal Insurance 
Examiner position to one 
Managing Insurance 
Examiner position as part 
of the department's 
productivity plan. 

Insurance - Bureau of 

Personal Services 

Provides for the allocation 
of funds for the range 
change of one Insurance 
Rate Analyst position 
from range 21 to range 22 
as part of the department's 
productivity plan. 

Licensing and Enforcement 

Positions - Other Count 
Personal Services 
All Other 
Capital Expenditures 

TOTAL 

(890,786) 

500 

450 

(1,732,036) 

2,000 

1,800 

(3.0) 
89,989 
43,500 

7,500 

140,989 



MEMORANDUM 

To: Joint Standing Committee on Health and Human Services 
From: Jane Orbeton, OPLA 
Date: September 4, 1996 
Re: Mental Health Review 

The foilowing information is provided as a result of issues raised at the August 23rd 
meeting of the committee. The next meeting of the committee for purposes of reviewing the 
mental health system is Friday, September 12th, immediately after the committee review at 
9am of the appointment of Lynn Dube as director of the Office of Substance Abuse. 

I. A request was made that all documents distributed to the committee and to the public through 
the committee be pre-screened for confidentiality purposes. Every attempt will be made to do 
this. Prior distribution to legal staff (OPLA and the Attorney General's Office if appropriate) 
will make this go more quickly. 

2. A question was asked about the handwritten memo, how it could be confidential if distributed 
to the committee. I MRSA §402, sub-§3 defines public records. In subsection I it excepts 
"records that have been designated confidential by statute." A patient could execute a limited 
waiver of rights to confidentiality of records and information so that they are still confidential 
under 34-B MRSA § 1207, while granting to the committee access to the documents. These 
documents would need to be discussed in executive session only. A patient could grant a full 
waiver so that records become public and can be discussed in public. The committee should not 
have possession of records when no waiver has been signed by the patient. 

3. A request was made for guidance regarding confidentiality. OPLA staff will be happy to 
provide this. Specific instructions will depend on what types of information we obtain, under 
what types of waivers and court orders. Copies of prior letters to the committee from Jane dated 
July 26th and 31st are a good starting point. I MRSA §405 and Joint Rtile.313 contain 
provisions on executive sessions and committee procedures for handling confidential 
information. 

4. Linda Pistner agreed to put together a list of non-patient records that are not being released to the . 
committee and to list the basis for not releasing each record. 

5. A question was raised about the legal authority of Rod Bouffard to sign the Behavioral Health 
Network contract for Wayne Douglas. 34-B MRSA § 1204, sub-§ I grants to the commissioner general 
powers to "perform any legal act relating to the care, custody, treatment, relief and improvements of 
residents of the state .... " This provision includes the power to contract for services. 34-B MRSA § 1204, 
sub-§3, paragraphs A and B allow the commissioner to delegate powers and duties to associate 
commissioners and allow the commissioner to empower associate commissioners to further delegate 
those powers. (A copy of the law, as amended this last session, is attached.) If the commissioner has 
delegated the power to contract for services to Wayne, this provision would allow Wayne to delegate that 
power to Rod Bouffard. 



6. Whether the Behavioral Health Network needs to be licensed as an HMO depends'on whether BHN 
provides health care services to enrolled participants for a predetermined premium. A copy of 24-A 
MRSA §4202-A defines HMO and sets out those requirements. In the contract with the Department the 
BHN duties are specified in the section entitled III. Service Specifications, which runs for 8 pages and 
contains 20 project tasks (see pages 2 through 9 of the contract). None of the tasks is actual health care 
service delivery. It is my reading that under this contract BHN does not provide health care services 
(medical, dental, or hospital services to prevent, alleviate, cure or heal human illness or injury), does not 
serve enrolled participants and does not charge a predetermined premium. My advice to the committee is 
that BHN is not providing the health care services directly to the consumer, at a prepaid premium price, 
that would qualify it as an HMO and require it to be licensed. A copy of the articles of incorporation of 
the Behavioral Health Network of Maine is attached. 

7. The committee requested that Wayne Douglas provide information about the Department's ownership 
of the BHN contract database and BHN' s not retaining it, which will include a penalty clause. 

8. The committee asked Wayne Douglas to provide information on BHN, the 7 regions, the distribution 
of class members around the state, and assessment rates. 

9. The committee asked Wayne Douglas to speak with the Attorney General's Office about conflict of 
interest, the BHN contract, and Dr. Clark's duties and reimbursement. 

10. The committee requested that Bill Thompson provide information about the AMHI management 
decision, including whether the medical director is a state employee or a contract employee. 

11. The committee requested that Sue Bell report on the funding problems in the Medical Examiner's 
Office. 

12. The committee asked Katie Fullam to provide information on the progress of the Maine Task Force 
on Mental Health, chaired by Jane Holt deFrees, of Rumford. Created by Executive Order dated May 20, 
1996, the task force is required to report its recommendations on the mental health system to the 
Governor by October 1, 1996. A copy of the Executive Order is attached. 

13. Commissioner Melodie Peet has sent to the committee copies of the independent medical reviews 
done after Wrendy Hayne's death by Doctors Franklin Bragg, Ann Hanlon, Edward Robinson, and 
Jonathan Morris. Release of these reviews to the public was authorized by Judge Courtland Perry, of the 
Maine District Court. Copies of the reviews are enclosed. They are public documents. 

g/oplalhs/corn/hum/cor/8-27hutn 

...... 
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Jack Mara, Chair 

Maine State Legislature 

OFFICE OF POUCY AND LEGAL ANALYSIS 
State House Station 13, Augusta, Maine 04333 

Telephone (207) 287-1670 
Telecopier (207) 287-1275 

September 16, 1996 

Substance Abuse Services Commission 
159 State House Station 
Augusta, ME 04333 

Dear Mr. Mara: 

Thank you for sending your letter of September 11 regarding the appointment of the new 
director of the Office of Substance Abuse. The committee appreciated hearing from the · 
commission at its review hearing on September 13th and was impressed with the testimony of 
Senator Albert Stevens on behalf of the commission. 

In the past the Health and Human Services Committee has had review authority and the 
Senate has had confirmation powers with regard to the director of the Office of Substance Abuse. 
When the office was moved from the Governor's Office to the Department of Mental Health, 
Mental Retardation and Substance Abuse Services in the spring of 1996 the process was changed 
so that the committee has review powers only. We regret to inform you that the committee lacks 
authority to intervene in the appointment process and is unable to delay the appointment of the 
director. 

At the hearing on September 13th the committee heard from other members of the public 
about the hiring process used by Commissioner Melodie Peet. Committee members questioned 
the commissioner about the process and were critical of her failure to follow standard procedures 
and include the Substance Abuse Services Commission and other members of the public. The 
committee encouraged the commissioner to meet with members of the Substance Abuse Services 
Commission prior to the next scheduled commission meeting, on October 7th. 

Thank you for sending a letter and for authorizing Senator Stevens to appear for the 
commission. 

Senate Chair 

House Chair 

David E. Boulter, Director 
Offices Located in the State House, Rooms 101/107 /135 



RECEIVED 
/.ITTnRNEY GENERAL 

STATE OF MAINE 
KENNEBEC, SS. 

MAINE DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT SEVEN SEP 1 6 1996' 
DIV. OF SOUTHERN KENNEBEC 
CIVIL ACTION 3 
DOCKETNO. a~--llv ~u..,{T 

) 
IN RE: RELEASE OF CONFIDENTIAL ) 

MENTAL HEALTH RECORDS ) 
) 

ORDER A.FrER HEARING 

By a Petition dated August 15, 1996, the Commissioner of the· Department of 

Mental Health and Mental Retardation, and the Legislature's Joint Standing 

Committee on Health and Human Services (117th Legis.) (hereafter "the 

Committee"), have asked this Court to enter an order to authorize release of certain 

confidential records relating to Wrendy Hayne, some of which also relate to Harold 

Pulsifer. 

The Petition addresses three types of documents, all of which contain 

information that is confidential under the terms of 34-B M.R.S.A. § 1207: 1) the 

individual_ patient record, of Wrendy Hayne, maintained by the Augusta Mental 
./ 

Health Institute (" AMI-il"); 2) two independent medical reviews conducted 

following Ms. Haynes' death pursuant to the requirements of paragraph 199 of the 

AMI-il Consent Decree; and 3) the critical incident book. 

The Petition was heard on August 21, 1996, at which the following counsel 

appeared: Linda Pistner, Chief Deputy Attorney General, and· Katherine Greason, 

Assistant Attorney General, representing Mental Health Commissioner _Melodie 

Peet and the Committee; Lawrence Bloom, Esq., representing Janj~~-~and Donald 

. - ,,..- ..... •, _., .. 
!_ •• 
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Burns; Pasquale J. Perrino, Esq., representing Harold Pulsifer; and Thomas Goodwin, 

Assistant Attorney General representing the State in the criminal case against Mr. 

- Pulsifer. It is the Court's understanding that the parties are waiving any possible · 

procedural defect with the filing of this Petition in order to allow its hearing on an 

expedited basis. Having reviewed the Petition and having considered the 

arguments of the parties, the following rulings are m_ade. 

A. The Individual Patient Record of Wrendy Hayne. 

Individual patient records of Wrendy Hayne maintained by AMHI during her 

admissions to that hospital have been provided to Janice Burns, the mother of 

Wrendy Hayne and personal representative of her estate. These records, from 

which information concerning other patients has been redacted, have been 

provided to Ms. Burns pursuant to a release that she has given AMfll. Ms. Burns, 

in turn, wishes to give some part of these records to the Committee. No one present 

having expressed any objection, and the Court having found that there is good cause 

· for release of these records to the Committee in order to further its work, the 

following order is entered as to these records: 

1. Pursuant to 34-B M.R.S.A. § 1207(1)(c) such records as may be provided 

to the Committee by Janice Burns as personal representative, parent, and next friend 

of Wrendy Hayne, may, in her di_scretion, be released to the members of the 

I• 
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Committee. These records may be divided into two groups by Ms. Burns or her 

attorneys: 

(a) Records which Ms. Burns is willing to release to the Committee for 

executive session only but no further; and 

(b) Records which Ms. Burns is willing to release to the Committee and to 

the public. 

2. The patient-identifying information contained in documer:its described 

in l(a) above is to remain confidential, and the Committee members are not to 

release this information to or discuss it with anyone other than members of the 

' Committee, the Committee staff, any experts retained by the Committee to review 

said patient-identifying information, or o_ther individuals authorized in writing by 

Ms. Burns or by 34-B M.R.S.A. Section 1207 as having access to this information. 

3. · Deliberations on any patient-identifying information contained in 

documents described in l(a) above ~hall be conducted in executive session pursuant 

to the Freedom of Access'Law, 1 M.R.S.A. § 405(6)(F). Individuals present in said 

· executive session shall be informed that information from these records shall not be 

further disclosed outside of said executive session. 

4. Documents described in l(b) above may be released by the Committee 

to the public. 

., ,.. . 
. 'I...>:! 
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5. Nothing in this portion of this order shall be construed as requiring 

the release of any documents by Ms. Burns to the Committee, or by AMHI or the 

Department of Mental Health to Ms. Burns. 

B. The Independent Medical Reviews Undertaken Pursuant to the Consent 
Decree. 

Com.missioner Peet seeks an order authorizing her release to_ the Committee 

of the documents that constitute the independent medical review conducted · 

pursuant to paragraph 199 of the .AMI-Il Consent Decree and prepared by Eastern 

Maine Medical Center and Maine Medical Center. During the hearing, the only 
, 

objection to this request was raised on behalf of Mr. Pulsifer by his counsel, Mr. 

Perrino, who seeks the opportunity to redact information from these documents 

prior to their release. The Burns' requested the opportunity to review these reports 

prior to their release. The Court then directed the parties to file any requests for the 

r€:!daction of information from these reviews not later than 12:00 noon on Thursday, 

August 22, 1996. 1 

Filings were submitted on behalf of Harold Pulsifer, whose counsel sought 

redaction of certain portions of each of these reports, and on behalf of Janice and 

Don Burns. Counsel for the Burns' subsequently agreed to the release of the 

independent me_dical reviews with the redactions requested by Mr. Perrino, while 

reserving the Burns' rights to pursue objections to the redactions. Accordingly, the 
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Court finds that there is good cause for the release by Commissioner Peet to the 

Committee and the public of the independent medical reviews, provided that they 

are redacted as requested by counsel for Mr. Pulsifer. The Burns' retain the right to 

pursue any objections they may have to the redaction of any information from these 

documents. 

C. The Critical Incident Book. 

Both Mr. Perrino, on behalf of Mr. Pulsifer, and Mr. Goodwin, on behalf of 

the State of Maine in the criminal case against Mr. Pulsifer arising from Ms. Hayne's 

death, object to the release of the critical incident book in any fashion in which its 

contents may become public on the grounds that the dissemination of this 

information will jeopardize the opportunity for a fair trial. The Court will take the 

request for release of the critical incident book to Ms. -Burns and the Committee 

under advisement pending a!l opportunity for an in camera review of the 
; 

document. / 
j 

Dated: August 3 0 r.~ 1996 ~ kJ-.-_ ~ 
COURTLAND PERRY 
JUDGE, MAINE DISTRICT COURT 



LAWRENCE P. BLOOM 

U.Wl!ENCE P. BLOOM ------~-
ERIC M. MEMNERT 

o,c_HI 
G~ALO F. KAF"I.AN. J.C .. M.D .• 

01 C-•• ___ ,,,_.,...,,.....,,., 

VrA: TELEP'AX 

Jane Orbeton, Esq. 
Maine State Legislature 

ATTORNEY AT LAW 

66 WINTHROP STREET 

AUGUSTA. MAINE 04330 

September 13, 1996 

Office of Policy and Legal Analysis 
State House Station 13 
Augusta, Maine 04330 

Re: Wrendy Bayne 

Dear Jane: 

TELEPHONE (207) 023-1455 
FAX (207) 1121·0:5~ 

Please find three documents from Wrendy Hayne' s _medical record 
to be distributed today to the Health and Hwnan Services Committee. 
These are the last three pages in Volume 12. 

The three documents are entitled Sleep/Wake Monitor Sheet. 
One is dated April 5, 1996 and the other two are dated April 6, 
1996. 

Please note that these documents do not have a bate stamp 
number. As you know, many documents had been sequentially 
numbered. However, due to the extremely high costs incurred in 
copying the almost 3,500 pages in Volumes 1 - 9, the completion of 
the copying (and therefore numbering} project is essentially 
contingent on the longevity of the Comm~ttee. 

Most importantly, these documents are being released for 
public review pursuant to § 6 of the signed Waiver of 
Confidentiality. Accordingly, Janice Burns waives her rights of 
confidentiality of this document under 34-B M.R.S.A. §1207, sub-§l. 



; 

Jane Orbeton, Esq. 
September 13, 1996 Page 2' :., 

Finally, I wanted to confirm in writing that Mrs. Burns 
accepts the Committee's invitation to them at today's hearing. 
Despite the fact that she had previously released some 300 pages 
(Volume 9) to the Committee for executive session only. she is 
willing to discuss in public session any portion of Wrendy's record 
which is relevant to the Committee's main inquiry. I trust that' 
the Committee will avoid public disclosure of extraneous issues 
which are of a sensitive and personal nature and which could be 
unnecessarily embarrassing to Mrs. Burns and a stain on Wrendy's 
memory. I would request that Mrs. Burns not address the committee 
until I arrive. 

Please fon.rard a copy of this letter to the members of the 
Committee. I thank you for your consideration. 

LPB/llc 
Enclosures 

Very truly yours, 

~A. ~, \ \c_ 
Lawrence P. Bloom 
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ISSUES RAISED AT THE SEPTEMBER 20TH MEETING OF THE HEAL TH AND 
HUMAN SERVICES COMMITTEE 

1. The Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation and Substance Abuse Services 
was asked to provide information on AMHI records: what policies control record 
keeping, what types of information are kept in patient medical records and what types are 
kept in other places. 

2. Non-patient record information was discussed and the letters from Commissioner Peet 
dated September 13 and Christopher Leighton dated September 20 were reviewed. 
Senator Pendexter summarized that the committee was interested in information relating 
to Wrendy Hayne consisting of (1) unit shift reports, (2) patient-staff assignments, (3) 
individualized shift work sheets, the officer of the day book (5), the administrator on call 
book (6), and background information from the McDowell task force (7). Mrs. Bums has 
asked for all of this information also. The committee will obtain any of this information 
from Mrs. Bums. 

3. Richard Estabrook and Matt Cushner, of the Advocate's_Office, are consulting 
attorneys (either within the Attorney General's Office or private attorneys, paid for by the 
State) about providing information to the committee. They will contact us as soon as they 
are able to speak with us. 

4. The committee asked for periodic updates of the performance of assessments by 
members of the Behavioral Health Network and the Department of Mental Health, Mental 
Retardation and Substance Abuse Services. 

5. At the beginning of the meeting the committee received 49 pages of Wrendy Hayne' s 
medical records for review. Confidentiality is fully waived and the records are public 
records. Copies were sent to committee members and to the committee's consultant, Dr. 
Steven Katz, after the meeting. Copies were placed in the State Law Library for loaning 
out. 

6. At the beginning of the meeting a copy of the critical incident book was delivered to 
Jane Orbeton for confidential review by the committee. Confidentiality is waived only to 
allow committee review of the document. The committee may review this document at a 
later date. 

7. The draft report and recommendations distributed by some committee members has 
not been discussed in full committee. 

Jane Orbeton, OPLA, 9/25 



MEMORANDUM 

To: Joan Pendexter, Senate Chair 
Mike Fitzpatrick, House Chair 
Members, Health and Human Services Committee 

From: Jane Orbeton, OPLA 
Date: October 2, 1996 
Re: Committee work 

I am enclosing copies of my summaries of the committee meeting on Monday and the 
tasks to be done for the next meeting. Also enclosed is a list of possible 
recommendations from the September 20th and 30th proposals. Because of the 
differences of opinion among committee members, I did not attempt a re-draft of the text 
of a report. This could be done later, particularly when you are closer to agreement. 

I have received inquiries about scheduling for the committee and I replied that I would 
forward the requests to you. 

1. Richard Estabrook has asked if the committee is still interested in speaking 
with him and, if so, when. His phone number is 287-4228. 
2. Ken Dym, within the Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation and 
Substance Abuse Services, has completed a site visit to the Kennebec Valley 
Mental Health Center and is ready to present information to the committee. We 
need to talk with him about a date. What do you wish to do? His phone number 
is 287-4271. 

I will be out of the office from the 3rd of October until the 21st. I will be back on the 
22nd. Peggy Reinsch, from OPLA, will be staffing the committee in my absence~ Please 
do not hesitate to call on her. She has all of my committee materials and has been 
attending committee meetings for weeks. Peggy is also very well informed on the legal 
issues. She is looking forward to working with you. 



Information requested at the September 30 meeting of the 
Health and Human Services Committee 

I. The committee asked the Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation and 
Substance Abuse Services for copies of the AMHI critical incident procedure and crisis 
reporting and communication policies. 

2. The committee asked the Department for a list of the members of the Quality 
Improvement Councils at AMHI and BMHI. 

3. The committee asked the Department for a list of active and inactive groups and 
councils advisory to the Department. 

4. The committee asked Dr. Steven Katz for a list of the types of functions and authority 
of boards of visitors. 

5. The committee asked the Department for a list of all organizations receiving funding 
from the Department for advocacy purposes and the funding provided this year. 

6. The committee asked the Department for a list of all Department offices providing 
advocacy services to clients of the Department and the funding provided this year. 

7. The committee asked Christina Lunner, representing the Maine Medical Association, 
to provide information on quality assurance planning and procedures for medical staff at 

.. AMHI. 



Summary of the report-related discussions at the Health and Human 
Services Committee meeting September 30 

I. Interest was expressed in recommending that AMHI examine its record keeping and 
adopt standardized procedures widely accepted for use in hospitals. 

2. Interest was expressed in recommending that AMHI examine its policies on critical 
incidents, security, keys, authority and responsibility for patient care. 

3. Interest was expressed in providing more oversight of AMHI through a board of 
visitors or a strengthened Quality Improvement Council. It appeared that it would be 
necessary to review the membership and functions of the current Quality Improvement 
Council and any other advisory groups and to provide specific functions, authority and 
access to the institution in order to accomplish the purpose of providing more oversight. 
Interest was expressed in assigning the tasks outlines in paragraph I (g) of September 
30th draft (canteen, incident reporting/crisis communication, involuntary medication, 
sexual harassment/sexual relationships, criminal behavior within institution, 
communication with family/guardian) to the overseeing entity. 

4. Interest was expressed in the Commissioner's reporting to the committee this fall on 
AMHI policy and procedures relating to the items in paragraph I (g) of September 30th 
draft ( canteen, incident reporting/crisis communication, involuntary medication, sexual 
harassment/sexual relationships, criminal behavior within institution, communication 
with family/guardian). 

· 5. Interest was expressed in examining the roles of departmental and independent 
advocates for clients of the department. Information was requested from the Department. 
Some members favored establishing independent advocates and some favored 
recommending consideration of the concept by the I 18th Legislature. 

6. Interest was expressed in committee briefings on the AMHI consent decree, the State's 
progress in meeting the terms of the decree and the plans and requirements for the future. 

7. Interest was expressed in increasing legislative oversight of the department and 
services provided by the department. Connections were made between the September 
30th proposal paragraph 4 and the September 20th proposal for a Serious Incident Team. 
Concern was expressed that legislation might be needed to enable a legislative committee 
to proceed without encountering the barriers faced by the committee: easier subpoena 
power, exceptions to confidentiality laws, process for becoming an investigating 
committee. The Commissioner and Jane Orbeton will work together to define terms 
needed for this proposal: what clients are covered, what incidents are covered? 

8. Interest was expressed both in keeping and in removing the entries under the heading 
"Improvements to the Mental Health System Made by the I 17th Legislature" in the 
September 20th draft report. 



9. Interest was expressed in providing a positive statement in reply to the McDowell 
Task Force statement " .... none of the recommended changes, alone or together, might 
have prevented the tragic outcome of this case." The suggestions for statement by the 
committee include: 
a. "Had the McDowell Task Force's recommended changes, taken together, been in place 
at the time of Wrendy Hayne' s death, it is more likely than not her death would not have 
allegedly occurred at the hands of Harold Pulsifer." 
b. "Had the changes recommended by the McDowell Task Force been in place last 
winter and spring at AMHI the murder of Wrendy Hayne may not have taken place." 
c. "It is the deep hope of the committee that actions will be taken as a result of these 
recommendations so that incidents such as the Hayne murder will not occur in the 
future." 

lb. Interest was expressed in recommending improvements in communications between 
the Commissioner and members of the Department and the Legislature. Some members 
suggested that the Commissioner improve the channels of communication between 
herself and those within her administration, including agencies providing mental health 
services on the local level. An agreement on wording was not reached. 

11. Interest was expressed in finding a way for employees of the Department to speak 
with the committee. If this were done confidentially, it would require legislation. No 
agreement was reached. 

12. Some members favored the recommendation that top clinical staff at AMHI at the 
time of the Hayne death be relieved of their positions. Some did not favor this. Some 
favored asking the Commissioner to look into whether these people had direct or indirect 
responsibility and to take appropriate action. 

13. Some members favored reporting the top clinical staff to their professional boards. 
Some members favored asking the Commissioner to do this. Some favored expanding 
the list to all AMHI staff who were disciplined after the death. 

14. Some members favored changes in the confidentiality laws to enable the committee 
to review in executive session deaths and serious incidents and to talk with the 
Department. Some wished to recommend to the 118th Legislature that the confidentiality 
l_aws as they pertain to mental health and mental retardation clients be reviewed and be 
amended where necessary in the interest of safety to patients, staff and public. 



Possible Mental Health System Recommendations from the Health and 
Human Services Committee, Merged from September 20th and 30th 
Drafts 

1. Action by the Commissioner of the Department of Mental Health, Mental 
Retardation and Substance Abuse Services 

a. ensure that AMHI policies are followed and enforced 
b. review the performance of management personnel responsible for care of 
Wrendy Hayne and possible disciplinary actions 
c. pursue aggressively quality assurance and excellence of patient treatment 
d. ensure communication and collaboration among units at AMHI 
e. ensure staff training and development at AMHI 
f. pursue collaboration between the department and the families and guardians of 
clients 
g. strengthen policies and practices on enforcing criminal laws and cooperation 
with law enforcement 
h. review policies on incident reporting, crisis communication, involuntary 
medication, sexual relationships, sexual harassment, criminal behavior, 
communication with families and guardians 
i. improve communication within the department, with the Legislature and with 
community agencies 

2. Action by the Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation and Substance 
Abuse Services 

a. create a Serious Incident Team to investigate all deaths and serious incidents 
involving clients of the department and to report to the HHS Committee within 5 
days of the event 
b. complete Waterville systems review and report recommendations to the HHS 
Committee 
c. adopt outcome based contracting 
d. impose on contracting agencies contract conditions to require cooperation with 
the department and with the Serious Incident Teams 
e. establish a statewide 24-hour emergency phone service for clients, their 
families and the community . 
f. report to HHS Committee monthly and in writing quarterly 
g. report to HHS Committee by 11/22 on: 

24-hour emergency phone service 
progress on community collaboration 
Quality Improvement Councils 
Provider Service Networks 
progress with community hospitals on mental health in-patienttreatment 
reviews of issues in paragraph 1 (h) above 



3. Action by the Legislature 
a. establish defined roles for entities delivering mental health services: state 
hospitals, community hospitals, community agencies and appropriate money for 
the delivery of services by those entities 
b. establish independent oversight entities for the hospitals (built on Quality 
Improvement Councils or Boards of Visitors) providing specific functions and 
authority for access) 
c. strengthen independent advocacy on behalf of clients of the department (built 
on current system or long term care ombudsman program model) 
d. review/amend confidentiality laws to permit HHS Committee limited access to 
patient records in specific situations 
e. review/amend laws to better enable legislative committees to perform their 
departmental oversight responsibilities (subpoena power, exceptions to 
confidentiality, confidentiality for state employees speaking with the committee) 
f. review/appropriate funding for outpatient mental health services provided 
under court order 
g. review rights of recipients of mental health services 
h. review/enact laws on voluntary, involuntary and community commitment 
i. review/enact laws on medication, in-patient and out-patient 
J. HHS Committee review reports from the Serious Incident Team within 30 days 
k. HHS Committee review the mental health consent decrees, including progress 
in complying, scheduled actions, positions of the parties, Court Master and courts. 
I. HHS Committee review monthly progress reports and written quarterly reports 
from the Department 
m. HHS Committee recommend collaboration between Department of 
Corrections and Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation and Substance 
Abuse Services to ensure the provison of mental health services to persons within 
the correctional system. 




